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ABSTRACT 

The science of physical fitness has become a dominant epistime in university physical 

education. The assumption has been that this kind of knowledge is  an objective, apolitical 

r e p r d o n  of the aatural reality of the body. This thesis attempts to disprove these 

~~ssumptions. It develops a theory of science based on recent research in the philosophy, 

anthropology, sociology and history of science. It also develops a new theory of the body 

in sodal discourse which draws tosether elemeats ofthe work ofHeidegger, Foucault and 

Deleuze and Guattari, It operationalizes these theories by deconstructing exercise science 

as a textual discourse on the body. dysing the Canadian Stzmdardized Test of Fimess 

The thesis condudes with principIes for emandpatory physical education. 
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Chapter One 

mTTRODUC110N 

Over the last two decades the knowledge-base of physical education in Canada, 

the United States, Great Britain, Australia aad New Zealand bas changed dmmttiCany. 

An d e r m c  and practical field that had ken geared to elementary aad secondary schooI 

teacher education with the broad educationd goal of b t i b g  "a swnd mind in a souncf 

body," has become more and more a prof&on geared to the development of human 

performance, both in terms of sport performance (ie, the body trained to perfom athletic 

feats) aod health paformance (ie., the body trained to Man more &ciedy m order 

to k hdthier and thus more eco11omicaUy productive and less a drain on government 

budgets for heaIth/sickness care). Traditionally, t m h d y  training in pphycal education 

was highly interdisciplinary, including instruction m the huamities, and the sodal and 

biophysical sciences, as we11 as vesy significant practical components, in sport, dance and 

exe!rciseetciSe 

In the e d y  1970s the need fbr newly trained p r h q  end secondary school 

physicat educators declined. At the same h e ,  the government of Canada took a much 

greater interest in the development ofnational athletic programmes (for the sake of 

improving stature in the intdonal atbledc competition scene) and fimctiod 

physical fiitpess for aduIts and childrea, Substamial govexmeat fimdiag was made 

-1e for nsearch in arerdse science that was aimed at performance, both m athletics 

and physical fitness In conjunction with these deve lopm~ rmivasity instructors of 



physical education (who were often primarify coaches) were Mder pressure by univetsities 

to improve their academic credentials. Thus many mkesity physical educators pursued 

academic credentials and careers in exercise science. In this context there was a 

noticeable change in the academic thrust of university physical education departments and 

the kind of knowlege they were producing.. There are now mivedies whose physical 

education programmes mclude no instruction in activities (e-g. the Uniwrsiry of British 

Columbia). Many uniwdies (the vast majority in Canada) bave changed the names of 

their departments h m  physical education - a name that suggests a more general and 

practical academic direction - to variations on "ldnesi~logy" (Faculty of Human Kinetics), 

a name that suggests a more scientific orientation. In most (formerly) physical education 

d- knowledege in the hlmanities and s o d  sciences has been marginalized. 

While there is c l & y  a political economy to these changes in the knowIedge-base 

of physical education (which I wiII discuss in the next chapter), there is aIso a bdamental 

issue about the nature of know1edse and its rehionship to human life. Briefly, the 

dominance of the biophysical exercise sciences has been premised on tacit claims which 

those sciences make about the nature of their knowiedge: the biophysical sciences study 

the nabrat body, objectively without political interference, The knowledege which it 

produces is simpIy knowledge of how the body works And he recornendations for 

athletic training, and physical h e s s  reghens are s h M y  presented as objective, 

nasuralistic accouuts of how to maximhe the body's p o t d  Because of its scientific 

objectivity, pcacticd effectiveness and political neutrality the biophysical account of the 



body is pressed as the most appropriate form of howledge on how to deal with the 

MY- 

This thesis aims to disprove these assumptions about the biophysical sciences of 

physical education My critique is analagous to aitical socioIogy of sport, which has 

shown that sport is more than just a game: One can engage m a sport, gain certain 

physical and strategic skiIls that help one become successful in playing the game; but most 

research m the sociology of sport indicates that learning a sport is never a purely technical 

matter. (Duquin 1984; Greendo* 1983; Hall 1985; Hall 1993; Hail 1996; Kidd 1987; 

Kidd 1995; LensLyj 1986; LensLyj 1990; 19% LensLyj 199%; Ledqj 1994; 

LePslryj 1995) For when one is learning the technical dcib of a sport one ean at the same 

time in the same setting - depending on how the sport abre  is structurd-lm 

imcrnalite and operatioh c u h d  discourses, such as dasg race, gender and sexdity- 

In that non uncommon situation, sport becomes much more than a simple game of 

physical skin; it is an ~o~ indoctrimtion in how to live a classist, racist, sexist 

aad homophobic life- I win demonstrate, similarty, that there is much more to the sdme 

of physical hess than understanding biological processes. 

My fbcus win be the science of physical fitness, rather than of high performance 

athletics- The sciences ofhigh performance sport have had a profound effect on the lives 

ofhigh performance athIetes and those who aspire to being the same, as John Hokrmaa 

(1992) bas amply documef&ixi High pafommce sport, however, hob a s d  portion 

of the general population The sciences of physical f b e q  because they are part of a 

muchlargerpropmmeof publichedth, a r e a i m e d a t s r f f ~ ~ m o r e p d o p S  



indeed as many people as they possiily *m The potmtial impact of this scientific 

knowledge on We, then becomes an important vestion Tbe heart of my question win b e  

does the science of physical fitness set a course for buman W o r n  or does it fbIfifI 

F o u ~ ~ s  view of exercise, ie., "Exercise, having become an elemeat in the politid 

technology of the body ... does not cdmime in a beyond, but tends toward a subjection 

that has never reached its limits." (Fouca,uIt, 1979,162) 

The following is a study of the science of hess-based adult physical education. It 

begins with a review of the academic literature that bas been sociOlCUIturany critical of 

fitness-based physicaI education I suggest that while there have been critiqws of physical 

hess for the ways in which it serves state interests, or promulgates ideologies of class, 

consumption and gender, or participates in modem form of s o d  disdpliw, and while 

there is a coasiderabIe literature that has been ctiticaI of the scientization of physical 

education, none of the literature has looked with much care at a d  scientific tats and 

the knowledge claims and prescriptions for life that they suggest. Most importantly, none 

of the heramre has given more than s*mt attention to theories of science that could 

deepen their aitiques- In response to that ledr I develop a politid theory of science end 

scientific t-, drawing on recent work in the philosophy, history, soci010gy and 

~ p o 1 0 g y  of science. My review aIso suggests that the most important Iack in the 

literature invoIves a paucity ofa theory of the body. While there is some reference to 

issues ofpower and the body, especiany m the Iiterafttre that draws on the work of 

F o d  and Bodeu, this literature stiU Iacks a theory for precise@ how the body is 

available to disansive forms of power. And most imponandy, besides some pessing 



refet.ences to pleasure and sense of sadness that fitness-based physical education is not as 

pleasureable as it might be, there is no theory of Ems. A major part of this thesis is my 

attempt to build a theory of the body that accounts for the himation of discursive power 

in Erotic life. That theory synthesizes aspects ofHeidegger* Foucault and Deleuze and 

Guattari in an attempt to account for the insidious and now, -caJIy7 aImost 

imperoeptible ways that an authoritarian reghe of the body is operative in much of 

everyday life- I then apply that theory to the science of physical fitness, specXc@ as it is 

manifest in fitness testing. 

I suggest that the science of physicat fitness participates, aIbeit mwithgIy, m a 

wider modern, autho- discourse of the subjection of Erotic W o m .  To 

accomplish this, I engage in a t d  cawstudy of the Canadian Standardized Test of 

Frtness (CSTF). The CSTF is an eminent example of the science of physical fhess 

opedonatized in the general popuIation. It was used as the testing instrument in the 

Canada fitness Survey (19811, to date the "largest and most extensive study of physical 

activity and fitness ever undertakena (Canadi;tn, 1986,3). It continues to be the ptimary 

official iutemntion ofthe most important academic society of exercise scientists m 

Caaada, the Canadian Society for Tkerck Physio10gy, a ieamed society that was W e d  

by the goveclllllent of Canada uatil1994, when it suffered budget cuts m a conthing 

massive "downsizingn of pubtic institutions- 



I offer two readings of the CSTF, one " m c "  and the other 

ndeconstnr~"' The nahlraIistic regding suggests that the body is a natural entity, that 

can be appraised of its functional fitness and trained to function better. This is a reading 

that avoids any explicit sense of discursive power in the fitness test. The fitness test 

simply represents the truth about the fitness of the individual body and prescri'bes a course 

of action to improve that fitness. The decoastnrctive reading, on the other hand, attempts 

to render explicit implicit discourses of power. This reading suggests that the CSTF 

extends the authoritarian and disciplinary culture of the research laboratory (the objects of 

study of a research Iaboratory are compIetely controlled by the disciplinary techniques 1 

experimental proceedures of the laboratory and scientists) into the general population- It 

argues that the CSTF is consauctd as a dosed salvation mmtbe: the participant 

confesses, is presented with M e r  fanenness and in a wmrersion experience resolves to 

live the New Life- The codession, which is the actuaI testing proceedure, is a disciplinary 

act in which the body is forced to appear as a purely individualized, technological, and Iess 

than funy &cieut object. The data of the confession are coded as a measurement of 

personal physical capital and the participant is pressured to understand that M e r  body 

should be resourcefUIly developed for its capital poterdiaL By developing their physical 

capitat Crn terms of bxeased wdio-YaScuIar M o n ,  greater strength, etc) the 

participant is able to plncbase salvation (im terms of waylayins d d  avoiding disease or 

' The distinction between these readings is based on contrasting theories of the body as 

nahrralandas~constructed,~&IdiscussintheoryofthebodymChapter 

Three. 



old age, being a more productive worker, etc.) . Accepting that meaning of the body is 

the heart of the conversion experience- The cost of salvation is k g  the New Lac, one 

which is subject to a regimen of physical capital resource development m terms of 

ocgmkd, inarmed exercise, a life of regular if not constant monitoring and 

wntroIIed desire. Pleasufe is acceptable only where it contn'butes to, or has no effect on 

physical capital development. 

The underlying logic of the CSTF and exercise science is the development of the 

body as a capital resource. This philosophy of the resowcefitl body participates in a much 

wider discourse, perhaps the preeminent discourse of modernity, of dealing with people, 

bodies, fhm, flora, and indeed the Earth itself primarily as a resource to be developed and 

traded in one way or another- Fol.lowmg Heidegger's profound critique of this modem 

disposition towards being, I argue that treating the body as a capitat resource is 

dangerous. The more we see our bodies, each other and the world around us as mere 

resources to be developed and traded, the less we see the gift, the wonder of- In the 

case of the body, the more we see it in economic terms of capital developme& the more 

e0iciently we produce it as a fimctioning object, the more accustomed we become to 

treating it in this way, the more fb&r its essentiaI resour&ess becomes: the less we 

see its wonder, the less we engage m the fullness of Eroticism, the less we seek first and 

foremost its essential Worn:  the more we have turned away fiom the gift which our 

being is and the more we have &en it over to a We of denial, subjection, the mlhili.ar of 

bein%merelyusefUl 



The CSTF and the science of physid fitness have not been respomile (in the 

sense of being the main caw)  of an essentiany nihilistic disposition to buman being 

Both the test and the science are smaII players in an overwhelming historical, economic, 

social and cultural tendency to capitalize everything and appreciate nothing. Ractitioners 

of physid education are respo~l~lile (im the sense of respondiing to what is before them) 

for how they dispose the human beings with whom they come into contact. If physical 

educators are going to be respoaabe cm the sense of doing what may be best, rather tban 

most expedient) they should m the very least, make it clear how their production of 

knowledge either augments or dimhishes the being of the people with whom they are 

dealing. I conclude the lan chapter with suggestions as to how physical education d d  

be a practical educational quest that seeks to free Eros from nihilistic discourses, rather 

than being just another soldier following orders. 

The assumption of this thesis is that physid education can have a profound effect 

on the experience people have of their bodies, oftheir pot- for fieedom, for their 

bodily sepse of how they relate to the world and the world is related to them Indeed, 

physical education am have a role in creating culture. Because of this, tbe ways in which 

physical educators interne m life is very important. My critique of the scimce of 

physical fitness is a critique of its structlrring or production of the body. It is a critique of 

tbe ways it either opens possibilities for depth and M o m ,  or doses them. 



Chapter Two 
LITERATllRE REVIEW 

2.1 Overview 

To date, there has been no socio-cultd analysis? of the CSTF or of any other 

physical fitness testing There is, howeyer, a s d  socidtural  literature 

critical of dominant policies and models of fitness-based physical education (FBPE). Most 

of this literature escamines physical iitness and Lifestyle as part of the larger phenomenon of 

scholarship on this subject has taken place in the socioIogy of sport (for asample: in the 

North Society for the Sociology of Sport, which pubtishes the SacioIa&v of 

S ~ W  Jountal., the International Society for the Sociology of Sport, which publishes the 

IntetlaaftntetlaaftdRaiw of the WoZw of Sport; the [US.] Centre for the Study of Sport 

and Society, which publishes the J d o f $ m r t  andson'd Iwes, and the North 

- - 

By the words "sociO-CU1turalW I am referring to CridcaI social and c u I d  d y s i s  in a 

very broad sense: encompassing sociology, anthropology, history, cultural studies and 

SO on. 

Roberta Park (1989a, e 13,14), who has given a number of unpubished papers on 

physical hess, at the meetings of the North American Society fbr Sport History, 

mentions her forthcoming book, Historical Trends in rhe Measurenaerrt of Physical 

F- 1860-1988, but it is as yet unpubIis6eb 



American Society for Sport History, which publishes the JoaarPal of Spurt History) and 

physical education (the W.S.] National Association for Physical Education in Higher 

Education, which publishes Best). Another reason that critical scholarship m this area 

emam&s from studies m physical education and sport is that promoters of physical 

activity usually come k r n  sport and physical education backgrounds, ie. many are either 

gradua!es ofunivasity physical education programmes or are academics appointed to 

teach and conduct research in such programmes. The following is a review of that 

literature which takes a critical socio-cuItural approach to fimess-based physical education 

(FBPE). This review excludes the extensive critical literature on the history, sociology 

and anthropcdogy of sport, except where sport participation is conceived as an integral 

element m the dedopment of public health. 

The cridcal literature ofFBPE can be reviewed thematicalIy FI~s~, there is an 

analysis of FBPE as it has developed m relation to the problems of the we4fkre state 

(Harvey, Bean&, and IMhce 1993; Ingham 1985). Second, as it has been used 

ideologically along the lines of class (Brodeur? 1988; Laberge, 1988; Bordo? 1993; 

Hoberman, I994),the commodification of the body (Crawford 1980; Crawford 1984; 

Demers 1988; Featherstone 1991; Glassner 1989), and gender (Bordo, 1993a; Bordo, 

199%; CoIe, 1993; Lenskyj, I986 ; Lendqi, 199 1 ; Leaskyj, 1990; MacNeiIl, 1994 ; 

Markuta, 199s; Prwger, 1990). Third, drawing on the work of Michel Foucault there are 

critiques of FBPE as a technique for the production of social discipline (Bordo 1993b; 

Cofquhom 1990, IGrk 1994; Kirk and Spiner1994; Kirk and Tmning 1994; Kirk and 

Twigg 1994; Kirk and Twigg 1995). Fourth, there are critiques of the scientization of 

physical education Some aiticize the role of sci@c hodedge in the making of 



pdkssiooal monopolies. O)emers 1988; Harvey 1986; Lawson 1985; Sparks 1990; 

Whitson and MacIutosh 1990). CloseIy r&d to the critique of h e  sci&c 

p m f k s i o ~ o n  of FBPE is a b y  of the growing influence of positive science m 

the fidd (Fletcher ; Park 1989a; Park 298%; Park 1992a; Park 1992b). And there are 

aIso ideological critiques of the science of FBPE (V- 1985; Vertinsky 199 1; 

Vertinsky 1992; Vertinsky 1995) that have emerged h m  fkmhh critiques of science m 

gend@leier 1984; Giuzberg 1989; Haraway 1988; Harding 1986; &ding 1989; 

Hubbard 1989; Hubbard 1990, Keller 1989; Keller 1 % Longino 1989; Rossef 1989)- I 

will now review these in turn 

2.2 Problems of the State 

Some have argued that the provision of fitness-ked physicaI exercise 

opportunities is a pofitical phenomenon, insofir as it serves the herests of the state 

(&my9 BeamisfS and D h c e  1993; Ingbam 1985; Kidd 1996). In a purely theoretical 

paper, Harvey, Beamish and Defirance (1993) emphasize that this political fidd must be 

understood in historical contexts, and suggest that an adequate understanding of such 

contexts must take into account both "society-related variables" and "staterelated 

VadabIes." The society-dated variables they disucss are (i) cIass, (ii) political economy, 

(iii) social representation and (ii) the international economy. 

(i) CIass affects the nature ofopportrrnides for exercise, and state polides arotmd 

it, inso~asclassinterestsareoperatio~bysuchpoGcies. For 

example, Harvey, Seamish and Defiance suggest that the Dominion-Provincial 

Youth Training PropY- which was in turn an extension of the 



UnempIoyment and Agriculture Act of 1937 was a response &om the d i n g  

class to keep unemployed lower cIass youths subdued in the midst of the Great 

Depression by encourclging them to engage in "rational" forms of d o n  

that would not be disruptive to the social Mric of the  tatu us quo (Harvey, 

Beanti& and Def'rance 1993,56). 

(ii) Political economies Sect exercise m so fir as there are different modes of 

social regulation of oppormnities for exercise according to 

"diff&rent regimes ofacczmtukttion [of capital]."(Harvey, Beamish, and 

Defiance 1993.57)For example, in the post-war period, Canada, Iike many 

other advanced c s ~ p h a b  countries, ended up with a Fordist regime of 

accumufation, "... a form of regulation based on the extension of mass 

production industries which in turn were dependent upon the extension of 

markets [...I for their products "(Jenson 1989,7 1). For& countries are also 

characterized by low spending Keyllsian weltsre states. This meant that the 

emergence and development of policies related to physical exercise lagged 

behind the Scandinavian countries, for exampIe, where more active welfarr 

states viewed exercise as a public right (Harvey, Bear&, and Defiance 1993, 

57) 

The result of this in Canada has been relativety W e  government money directed at the 

provision ofopportuaides for physical activity. Rather, the Mode Report (1974)' 

1 djscuss the context of the Ldonde Reporton health in Chapter Four ( pp 216ff) 



"which laid the ground work for aII W e  developments at the national Ievel"(Harvey, 

Beam& and Defiance I993,57) gave responsibility for finding and fimding 

opportunities for physical activity to illmduals. 

@)Harvey, Beamish and Defkm say that "social representation" refers to the 

state's co~tcephraI representation of the character of society, to the hegemonic 

(Williams 1980) ebb and flow of do- residual and emergent images of 

people in society. So, for instance, an emerging conception of youth in the 

1930s became dominant, repmseahg them as outsf-shape, unemployed, 

unproductive and sociany dangerous. In response to this conception, Canadian 

national policy for physicai exercise was part of the Iabour portfiolio. 

CN) The international economy can also afSect sport policy. For exampIe: in 

Canada, the Free Trade Agreemeat with the United States has eroded 

Canada's relatively more interventionist tendency in the area of exercise (Kidd 

1992). 

The most important "state-related variables" identi6ed by Harvey, Be2lmish and 

Defiance are the state's formation and those who act on its behalf. These are f%dy 

obvious factors such as the political regime (monarchy, dictatorship, parIiamentiiry 

dem~cfacy, etc.), and the division ofjurisdictions within the state apparatus (for example 

the existence of rninistties of h d &  or h e s ,  or sport). Related to that of course is the 

political nature of the govmment, WE& is to say its propensity to Iean to the right, I& 

or to be "IkmL'' The "state actors", the politicians and high level bufe~atcfat~ who 

enact and opemionaIize Iegkkion, who (as Bourdieu points out, do so on the basis of 



their own class backgrounds) can have a powerfirl effect on the way the state influences 

exercise policy. 

Aside h m  brief examples of each of these variables, Harvey, Beamish and 

lkhnce's theoreticaVmethodological article (1993) on the role of the webre state in 

exercise policy does not actually analyze any relationship between the w e k e  

state and the provision of opportunities for physical exercise as an instance of the politics 

of FBPE. 

Ingham(1985) offers an account of the ways in which concern about pbysical 

h e s s  can be traced to particular political and economic circumstances of the wetfilre 

state. He argues that the fiscal crisis of the North American weIfare state, brought about 

by the d o n  of the early 1970% has lead to an ideological shift fiom social to 

individual responsibility for hdth.' Ingham says that the Nonh Amsican w e h e  state, 

although never as large as its European variants, grew substantially m the post-Second 

World War economic boom . That growth "invoIved an ideology ofbfpmtim in which 

labor and capital were integrated into the State. This ideoIogy proclaimed a situation of 

corporatism where the two producer groups-capital and labour-were q*omed in the 

p d  of economic growth" (Ingham 1985,45) Labour, he goes on to say, was 

5 @ham's anaIysis shares much in cornon with other, d e r  critiques of 

indivi- heaIth, (for example PoweIs, 1973, McKeown, 1976, Krauze, 1977, 

micq 1976 and B0zzin.i et aI, 1980, and especialEy Crawford 1978 and 1980) yet 

makes no mention of that literature. See my discussion, above. 



convinced that it was m its best interests to cooperate with "the tepmen~ives of capM 

by providing a stable work forq the capitalists, in return, would "provide a high level of 

employment, better wages and he& and thus gmmtee labour an aaxs to the 

comumer culture aed the good I&. For its part, tbe State could promise more w e k  

h m  its expanding tax base Labour discipline, conamah, and quality of We became 

ideo1ogicafty linked" (Ingham 1985,45) This happy (and surprisingly tidy) tripartite 

we, depended on booming growth, and could not be sustained, under fecessioniuy 

press~tres aad changing regimes of capital acclmnulation6 Labour would have to make 

do with less, both in terms of co-on and expectations of support h m  the W* 

Staie, including naa respom'bility for health.' hghm does not laate his rmlyriP in any 

cwntry. PmmmbIy, he believes it applies to all w&ue states in the period he is 

discussing Assumiog that cIasses operate with coIlective consciousness, Ingham asserts 

that the capitaiist class felt it necessary to controt the possl'bibty that Iabour and the 

Bruce Kdd has noted cm his comments on tbk *on) that neither b u r  nor 

capitalisss m North America were as accepting of this tripartism as their E u r o p  

cotmteqam Moreover, the benefits to labour that accrued Erom the welfiue state were 

not so much the prodlrct of MachbveIIian pIaaning on the part ofthe ruling class, but 

more c o d o m  made by them in the context of major labour strikes during and after 

World War Two. 

' This is a procap of r e d u e  -om for the midme and lower don+o mnt is 

de91.ty ongoing. 



unernpIoyed would act collectively in their own interests. The capitalist solution was the 

prodgation of "ideology" (in the nee-Marxist sense of false consciousness). Tbis is 

an ideology of individrlslli_sm which can act as: 

a corrective for the past 'acesses7 of coIlectivhn The time was ripe to depict 
[coEleCtiViSlll1, in the form of wage increases, as a primary coatriution to the dediuing 
competitiveness of American capitalism in the world market and, in the form of 
entitternem and hdthlcztre programs, as a major factor m increasing the national debt 
by fbeIing the inflationary spiral in domestic interest rates through government 
borrowing. (Ingham 1985,45). 

Brodew concurs on this point and applies it specifically to the Canadian situation, 

discussing initiatives by the Canadian National Advisory Cound on 'tness and Amateur 

Sport in the early 1970s. 

For economic reasons related to the costs of providing coUecbive heaIth services, it 
was necessary to revise and adjust heahh poIicies m the diredon of individual 
responsiiirit, for lifestyles. This wide strategy was aimed ultimately at making the 
working classes accept a reduction in the share of social production dotted to 
cofleaiw he& services, in order to increase the p r o b  of private entefprke and 
hence of the owners ofthe means of productio~t (Brodeur 1988,232). 

lagham relates t&ese moves to the fiscal policy of the "New Right" which sought to 

subordioate labour by mcreashs unemployment so that the members of the working dass 

would have to compete with each other for jobs. The strategy, he says, effectively eroded 

cIass solidarity and emphasized the individuaL Success m this ideological system 

depends on living a properly managed We, fke of ill health, vigorous and fit for 

productivity. Individuals who manage their lives succesfUy are m a position to advaace 

in the oompetitive emironwnt Increasing physical fitness through proper body 

ntanagerneat which includes engaging m physical exercise became an important 

management strategy. Being physiCany uafit andlor having a body that does not show the 



signs of a cormnitma to phydcd b e s s  (taut and muscular for both men and women) 

indicates a poorly managed life and a lack of selfresponsi%@ in the esonomic system 

@ordo 1993b, 185-214; Featherstone 1991,187ff). IU health and low levels of physical 

fitness err thus seen to be persod flaws, one's own fault and thejust deserts of laziness. 

This ideology of managed personal lifestyle as a strategy for economic viability and 

success is said to release the welfare state fiom responsiiility for health, It also has the 

politid economic advantage of undermining working class (and unemployed class) 

solidarity. 

Some scholars say that "ideology" refen to an all-embracing system of ideas that 

constitute a world-view, Weilolts~hauung, which can be said to account for the structure, 

both political and otherwise, of individual and wIIective c~llsciousness~ But most of the 

literature that analyses the ideologies of FBPE employs the more common understanding 

of ideology as a Morative term that denotes systems of ideas that are "are meant to 

obscure the truth a d  to manipulate people through deceptionn@endix 1993,272). Max 

and Engels conceptusrIized 'SdeoIogy" as a system of deception and denounced their 

opponents as 'ideologists" who obscured the material tnrth about reality, a tmscendent 

nelity which could be revealed by the science ofdiaIectical materialisn which was able to 

yidd "historical auth" Various MarxPt schooIs continued to be interested in ideoIogy as 

' This is the is the concept of ideology that Hoberman employs in Spwr md PoWd 

IikoIogy (1984). 



an insbument of class struggle. Bourgeois ideology, for instance saves the interests of the 

capitalist class md some elements of the petty bourgeoisie; whereas it is at odds with the 

interests of the tower working classes. Critical Theorists of the Frankfirrt School studied 

the ways m which bourgeois ideology, when taken up by the lower dasses, is a too1 of 

oppression that coopts the oppressed by getting them to identifjt with the world-view 

which Iegitbks the logic of the dominant social reIations. It is this Manrist sense of 

ideology that ideological critics of FBPE employ. 

Harold Stein's (1982) psychohistory of physicd fitness in America describes the 

ways in which the individualist ideology of physical hess  alienates one h r n  everyone 

else- It promotes the ideology that one is alone m the world, in so Ex as only the 

individual can truly look out for him or h d .  In a society that insists that the isolated 

indvidual take reseponsiiility for him or herseK 

Self-help is tiightened self-sullidency. IncreasingIy, disease comes to be seen as fiiled 
responsiiility to maintain the self-isolating sham of self-aciency. Contrdng a 
disease has come to be s e a  by many as a sign of personal moral Ehm to keep up his 
vital weIlness. It is thus one's own W t  ifhe fails ill; he should expect to be abIe to 
depend upon no one other than himself. Narcissism's protective insularity sows its 
own v u l n e .  (Stein 1982, l m9 

Wth the term "&-helpN Stein is not referring to those traditiom of self-heIp m which 

laity wrest control for their health fiom profesSonal elites, such as doctors, by setting up 

their own h e .  care (eg. adpsychiatrc self-heIp groups, and women's self-help 

groups, alcoholics anonymous, ac.). He is referring instead to the notion that is 

an indiviw seIf+riented concern 



The iadividwbt ideology of physid &mss is symptomatk of the ideology of sociel 

* .  DarwmtsrParhich Stein calls "ne~-Darwinism,~ In this ideology, Darwin's theory of 

the evohttion of entire species over dermia is reduced to the war of every person ag&w 

each other in an mdividualist struggIe of the slrvival ofthe &&-a completdy wrong- 

minded understanding of Darwin. The "scientific respectability" of Darwin's theory of 

evohrtion is coyly appropriated in a pop* right wing political ideology of individual 

self-dciency. The predominance of this ideology has gone a long way in preventing 

(Ingham would say eroding) class solidarity or at least group action. Stein says one is told 

to be responsiile for one's own "well-being, not to make demands upon society, but to 

contniute unquestioningly to present social goals. One is admooished to be responsiiIe m 

the smse of *sufEicincy, but not in the area of social action--espadaUy those that go 

against the graian (180) 

Bany GIassler (1989) looks at panidpation in physical fitness as a postmodem 

response to the culture of modernityemity Foflowing upon Lyotard's assertion (Lyotard 

1984), that the postmodem condition is a Iack of faith in the great "meta-t3aTTatiVes of 

modernity," such as social progress and the coatroI ofnature through machine age science 

and technology Glassner says that physical fitness is a response to the sense of loss that 

Wed modernity has created: since the world is not rltiUing the modern dream of 

progress and control, individuals reproduce a kind refracted narrative of the same m their 

own h. Fimess offers a sahXxc mmtbe fiom the perils ofmodan life: drug a& 

depression, eating disorders, modern &eases. Paraphrasiog Andreas 

1986,180), GIassner ays "...fitness eahukts  hold an 'ostentatious selfanfidence' that 



there am be a 'realm of purity' for the sa ifthe selfwiU maintain a proper regimen, By 

means of vital, rationalized, and SeIfkbected action, the practitioner of hess  strives to 

constntct an mtegral biography during a time when roles and cokctive morality are 

inconsistent and rapidly changing" (Giassner 1989,183). 

23. I CLASS IDE0WK;Y 
F m  a class perspeaive, Brodeur argues that the ideology of physical fitness gets 

the working class to id@ its own self interests with those of the capitaGst dass. 

Brodew analyzes that ideologicd function in employee fitness programmes. In the 1970s 

and 80s there was considerable interest in the workplace as a site for the promotion of 

hdthy IifestyIes, including physical fitness. Brodeur argues that this was not an interest 

in physical activity as form of entertainment or recreation, which was the traditional 

objective of engaging in physical activity, but an interest in physical activity as a form of 

profdonai preparation for work: "The traditional view of free time and popular 

partidpation in physicaI activities and sport no longer means anything m this 

p r o f e S S i o ~  u16~erse"@rodeur 1988,228). Brodeur says that while there was 

considaable effiort on behalf of professionals in physical education to convince empIoyers 

that employee fitness programmes wiU increase worker productivay, the real impetus 

came h m  governments that wanted the workplace to do its bidding in the controt of 

pubic health. To support this daim he cites a number of government pubGcations on 

workplace fitness programmeses (For instance, B d e u r  points out that the Rovince of 

Ontado had abmch called Fiess Ontario which published- F i m d r h e  Wwm 

WwU Prvmot&gEinpbyee F m  aradRemeatt*on in the Worklrrce, and the 



E@k@yee E i  lbsource Kil.) Employee fitness was one strategic course in a host of 

Canedian government strat Jes emanating out of the Lalonde Report (1974) (See 

discussion above: p. 12.) Brodeur says the government had an ideological interest in 

individual Mpess: to distntct workers from systematic issues about modes of production 

(232). This, he says serves the interests of the "ruling class": 

Reinfomeat was given to the ruliog ~Iasses' idea that the popuMioa of Canada 
constituted a retatively homogenous whole, m wbich differences were only individual 
ones between legally equal people, and health or fitness depended on the degree of 
"laz;iness" of each person in choosing healthier lifestyles, among which physical 
activity should constitute a larger part. This political doctrine would seem logical 
only ifone agrees to jump fiorn "coIlective health* to "individual fitness", which is 
seen to have its origins in physicaI conditioning, which in turn is based on pamdpation 
in sports and physical activities on a reguIar basis. Thus the issue of the "systemn was 
avoided and replaced by a focus on the individual, who was confronted with the 
necessary, inevitable evolution of the means of production, to which he or she had to 
adapt (Brodeut 1988,233) 

Another ideological goal of workplace fitness programmes was to shift b h e  for 

low worker productivity : rather than attriiiuting low produdivity to structural 

det ermiarmts such as boredom, bad working conditions and dienation fiom the products 

of Mow, the problem is ideologically diverted to problems ofthe individual worker's low 

c0-m to personal health. In this ideology, workers who are unhappy with their 

work and who are unproductive are so because they are p e f s o ~  lary and live unhealthy, 

wpfodllctive WestyIes Ifthey engage m physicaI fitness programmes on the job they wiIl 

become happier, healthier and more productive and nothing h the mode of production and 

orgmkaion of hbour needs to change. 

Similar to ideological critiques that show how FBPE performs the ideological role 

of divemng the working ches '  attention away h m  the merial anditions oftheir 



discontent, is Stein's dys i s  of fitness in Rodd  Reagan's America(l982). He says that 

whiIe it may be true that physical activity and care m the consumption of drugs and foods 

may be good preventive strategies for the onset of disease, "the ideology of wellness" 

bctions as an "opiate" for a population that is under siege by the forces of the Right, 

Etced with not ody an irresistri1e wave of economic hardship, but a h  enviromental 

destruction, and the feeiing of heiplessness and hopelesstless that pervades life in the 

shadow of nuclear profusion and war and the possiiilicy of absolute chaos, misery, doom. 

'WeIlness" has become yet another social opiate, a pseudo-solution whi&, m diverting 
our attention from those problems that beset us, becomes part of the problem itself 
That obsessive preoccupation with health that goes by the term "wehe&' is one 
amoug many contemporary expressions of a narciffistic inward turning that foIIows a 
sense of frightened impotence to affea change upon the world. One feels helpless to 
avert nuclear war, or to control inflation, or to ensure that he wiIl not lose his j o W t  
one's body, that magical AIaddin's lamp, remains in one's controI; it has only to be 
rubbed the right way. One works overtime on maimbhg and improving his body 
("health stabs") became he feels so d l e  to cope with the world.. Indeed, copmg 
via one's body (e-g. dieting, exercising, renouncing aIcohoI, etc.) is, path&Cany, 
meffkctual, one's means of copmg with the worid(St& 1982,176) 

The North American fitness craze/movemdmdustry is conceived here as an 

(iier)nationaI cultural and ideological response to the politics of the day. Medical 

exphatioas for the benefits of exercise, says Stein, are subsequent to the cultural 

iddogid imperatives for exercise. Inded, the exercise sciences developed in the 

context of an already burgeoning physical Eitness culture. The science of phydcd fitness 

operates as m ideological justiscation for a cultural, pdia'd, phenomenoe He is not 

suggesting that the medical science of fitness is wrong, but it is an inadequate srpIanati011 

ofthe phenomenon of exercise. Stein iIEustrates tbis poim m the following paragraph on 



Take "Nnning," easily the most popular of exercise regimens. I d d  want to know 
what a person who regularly if not compulsively runs is nmning for, perhaps mukg 
fimn,ornmning to. Insho~IwouldwanttoknowthemegniagorperscMaf 
significance of movement itself: and not simply commend d g  fix its 
consequences Surely running or jogging as a symbolic form or symptom choice can 
hardly be accidental: for in a society which prizes personal W o m  and mobiIity, as 
one f& increasingly trapped if not paralyzed in life's options, through nmniag one is 
able to keep on the move, sustained only by one's own powers. Running, in short, 
may weII be a nativistic rite in which one attempts to int- or revitalize one's 
personal culture that he fee15 to be in decline. Running is "culture* before it is 
''medicine." It is that shared htasy  about the body that Ieads to the implem-on 
of medicaI means to achieve fmikzsy gu&(Stein 1982, 172)" 

Stein also aSSOciates interest in physical fitness in the 1970s and 80s with the 

decline in American international military power in the wake of its Wure in Viet Nam. 

That dimhished masculine military potenq has increased a metaphoric castmion anxiety: 

the feminization of the American nation by its defeat in South East Asia is paralIeIed m the 

fears of individual men that they too are impotent, incapable of doing the masculine deed 

three forms taken by the fitness movement's fessufected narcissism of the body. Through 

exercise and body building the weak and flaccid body magicaIIy becomes one of 

indomitabIe phanic men gth... the body iw and by extension the national body, is 

geaitaIized as though it were composed of erectile tissue. The ' d e  protest' fiom 

individual to national finds expression in phallic boasthgn(Stein 1982,173)" Body 

'O An d y s i s  of the &onship between social, cultural and political hqmtlks and 

s c i d c  production is a major part of the theory of science outIined in the next chapter. 

" It is worth noting Stein's gender bias in these comments. He speaks ofthe herest in 

physical hess as though both men and women bad the same reasons kr being 



building and physid fitness are thus ideolgical responses to a national gender identity 

crisis- 

Yet another ideologid fimction of employee fitness is to get workers to conceive 

of their bodies as machines that need a certain kind of maintenauce end training in order to 

become more productive machines for the orguidon. The ideology of the worker's 

body as a machine casts it as yet another resource that is aMilable to the employer to be 

developed for the production of capital. The propdy ideologically oriented worker win 

dewlop bismer machine-body as a resource for the company by engagkg in an employee 

hess  programme and consenting to physical bess  tests to monitor its resour& 

development, Physical fitness testing caa also be used to screen new employees to see if 

they will be good company resoufces. Workplace physical b e s s  programmes are part of 

a Taylorist strategy for the s c i d c  management of company resources(Br0deur 1988, 

237), in this case the bodies of employees The ideoIogy of fitness gets the workers to 

buy imo that management. 

Suzarme Laberge and David Sankoff (1988) take issue with the dass ideology of 

physical fiess,  arguing that it is a midme and upper middle class phenomenon that is 

based on the material conditions of the dass, and that statirtcal evidence shows that the 

upper dasses much more than the lower dasses are wihg to participate in physid 

- - 

interested m it It us doubtfid that women's participation m physical h e s s  was 

arprrssed as "phallic boasthg" 



activay as part of prevemive mediciae.@oI~ 1971, as cited in Laberge and Sankoc 

1988) Laberge and Sankoff explain: 

Tbis is duc in part, to the fact that obeykg the rules of preventive medicine does not 
depend on mdividud responsibility but is determmed by the merial conditions of life. 
BoItanski points out that the objective conditions under which members of the 
working class live, especially economic insearrity, force them to internalize an ethos 
and an attitude regarding time that prohibits them, a fortin, &om adopting a 
preventive attitude towards illness (Boltauski, lWI,ZZ). (Labage and Sankoff 
1988,277) 

Using Pierre Bourdieu's concepts of class habiaur and cultural capital, Laberge and 

W o f f  argue that the physidy fit body habitus is specific to the middle dass and 

contnibutes to their acatmulation of arhural capitalU Mrrterial conditions dlow one to 

d d o p  certain habits of lifestyle: for iaffance the material conditions of upper middle 

class life dow one to go to the golf dub, tennis club, sailing club, skiing club, embark on 

equipme~~s, and so on. This creates a way of life that is a middle class habiats that 

embodies many of the goals of FBPE The more one embodies this hab'rtus, both by 

partidpatins in these slCtivities and h a .  the body and clothing that that@@ such 

participation, the more one accumuhes upper middle class CUIturaI capW Imagipe, for 

-1% a group of university physical education students loading their slriiag esuipment 

into the back of one of their parent's Voivo station wagon fix a weekend at one of their 

ski chalets: not only do they haw the opportunity to engage in a pIeasurab1e physid 

activity, they also embody, display and nade m the cultural capital that is sgdkd in the 



ownership of such equipment and property and the ability to use it successfirIly. The 

student who has had these cultural uadvamges" has the ability to travel in class circles 

that a lower class, impoverished student who has had no skiing lessons, owns no 

equipment, has never been to a private chalet, and probably couldn't afford the gas, the 

cost of the lift tick* or the comiution to the coUection of micro-brewery beers and 

steak that inevitably form part of such a pleasant upper middle class skiing weekend, 

does not A poor lower middle-class student who cannot travel in these circles, lacks the 

habits (which includes both the technical and social skills that are part ofexclusive ski 

trips) end therefore the CUIW capital to be physically active in this way. FBPE, then, 

can be critived for the way it comiutes to the production of &ss. Shilling says: 

"children fiom (the dominant) cIasses tend to engage m socially elite sporting activities 

which stress manners and deportment and hence k W t e  the hture acguisitioa of social 

and cultural capitalm(Shilling 1991,656) Modes of participation in physical activity are 

part and parcel of the production of economic and cultural capitaI, for the middle classes, 

and part of the excIusion of the lower classes fiom such accumulation Laberge and 

Sankoff say that activities are specific to class habitus: the physical fitness habiats is the 

cuhrrral rnilieu of the middle classes and not the lower chssesu 

l3 For fbrther discusion of body Mittus and culturel capital see:Shiihg, Chris 1991. 

Educating the body: Physical capital and the production of social i n w e s .  WoI'qgy 

25 (4):653672. 



23.2 IDEOLOGX OF CONSUMPTION 
FBPE has been examined in its relationship to the logics of c o m e r  aJture 

(Bordo 1993 b; Crawford 1984; Featherstone 199 1 ; Hoberman 1994). In consumer 

culture the body has become a locus of consumption Featherstone (1991) grounds 

consum& cultural practices in the material dynamics of advanced cqitahnu Wah 

the dwelopment of mass production came the economic impertive for mass consumption. 

Because people's basic material needs are actually small compared to the vast array of 

products that become adable in mass production, it became necessary to d c e  people 

into buying more. Consumer capitalism does that by playing on people's desires and 

iaseariities. Of particular relevance to the body are desires for health, longevity, d 

f i d l i h e  youth and beauty. The promise of consumer culture is that these desires will 

be rlIfilIed by consumption If one buys the products of the physical hwss, beauty, 

health food and clothing industries, such desires will be requited. Attractive images of 

healthy, sexuaIly activdappealing, beautifUZ young peopIe abound in the media. 

Featherstone says: 

... these images do not mere!ly serve to stimulate &e needs f m e d  onto the 
individual, Part of the strenfl of c o m e r  culture comes &om its ability to 
harness and charmel genuine bodily needs and desires, aIbeit that it presents them 
within a form that makes their realization dubious. The desire for heahh, 
Iongevity, sexual sexualen& youth and beauty represent a reified entqnmt of 
transhissoric human longing witbin distorted forms.(Featherstone 1991, 193) 

. . 
Consumer culture fosters dsasht ion  with the selfand the need fbr constant 

self-improvezllent. Idealized media images, ofperfkc@ sIim, smartly dressed, coiffirred 

youog people invite invidious comparisons which intens@ -on with one's own 

I4 See also @wen 1976) 



Me. But there is a sense that if one oollsumes the products asdated with the advertising 

images, one win improve one's identification with the images. The body has come to be 

seen as pIastic and thus not completely predetermined. One can thus work on it and 

pchase for it to make it conform. There are many body products on the rnarket-not 

the least of which are physical fitness products and xrvices that promise to help 

individwk produce their bodies along imaginary lines. In this culture, the physicaIIy fit 

bod/ is one that firs the consumerist body image. Making the body fit is the object of 

production and coosumption. 

Featherstone says that there is also a logic of continuaI self-improvement: one c a ~  

always be thinner, more musarlar, more fit, more energetic, more productive, more 

attractive, more desireable. The fit body signifies one's discipline and thus commitment to 

seKimprovemem. Thus the body's Surface appearance becomes a sign of the "owner's" 

h e r  strength or weakness, moral v h e  or laxitude: "the prime purpose ofthe 

maintenance of the inner body becomes the enhancement of the outer body"(Featherst0ne 

1991,171). Ow who is not engaged in copstam sIGimprovement is encouraged to fed 

gdty-in this way consumption takes advantage of older (Protestant, according to 

Weba) ascetic sensibElities regardiag the importance of work, disdpIine and selfcontrol in 

achieving social and economic mobility. In coma culture, the panacea of tbe y e s t  

for constant seEimpmvement is constant consumption. 

The prevalence of images of youth is an immensely successll elrticement in the 

c o m e r  dture equation of y o & = = h e a l t h ,  art equation firesuently promoted by 

physical educators Youth, of course is fleeting and MevabIe, which is pndseIy why 



it is sucb an exdent lure fir consumptioa Where coatinued youth is a c h e d d  yet 

unrdmble goal, the possibilities for consumption are endless. Moreover, with tbe 

fitness industry as providers of the physical hess cure for the ravages of old age, the 

older the consumer gets, the more they need the industry. Promoting dmah&t~ 
. . 'on with 

the aging process is central to encouraging the consumption of physical fitness products. 

Susan Bordo emphasizes that the ascetic imperative to physid a k, d 

dieting, disciplined exercise, and Iiving a moderate We, contradicts another equaay 

powerful directive of consumer culture: indulge yo- have fim, live for the present, 

consume..." Consumer culture presents a c o d d o n  that is Iiwd out in individual 

lives.. 

an unstable, agonistic construction of penodty is produced by the contradictory 
structure of economic We. On the one had, as  producers of goods armd Sefvices we 
must sublimate delay, repress desires for immediate gratification; we must arltivate the 
work ethic. On the other hand, as consumers we must display a boundless capacity to 
capitulate to desire and indulge in impulse. We must hunger for constant and 
immediate atistiction. The regulation of desire thus becomes an ongoing probIem, as 
we find ourselves m n ~ y  besieged by temptation, whiIe sociany condemned for 
over indulgence." (Bordo 1990,199) 

Diet and exercise are central arenas for the expression of these athml and economic 

contradictions. And the appearance of the body signifies success in navigating them. 

Whereasjiggling fkt indicates sloth, moral weakness, and chaos, taut nuswhm signifies 

industry, moral virtue and disciplined control. "Conditioned to Iose mntroI at the mere 

sight of desirabIe products, we can master our desires only by creating rigid defknses 

against them. The slender body codes the tantaIizing ideal ofa well-managed s&in which 



aU is kept in order despite the codct ions  of c o m e r  (Bordo, 1990,201). 

Faced with these contradictions, effective sehmagement becomes a coPsinual and 

virmaIly impomble task (Bordo, 1990, a), neceSSitatiOg perpetual &-meiilance and 

C r a w t i  suggests that the consumer culture contradiction of d c  control and 

@mitic self-indulgence exists not so much as agonistic impulses but as a balanced 

economic imperative that can work itself out with proper time management: 

For an economy that normally requires ever greater levels of consumption, a symbolic 
order based on seifantrol is ruinous. Rather than delay gratification, the imperative 
is to indulge ... S o d  institutions are mobilized to produce a personality structure 
compatible with consumption. Whereas production requires a structuring of time to 
the industrial clock, consumption must reorganize non-working time into "leisure" and 
W&ylet)-a transformation mto time dable for buying and using an endless anay 
of prOducts.(Crawford 1984,90) 

In the light of the above, lifestyie management can be understood as the management of 

patterns of collsunption that aIIow one to maximize the consumer lifi apportioning the 

appropriate amounts of h e  and energy to the consumer acthities such as eating, 

drinking, and areaiskg all within the h e w o r k  of being pmducdve enough to maintain 

or even maease the modes of consumption. 

John Hoberman has a h  anal@ the exercising body as the bearer of codes m 

c o m e r  capaalism He says that in many streams of adverdsiag there is a predominance 

of the tedmologiCany h c e d  body of the highly developed athlete, which he calls the 

"sportive dynamic body." This indicates, he s a .  a shating seme of what we consider the 

body to k it is ever more a machine that can be trsrnsformed as the "owner" sees &. He 



says that there is a postmodem aspea (in the BaudriIlardian sense of the Lprocession of 

The crucial postmodern context m this regard is the mass commercialization of self- 
transforming technip  rooted in athletic ideals of fimess and pedonnance and the 
saanation of the mass market by the ideal of the scientifically conditioned body. This 
ideal reproduces the experience of the elite athlete under ~ntrolled conditions within 
the private sphere of the co~lsumer... The imntmerabte automated exercise machines 
on the market offer, by contrast, an d y  stress-& afFiliaton with the ethos of 
high perfomtance and its atteadans risks. (Hobemw~ 1994,207) 

In tbis paper, Hoberman begins to extend his eariier &we (Hobeman 1992) of high 

pedormance sport as a hyper technologized sphere, a gigantic biological experiment being 

carried out by the exercise sciences on the bodies ofathletes, transforming them into 

arperimental objects, to the everyday world of the mass market, The implication is that 

advertisiag @es evidence of the dehumanidng tendencies ofthe world of high 

perfomance sport being transplanted into the everyday world of sordinary" people. The 

technoIogicaIIy enhanced body (very, very muscular and cut - ie., having very little fat x, 

that the contours of the muscular is visible, a 'sculpted body") signifies an aesthetic 

ideology of Iimitless productivity and aciency, a "new aesthetic of power"(I3oberman 

1992,208). To be beautifiJ bodies shodd be like beamW mabbes-here is the beauty 

of productivity. For Hoberman (1992,1994) the ideology of the body-as-machine is 

pb1ematic because it is dehmmmq, . reducing people to mere objects m a scietntific 

acperiment of mechanistic productivity. 

Featherstone is also critical of the body-as-machine metaphor, sayiPg that the 

body becomes like any other object one owns (1991,182). Just as the car needs 

maintenance so does the body. To mahtah the machinebody property lequires constant 



sudIlance (such as physical h e s s  testing) and eqendhms of time and money on it. 

This hnrolves the development of instrumental attitudes towards the body-the body is not 

dued in and of iwlf but as an object that serves a purpose. Hence, people do not 

engage in physical activity for the intrinsic pleasure ofmovement, but as an instrum& 

strategy m the management ofthe body as one among a rmmber of objects one might 

own (Featbentone 199 1, I 85). 

Featherstone says that another deleterious e f k t  of the body's treatment in 

consumer culture is that the consumer ethos of disdsfkction inspiring consumption is 

that it makes it very difliarlt for people to be comfortable with their bodies and who they 

are as bodily beings: the body is experienced primarily in tams of lack And the consumer 

pnoccupation with youth, and rejection of decay with age results in an inabilty to deal 

with degeneration and death. "The sedrkt ion [and co~lsumerization] of the body has 

resulted in the eclipse of the traditional religious purpose of the body in which it was 

regarded as a transitory vehicle, a means to higher spiritual ends. Today, pain, suffering 

and death are seen as unwelcome intrusions in the midst of a happy life and the consumer 

culture imagery has decreed that life can and should be everIzlstingly happysrn(Featherstoae 

1991,186). And h I y ,  consumer culture's treatment of the body body ultimately 

disappointing it cannot deliver on its promise of everlasting youth, beauty and health, 

and 5x1 a time of dimim'shed economic growth, permanent inflation, and shortages of raw 

materiaIs the watr;idictioxts within the consumer culture d u e s  become more blatant, not 

ody for those who are excluded-the old, unanpIoyed, low paid-but also for those who 



participate most actively and experience more directly the gap between the promise of the 

imagery and the exigmies of everyday lXe."(Featherstone 1991,193) 

2.3.3 IDEOLOGY OF GEhrDER 

Gender has been an important axis in the critical literature on FBPE. Broadly 

speaking, aspects of FBPE have been criticized as a cuItrtral practice for the prod& of 

geader difference- l6 These practices have contributed to the poIarization and 

bi- . - 'on of the genders @ahno 1994; Bartky 1988; Bolin 199%; Bolin I*, 

Bordo 1993b; Cole 1991; Cole 1993; Cole 1994b; Holmhmd 1994; Kidd 1987; Martin 

1989; Messner 1992; Messner and Sabo 1994; Ronger 1990a; Whitson 1990; Whitson 

1994; Wolf 1990), the r n a r m o n  of people who do not f3 those poIar distinctions or 

chalIenge the hierarchies (Cab 1994a; Lemkjj 1986; Lemlcyj 1990; Lenskyj 1992a; 

Lenskyj 1995; Pronger 1990a; Pronger 1990c), the production of gendered power by 

physical strength or weakness which works to "naturalizen power difference (MacKhon, 

1987; Standing Committee on H d t h  and Wehke, 1991; Pronger, 1990, Whitson, 1994), 

and a virtual epidemic of exercise and eating disorders under the tyranny of changing 

images of the ideally fit body (Bordo I993b; Lenskyj 1993). 

l6 The critical literature on gender and FBPE is extensive and nuanced. Because 

gender will be a minor and$& line fbr this thesis, a compIete review of that Peratme 

is beyond the scope of this thesis, The foUowing is an overYiew of major critical themes 



Lenskyj (1986) points out that in Eurocentric cultures in the nineteenth and early 

twentieth cemuries girls and women were exduded fiom recreational participation in 

physid activity for purposes of fitness and recreation. Working class awl Mal women, 

istefestitlgiy enough, were not exduded fiom engaging in heavy labour. Boys and men, 

on the other hand were encouraged to engage m strenuous physical activities for 

d o n ,  fitness and "character building,'' which meant the building of a distinctively 

masdue, which is to say not f-ne, character (Kidd 1987). The ~WEkrent treatment of 

maks and f d e s  was justified by the patriarchti ideology of medical science (see 

discussion of feminist &que of science below.) While in some respects differences in 

opportunity for girls and boys, women and men have changed-it is no longer samdalous 

for women to engage in traditionally "masculinem physical activites, such as hockey, rugby, 

and body buildhg-gender stiII plays an important role in the ways that people learn to be 

physically %," indeed to shape the body ac~rdiug to the cultural shape of gender. The 

litembm on gender and FBPE unanimously suggests that diBerences m styles of physical 

fitness support a wider sociocuItural system of empowering males and disanpowering 

fimdes - such lmanimity is m e  in the critical literature. Miles are encouraged to move 

their bodies in ways that are assertive and take up qacq f d e s  are encouraged to move 

their bodies diffidently and crrminutively @ordo 1993b; ConneII 1987; CormelI 1990; 

Whitson 1990; Wbitson 1994). Such embodiment serves a socio-cuttud system that 

empowers males to be in control and f d e s  to submit, or defier to that control (ConneIl 

1987; MaCKinnon 1982; Prongs 19%). These gendered embodiments are not only 

ideological; they are productive in that they constitute actual practices in physical 



education, practices which contniute to the vuIernabiIity of women and less "mascuIiael) 

men to violence (Standing Committee on Health and Webre, 1991). PhysicaI education 

that teaches these g e n d d  forms of embodiment teaches males and females to physicatly 

fit the order of gender power, physicaIly. Females are not expected to exert themselves 

as f o e  as males, and co~l~equently their physical strength tends to be less than that of 

males. It has been argued that in a society where males and females had the same 

expaations and experience of physical activity and training the difference in the physical 

power of d e s  and f d e s  as groups would be negligible, and as individuals there would 

be copsiderable overlap (Dyer 1982). 

The literature which is critical of FBPE dong the lines of gender unanimousiy 

rnaimain that gender differences are produced not only between the sexes, but also within 

them. M a s d i d y  and feminitity are not simple pokr opposites @ o h  1992a; Bolin 

1992b; B o h  1992~; Cole 1994a; Cornen 1982; Co@ 1987; Lenslryj 1990; LepsLyj 

1994b; Ledqj 1995; Madda 1995; Messner 1992; Messner aad Sabo 1990; Mess11er 

and Sabo 1994; Pronger 1990a; Pronger 1 9 9 0 ~  Whitson 1990). Women who take power 

and move their bodies in more assertive ways are considered not as feminine as their more 

passive female counterparts and considered less sodany acceptable in social circles that 

prize the maintenance of strict differences between mdes and f d e s .  Their p o d  

cmboQmem can be threatening to patdarchal power and the veracity of the gender order. 

Such womea are often marginalited as deviant, "butch" women, who pose the same threat 

to pahiarcbat power as do Iesb i i  (Cahn 1 9 9 4 ~  Ledgj 1986; L e d q j  1992a; Lenskyj 

1994b; Ndson 1994). Women body budders, because of their obvious muscuIahae can 



pose a particular threat, and often go to great pains to modif) their "mascuIine/tesb'mn 

muscular appearance by codifting their bodies with more traditional 

"f&inhe/heterosexuaI" si@.ers, such as extensive makeup, long teased hair, and hyper 

feasine clothes. FBPE that does not challenge these homophobic, heterosadst, sadst 

tendencies reidtorces such negative atttitudes to the body and gender. 

Similarly, there are gender differences among males. Some writers (Corm& 1987; 

ComeIl1990; Messner 1992; M-er and Sabo 1990; Messtler and Sabo 1994, Whitson 

1990, Whitson 1994), taking up Gramsci's concept of hegemony have suggested that 

there are different kinds of mascuIinity, some more dominant than others, and thus more 

acceptable (e.g. heterosexual, aggressive) while others are subordinate ( homosexual, 

passive). TraditionaI masculine ways of engaging in physical activites that give expression 

to heterosexual aggressive body comportments (e.g. contact sports) are dominant in 

physical education programmes, thus reproducing hegemomc masculinity. Subordinate 

masculinities are seen as less acceptable (figure skating) for the production of masmhty. 

Alternatively, I have argued (Pronger 1990a) tbat the different styles of physical activity 

- - -es Crtselfamasculrmst . . 
for men is not so much a matter of competing mascuhh 

understanding of gender) as much as it is m&s of erpresdon within gendered discourse 

of different men's differing affection for patriarchal power. The more a man wants to 

embrace patriarchy, the more he is inched to heterosexuality, and domineering forms of 

physidactivity. 

While women have semiqly empowered themselves by becoIlling increasingIy 

involved in physical activities, especia[ty in the area of "aerobics", there is debate as to 



whether this actually is empowering (Bartky 1988; Bordo 

MacNeill1994; Markula 1995; Martin 1989; Wolf 1990). 

1993b; Cole 1993; Lloyd 1996; 

Freqyeatly women engage in 

physicaI activity in order to produce their bodies along gender-specisc lines-hes which 

have historidly changed fiam sofi voluptuousness to hard, skinniness. The parameters 

for what constitutes acceptable femEnine bodies are afso more narrow than those which 

constitute acceptable masculine bodies (Arveda 199 1; Bordo 1993b; Cole 1993). This 

not only reinforces negative aspects of the gender order but bas led to women's oftea 

unhealthy preoccupation with their bodies, preoccupations that lead to compulsive, and 

sometimes deadly7 exercise and eating disorders (Bordo l993b; Lenskyj 1993). Marlrula 

(1995), foIIowing Bakhtin's work on the polyvocal nature of discourse m litaatun 

(1981), says that while there are domineering sexist discourses at work m the culture of 

aerobics, many aerobicking women do not passively accept those discourses, but a M y  

chaIIenge them and find other satisfactions m aerobics, such a s  a safe ermifoment for 

being physidy active, increased energy to carry on their work, at opportunity to meet 

and make fiends, and a chance to spend time on themselves, all of which challenge 

dominant, sarist ways of orpizing women's lives. 

2-4 SOCIAL DISCIPLINE 

FBPE has been amdyzed as a "technology" of s o d  discipline (Bodo 1993b; 

CoIquhotm 1990; IEarvey 1986; Harvey and Sparks 1991; Kirk 1994; Kirk and Spiner 

1994). This analysis ananates fiom the work of MicheI Foucauh. who is pivotai to reeat 



histories ofthe body in modernity (Foucault 1975; Foucauit 1979; Foucault 198% 

Foucault 2980b; Foucault 1983b; Foucault 1985). 

Jean Harvey and R o b  Sparks (1991) point out that it is popularfy b e l i d  that 

modem industriaIization bas led to a sedentary, almost disembodied way of life fbr the 

vast of people which has led to a v h a l  negation of the M y .  In response to 

that it is tJ~ought that the body has been "...rediscovered and incorporated into the s o d  

agenda of the welfare state. Hedth and wehess prof&onals are seen to be working to 

help correct some of these excesses and injustices ofindustrial production (Harvqt 1983; 

Sparks 1990)" (Harvey and Sparks 1991,165). Students ofFoucault (especialfy Hswey, 

Sparks, and Kirk), however, have argued tbat the body has not been negated or repressed 

in modernity, but has been the centerpiece of social organization, indeed has beta 

produced as a particular kind of poIitical body. In this bewor lq  the services of health 

and wehess profkssionals, tather than rediscovering and restoring the body, have been 

i n s t n r m d  in harnessing its energies io the production of social control. W n k  the 

c o w  of libetatins the population from the dysfunctions generated by i n d d  society 

these Sezvices often institute a new standardimdoa and establish new powers over the 

body."(Harvey 1986,56) 

In a number of papers Linda Bain has discussed hidden curricda in p@sicaI 

education (1975; 1976; 1985; 1989; 1990). While Bain does not engage postmadem or 

poststructuralist perspectives (such as Foucauh'do preferred to &staxe h h & h r n  

ttzeWertwooftkseIabeIs) onthewaysthebodyisoppressediamodernity, h e r i h d ,  

f a  and humankt perspective on "technocratic idedogy. (1990,28-3 1) is useftl 



mentioning at this point. This is a criticism of the role physical education can take in a 

technocratic society which views people ideologicaIIy as "human resources,'' which are 

educated to m a x h k  their economic &uency. Where &dewy in an amnolaic system 

is the bighest goal "the political, moral, ethical and aesthetic value of the gods and of the 

educational process remain uexamifled- For this reason tecbocentcic education tends to 

reproduce rather than Menge acisting sodal arrangements."(Bain 1990,29). The 

exercise and Eitness areas of physical education are most directIy affkcted by 

tecbnocentricity. Through a scientifically informed technocentric view, h d t h  is seen by 

sci&caIly trained physicaI educators as physid fitness which can be meantred by 

physical fitness tests. This o r i d o n  &&dy hides the moral and ethical implications 

of such technologiting of the body, says Bain "Because issues of health and fitness have 

been viewed as technologid concems and not value question, the arena has been 

dominated by experts in physiology, measurement and psycholo&'(Bain 1990,3 I)." 

Work inspired by Foucault takes a more explicitly political perspective on power, 

knowledge, technology and the body than does Bain Foucault says that power goes to 

work through the body - which he calls the biopower (1980% 140) - both mdividuaIly 

" I wiU explore the issue ofthe tecbnoIogical resourcing of the body bodyugh physical 

fimess in depth (spedicaIIy by refkmce to Heidegger, Fou& and DeIeuze and 

Gwmani in the later chapters of this thesis, Bain mentions this as an issue but h t e s  

two scant pages to it and without refbring to postmodem or Contin& perspectives 

on science, technology and the body. 



and as a population. Power is exercised in individual bodies through a discourse which 

produces the body-as-a-machine - he calls the "anatorno-politics of the human bodyw 

(1980a, 139). Power is exercised through populations epidemiologicafly, through 

regulatory controls - he calls this the "bio-politics of the population" (1980a, 139). 

Strategic to these discourses has been the development of specialized knowledges that aid 

in the body's subjection to discourse - this is the rehionship between power and 

knowledge which is the power that knowledge bas to produce reality.'8 The exercise 

sciences which form the basis of modern FBPE are one branch of this socidy discursive 

powerhowledge. * Health and wellness prof&onals who use this knowledge are thus 

not rescuing the body fiom i ts negation in modernity, but are instrumental m its political 

subjection, FBPE aids in theprorhrdon of the body as a machine. FBPE can thus be 

understood as a "tacticn (Foucault, 1978,95) for the control of the modern body. It is a 

&c@Iinmy tactic in so far as it is a means for training and coercing bodies to fit the Iarger 

machinery of economic production. Viewed as a machine, the body is rendered ever 

more acient and ever more productive through FBPE management of diet aad exercise. 

Colquhou11 points out that pleasure is controlled under the FBPE imperative for 

. .. rndnnduals to take "responsiility" for their personal health and exercise 

"restraint"(CoI@oun 1990). In this conception of the body and heaIth, he& is 

l8 See my discussion of this in the next chapter r.e. a theory of s c i d c  knowledge. 

'O I win situate Foucault in the histories and socioIogies of the body and deal with his 

work more systematidy in the next chapter in the theory of the body- 



understood as the product of a properly "managed" We m whictr pleasure is kept m 

Crucial to this modem political investment in the body is the historical 

development of the individualized and objectified seK Drawing on the work of Anthony 

Giddeas (1990), Marshall McLuhan(l962) and E9. Thompson (1967) David Kirk, m an 

essay that gives critical substance to the popular "myth" of physical: education as aa 

oppressive pheammenon, devdops tJ& point in &onship to FBPE most doqumtly? 

The mdividuaIized and objectified bodylselfis the product of a process that Giddens has 

called "disembeddingn: a "lift@ out of social relations fiom the local contexts of 

interaction and their restructuring across indefinite spans of space-times."(l990,21). 

Disembedding serves the interests of industrial capitaIisn: a modern worker is not 

considered to be embedded in the social, spatial and histotical context of his/her place or 

home, but is comp1etely mobile and can be a worker anywhere, anytime, and under a wide 

variety of conditions. 

The growth of literacy aided the historical process of diseznbedding. 

McLuhan (1962) has argued that, as typography gradualIy spread in uneven =on 
across Westem Europe m the centuries foIIowing the invention of the printing press, it 
began to exert a prof& influence on the ways in which people thought of 
themselves and their rekitions to others. For one thins the increasing dominance of 
print media led to an aIteration of what McLuhan dbrs  to as the 'ratio among our 
senses' (24), where the eye becomes the dominant information gathering organ. 

See discussions o f h m  control and release, above, 

a W e  W s  empirical focus is on physical education in AustraIian schools, his 

a d y k  is more broadly applicable to adult forms of physical education. 



Moreover reading begins to become a private act in which oraIity is muted, m contrast 
to the Middle Ages when reading was necessariiy reading aloud (82). The 
consequence for McLuhan ofthe ascendancy of vision over the other senses is another 
form of human consciousness in which people, no longer immersed in the 
intertexhtaIity of the senses and independent rather than itltdepende~lf, are able to 
conceive of themselvts as objects and mdividuals (Kirk and SpilIer 1994,86). 

Disembedding is also the product of the ascadency of linear, uclock" time in 

iadustrialisn EP. Thompson says that in premodern agcidtml w o k  thne was 

experienced as cyclical, embedded in the corning and going of the seasons. Where one 

was in the cyde determined the nature of one's work In the industrial setting, the 

seasons had much less impact: "artificial' environments such as Works made it possible 

to carry on the same kind of work regardess ofthe season. Time and place lost their 

idmaq.  Thompson says that time became more a commodity, something which was not 

up-, but "spent." Similarly, time is mobile, d anywhere, for sale.= 

Under the above modemidng forces, the body became a coatmodified object, 

disembedded fiom its own time and space and available for the requirements of capital 

production. Drawing on Foucault, Kirk argues that the disembedded body, fieed of its 

own time and place is then subjected to the time and space of disciplinary technology- 

Knowledge and practice come to bear upon the body such that it is made a useful, 

pruductive and d d e  body in the larger machinery of capaalism. Knowledge of the body 

was developed that dowed it to perform its assigned tasks ever more eaiciedy and with 

ever more d ~ F o u c a u l t  traced the development of this body knowledge in the 

Helm Lenskyj has argued that men and women perceive time d i f k e d y  and that 

Whtime' is conmucted as the norm (Lerrdryj 1988) 



institutions of the Illilitary , prisons,(Foucault 1979) hospitals(Foucault 1975) and 

asylums(F0ucault 1965) . FBPE, Kirk suggests, is a knowledge-based disciplinary 

practie at once maeasing the power of the body within the system of economic 

production and shnuttaneously eroding the body's power to chart its own course, by 

making it ever more obedieat to the system. Foucault makes this point dear: "If 

economic exploitation separates the force and the product of b u r ,  let us say that 

disciplinary coercion estabIishes in the body the constricting link between an maeased 

aptitude ami aa increased dominatioa"(Foucault 1979,138) Foucault points out that 

often elaborate -ems of spatial and temporal organization, along with incremental 

exercises. punctuated by periodic examinzLtions characterize disciplinary technology. Kirk 

suggests that through disciplinary technology, the disembedded body becomes 

repositioned, indeed produced as a u s e  productive, individualized and obj&ed body. 

The iminllntion of political power m the body is tightly coupled with the 

development of scientific knowledge of body that gives access to it So I win now turn to 

that Iiterat~~e that examines the role of scientific knowledge m FBPE. 

2.5 The ScientiEabon of PhysicaI Activity, Fmess and HeaIth 

A number of schoIars have written abut  the role of science in physicaI education 

m generaI and physical fitness in particular. A complete history of the science of physical 

b e s s  bas not been &en. Benymao (1992) has collected a number of essays on 

various topics in the history of sport science in the period between 1870 and 1950 and 

Rokrta Park who has published extemiveiy on that period as welI @ d c  1989a; Park 



1989b; Park 1992a; Park 199%). She has written a review of research and writing on the 

history ofheaJth, fitness, exercise and sport (Park 1994) but there is nothing m that 

lit- on the history of exercise science m the latter twentieth century. While exercise 

science has flourished in the institutional context of health promotion and lifestye 

management no history of the development ofthat science has been Wfitten to date. 

Park writes a history of "great doctors," a kind of medical history which is not 

parti- sensitive to "the profound moral and philosophical ~estions that medicine has 

raised and continues to raisew (Porter and Bynurn 1993,3). In two similar articles: 

Wealth, Exercise and the Biomedid Impulse" (1989a) and "Physiologists, Physicians 

and Physical Educators: Nieteenth-Century Biology and Exercise, H@enic and 

~~ (1992a), Roberta Park d e s c r i i  the early period of sdentization in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries . While these are not critical treatments of the 

history ofthe scientization of physical educatio-they are simpJy conventional histories 

ofthe influence of a m b e r  of leading scientists who advocated making physical training 

more scientific, and they do not question in any way the oature of scientific knowledge, 

uncritically accepting the idea that the more scientific knowledge is, the more acarrate it is 

- they are useful as background for the critique I will undertake kter. 

Park says that prior to the late nineteenth ~enany~ physical education was not 

based m research Advocates of physid education came firom divene 

backgrounds: "he& fkddists, phrenologists homeopathic doctors, directors of private 

BYmnasia, hydropathists, women's rights advocates, sanitary reformers, physicisms, 

educators, emepreneurs, to name only a feWnQatk 1989% 128). Very few were 



scientifidy trained. But this should not be surprising since at that time knowledge of the 

body in North America was not yet developed dong scientific hes, at least m the sense of 

being based in expimental research That kind of s d d c  knowledge was more 

advanced m Europe, espedany Germany. But the iafluence of science in North America 

was inmasing. John's Hopkins Universiry (which was modeled after the Gennan 

research university institute) opened in the 18709, the Haward Medical School was 

reorganized along more experimental scientific lines, and in 1891 Clark University (which 

f d  on sdemific psychological studies) was formed. These developments signaled a 

change in North American estabhhment attitudes to medicine, and to the health of the 

body. At the same time, Harvard 

...p reduced the America's first comprehensive and scientifically based B.S. program m 
physical education and one of  the most ardent niaetd-ceatury spokesmen for 
elevating [sic] the field, the irasclible George Wells Fm (who received the medical 
degree h r n  Harvard in 1891). Through his editorship of the A m d m  Phys 'd  
Eihtion Mew and addresses at various aarmal meetings, Fia repeatedly 
admonished physical educators for f i g  to establish their field on sound scientific 
foundations.(Park 1989a, 129). 

Competition for fimds in the context of the rapidly expanding physioIogy department at 

Haward, however, led to the demise of the B.S. programme in physical education in 1899 

Qark 199%). Nevertheless, the stage was set for the science ofphydcal education, and 

in the following years many programmes m physical education and hygiene were iPstauted 

in normal schools and universities. In Canada, the University of Toronto instittrted men's 

and women's diploma prosrammes in physid education in 1900 and 1901 respectively 

(this became a coeducational degree programme in 1940, the first degree programme m 

Canada (Madntosh 1986, 95)) and McGill University oEered a one year diploma course 



for women in 1916 and a two-year programme in 1919." From the 1890s on there were 

meny caIls fiom scientifically trained doctors and other advocates of physical education for 

more scientific sh~dy of physi*cal activity and its effects. These calls for the scienti7ation of 

physical education were endorsed by leading scientific medical journals such as the Bmtm 

M d d  radSqiical J-I (widdy recognized by scientists throughout the second 

halfof the nineteenth century as the most respected medical publication) and the JoMIol 

of the Ammencan Medical Rsrocianon(Park 1989% 13 1). 

As scientific medicine continued to grow in influence through the late nineteenth 

and edy twentieth centuries, so too there was a proliferation of alternative medical 

schooIs, many of which continued to teach medicine "largely or wholly through books, 

lechues, and observatiol?sn(Park 1989% 133) rather than In the laboratory setting. In 

There is not as yet a comprehensive published histories of the eady development of 

s c i W c  physical education in Canada. MacIntosh (1986), Whitson and MacIntosh 

(1990) and Madmosh and Whitson(l990) discuss the development of scientific physical 

education in the 19% 70s and 80% without rderence to earlier history, or indeed of 

histories, philosophies, sodologies or amhropologies of science and medicine m general 

LeDsLyj discuses how sexist understandings of gender in h~n-of-the century physiology 

a f f d  women's m physical activity (Lendyi 1986; Lenskyj 1989). Arma 

Lamhrop has written a history of the transformation of the Margmt Eaton School in 

Toronto fiom being a school of human expression to being one of the sehhfic training 

of& body (Lamhrop 1996)- 



1890 the Bmon Medal  end S e d  J m l l  editorialkt "The existence of such 

fraudulent institutions among us has long been known, but only of late has their number, 

and the wide cinukion of their worthless diplomas, beea comprehended"(Park 1989~1, 

133). Concern in the medical sciences about the proLifefation of dternative form of 

medid education led to the hallmark 1910 Wexner Repon" which led to the 

reorganization aud standardization of medical education and a comprehensive system of 

d c a t i o n .  Mer this reorganization, anyone who wanted to practice as a medical 

doctor bad to undergo scientific trsliniag Scientific medicine became standard medicine? 

Physical education underwent a similar process of official sdenhatio~~, There was 

a movement in the AAAPE to require scieaifidy based certification of teachers of 

physical education In 190 1, the AAAPE cded together a committee of niw 

scientSdy trslitled physicians to study a "rational and efficient curriculum of studies for 

one inteading to teach physical education in the schook, colleges, erc."(Park 19894 133) 

it proposed a standard three year course of study that included 590 hours of s c i d c  

study bhysics, chemistry, anatomy, pkysioIogy, kinesioIogy, hygiene, anthropometty) and 

185 hours in d c ,  history and pedagogy. While few programmes achrally attained this 

high level of scientific study (at least until recemly), these proposals indicated the 

importance that scientifically trained physicians attached to scientiiic trahbg m physical 

education. Park says that it was f i c u k  to achieve these goals for two reasons. 

" For an uncritical history of the appeal of quackery versus established science 

see:(Mrozek 1987). 



Because this was a new thrust in physical education, there were few physical educators 

d u d y  trained in the science of physical education to teach others the same. Also, 

the hygienic thrust of physical education was not the only one; sport was rapidly taking a 

major role in physical education c u m d  throughout the United States. "Prompted in 

part by the rapid rise of herest in play as a developmental activity and by efforts to 

iastiMe prograins of 'educationd' athletics as a comenneslsufe to the enormously 

popular semicommercial intercokgiate and interschoIastic programs, physical educators 

turned their attention to organidng sports skills courses, intrammi programs, skiUs 

courses, intramural program and so onn(Park 1989% 134). In 1907 the AtbIdc 

Research Association was formed to ensure that asports would be ageats of sodai and 

moral improvement as weII as physical de~eloprnent.~ (Heatherington 1903, as cited in 

Park 1989,134) 

Sport, of course, tumed out not to be imwme to scientizati011 John Hob- 

(1992; 1994)has d e n  about the science of performance in sport. The history of the 

scientization of physical education in respect of physical a&vity, fitness and health is tied 

to the history of the sdeatiZ51tion of sport. Some of the earliest scientific studies on the 

effects of physical Oaining on the body were conducted in sports contexts, not in the 

context of fitness for the g e n d  population For instance, in 1896, Henry Beyer 

plbiished the results of his three year study of the infiuence of exercise on the growth of 

Annapolis cadets who engaged in football ador symnasb0cs@eyer 18%a; Beyer I896b). 

Also in I896 Alfied Stengel, professor of cIinicaI medicine at the University of 

Permsyfvania, who had examined athletes competing for positions on various uaiversity 



teams published The immediate and remote efIixts of athletics upon the heart and 

ckcuMonn m the American J d  of the Medical Sciences . And as early as 1897 

there was medical interest in tbe &ects which athleticism could have on the genesal 

population; see (Duckworth 1897). Concerns over the @ormaace of the Harvard crew 

m 1899 led to studies by a Dr. DarIing on the crew's cardiac fimction, metabolism, weight 

and temperature changes in response to their training there were also subsequent studies 

of the footban team. 

Park argues that in the earlier days of physical education there were two tbnrsts, 

hygienic and educative. Most scholarly work m physical education f d  on 

curriculum development, teaching methodologies, exercise forms, and efforts to conduct 

sports dong 'educative' lines." (Park 1989a). In the early period (1 8%) of the Amercian 

Association for the Advancement of Physical Education (AAAPE) both health (hygiene) 

and personal devdopment (education) were considered major Qoals of physical education. 

25 Hygiene referred to the "health and fitness of the muscular, circuIatory, digestive, and 

excretory syst&(Park I989a, 127). Education referred to "dmlopmerrt, a term that 

meant how the organism grewy how 'character' was formed, ad.. how the hmm species 

had evolved." (127). Over the years scientific physical education has come to 

deemphasize the more hoIisa'c, educative thrust in fwou of hygiene and perfbtmace, 

* It was not d l 9 3 3  that a Canadian nasionai o r g a d o n  of physicaI &caton 

was formed, the Canadian PhysicaI Education Asmchtio~ 



Park's account ofthe ascendency of science in physical education at the turn of the 

century is a useM f d  description of the work of promoters of science in physical 

education. It E3s, however, to place these developments in the context of any larger 

historical sociolftural trends, such as the rationalization, scientitation, or the 

t e d m o I o ~ o n  of We in general m modernity. For Park, the scientkation of physical 

education is an unprublematic and positive development Exercise science is simply, 

implicitty accepted as a progressive developme a matter ofgetting to know the body 

better. 

Interest in the science of physical education had a gendered p e q e c h g  a fact 

which Park (1989a; 1992a)does not expIore. Sheila Fletcher has W e n  about the 

development of phydcai education for women in England. She descriies the interest 

womm had in the Swedish Symnastics of Per Ling and how that evoIved into an interest m 

Movement aaining, which she says was an outgrowth of modem dance in the 1930s. 

Interest m movement was a predominamly female phenomenon: 

In the gymaasium, men became herested m extending the physiolopical approach 
They bemme absorbed in measuring strength and stamina They developed drnta 
trahhg and other tedmiques for expIoithg the principle of 'ovdoad.' To many 
men, Movement was tmdamining 'the speciscally physical and physioIogical aims 
of gymnastics;' while to maay women it reflected values which they saw as integral 
to true education. (FIetcher ,154). 

Fletcher says that in England physical education for women and girls was founded by 

women in the 1880s @Mame   em aster berg being a p&ent campaigner). 

Until the 1940s physical education for girls and women in Great Britain remained under 

the guidaace o f  women m schools inad instmdions of higher Ieanripg for women. 



%etcher argues that for SilEty years (1880s to 1940s) a distinct profession for women in 

physical education existed. rr But with the development of coeducational physical 

education programmes the role of women in British physical education dmmshd 
. . -  

&the 

predominance of men increased. W h  that came d c u l a r  changes that focussed Iess on 

the expressive and holistic aspects of physical activity which were -c of the 

women-centered programmes and more on the physiology and biomechancis of fimctional 

performance. a Fletcher does not offw any account of that science- 

'' A Canadh paranel could be found in Toronto where the School of Expression 

was founded m 1901 and became the Margaret Eaton School of L i t e m  and 

Expression (Lanthrop I 996). 

Such female leadership and promotion of physical activity for girk and women was 

ofien at odds with the male dominated medical profession, which for many years argued 

. - 
against women's active particpation in physical actrvtty(lenskn' 1986, 17-34). Fletcher 

argues that a profession of physical education for women was especialSy important at 

that time since professional opportunities for women were quite Wed. 

a While in Endand the influence ofwomen is now almost n@gble, m the United 

States, physical education still shehers a women's enclave, which according to Roberta 

Park its "denizens wiIl go to some Iengths to defend.n(Fletcher, 156). Bayman aIso says 

that the focus on the science of performance emanates ftom traditio- male 

approaches to physical e d u d o a @ ~  1986,W). 



Some authors have looked at the d e m q  ofthe biomedical sciences as a battle 

for professional space by physicaI and hedth education ptsrctioners who developed fields 

of expert knowledge dong scientific, biomedid lines (Befcovitz 1996, for example). 

Since the 1960s physical education has increasingiy become a scientific enterprise; 

its tradjtional recreational and physically expressive attitude to the body bas been replaced 

by a scientifidratiodrn~trumental approach As Macintosh and W h h n  (1990) and 

Demers (1988) point out, the scientization of physical ducators is part of an o v d  

professionaiization of the world of sport and physical educarion, a process in which 

"experts" are created by their initiation into speciaIized fields of knowledge, to which 

"amateurs* have limited access. Demers explains this process as follows: 

..it is by declaring themselves possess~rs of an exchtsive science and technology and 
by using science as the foundation fbr their c r e d t i  that profkssional groups have 
attempted to build their monopolies. Prof&oaalism can be defined as the pusuit of 
certain prerogatives graated under the law, notably the exdusive right to perform 
certain acts. It is a s o d  organizaton oflabour m which the producers of a service 
have a monopoIy, a monopoly that aIso makes the users of the service dependent on 
the producers ... A large percentage of physical educators, often with university 
pmfe~~~rs leading the way, have set out to acquire profissional status @emers 1988 
p. 163). 

So science has been imported into a traditiody non-scientific field as part of a p a s  of 

p r o ~ o ~ o n .  This has had the effect of turning physicaI activity practices into "a 

science of the &ciency and rationality of physical movement and fimctions. In this sense 

sports science r iL  to paraphrase Habemas, an extension of rationaIity to attain one end, 

perfbrmance, which is characteristic of modem societies." (Demers, 1988, p. 162) A 

pro&sionaI physical educator is someone who because of M e r  special sciensific 

knowiedge is seen to be qudified to direct physical activity, to physically @de the 



production of the body to perform in a rational and scientiiic way, which becomes ihe 

point of human life in modernity. 

Whitson and MacIntosh (1990) examine the development of this professional 

knowledge in a Canadian context in the 1960s and 1970s. Canadian departments and 

faarlties of physical education were severing their ties with the disciplines of education 

which were directed mody at teacher training (where physical education d i  a 

subspeciality) and becoming independent ensities m the mainstream of Canadhn 

uniwdies. Traditiody, the teachers of university physical education were aIso 

coaches, with little advanced academic aainins So that independent Wties could 

succeed as 11l-fledged members of university commtmities these fBcutty members were 

urged to credentialize themsehres at the doctoral level. Those who wanted to do this m 

the field of physical education were compeUed to go to the United States where scientific, 

biomedical graduate studies were well established by the 1950s (Demers 1988, 16445; 

1.m 1985,52-53). 

MacIntosh and Whitson also point to the increased invoIvement of the Canadian 

government in sport, especia[ty in improving sport performances m the i n t d o n a i  arena 

(MacIntosh and Whitson 1990). That Ied to the development ofa profbsional and 

scidcally based sport system. The government financed research in exercise 

physiology, biochemistry and sport psychologyand university physical education 

departments increased the ElcuIty compIements, research and pedagogical emphases in Iine 

with government herest and financial support fbr the sport sciences- 



P h c a  Veakky and Helen Lendqi haw given historid f a  stccounts of the 

ways in wbich exercise science has contniuted to the oppression of women Before 

turning to those critiques, it may be usdid to Iook briedy at those f a  critiqpes of 

science in general which form the critical background for feminist rejections of various 

demeats of scientifically driven physical education The arguments I win explore hen 

rev01ve around the notion that science, rather than being a culturally neutral. due-fiee 

enterprise, as is traditionally maihned, d y  emanates fiom an androcentric bias. 

I wilI suggest that that androcepaic b i i  has exduded women fiom scicntifidy based 

physical edua*on. 

To date, the exercise sciences have been a urnalestream" enterprise? The bulk of 

the research has fbarsed on male bodies engaged in traditionally male accupations, such as 

highly competitive, hierarchid sports that emphasize the ethos of W e r ,  higher, 

stronger." Most research on women has been undertaken with the male body and 

The issue of bias is explored more thoroughly and generally (Le., beyond the 

problematic of gender) m the next chapter in the section that deals with a political 

philosophy of science. The foIIowing is a overview of specifically feminist critiques. 

30 I take the tam "mal-" fiom Mary O'Brien(0'Brien 198 1). The words 

"exercise sciences* d e r  to the SOIcaned harder sciences ofphysioIogy and biomechanics 

as well as sport psychology, all of which have undergone Iittle or no femiaist aaalysis. 

The sociology of sport, however, has hame under co&derabIe W scrdny over 

the Iast ten years and has developed a considerable stream off- schoIatsbip. 



ttaditiooaUy masculine physicaI acthities as the defence point. This has feSuIted m three 

impomnt di86culties regadkg geader and sexual difference: (i) O c h  has namahd 

the social differences of the gender system, seeming to fhd physi010gid bases for what 

are aaually s d y  created differences, thus emphasizing a diffkrence between men and 

women which is usuaIIy one of showing the athletic "inferiority" of women, an inferiority 

which is then effectively used to d u d e  women h m  traditionally male domains ad 

which, more importantly, has saved to keep women fkom being physicany strong and 

made them, therefore, more vufnerable to male violence (Standing Committee on HeaIth 

and Welfare, 199 1; MacKinnon, 1987). Using the male body as a "gold" standard, 

conducting research on males and simply extrapolating to females, this research has often 

ignored important physid differences between males and f d e s .  (iii) It has used a 

masculine valuation ofwhat is considered legitimate physical activity, ie. objectified 

competition, and ignored what could be called contemporary feminine athletic values, such 

as flaaiility, grace, grace,rdinaton, kinesthesis, and the subjective pleasure of friendly 

sociability (Lmdyj 1994a).~' 

" I emphasize the word "contemporacyn here to warn against any transhistorical 

essentialist notion that women have some sort ofbioIogidy inherent athletic 

disposition Women in modem Western patriarcbaI society tend toward a greater 

appreciation offled~ility, grace, coordinah'on, kinesthesis, and the subjective pleasure of 

fiendly sociabw, this does not preclude their c a p e  to value objective, h i e d  

competition. Clearly, there are numbers of women who participate in highly compedtive 

8!hIetiCs 



Some research in the exercise sciences has aid to address mde bias. Dyer 

has been especially iafIuentiaI in showing the inappropriateness of the assumption that 

males are somehow h k d y  superior to fWes athletically (Dyer 1982). He does not, 

however, call into question the malestream nature of competitive sport itself Lenskyj 

points out that there is very little research in the exercise sciences dm rejects d e  

ptrysiologicaI standards or that privilqes the experiences and priorities of women in sport: 

"It is almost a w i v e d  practice in this literaatre to compare f d e  anatomy, physiology 

and pafimmx to standards derived from male subjects" (Ledyj 1991, 101). There is 

Me evidence of a feminist bfeed of exercise science. 

As yet there has been nothins published on a feminist theory of exercise science. 

This lack is noteworthy, given that there has been considerable theoretical research on the 

rehionship h e e n  patriarchy and science in general, as well as consideration of the 

possiies of dewdoping f W  sciences (Bleier 1984; Ginzberg 1989; Haraway 1988; 

HardIng 1986; Harding 1989; Hubbard 1989; Hubbard 1990; KeIla 1989; K d k  1% 

Longbo 1989; Rosser 1989). 

There are some excepdons to this, Prior being foremost among them (Rior 1981; 

Prior 1987). There are a few articles in Women and Exercise: Phvsiolosw and SDO~Q 

Medicine (ShangoId 1988). Most of rhese artides tend to be h u t  "women's problems," 

such as amenorrhea among athletes, and perpetwe notions of women's physioIogy 

being primariIy reproductive physio1ogy. 



The world of sport and physical activity has a profound effect on the experience of 

humact embodiment, for both men and women. And as much research has shown, sport is 

aucially involved in the dtural constnrction and personal experience of gender, of what 

it is to be a man or a woman, masculine and feminine (Burstyn 1996; Come11 1982; 

Cornell 1987; Greendork 1983; Pronger 1990a; Whitson 1990) The exercise sciences 

are becorning the predominant academic force in the broad field of physical education 

(Macintosh and Whitson 1990, pp. lOSfT), informing sport and physical activity practices 

fiom elementary to secondary to post secondary education, fiom recreational sport to 

international eIite competition, tiom physical fitness and wellness programmes to therapies 

for the sick The exercise sciences, therefore, have a profound effect on the way that 

people live their lives. Yet there has been no consideration of the impact that the feminist 

theoretical critiques of science might have on the exercise sciences and the interventions 

which they make in people's lives. 

The current wave of feminist critiques of science began in the late 1960s and early 

70s with the obvious ob~erviition that few women were among the elect who conduct 

scientific research; science is a maledominated domain, and until quite recently it was 

almost exdusively so." This in turn led to the insight that women's inhior position in 

33 This is not to say that women at eafier periods were not critical of the s c i d c  

picture of women. Rosser (1989) gives a brief account of 19th century feminist 

critiques of science. I am referring to criticism that emerged out of second wave 

fkznhhu 



science is part and parcel of their Xerior position m society at Iarge. Reflecting on their 

absence m science, their subjugation m society, feminist critics of science also examined 

the oppressive way in which orthodox science tended to represent women. Seeing science 

as a social practiicea view of science wbich was also being developed m the not 

unrelated studies of the history, philosophy, sociology and atltbropo1ogy of science 

(Pickering 1992.a)~ - it was possible for feminists to understand the s d d c  

representation of women, not as an objective and transparent reflection ofthe "natural 

nality" of females, but as part of a soady embedded practice of producing knowledge 

that uncritidy supports a social system of gendaed power relations. 

In the light of this critiqye, it is not surprising that much of the research produced 

in maIestream science attempted to give a biologics basis to the "inferiority" ofwomen 

Earlier f e  critiques of science dealt with the flaws in this mdrocentric wodd 

Cf;(Birke 1986; BIeier 1979; Lowe 1978; Rosser 1982) Sue Rosser points out, for 

instana, that " f i  pbilosuphers and historians of science (Fee 1981; Fee 1982; 

Haraway 1978; Hein 1981; Kder 1982) have desaibed the specific ways in which the 

v e y  objectivity said to be characteristic of scientific knowiedge and the whole dichotomy 

between subject and object are, m facS male ways of relating to the world, which 

specisally exdude womea"(Rosser 1989, p. 3) Rosser's premise is that women are 

more indined to d e n t a n d  rrality in terms of engagement than in objectifj.ing distsmce. 

Kena (19n)examines the work ofNobel Laureate Barbara McCIirrtock and says that she 

34 I argue this point at Ieagth in the next chapter. 



"shortens the distance between the observer and the object studied and considers the 

complex interaction between the organism and its environmentn(Rosser 1989.9). Such 

engagement with the object of study Kder calls a " f i g  for the organism" Because the 

traditiodly ddomina?ed sciences do not value such "feeling" but prefer objectifying 

women who "feel" this way are excluded fkom scientific wok3s Through such 

exdusioq a particul;uiy andrwemic way of fm and seeing reality is papetuated m the 

sciences. The patrkchaI exclusionary nature of science may partly explain the diminished 

role of women m physical education departments that have become predominaatty 

. . .  
scientific - systemic barriers to women's participation, such as sexist dtscrrmmation and 

harassment, must also be kept in mind. The objectayiog sciences of physical education 

leave no room for the more engaged ways in which women have preferred to understand 

the body in physical education. 

Sandra Hardins, in her pivotal study The Science Ouestion in Feminism (1986), 

looks at whether science is inherently b i d  by an androcentric world view in patriarchal 

culture. She situates this dkcussion of bias m the context of arguments about "good" and 

3S It could be argued that this an;lIyds of masarline and feminine ways of thought is 

essentialist, suggestkg that there are iotrinsic differences between the oogmtive 

strategies ofmen and women But Kder makes it clear that she is speaking of sodo- 

cuEaaal cmdeed liogrristic) systems that produce pdered meaning not some biological 

essence that make men and women behave dBerendy. Sueace, she says, is a geadered 

lrmsuage (Kder 1992.15-38)- 



"bad" science versus "science as usual" In the former, scientific research with a gender- 

bias is understood as "bad science;" it has Wed the scientific test of objectivity, her 

research methods, it is thought, wiIl lead to "good science." In contrast to this, the her ,  

refining to biased science as "science as aplal" ie. an essential aspect of science as we 

know it, Harding says that the paradigms of science are i n h d y  sexist. In support of 

this, she invokes Kuhn, who says that scientific observations are theory-laden, theories are 

paradigm-laden, and paradigms are dture-Iaden, Because sexism permeates our cultural 

exist- sexism is inherent in our scientific paradigm 

Thus, Harding says: 

The d projects of cultures in which scientific inquiry ocarrs, as well as the 
ignorance and false beliefs of individual hqukers, appear to be responsible for the 
selection of scientific problems, for the kinds of hypotheses proposed, for the 
determination of what is to count as evidence, and for how that evidence is taken to 
support or disconfirm hypotheses. (Harding 1986, pp 103-4) 

Thus, in a sexist society where the production of gender difference and the ~ ~ c e  of 

patriarchal power relations are importam, and where science has been the creation of men 

witbout f& critique there is sciemitic research which themakes ci8i'k.m~ 

odeterrnines its importanctg and shows f e e  inferiority in the context of masadhe 

tiardiDg descnkbes elements of anchemic bias that are now taken for gramed in 

the canon of fiminist criticisms of science- Androcentic bias is apparent not ody m the 

content of biological research (e-g. sodobiological ''proof!? that women are inheredy 

subordime to men) but also in the abstract, and therefore seemin& more innocent 

aspects of that &en- which is to say in its mod& of what constitutes the bases of 



"nahrral ordef and appropriate methodoIogicaI approaches to it. For instance Keller 

(1992) says that ifthe "order of nature" is understood as somehow separate to the 

practices of human We, language and understanding then there will be a methodological 

emphasis on the purportedly objectivity-increasing aspects of the physical sciences, 

hcusing on quantitative measures, variable adysis, impersonal and abstract conceptual 

schemes. These, according to many fminkb, are androcentric techniques. It is also 

thought that the methodologicaI preference in science for delineating hierarchical 

stntctures rather than reciprocal interactive relations of complexes is a masculine proclivity 

which can easily be connected to the view which patriarchal systems ofhierarchical power 

afford m d  Importantly, because science claims objechity, it also claims political 

neutrality. Whereas in actuality, because science (re)produces patriarchal views of nature 

(and women), and because in our society it enjoys cultural hegemony, science comiutes 

to the vast array of political practices that emanate out of patriarchy. 

Biological and social science has been instrumental in the oppression of women, 

racial, ethnic minorities, and others. The ways in which the sciences have contriiuted to 

" RW. Connd (1987) argues that paniarchy produces power ditferences not ody 

between men and women but also b e e n  men Diffkent forms ofmasculinity are 

hientrchicaIIy organized through hegemony processes, a concept which Cornell takes 

h m  Gramsci . See (Williams 1971; Wiiliams 1980) 



oppression of women has km the subject of extensive femhria s c h o h h i ~ - ~  The 

important ways in which the sciences have contributed to many other forms of social or 

politid oppression is also vastly documented. Cf, for example: (Bleier 1984; Chadwd 

1990; Foucault 1965; Foucault 1975; Foucault 1980a; Holmes and Purdy 1992; Tuana 

1989; Turner 1992, Weeks 1986) 

Traditional science claims to be value free, simply reporting the way the world is, 

independent of "values" and ensuing politics; it is this freedom fiom values that guarantees 

the supposed objectivity and therefore '?n&hhessn of science. The feminist critique of 

science, however, shows that science is independent, but part of a valuing, political 

world By virtue of its essentially cultural nature in a patriarchal, classist, racist and 

ethnocentric social system, science values white men and their patriarchal interests and 

devaIues women and people of wlour and their interests, thus perpetuating patriarchy in 

these gendered power relations. The feminist critique descriied thus far shows the way 

that valuing and politics are intrinsic to science as a embedded enterprise. 

But science is also extrimMcaUy valuable and poIiticaL Science exists within the 

socio-economic matrix of modem technology, a matrix which allows vay few scientists 

the expensive luxury of idIe, ultimately useless, speculation. The sciences, especially 

those dealing with human beings, but certainly also those dealing with rest of the 

For a bibIiography of this scho1arship see(Chadwell1990). Lenskyj (Lemlqj 1986; 

Leaskyj 1991)d Verdnsky(Vertinsky 1991; Vertinsky 1992) have described the ways 

m which the exercise sciences have been oppressive to women 



environment, exist because they have a valuable capacity to h n m e  in natrae and the 

practices of human We. PhysioIogy and biomechanics, for example, are not mere matters 

of passive curiosity, interesting speculations that go no M e r  than the monastic musings 

of a closed community of scientists. These studies are undertaken precisely because they 

are supposed to influence the way that human We is lived. They are fimded, given 

nsearch space, in short treated as worthwhile beause of their value in changiug, aiding, 

or indeed peqwtuhg ways of He. In modern technological society, science catmot be 

divorced tiom its uses. Indeed, the definition of ugood" science should not be its 

separation fiom practical affairs but its positive contibution to them Evelyn Fox Keller 

says tbat 7% fiom being 'value-free.' good &en= is sdeace that &&ely k i h t e s  

the material nalizaton of particular goals, that does in fact enabIe us to change the worid 

m particular ways"(KeI.Ier 1992, p. 5) This understanding of science foregrounds its 

effective nature, overtly making its politid ramifications a basis for coming to decisions 

about it 

Given the above fa cdicpe of the androcentric bias of traditional science, I 

will now turn to Pmicia Vert'msky's criticisms of the sciences of physicaI eduatioa She 

offers criticaI historical accounts of bias in the sciences of physical education within the 

p r o b I d c s  of age (Vertinsky I991), gender(Vertbky 1992), and race(VeninsLy 1995), 

arguing that ageist, patriatchaI and racist paradigms have biased some of the sciences of 

In "Old AQe, Gender and Physical A c t i -  The Biomedi-on of Aging" 

(1991) Vertinslry argues that at the end ofthe last centmy @g was sodany c o ~ s t ~ c t e d  



in scierrce as a "diseased, dependent and inactive 'stage of WeM which has led to the 

general perception that oId age is primarily a bioIo@cal problem, effectively turning 

attention away fkom the sociodtural forces that make old age the experience it is. " 
ConceptuaIidng old age in terms of disease, she says, has led to negative attitudes to old 

age, attitudes which tend to keep people h r n  being physically active and enjoying the 

heahhfbl benefits of activity. These negative attitudes have wntriiuted to a 

gerontophobic culture. Modern fear of old age, Vertinsky argues, has its origins m the 

history of industrialization, which takes the body as a mechanical object that is used within 

the broader machinery of capitalist production. The body is seen to be a machine that 

eventuaIIy wears out, thus rendered useless. That leads to the need for systems of 

managing degenerating body/machines: %E emerging view of old age as a distinct and 

diseased Lifestage thus reguired, not so much personal hygienic sagady as  age- 

appropriate, medically approved patterns of behaviour."(Vertinsky 1991,76) Scientific, 

Her argument shares the basic critique ofthe medicalization of life that Crawford 

(1978; 1980) mich (1976) and others have made: a primary fonrs on the biological 

aspects of human existence depoliticize issues of health and illness, treating them as 

"a;aatraIm and outside the realm of political discourseurSe This has the effect of supporting 

the politics of the status quo, 



medical conceptions of the aging body then come to dominate the kind of life it is 

expected live, subjecting the lives of the dderty to the rule of science and medicine. 39 

In "Exercise, Physical Capability, and the E t d y  Wounded Woman m Late 

Nimeteea&Ce!ntury North America'' (Vertinsky 1992) Vertinsky says that 1p century 

scientific medicine contniuted to the oppression of women by conceptualizing 

menstruation as a recurring iIliress for women, an illness that kept than papetuany weak, 

reqrririog them to live circum~cnied liws: "Increasingly, medico-biolo@d arguments 

concaning women were generalized to buttress the speciaI position of establishment 

physicians as arbiters of f d e  physical behavior, hence their claha that 

womea had special needs for constant medid  guardianship." (1992,1844). Concern 

about women's activity around their mePsnual period also came fiom vitalist beiiefk which 

held that women have a fixed amount of vital energy that was focused on what was seen 

to be their primary role in life, reproduction; if women were to waste this energy by 

engaging in physical activity, their reproductive ability would be dimhished. Most 

f m  historians of women's sport and physid activity would agree that these medical 

theories kept (middle class) women in;rctive, w& dependent on men and tied to thir 

reproductive fimaion&dcyj 1986; Lendqj 1991; Vertinsky 1992). Both Vatinsky aad 

LeasLyj argue that these oppressive views of women held by the scientific medical 

" Vatinsys argument about science and its govemmce of bodies foIlows the 

critical path set out by Foudt .  I develop this political theory of science m the next 

chapter- 



establishment were the product of ideologicidly driven science, which is to say theories of 

women that are derived fiom patriarchal dturd traditions which are buoyed by sciatific 

reear& that is Carried on within a patriarchaI paradigm. 

In "The 'Racial' Body and the Anatomy of Difference: Anti-Semhh, Physicai 

Culture, and the Jew's Foot.," Vertinsky (1995) says: 

Since heaIth, exercise, and sport are domains where the interaction between 
embodiment and a h r e  is a particularly rruciaI fegttlre of social practice, it is 
important to place in historical context the ways in which particular scierrtific 
repnsstations, in tandem with racial ideologies, have produced the body as 
health/- spor t ivd ie ,  strondweak, capabldiompetent (38). 

B@ning with the widdy accepted critical notion that ram is a socidtural coastruct, 

ie., the production of dtural merace  through the assignation of cuIturaI meaning to 

bodily f w e s  (Sh- 1993), Vertinsky says that uncritical science has been instnrmensal 

m m historical process of naturalizing cuIturaI dZFkmce dong ~ d s t  linesa She takes 

as a case study racist German conceptions of Jews as physidy inferior: the racist 

stereotype of the small, weak, flat-footed Jew cast him (this tended to be a discourse 

" C i g  Erikson (I993), arguing that race does not have a biological basis, Vereinsky 

(39) says that modern genetics shows that there has been so much interbreeding between 

human populations that it is imposslib1e to conceive of fixed boundaries between races. 

Moreover, hereditary traits do not foIIow clear lines and their is greater variation within 

a "racial" p u p  than between "racial" groups (Jordan, 1968). In his weIl-known book 

TtsPMismeazyte ofMrm, Stephen f- Gould documented the racist capacities of science 



about men) as a less than worthwhile dtizen, incapable of athletics or combat in the name 

of the F&&d. 

The emerging ideal Germaa was heroic and tali, regularty presented in postures of 
action, combat, or sauggle with muscles tensed and visible, honed though pmastic 
exercises and physical mining. He stood at the top of an arbiaary and n d i a g  scale 
of perfection and was the standard against which Jews and other races were to be 
measured and found bnpaired, and hence unworthy of participating M y  in many of 
those political, social, cultural. and especiaUy physical activities that constituted his 
dominant world (Brooks 1993; Poliakov 1965, I8 1). As anatomists and physiologists 
grew maeasingly skiUfbI at classaying individuals according to types with sharply 
diffaipg constitutions and aptitudes, the Jew's body became subject to invidious 
eoypariso11~ with the ideal German male soldier/aMete stereotype.(Vemasky 1995, 
47) 

Citing Proctor (1988) Verth-rksy says that these racist views became an integral part of 

dominant medid thinking, "explaining detenrrinants of health and disease and 

demonstrating that IewiShness must be closely assodated wit& physical disability, m d  

&ease, and (V- 1995,49) . To be Jewish was to be 4 

For a detailed discussion of represeaations of the ideal Gerxnan body under 

National Socialism see: Akemeyer, Thomas 1995. Images and Politics of the Body m 

the NationaI Socialist Era. S '  Sence Review 4 (1):60-90. Also, the tendency to 

c k @  people as degenerate, criminal, or morally S&or on the basis of the physical 

qrmmce enjoyed a coIldderabIe vogue: Kevles (1985) argues that a generation of 

Gaman sodal analysts were convinced by the comriction of the Italian aiminologiss 

Cesare Lombroso, that specific types of people could be identified by their physical 

characteristicsCS 



Verthsky argues that may Jews themselves wae sweptiile to these racist 

stereotypes, and in response advocated physical training to counteract them They would 

even try to join the Tunemrein (German gympastics dubs) which were oAen overtly 

anti-Semitic and whose founder7 Friederich Ludwig Jahn, had denigrated Jews as one of 

the "lower racesn(Kolm 1960). Vednksy argues that Jews were trapped in the logic of 

the weak stemtype, even in their attempts to combat it. Racist scientific conceptions of 

people oppress them, even as they try to combat such conceptions. Racist science, then, 

both contniuted to the exclusion of Jews from athletics and the military7 and also 

com@ed some Jews to pursue athletics and muscularity. In this way, Vemnsky says, 

science in physical culture can contribute to racist projects. 

In a more contemporary setting, Vertinsb points out that racist questions coatinsre 

to fkinate exercise scientists. 

Speculations on the specific radal biology ofbladt athletes in the US. persist, for 
example, as do questions of race and color in so many of the imprint events m 
American history (Fields 1982). Scientists and social commentators try to explain the 
supposed handicap of bladt athletes' Iack of buoyancy in the water, their inability to 
provide team Ieadaship7 their primitbe ability to relax under presslrre, as well as their 
natural anatomical ''gifts" for Swat muzing and jumping provided by more W-twitch 
musde fibers, longer heel bones, and higher, narrower hips ( V e d d y  1995.53). 

Even while race is a discredited biological category. its s o d  significance still guides the 

research of some exercise scientists. (UPfammateIy, because Vero'msky does not give any 

published examples of such research, her assertion remaias more speculative than 

substantive.) Paraphrasing Harding (1993), Verthisky says: "'Race,' it is geaediy 

agreed, P part of yesterday's sciau?, yet sdeatins in such fieIds as biology, medicin6 



public health, and sport science still use mchroaistic concepts of race and demand 

accounts of the biological basis for ' r a d '  distinctions." (52) 

In an earlier piece (1985). Vemnsky criticizes the science of heath promotion in 

physical educatioa She says that culturally specific, value-ladm attitudes stbout health 

are promoted under the guise of valuefiee, objective science of health: 

Perceptions of health abound, and no g e n d y  agreed-upon meaning or physiological 
referent can be justly claimed by health promoters. It could be that our understanding 
of heahh is inaencingiy being disproportionately shaped by the findings of medical 
science aad the application of new medical technology. However, it is w d  
understood that age, culture, ethnic origin, educational background, M y ,  place of 
abode, and type of work aU play an important part in determining one's lewd of 
wellness (Davis and Ran 1981). In a multidtural , multiWc society, where d o r m  
social standards are absent, any attempt to increase the compatibility between social 
health and individual health is h g h t  with phiIosophical and practical 
dangers.(Verbindry 1985,74) 

Vertinsys codbenefit analysis of scientiiicaliy based heath promotion takes a skeptical 

view of the ben& of physical exercise, arguing that the supposed beneb are 

insubstsntial and virmany impossible for individuals to measwe. "How many people, after 

dl, w i l  mortgage their body to the fitness dub for a fUarn illusofy product with 

insubstadal guarantees? How can you measure and demonstrate that which you daim 

was prevented, but which never happened?" (Vemnsky 1985.79). She suggests that the 

M o m ,  the em0tiona.I wsts of worrying about one's heahh and appemuce, and the 

awkward overhaul of OE'S life in order to participate firlhl in phys'caI fitness programmes 

can also overwhh the possible benefits to physical health More than most critics of the 

science ofphysical education, Vertinsky embarks on critipes ofthe fuItural biases ofthe 



sciences, examining the social discourses at work in them, scnrtinidng the effects whih 

scientized physical education may have on people. 

So, out of feminist critiques of paradigmatic biases in scientific research there 

have been critiques of ageist, sexist, racisr and ethnocentric bsses m the exercise 

sciences. Others have criticized the sciensization of physical education for the way it aids 

the establishment of professional hegemonies (Beamish 1982; Harvey 1986; Macintosh 

and Whitson 1990; McKay, Gore, and Kirk 1990; Whitson and Machosh 1990), its 

rationabtion and m e c ~ o o  of the body (Harvey 1986; McKay, Gore, and IGrk 

1990), as well for its technocentric pain 1990), or technocratic (McKay, Go- and Kirk 

1990) ideology. 

McKay, Gore and Kirk (1990) aIso write about the probIems of technocentric 

physical education, which they calI technocratic, thus invoking a sense not of techno- 

centredness (as a critique of idear of the body and physical activty), but more robustly* of 

tecbno-govecnmeat (as a critique of goveernmend reghes operative m the body tbrough 

physical actkty).52 Their argument concerns research priorities and d d u m  m 

a This is consistent with W s  other work on the oppressiveness of physical 

education as an exercise in public disdphe(Kirk 1994; Kirk and Spitler 1994; Kirk and 

Timning 1994), see above. However* whiIe McKay, Gore and Kirlr do not actuaIly 

explain what they mean by technoc~tztz*~ and do not discuss FoucauIdism concepts of 

bOdy/govennnentflrnowledge, there is aa intefestiflg background to this dda  The 

three authors explain that they were once employed by the University of Q~~EzE&& 



lmivasay department of physid education and contiutes to the literature on FBPE in so 

fhr as research and the aSiniag of physical educators is pivotaI to the development of 

FBPE. They critique science-based physical education for its profeSSodkm, scientism 

and instrumental rationality. The profeSSonaIism of this kind of physid education, they 

say, has the effect ofdisempowering ordinary people's c a p e  to make sense of their 

own lives m terms of physical fitness, in deference to the professional physicaI educators' 

Department of Human Movement Studies, the ofwhose members voted m 

1988 to: move from the Faculty of Education to the F d t y  of Science, to emphasize 

applied sport science and exercise management, and to "- studies in the 

hummities (especiany sociology). The authors were compded to move to other 

ipstitutions or departments. This article- as are d the socio-cultural critiqyes of 

science-based physical education under rev* here - is Written in the context of 

scieace-based physical education as a r d y  estabIished hegemony m the area of 

physical education, i e ,  the last two decades. Perhaps the majority of departments of 

physical education in North America (and Australia) are now dominated by the mtud 

sciences, offering more courses in the biological sciences than in the humanities and 

s o d  sciences @fcKay, 1990,58) . Most of these critiques are concerned that canful 

attention to ethical, poitical issues has been marghhed by a m o w  focus on tPchm'caI 

p e r f o ~ c e :  that marginaliration of ideas mirrors the lived experience of- do- 

cuhral academics in their institutions. 



expert knowledge. Moreover, "by appealing to the purportedly n d  and benevolent 

aspects of prefioaal knowledge, professionals have p d d y  mmsked questions about 

moral and poIiticai ends into issues of technical, adrrmusaaav 
. . 

e and managerial 

meansn(McKay7 Gore, and Kirk 1990). Joining Vatinltsy (see above) other critics of 

science in general, McKay, Gore and Kirk say that the objectbity clslimed by sdaw is in 

fact idwlogid They also say that technocratic physical edudon is problematic for its 

instrumental rationality, the goal of this education is ?.to make thb3gs, including inmans, 

more efficient, productive, accountable, rational and cost effective. .What is left out of this 

technocratic equation are questions about human goats and interests. Irrespective of how 

technically competent teachers can be made, technocratic education does not and araaot 

codbnt the political and moral questions and con£licts in which education is inextricab1y 

inVohled."(McKay, Gore, and Kirk 1990,57). The technical focus of t e c h n d c  

physical education is too m o w  to adequately account for the complaFities of human 

health and embodiment; physicaI education, they say, needs to account for its social and 

polaical contexts and imperatives. While Md<ay, Gore and Kirk have identified the 

social, politid and moral shortcomings of t e c h n d c  physical education, they have not 

explained its predominance: why has techmcy become dominant in physical education? 

Mkterialist analyses have attempted to account for the domination of the sciences m 

technocentric phydcaI educarion@erners 1988; Harvey 1986; Macintosh and Wbiuon 

1990, FVhason and Macintosh 1990). To them I shan now turn. 

Whitson and Macho& (1990) and Madntol and Whitson (I990), Harvey 

(1986), Sparks (1990), and Demers(1988), o f f  materialist q W o n s  for the 



doadnance of the science of FBPE. They say that a new profkssion of physical education 

has developed fbm the 1960s on In order to establish itself as a profkon and thus 

stake a claim for the money that people and Governments are wiIling to spend on health 

care, the physical education profession needed to claim a special, expert realm of 

knowledge and technical expertise. It did this with the legithnizing power of the 

biomedical sciences as the foundation of its knowledge, by nmgdmq * .. 
non-scientific 

tbrms of knowledge, by mirroring the wideiy accepted diapostic and prescriptive 

practices of medicine, and attempting to develop a similar social dependence on its 

profeonal expertise around the production of heaIth as doctors have claimed for the 

cureofdisease. 

Whitson and Mkhtosh (1990) tie the scientht.ion of physical education in 

Canada to changes in university physical education departments as well as to changes in 

the government's poky focus for sport. Canadian departments and Wties of physical 

education were severing their ties with the disciplines of education which were directed 

mostly at teacher training (where physical education washi a subspecidity) and becoming 

independent entities in the m a k m m  of Canadian universities. Also during this time most 

Caaadian universities were insistiag that their ficuhy have doctoral degrees. TraditionaIly, 

the teachers of university physicaI education were also coaches of varsity sports teams, 

with little a d d  academic training So that independent fkdties codd succeed as 

III-fledged members of university communities these ikdty members were urged to 

d e n t i a h  th- at the doctoral IeveL Many decided to go to the United States 



where sciensific, biomedical graduate studies of "human movement" was well estabkkd 

by the 1950s. 

In the 1970s the Canadian government was determined to improve sport 

performances in the iuternationaI arena9 An important part of the strategy was to 

increase the "professionalism* of the Canadian sport system by increasing the levels of 

s c i d c  knowledge of human movement* Canada's Fitness and Amateur Sport 

Gnanced Caaadians who wanted to pursue graduate sport studies m the United States. 

University physical educators trained in the American "sport sciencen were keen about 

these devdopments and were "early proponents of the growtb of the C& 'sport 

system,' and they continue to be" (Whitson, 1990,42). h tandem with the physiological 

. . 
scie&ation of sport came the admmtstrative p r o f e s s i o ~ o n  of the sport systeq say 

Whitson and MacIntosh "Sport management* was born The idea was to run sport, aad 

ipso fkto, the bodies of athletes as s u c c d  enterprises modded on the business wodd 

for the production of national prestige m athletics. The scientization of high @orm~lllce 

sport is germane to the current review of the literature on the scientization of FBPE in 

that the growing influence of exercise science aimed at high performance m university 

physical education departments a h  affected tbe nature of teaching and research on 

See Kidd (1988) and MacIntosh and Whitson (1990) for historid accounts of these 

government initiatives- 

* Hobennan (1992) has documented the international scienfhhu of high 

performance sport at length. 



physical fitness for the g e n d  poprllatioa While Whitson and Macintosh (1990) and 

Macintosh and Whitson (1990), Harvey (1986), Sparks (1 990), and Demas(1988), have 

all assumed a comedon between sport sciences and the population sciences of physical 

fitness, nosae has actually studied in any detail the nlationship between exercise science 

for high performance sport and exercise science for the general population 

The sdedation of physical fitness in Caoada, then, took place in the context of 

changing scientific education of university educators, the scientidon of high pediocmslllce 

sport and professional sport management. In the 1970s a new prof&on of scientific 

physical education, both for sport and general population b e s s  developed. Harvey, 

Sparks, Demers, Whitson and Macintosh and Macintosh and Whitson all argue that 

essential to the d o n  of this new profession, was the d o n  of a field of expert 

knowiedge which would be the profesSon's stock in trade. In this sense the "profession" 

of physical education is no different to other professions(Bender 1984; Freidson 1984; 

Lars011 1984), such as medicine(IlIich 1976), social work(Biklen 1983), 

accOuating(Richardson 1988) and others. 

Another aspect ofthe development of profeSSionaI specialties, is that it is a 

competitive phaomenon, tbat requires the aspiring profesdon to assert H a n d  daim a 

territory as its own thus forming a monopoly (Demers, 1988,163). So for instance, 

physical educators who align themselves primariy with the health care professions attempt 

to m e  out a uni0que space m health promotion (as opposed to pdhtbe t r e a t m e n t 4  

domain of medical doctors, physiotherapists, psychotherapists and so on). Here 

theydahnanareaofapemSemthereaImof ~ e ~ e s p e d a n y a s i t  



implies physical exercise. Specialized sci&c knowledge is created in rmiversity 

professional physical education fkdties and imparted to students as their own 

profkssiod commodity that they can then sell m the heaIth and fitness matketplace. 

Harvey points out that the development of these realms of professional knowledge 

m physical education can take place under the auspices of governments, thus ensuriog 

their crediiility with the popuIation at Iarge as we11 as aiding m the institution of 

government policies for physical activity in the population. Government endorsement of 

the Caaadian Standardized Test of Fiess (CSTF) and the Canadian Society for Exercise 

Physiology (CSEP) is a aationaI case in point--this has not yet been pointed out in the 

literature. Drawing attention to the relatioaship between science and government poky, 

Sparks (1985) says that the d g  objectivity of positivist science that supports 

government initiatives such as "Par6cipaction" offers credibility to the gov-' 

desire to make the popuIation more physically active- Harvey and Proubr (1988) give the 

example that in the 1960s many groups of educated uquasi-prof&onalsn were abIe to 

make special professional spaces for themselves in context of the "new Quebec" by 

serving on government commissions such as the BeIisle Commission. Thus empowered by 

the govemment, these physical educators were able to define the people's needs regarding 

physical fitness and offer the professional -ce to meet their (self-serving) profkonally 

defined needs. 

Harvey (1986) says that the emerging profession of physical education established 

its legitimacy by "placing their discourse under the sign of science." (56) Demers (1988) 

says: ?-_in societies where everythiLlg Xi&c has considerable prestige, the dominant 



model of science becomes attractive to those who seek power, because science can impart 

great legitimacy to their precepts. In physical education, &ace has b m e  the ultimate 

arbita of the value of modes of physical activity and knowledge about it-kough 

politid struggles between epistemic paradips such as that experienced by McKay, Gore 

and Kirk (see footnote, above). This has effecdvely matginatized other knowledge that is 

not @iomedically) scientifidy based and physical activities that are not scientifically 

endorsed as beneficial: "While alternative practices (Bd t s ,  anti-Bymoastics, etc.) are 

conderrmed for their lack of effect on the performsulce of the human machine, popular 

practices are descri i  either as inappropriate or not being scientifically oriented." 

(Harvey, 1986,56). McKay, Gore and Kirk agree, saying:" ... one strategy that has 

hcmsbgly been used to enhance the academic aedt%iliry and seanity of physical 

education has been to emulate empirical-dytical [positivist] science and de-emphasize 

hermeneutic and critical scieaces."(l990,53) 

Aping the diagnostic and prescriptive practices of medicine, the physical education 

profession has developed scientific tools for measuring physical fitness as well as a host of 

SdentifMIyiustified physical activity practices that are supposed to improve the fxtness 

parameters ideatifid in the diagnostics. Desatbing a professional physical education 

fonnat used m the Province ofQuebec, known as "Kino-Quebec", H a m y  explaips. 

Tae strategy of induction fbr these prescriptions consists first of all m bringing out the 
m d  value of  the different activities. It was h m  this point ofview that a 
calclllation wheel was developed which shows the e)cpenditures of energy inamed by 
these different activides. was a Me dculator tbat could be given to anybodyanybody] 
The popuhion would henceforth be able to see for with figuns to back it up, 
which 8CfiVities should be perfbrmed (1986,62) 



Harvqr points out that physical fitness diagnosis and exercise prescription are 

r a t i o ~ o n s  of bodily practices: 

The individual need requires a precise and qumified prescription. Using the 
bioIogical assmm which measure the diffkrent parameters of physical value, a 
prescription is established according to a determined quantity of bod* activityactivity The 
different rates of energy expenditure identified on the dadation wheel serve as a 
basis fix the individual prescription. For each Ievd of physical h e s  to be attained, 
there is a corresponding rate of physical activity to be carried out. These activities, 
recorded in training log books, are sauctioned with the aid of physical fitness 
certificates which are awarded by the coordinators ... (62) 

Scienc6based, professional physical education became a technical., management-oriented 

profession, in which physicd educators are expected to have technical and managerial 

skias that they can sell in the physical fitness marketpIar~ntthough none of the literature 

mentions precisely what these skills might be, these would no doubt be those skiIIs that 

come with accreditation in physical fitness testing, persod training, coaching, miming 

instnrction, fitness leadership 0.c leading aerobics cIasses) etc. The result, Demers 

(1988), EEarvey (1986), Whitson ad Macintosh (1990), Machtosh and Whitson (1990), 

and Ingham (1985) argue has been that this technical education in kinesiology has Ied to a 

"de-emphasis on the I i i  arts subjects that mi& encourage adysis and questioning of 

the social reIadons wirbin which profbsionaI skius are applied. It is in just this way that 

tbe kinesiologica1 sciences produce managers and researchers and coaches who know a lot 

about 'orgaaizationd needs' and as @$am puts it 'the bio1ogid and psychodynamic 

individuaI,' but very M e  about the socioecono~nic and politid structures that are the 

The effects of the scientization of physid education are that both the professionals and 

their clients are not encouraged to consider the smio-poIidcal context oftheir heahh and 



Wen-being (Maclmosh a d  Whitson, 1990; Whitson and Macintosh, 1990, Ingham, 1985; 

Demers, 1988) and instead focus on a m o w ,  rational and techm'd undef~t~~~lding of 

their bodies. Harvey, drawing on the insights of Habermas and others of the Franldiat 

School who maintain that the technical rationality of modernity, rather than bringing 

libemtion to human life, bring new forms of domination, concudes his articIe, The 

b t i o ~ o n  of Bodily Practices'': 

By emphasizing a rational look towards the best means for a specific end, the 
'tendement" (output) ofthe body, these sciences do not work at h i g  the body 
from its d ~ ~ o n s  but tend to subjugate it to new norms, those of the science of 
physical activity. The rational scientific bodily practices are not aimed at experiencing, 
j o y  [sic] ddevelopment, or leianely purntits, but to a specific end, that is to say 
the optional fimctioning of the body seen as a human machine. (1986.63) 

Demers (1988) says that the technical orientation of scientific physical education places 

more emphasis on the d d o p m e m  of movement technique than on the development of 

the mdivid+tbe person is treated as nothing more than a machine (166). He says that 

the result is that people are made subsenkt "The term 'conditioning' Wsuggests a 

certain orientation in the approach of physical educators. ... Does not 'to condition' mean, 

among other things, to make someone behave in a certah way?" (Demers, 1988,168) 

McKay, Gore and Kirk also comment on the problems of science-based physical 

education treating the body as a machine: 

The body is seldom portrayed as a p I d 1 e  site for ecstatic, aesthetic, vertiginous, 
autoteLic, sensuous, aad holistic experiaces. It is depicted as a mechanical object that 
rmst be managed, mahahed, conditioned, tuned, and repaired for immm~& 
reasom such as improving bear performance or increasing one's physical 
attractiveness... CofleCtiveIy, t h e  body probers (sport sdeptists) and body managers 
(tecbnocenhic physical educators) haw produced knowledge about the body, sport, 
and physical &cafion, rearmion, performs~ce, and health for their studems that 
personifies what Mapping aad Fabrega (1973) call impersonal rnedicine.(McKay, 
Go= and Kirk 1990,60) 



In contrast to the professional s c i d c ,   sub^^ model of physical education, Demers 

proposes practices and f o m  of knowledge that give autonomy to individuals and groups: 

.. nither than being merely scholastic and 'bio1ogical' physical education would be en 
integrated social approach to the o v d  development of the individual and of the 
community. Instead of conteDtratiPg on means (such as improvement of skills m sport 
and physical conditioning) and biophysid results, which are qumifhble and thefefore 
eady measurabie, it wodd branch out to include broader objectives such as education, 
healtb, and ecology. Then, physical education could be defined as the whole 
educational process that teaches each individual to take charge of an matters 
corn& with his or her body and health. (1988,171) 

Demers ends by aying that profeSSiod.km would no longer be the 0-8 principle of 

physical education. An emandpatory school of physical education wouId not train 

professionals "to perform ration& instrumental work on the body, but rather [train] a 

new breed o f d  organizers c o n m e d  with the culturaI emancipation of the body" 

Kirk and othen have suggested that an aitemative to professional, science-based 

physical education is "aitical physical education". This would be a practice that asks 

political and ethical cpestions about technical physical activity practices-, the ways m which 

Tqmt f  in physical education in this context would be less technicians and more critical 

intellect&, capabIe of encomghg reflection on the ways that the body is part of the 

social culaaal web of human existence and the ways that physical activity practices can 

contribute to aa emancipated We.@IcKay, Go- and Kirk 1990,65) 

2.6 Conclusion 



From the above review it can be can be seen that a number of authors have 

criticized FBPE for its possible oppressive role. Some have argued that it mes state 

interests rather than the colleaive interests of citizeps. 0th- have suggested that it is 

instrumental in the dimmidon of ideologies of class, gender and consumption. There 

have also been critiqyes of FBPE as a form of disciplinary control of the population. And 

there has been considerable interest m the sdentitaton of physical education. 

Two pivotal areas have not been M y  explored in the literature: (i) a theoretically 

informed adysk of the nature of the science of FBPE and O a thorough 

coacpptuaGzation of the body that is sciemiztd, educated or trained by that scientific gaze. 

There is a sophisticated literatine on the theory of science, from the philosophy, history, 

anthropology and sociology of science that is not addressed in the literature on FBPE. 

Those authors who have appealed to Foucault's theoretical frstoleworks have made 

mention of his philosophy and history of SdentZc knowledge, but only in p d g  and they 

do not delve with any depth into his dysis  ofthe intimate connection between power 

and knowledge (Harvey 1986; Harvey, Beamish, and D a c e  1993; Kirk 1994; Kirk nb; 

Kirk and Spiller 1994; Kirk and Twigg 1994; Sparks 1990). This is an interesting la&, 

since an the writers who have been aitical of the sdentizarion of physical education have 

been so because they see in it negative political CollSeQUences, yet they do not d h d y  

address a political philosophy of science that can explain the p o w d  politics of scientific 

LwwIecige: the way that sciemitic knowledge profoundly effects the world in which we 

live- The materialist aitiques of the scientific p r o f e S S o ~ o n  of physical education, 

describing the development of profeSsonaI monopoIies, comes dosest to an account of 



the power of science. But they go no firrther m this analysis than citiag the prestige of 

science as a guarantor of Iegidmacy. As I win: argue in the next chapter, there is more to 

the prestige of science than mere status: science is prestigious because it is so e&ctive at 

changing the world. The power of the exercise sciences needs to be analyzed for the 

ways in which they set out to change the reality of the body. Most of the critics of the 

science of FBPE, while they do not have explicit theories of scientific knowIedge, 

implicitly suggest that the sciences are problematic because their ia2a.s of the nature of 

the human body and the politics that contniute to its heaIth or disease are inappropriate: 

the exercise sciences convey fake icieoIqgies, which is to say their ideas about the body 

(understood, for example, metaphoricalIy as a machine) and of hdth (as a primariEy 

individuaI concern) are at odds with the me nature of the body and strategies for health 

There is a stronger, indeed in some senses more material, critique of the exercise sciences, 

which is that they are problematic not because of their ideas about the body and its 

politics, but because of the way they attempt to actualIy produce the body and its politics. 

I win pursue this political philsophy of science in the next chapter. 

It is also notable that with the exception of Vertinsky no one has trained their 

critical eye upon the texts of exercise science themselves; and certainly there has been no 

examination of the texts ofthe science of physical hess and fitness testing While 

Vertiasys analyses are prescient and offer exdent bistoricaI treatments of racist, sexist 

smd ageist ideologies in science, they are without a substantiaI theory of science or 

scientific textdity. Most of the Iiterature speaks of exercise science in generaI, in terms 

oQmhgogy, academic prestige, and subservience to state agendas. Such senemking is 



rendered aIl the more problematic by the fact that the theories of science remain implicit 

and cursory. That leaves these critiques in a M y  weak position, apropos the 

trubfbess of exercise. There is no analysis of contemporary tats in the exercise 

sciences, and the critique of the philosophy or theory of science is supabchl-none of 

the writers appeal to the now conddembIe litemure in the philosophy, sociology, histo~, 

aathmpology and literary criticism of science. A notable lack is among those authors who 

invoke Foucauldian adysis of the body and social orphtion (Elordo 1993b; Harvey 

1986; Harvey and Sparks 1991; Kirk 1994; Kirk ad.; Kirk and Spiller 1994; Kirk and 

Tin& 1994; Kirk and Twigg 1994)* but do not appeal to FoucauIt's impom 

companion adysk of the sciences of the body (Foucault 1965; Foucault 1975; Foucault 

1980b) This leaves the majority of the literature critiquing only the qpli~~ltlon of 

scientific knowledge of FBPE, not the knowledge W. Proponents of the sciences of 

FBPE can then argue that their research is sound, the problem lies outside the proper 

realm of science and m the realm of politics, policy and so on A stronger critiqye, 

I will develop in the next chapters, suggests that the hdamentaI orientation of the 

exercise sciences is problematicC 

Another underdeveloped area m the literature concerns the theory of the body. 

Those authors who have engaged recent French s o d  theory* namely in the work of 

Foucault and BoUfdieu, have touched on the ways in which the body is a site for so& 

d t u d  discourse. While F o u d  and Bourdieu are obvioudy mdispepsile to any 

analysis of the body m modernity, there has been a floraishing of aitical, reflective work 

on the body m social theory which enhances and reaches beyond F o u d  and BotEtdieu 



that is not rdected in the literature on FBPE. A fitll-fledged theory of the body, in the 

light of recent contkrental perspecrives has yet to be developed. Suggesting that that Iack 

reflects the impoverished dture of scientific FBPE, McKay (1990) points out that: 

one wodd hapin% that a field calling itselfhuman movement studiedscience, 
human kinetics, kinesiology, khadropology, or physical education (d 
when its professional leaders so fi.equently point to its alleged links with Greek 
culture and its sound mind /sound body presupp0sition)would have sophisticated 
discourses about hmaa bodies. AIthough anthropologists, historians, 
philosophers, socioIogists, and feminists have produced an impressive mount of 
literatwe about what Fay (1987) has called somatic knowledge, it is mainly a few 
atlturaI historians, sociologists, femiaists, and maverick physical educators who 
are aware of its implications for physical education" (59). " 

The literature that has engaged continental perspectives on the body has done so 

only in a negative Mon:  the body as a site of oppression and subjugation to discourse. 

InterestingIy, there is no def'mintion ofthe body in the literature on FBPE. While there 

has been considerable discussion of the abuses of the body m society, as a machine, as 

gendered, raced, classed and so on, there has been no consideration ofwhat m the body's 

nature makes it possible to be mechanized, gendered, raciaIized and classicized. Which is 

to say that there bas been no attention to the ways m which the body is open to disaasive 

appropriation, of the power of the body to be "discoufsed" The positive power of the 

body to engage or resist discwrse has been neglected. The Erotic body, or any concept 

of desire, is absent in the socio-cuIturaI literame on FBPE. 

A coupIe of authors mention the pIea~u~es of physical activity and the fkct that it 

has been left out of most FBPE and -aBy out of scientific FBPE (Featherstone 1991; 

McKay, Go- and Kirk 1990)' but they do so only in passing, m a matter of a coupIe of 



sentences. Pleasw or d e s k  are not centraI to any discussions of physical education, 

except negatively. where physical education is constructed as strategic m the control of  

d& (the desire to indulge in delicious, &ening foods, for example). It is f& to say 

that a positive sense of the body's pleasure and desire is absent in the critical literature of 

FBPE. In short . a thorough theory of the body is absent in the literatureerSIture Wah the 

exception of some discussion of Foucault on the body (Bordo 1993b; Hamy 1986; 

Hatvgr and Sparks 1991; Kirk 1994; Kirk ad; IMr and Spiller 1994; Kirk and T , i i  

1994; Kirk and Twigg 1994) there are no explicit theories of the body in the literature. 

I win ague m the next chapter that any adequate theory of the body and subsequent 

aaalysis of it in contemporary society, especially in physical education , requires an 

apppeciation of the body's Erotic power. I win suggest that only with an appreciation of 

the body's Erotic power is it possible to imaghe a world of physical education that sets its 

sights on emandpation, rather than subjugatioa 



Chapter Three 

THEORY 

3.1 THEORY OF SCIENCE 

3.1.1 SCIENCE AS PRODUCTIVE POWER 

What is the relationship between scientific knowledge and power? Joseph Rouse 

suggests that they can be understood as essentialIy separate (the received view, in which 

good science is essetltiany innocent of political imperitives) or unified @is poIiticaI 

philosophy of science, which conceptualizes science as essentiaIIy poIiticai). He says that 

the received view usually understands three kinds of  interaction (Row 1987, p. 13): In 

the first, knowledge is applied in order to gain power: knowledge gives one the ability to 

contr01 or maaipulsrte phenomeaa; ignorance leaves one with less control. A second kind 

of interaction occllrs where power thwarts the acquisition of (true) knowledge. In this 

case, f%se beIi& get in the way of a true understanding. This kind of interaction of 

power and is critiqued by criticaI theorists for its unexposed ideoIow, sdentitic 

knowledge thus needs to be critiqued and deansed of its ideological underphubgs. 

(Horkhber and Adorno 1972, pp. 6 , 3 - 9 )  In the third interaction, ImowIedge has the 

apacity to Tiiberate us 60m the repressive effi'ects of power. It can uncover the 

disto~powerimposeraadurrmask~e~disguises~pwertoopaatewith 

reduced interfkrence? muse 1987, p. 13). An exampIe of this is physioIogical research 

that mi& sarist bias and looks at the u~bjective tNthm ofthe human body (Dyer 1982; 



Shangold 1988) m an attempt to afford women fiedom from their traditional physical 

oppression 

Rouse points out that power and kuowIedge remain discrete in these (above) 

views: 

Which is to say knowledge acquires its epistemological status independent of the 
operations of power- In these contexts it is assumed that knowledge is most 
adequatdy pursued when power is removed fiom its production That is, power 
can influence what we believe, but considerations of power are entirely irreievant 
to wbich of our beliefs are true, which of these are known to be true, and whirt 
judies their status as know1edge. It is genedy believed that howledge is best 
achieved within an inquiry freed hrn political pressure, but that ultimately an 
epistemological assessment of that achievement must not refer to the intervention 
of power either in support of or m opposition to knowledge. S i ,  power 
n q  or may not serve knowledge or draw upon it; it remains power an the same. 
In their constiMion as power and as knowledge, power and knowledge are (tn 
principle) fiee fiom one an other's influence (Rouse 1987, p. 13). 

Take, for example, the received view on scientific knowledge about women's participation 

in physical adivIty. In this context knowing the truth of women's bodies is said to be 

devoid of any gender poIitics, of the play of power between feminists and patriarchs; 

feminist conams may have brought the issue to the fore, but the epistemological stam of 

contemporary non-sexist knowledge of women's bodies is independem of any political 

progranrme. Tiuth, it is thought, lies outside of these politics. Likewise, patriarchat or 

f.emini.d power may q I o y  scjd~ knowledge but neither is m any fimdamental way 

dependent upon such knowledge; which is to say that neither derive their political logic 

fh rn  scientific knowledge. For instane, while fa sport scholars will cail upon 

ercisting physioIogica1 science to give credence to their claim that women ztre physically 

capable ofparticipation in sport, their political programme is not the product ofthe 



physioiogid studies.' And as fir as a philosophy of knowledge is mocerned, the truth of 

a statement is independent of the political forces which might have guided its generation. 

The point in each case is the m e :  power can Muace our motivation to achieve 

knowledge and can deflect us from such achievement, but it can play no constnrctive roIe 

m detemhhg what knowledge is." (1987, p. 14) 

The received view of  science also sees power as repressive, a negative force which 

prohr'b,i censors, consbains and coerces (Rouse 1987,16). Hubert Dreyfh and Paul 

Rabinow have described this understanding as: 

a tradition which sees power only as constraint, negativity and coercion. As a 
systematic refUsal to accept reality, as a repressive instrument, as a ban on truth, the 
forces of power prevent or at least distort the formation of knowledge. Power does 
this by suppressing desire, fostering Eilse consciousness, promoting ignorance, and 
using a host of other dodges. Since it fears the truth, power must repress it.(Dreyfis 
and Rabinow 1983, p. 129) 

F o u d t  has argued against this "repressive hypothesis"(Foucault 1980% p. 101, saying 

that power is actuany productive, creative of desire, conscio~~tless, and knowledge. 

Indeed it is the capacity to produce reality along certain liws tbat makes modera power 

so potent In this way power is positive, aIl though not aIways productive ofethic01 

a Indeed, femiain phiIosophies of science are krgely the product of feminist adysis 

and activism fiom other domatas as they have been brought to bear upon science. In 

other words, feminist politics are not the product of scientific knowledge, 



In contrast to the "received view," Rouse sketches an aItefllSltiVe account of 

power and knowledge, arguing that the received view "leads us to overlook important 

ways power is exercised today and to misunderstand both scientific practices and their 

politid &kc&" (1987, p. 17). In this alternative account, science is understood as 

ernbedded in a matrix of power relations, which is  to say that it is part of historical ways 

of relating to the world The argument here is that science is engaged in social and 

dhwl processes, grounded m society's sense of what counts as imponant knowfedge 

and valued for its wntriiution to the orgaaization of society and We in general; wbich 

means that scientific knowledge is politidy grounded? Secondly, science i s  

tedmologidy b& eogaged in shaping, indeed chan@ng the world Modern science is 

not just a passive, contemplative description of the world; it produces knowledge by 

acting upon the worid. Experimental scLence does not simp@ observe the world in its 

Tbahaal" state; it manipulates the world m order to h o w  it "Saentists produce 

phenom- many of the things they study are not 'nattual' events but are very much the 

result of artifice" (Rouse, 1987, p. 23). Stressing this point Rouse points out that 

experimental science takes place in a hboratory, not an ob~ervslfory~ For exampIe, 

scientific knowiedge about the cardiovascular training effect has been produced by 

a Let me chi@ what I mean here by politics. It is a general tam, as Foucault uses it, 

reking not necessarily to the state, bureacracies, dvil admmstm 
* .  'on and so on, but to 

the soda discoufses that idhence the posstiiIities for day to day life. This is politics m 

a broad sense, the politics of hguage, gender, sewa(ay and so. This is the political 

d m  m wbich human experience is governed by social and culaaal discome. 



manipuIating humans and animals, The cardiovascular systems of unaained subjects 

(usualIy either rats or people) are measured; they are then compelled to exercise at 

specific h d e s  over specific amounts of time and are then measured again The 

diffirence in values are taken as indicators of a training efFect. Knowledge of the training 

effect can be produced only where there has been a substantial interference in the lives of 

the rats and the people being studied. And this knowledge is dependent upon a host of 

technologies: both exercise technologies (e-g. treadmills, cycling or rowing ergometers 

etc.) and measuring technologies (e.g. the Beckman metabolic cart) are necessary for 

producing knowledge of the training effect, which means that scientific knowledge is not 

antecedent to technological interventions but is actually the product of such intenentions. 

Sci&~ knowledge is the product of the power of technology to produce phenomeaa 

Science is intimately related to the politics of the CuIture which determines what 

constitutes knowledge and that politics bears upon the techuological production of the 

d i t i e s  that science makes. Thus power is not a force exterm1 to the truths of science 

but is at the very heart of a scientific way of relating to, of producing, reality. This 

productive philosophy of science contradicts the popular view that scientific knowledge is 

simply an apolitical representation; in this philosophy, science renders an account of the 

world which it has been responsible for making. 

The fonowing sedon wilt summarize the philosophical argmem behind Rouse's 

ahernative account of science, specificaIIy as he catls upon Kuhn, Heidegger and FoucarrIt. 

Understanding science as productive of reality rather than merefy descriptive of it 

is uda&md& science as practice (Rouse 1989,2640)- The preemhmt phiIosopher of 



science as practice has been Thomas Kuhn, notably in his book, The Structure of 

ScienZijic RewIutions (1970). Rouse points out that Kuhn has often been misunderstood 

in this respect. Many readers of Kuhn have seen him as a philosopher of science 

preoccupied with theoretical paradigms and the ways in which scientific knowledge is 

thoroughly grounded in the hegemonic processes of theoretical establishments: scientific 

research is carried out under e s t a b M  theoretical paradigms which undergo 

revolutionary changes. Kuhn himself has argued against this centrality of theoretical 

paradigms and said that science is produced more by practical paradigms - habitual, 

practical paradigmatic ways of dealing with the world. The theoretical emphasis suggests 

that scientists share, d y  uacriticalIy, a set of beliefk about the nature of what thqr are 

studying and how it should be studied, there is a theoretical consensus. 'Normal sciencen 

is conducted within this consensus; "revoIutionacy science," on the other hand, engages in 

new theoretical paradigms and pursues research in accordance with the new theory. 

GraduaIly more and more scientists come to share the same theoretical beIi& a c o m  

is reached and revoIutionary becomes normal science- In contrast to tbis 

theoretical orientation is the more radical thought that science works wfthin practical 

paradigms: habitual, standardized ways of dealing with the world, conducting researctr, 

publishing and so on. What is agreed upon, then, is not a set of theoretical beliefs, but 

modes of practical engagement, accepted ways of sohing prob1ems and finding solutiom. 

Scientific hodedge is the product of sciendsts' f b i h h y  With techniques and accepted 

ways of manipuIating phenomena This is the practicaIity of scientific knowledge-- 



" n o d  sciencen takes place within accepted practices, which are the product of tacit and 

reWveIy unreflective agreement. Rouse says that: 

PhiIosopbical readers of Kuhn have usually equated s c i d c  revo&iions with @or 
conceptual and theoretical changes in a fieId We can see, however, that this 
association need not be the case for Kuhn. New immmb, teclmiques, or 
phenomena can cause equalIy fimdameutal changes in the way research is done within 
a given field A good exmpIe is the development of recordiinant DNA t u q u e s  in 
biology. These techniques dramatidy changed the questions one could ask, and the 
kinds of answers one could expect within some areas of molectllar genetics (1 987, 
38). 

Similarty, in exercise physiology, the technology of the Bedanan metabolic cart 

sets the pacametas for asking questions and expectations about aaswers. The technology 

itselfdevelops a path of research The practicalities of measuring metabolic exchanges 

and the widespread acceptance of that practice in exercise physiology circles constitutes a 

practical paradigm for tmderst~rncling the physiology of exercise. Questions and answers 

are tied to such technology. 

A h ,  the Canadian Standardized Test of Fiiess (CSTF) is a technology that 

determines iu advance what can be known about physical fitness. The CSTF is part of a 

practical paradigm for studying physical b e s q  indeed it is a paradigm that was developed 

within an epidemiological context that has been subsequently applied to a personal 

context. The CSTF is an epidemiological technoIogy developed by the Csrnadian Public 

Health Associadon (1976-7) and M y  implemented in the Canadian Frtness Survey (198I), 

which was initiated and fimded by F'rtness and Amateur Sport rnnnda A technoIogy 

designed to produce epidemiological knowIedge-which is to say knowledge geared to 

the medico-sci&c management of disease in populatiom-k applied to the procfuction 

of knowledge about individuals The test is used for individuaIs because it is there: it is 



an established technique and scientists an practically accustomed to h The CSTF is a 

paradigmatic practice among Canadian exercise scientists - this is attested to by the fact 

that t is the accepted practice of the Canadian Society for Exercise PhysioIogy, which is 

the hegemonic scholariy body for exercise science in Canada 

The practical paradigms of science are not only technid-h the sense of the 

technicalities of recombinant DNA or data coIIection in the CSTF - they are also based 

in the practicalities of modes of human engagement in the world Scieatific paradip 

come from engaged ways of being-in-theworld, which is to say with the ways we deaI 

with the future. For instance: scientific research on AIDS is carried out within the human 

contexts of concan for, among others, the sick, capitalist drug companies' concern for 

making money, and individual scientist's desire for the fame that might come h m  

discovering a cure. More g e n d y  , fiom the work of Heidegger, Rouse argues that 

part of the formal structure of the engagement of human being in the world is our 

fimaality. In Being cmd Tie  Heidegger argues that an essential element in the human 

mode ofbeing (Dmein) is our "bistoricality," by which he means our temporality as it is 

constituted in the trinity of fimrrr, past and present. And a mud part of our fiuturality is 

that we find meaning in We m terms of our possiilities for the fidure as they emerge in the 

present out of the past (Heidegger 1927, 434-9). Heidegger says that it is only through 

our enmemeat with the fimae that we have a grasp of reality and a sense of how to act 

(1927, 193). Understadkg our futun is not just one option among a variety of 

deatmdhg+for exampIe understanding the p a s  present w future. PracticaI 

engagement with fimae possibilities is the formal ground of any ~11derstandiPg 



wbatsoever7 including scientific understanding Rouse e x p b  this point of Heidegger's 

[Humans] understanding themselves in terms of possibilities is ... a condition of the 
possibilay of there being an understanding of being (ie. any disdosure of beings) at 
aK The possiiiiities in terms of which Dasein understands itselfare not something 
distinct fiom its undentanding of the world, mchtding ̂ nature." To understand 
oneselfin tams of possibilities is to understand the world as a field of possible action. 
This is the configuration within wbich anything becomes intelligiile, not just Dasehr.. 
Meaning is a "fonaal" condition on the intelligiiility of beings rather than a substantive 
characteristic of some particular being. (Rouse, 1987 p. 183) 

Rouse takes up this important point of Heidegger's and applies it to the engagement of 

science, saying that it too is engaged in this hdatneatal human temporaI structure: 

caring about the future in terms of possibiIities. Science is engaged in the making of 

possiiilities, of caring in such a way thatpmicuIlm W e  possibilities are produced. The 

prSlCticaI paradigms of science, therefore, involve the ways it engages b e  possiiWes. 

Indeed it is that eagagement with the firmre that makes science m ~ ~ .  The future 

control of disease, for instance, is essential to the engagement of preventive medicine: 

scientific research in preventive medicine is geared to this practical concern about 

controkg disease m the future. Tbis linkage between scientific knowledge and concern 

for fidure health is expressed, for example, m a 1- to graduates of the U m  of 

Toronto (Dated March 15,1995) fiom Rivi Frankle, (Director of AIumm' Developmat at 

the University ofToromo) and Tom Rohan (Associate Professor at the Department of 

Preventive Medicine) m which they encourage the redpients to participate ia Iarge-scale 

p a d h t d h  study "The Canadian Study of Diet, Lifestyle and Healthn: 

Every year thousands of Canadians develop diseases such as cancer7 heart disease, and 
diabetes. These conditions appear to be r&ed to the way we Iive, to our eating and 
&inking Mi and to our exercise patterns. Therefore, it is thought that by 
modayiDg our diet and l i f i e  it i t m i g h t  be posdble both to prevent some of these 



diseases and to allow us to live monof our lives in good health Research at svaal 
Caaadiaa universities (A0erta, British Cotumbia, Toronto, Western Ontario) are 
proposing to carry out jointly one of the largest studies to date to imrestigate the 
&ss of eating patterns and other Westyle &on onfuhae health (qhas i s  miae). 

Tbis later reflects an important aspect of modem science, i-e. that it is not simpIy a 

disengaged reflection on Name, but is conducted out of profound concern with the ways 

m which it am engage Nature in order to produce life dong certain lines (ii this case, 

purportedly, with diminished incidence of disease). The programme of research 

mentioned here is mennGtBfirl only inso& as it has a possible impact on the future-, if it had 

no possible bearing on the firture, it would not be conducted. 

Certainly, the entire field of h d t h  promotion is fimwL For instance, the WHO 

definition of the field says it is a process that gives individuals and comnnmites 

mcreased control over their b e  health .' On a more cynical, but nevertheless tmhfbl 

note, Government interest in health promotion is derived fiom an economic concan for 

the W e ;  this is a concern that spiraling medical costs win render the firmre of %dth 

care" ur~tenslhIe and health promotion is seen as a way of dealing with future health care 

m less ercpensive ways. Scientific research in lifestyle management (which is considered 

one of the "fbm action areas" ofhealth promotion (Kickbusch 1994,12)) is entirely 

concerned with the relatiomhip between present behaviour, firture health and the 

possiibilities for fUturP behavioral change. The Computerized Westye Assessnent 

a The WHO d-on of Health Promotion is: *the process ofenabhg mdivichtds and 

commdies to maease control over and to improve their healtha (World Health 

Organization 1984,3) 



assesses present W i e  and the risks it poses for the future as wdl as preparedness for 

chaage; this is done with an eye to the firmre and the hope of identayiDg path010gicai 

ways of life More they become too damaging. Similarly, the CSTF assesses present 

levels of fitness, the risks to fimuP heaIth and prescriies W e  ways of living an active 

We. On an historid note: research for the CSTF was conducted as a resuIt of the 1972 

National Confience on fitness and Health, which was held SPedficaIIy to address the 

fimne health of Canad& and which produced 24 recommendations on how to address 

that b t h e  CSTF was part ofthat plan for transforming the fUture by changing 

Canadian d u e s  and ways of life (Canada 1972, Recornendation # 2, p. 126). 

My point is that the CSTF lifestyIe assessment is simrlar to other forms of 

scientific knowledge in its concern for the &e and the trdiormation of human life such 

that the fimue may doId dong certain Iines. Which means that it is not a detached, 

politicaIIy n d  way of producing knowledge about individual bodies and ways of We; it 

exists p r d y  as a method of engaging and chan@ng lives, such tbat they are in h e  with 

both official, political and economic policies of Government (as in the area of heahh 

promotion), as w d  as less explicit, but neverthdess pow* politics of the body (which 

I wiU explore her in the theory of the body). This points to a finther important poim 

about the practicality of scientific knowledge: it "must be understood in terms of its use." 

(Rouse 1987, 126). Medico-scientific knowledge that is not d is, we& d e s s .  

Tbis concern for the W e  and the creation of scientific knowledge that is d for 

maldag h e  possibilities &old m certain ways can be considered a matter of govcming 

fbtme poss~ibilities This is a reaIm of govermneat d e ~ ~ l a e d  by Foucauh 



'Government' did not refer only to political structures or to the management of 
states,... the legitimately constituted forms of politid or economic subjection, but also 
modes of action, more or less considered and calculated, which were destined to act 
upon the p a s s l i e s  of of other people. To gown, in hkseme, is rn 
slrudure thepcrssl'bIej7eZdof &on of orhets. (FoucauIt 1983,221 as quoted in 
Rouse 1987, 1 8 ~ ) ~ ~  

Science governs m tbis sense, structuring people's posslible field of actiona Rouse says: 

"A Wd of action is coastituted both by material surroundings and technical capabilities 

and by a shared u n ~  of what it makes sense to do and to be in those 

surtamdings. S u d c  practice is political m the sense that it helps mcture our Md of 

possl'ble action in both waysn (Rouse 1987,185). This is not politid in the same way 

that legislation and courts of law are political. It is potitid in the sense that it sets 

parameters for what is meet and right, given what has been rendered possible by scimce. 

More and more legislation is created on the basis of what science has laid out in the tealm 

of the possible. For example: legislation has been created to deal with genetic 

engiueechg, use ofhuman tissues, regulation of telecommunications, d so on Rouse 

poims out that historicalIy the scientific revolution brought about much more than 

47 In this thesis I use "government" with a lower-case "g" to refer to govemmm in this 

F o d d i a n  sense. Where I am referring to government m the sense of the Government 

of Canada, I win use "governmeat" with its domain, eg. Canadian governmw Ontario 

govenrment, etc. 

' Indeed the point of this thesis is to demoname how the science of FBPE sets about 

estab- governence over bodies, SpeCiticaIIy through fitness testing. 



This revolution changed what was at issw in being human The Cartesian subject of 
modern philosophy emaged ftom dection on how such a physical order could be 
compreheaded and know the relation between human beings and the divine took on 
new shapes; the problem emqed ofwhether and how physical ad moral descriptions 
of penom were compatiile; and both the gender& of aature and the w a d  imagery 
of our knowledge of it were revised. These were not only intellectual changes. They 
were wmected to transformations m political relations and institutions, the creation of 
new religious practices, and the emergence of new forms of economic behavior and 
sodal interaction (Rouse 1987,186). 

Science is political in the way it affects the way we relate to nature and each other. That 

is the productive power of science. And the "real lifem productive power of science lies m 

the way science moves out of the laboratory and into day to day We. The CSTF is one 

instance ofthe insinuation of the power of science in everyday life. 

Eariier I invoked Rouse's argument that science does not simply observe nature 

aad comment upon it. Science d y  provokes aature to appear m certain ways: this is 

reflected in the difference b e e n  the obse~ltory and the taboratory (see page 89 

above). The capacity of science to provoke nature is fimdamed to its power '%he 

devdopment of scientific knowledge is rooted in the construction and manipulation of 

phenomena through which we develop new skills and uncover new truths and possiilities 

for tntth'' (Rouse 1987.21 1). But the broadIy political power of science Iies m the way 

the power that goes to work m the laboratory is subsequently extended outside it 

[ S c i d c ]  developments become dkmhated mto the world outside the 
laboratory by standardizing scientific techniques and epuipment and by adjJumPg 
nonscientific practices and situations to make them md1e to the employment of 
scientific materials and practices- The result is that the wodd is inaeapiagly a 
made wodd, in the sense that it reflects the systematic extension of.. technical 
capacities, the equipment they employ, aud the phenomena they make d e s t "  
(Rouse 1987, 21 1) 



The way power is extended out of the exercise science laboratory and into the wider 

world of the general population through physical fitness testing wiJl be at the core of the 

d y s k  m Chapter Four. 

Having briefly discussed Rouse on the issue of power in science, the ways m 

which science is actually productive of reality, there remain two theoretical dements 

which need to be explored before actuany examining the CSTF as an example of the 

science of FBPE: b t  because it is through texts that scientXc knowledge is negotiated 

between scientists as well as among practitioners and the public, we need to Iook at the 

relationship between s c i d c  terrs and the reality which they descrii. Second, we need 

to consider the the~ry of the body which those texts both assume and help to aeate m the 

lives of the peopIe who undergo IifestyIe management, So, in the foIIowing section, I wiJI 

develop a theory of scieadfic texts using examples fiom texts in the exercise sciences. 

The last section of this chapter will develop the theory of the body that is operative ia the 

texts of the CSTF. 

The "usuar reading of s c i d c  texts could be d e d  naive. The texts are taken as 

tmqamt, objective representations of nahrral reality. In such a reading the value of the 

text lies m its uutMbJness, the degree to wbich it acccffateiy represents d i t y -  But such a 

valuation does not take into accormt the wider socio-cuItural value of texts and their 



ethico-poIitical implications. In order to understand these values and implications it is 

necessary to analyze scientific texts accordingly. Such an analysis, I win call 

"de~olrstruction,~ a critical analytical procedure which attempts to expIain the cultural 

signiticmce of texts by showing their social and political coastnrction. This is a more 

general sense of "deconstruction" than that which is associated with the work of Derrida. 

The map for this deconstruction will be drawn fiom recent research in the philosophy, 

socioIogy and anthropoIogy of science, specitidy the work of Latour @atour f 987; 

Latour and Woolgar 1986), Baixman (Bazerman 1988), and Sbapm & S C M "  (Shapin 

and S M a  1985). Focusing on Latour and Bazennan, I win argue that scientific texts 

constitute a socio-cultural systemq By appealing to Gramsci's theory of hegemony 

(WiItiams 1977; Wiliiams 1980) and Bourdieu's theories of cultural reproduction and 

symbolic power (Bourdieu 1979; Bourdieu and Passeron 1990), I will argue that this 

socicxultmd system is hegemonidly reality-producing. Through a M y  stmdard 

programme of rhetoric and symbolic violence, sciensc texts hegemonize particular 

pbilosophes of Nature, and in the case of lifestyle management, the body. 

A standard textbook on exercise physiology includes the Mowing words and 

graph for determining the optimal intensity of physical exercise: 

Besides the heart rate method, there is another way m which the exercise intensity may 
be determined for endurance training programs. This method is based on the concept 

In the University of Toronto's School ofPhysical and HeaIth Education "socio- 

dtudg refers to an academic discipIinary field I am using the words here to d e r  to 

the unity of society (as sociaI arrangements) and culture (as systems ofme9ning). 



of anaerobic threshdd ... The anaerobic thresboid is that workload intensity or oxygen 
w ~ p t i o n  m which anaerobic metabolism is accelerated. In other words, it is that 
workload intensity in which lactic add begins to rapidly accumulate in the blood and 
mUSCIes. Several researchers have recently advocated that workload inteDsay at or 
slightly above the anaaobic threshold should be used by endurance athletes during 
their eaiaiPg sessions(Katch et aL 1978; Kinderman, Simon, and K d  1979; 
MacDougaU 1977; Mader et al 1976). There are two methods whereby the workload 
intedy at the anaerobic threshoId can be detefmined; both require the use of 
laboratory esltipment: 

1. Mirmte ventilation and the Anaerobic Threshold Metho& You wiJl redl  fiom 
Chapter 8 that the amerobic tbteshoId can be detezted by observing the lllimrte 
ventifation during a progressive exercise test. Minute ventilation increases 
linearly with increase in workioads until the anaerobic threshoId is reached. At 
this t i m ~  the rate of increase m ventilation is greatly accelerated. 

An acample of how to use this information m determining a mining intmSay 
for endurance men  is shown in Figure 12-2. The athlete nms at different 
speeds on a motor&en treadmtll in a Iaboratory. Afta several minutes of 
nmning at each speed, minute vmtilation is measured. Aftemward, a graph is 
constructed by plotting nrirmte verrtilation against speed of running fig. 12-2). 
Notice how ventilation increases in a straight-he M o n  for the h three 
running speeds and then begins to increase rapidly. The nmning speed at 
which ventilation increases abruptly represents the exercise intensity at or 
slightly above the anaerobic tbreshoId and can be used as the mer's exercise 
intensity during his or her mining sessions. In the exampIe, the eainiag 
intensity would be I5 kiIometers per hour (lanm), or 9.3 mph, or a &minute, 
27-second mile pace Fox and Mathews 198 1, p. 266). 



This panage appears in the textbook as a simple exp1a~tion of how exercise physioIogiSts 

calculate the physical intensity of exercise. it is but one among several hundred similar 

practical physioIogid acplanatious in a 677 page t a t  book The tadbook is geared to 

physical education students and is typical of the sort of book that would be a reference 

text for students who want to be certified as physical fitness appraisersa. Students using 

such texts are typidy expected to read, understand and reproduce in an e o n  this 

physioIogid knowledge. The iafo-on is relatively simple and straight-forward. 

Studeats will read this text as a transparent, objectbe, non-political representation of the 

naaaal reality of the exercising human body. Having done so, they will have learned the 

lesson that exercise physioIogy wishes to teach, which in this case is one method of 

detemining the appropriate level of exercise intensity. 

Ostensiily, the readers of these texts will take this information and use it to 

organize the exercise behaviour of their fhre cIients. This information tdl, therefore, 

have an impact on the lives of people. Because oft&& the text is socio-culturdy 

si@amt Which is to say, bexxuse it (fm)forms human practiceindeed it adsts in order 

to do so; it is not a purely speculative t e x t 4  is not simply a d y  detached account of 

a physi010gicaI procedure, but an active part of the process of organizing human life. 

The Camdart S w d i r e d  Test of F- I'erpretatron cadC'hg 

M d  (l98%, 142) lists a mrmber of dmilar texts as reference sources. Similarly, 

most of the chapters in the Resotace hfamrd for Gur'deIiks for h c i ; s e  T e e  and 

Prexr@tion (Amehn College of Sports Mediche 1993) cite similar texts. 



People wiIl be encouraged by the physical educators who have learned about the anaerobic 

threshold to bring their bodies to such a tbreshoId, a task which can be quite demanding of 

them physidy and psychidy. Moreover, these clients wilI be encouraged to think of 

themseh, their bodies, in tams of their anaerobic threshold and the maxumab 
. ' 'on of 

metabolic and aerobic capacities. The text, thefefore, M o m  a significant intrusion into 

the practices and meanings oflnrman lives. Obviously, there should be political and 

ethical concern wherever human life is subjected to such intrusion. 

The social nature of scientific texts has been a major topic in the philosophy, 

history and sociology of science for the last twenty-five years or so (Pickering 1992a). On 

the one hand, scientific texts are thought to be reafist represenmiom of Nature. This 

realist position suggests that while the production of scientific texts has a social dimension 

(the sociology of the laboratory, the scientific publishing industry and so on) a conect 

correspondence between the inscriptions ofthe teas (words, numbers, scientific symbols, 

charts, graphs, etc.) and the objects which the inscriptions are meant to represent is stiU 

poss~ile, and indeed, is often the case. In other words, the "tnrttd'ulnessn of the text, the 

validity of the representation of the reality it descnies, is independent of tbe s o d  

* * 
o r p h i o n  of science and its representatiod practices. On the other hand, antm&ts 

argw that science is to its cot% which is to say that scientific knowledge is 

essentiafly a textuaI play of s d y  constructed dgdiers, more or less (depending upon 

how radical the theory is) independent ofNature, ifthere is any such thing as Nature 



The position I take in this thesis does not attempt to resoIve the realistlantirealist debate. 

It allows that various scientific knowledges accurately represent Nature: the writy of 

the concept of the anaerobic threshold, for example, will not be contested. Science has 

been immensely s u d  at controlling Nature; science "works." Regarding the exercise 

sciences, fix hawe,  there is no denying that scientific knowledge about oxygen 

transport and blood lactate elimination has led to training techniques in swimming that 

bave produced more effective use of the body for swimming faster. Lkewise 

biomecbanid knowledge of the human gait when running may have led to better Nnning 

shoe design mmiuting to a decrease in injuries making it possible for people to nm more 

comfortabIy. And standardized tests of physical fitness have made it pomb1e h r  people to 

judge their IeveI of fitness and strive to make improvements on the basis of such judgment. 

Scientific methods for determining levels of exercise intensity have made it poss12iIe for 

peopIe to optimize their exercise programmes and accomplish basic physical fitness or 

competitive ath1et.k goals. Clearly, the representations of exercise science have been 

effective in gettiug the human body to submit to the human wia There must, thdbxe, be 

some connection between such representations and the "natltral" reality of the human 

MY+ 

The argument here will be that while science is very effective at making Nature 

conform to human desires, it is but one way of understanding her.' AII but the most 

-- - 

M y  rather old-Moned use of the proper noun "Nature" and her persodcation as 

feminine is ironic. I am here alluding to a mythical Nature which might wen but 

w b  is coy in revealing her secrets. And while I characterize Nature as f e e ,  I Ieave 



dogmatic ofscientkts would agree that there are numy ways of seeing, representing and 

u n d d g  Nature. There have been various aesthetics of Name through the history 

of he art. Nature has been rendered in poetry. And there is the breathtaking view of 

Nature which appears while canoeing northern lakes or hiking in the Rocky Mountains. 

Likewise, Nature's humlrn body has been seen in Art, rendered in poetry and experienced 

m human movements such as d g ,  climbing and sar But the way science represents 

Nature is quite different to the representations and experiences of Art, poetry and 

movement. The question to be addressed here concerns the nature of scientific textual 

representadon and the way in which scientific texts influence the "readingn ofNature.' 

I am concaned here about the textis of science. For it is with texts, and not scientific 

e x p b n t q  that the vast majority of people interact. Texts (im)form human practices; it 

is the text, not the host of scieasific procedures that lie behind it, that lead exercise 

consultants to pursue the anaerobic threshold People develop scientific understanding 

through texrq while many of us have various degrees of scientific understanding of the 

worId and of our bodies, few of us ever actually engage in the experimental work that is 

said to produce sciendtic unders&nding. And Latour points out that even those who are 

it open as to whether she is properly personified as a woman. See Haraway on the 

American So- Native sense of nature as a coyote (Haraway 1988). 

' While it w d d  be very interesting to do a cornpaathe anaIys& of the ways in which 

Nature is ~ o u s t y  rendered in science, h e  art, poetry and buman rnovemem, such a 

comparison is beyond the scope ofthis thesis. 



fully engaged m experimental research base most of their undefststllding not on the 

experiments which they have themselves observed, but on previous work which has been 

d e n  by others. Because experimental science is a cum&e enterprise, with each 

experiment based on the written results of previous experiments m related fields, mcluding 

research on the operation, capacity and vdidity of the laboratory instrum- used m 

experiments, PQ sciemid a d y  observes the entire experhnentnt process. An scientists 

depend on texts, thus creating their scientific texts out of other texts.. 

Science is preoccupied with the production of written texts. Indeed, without its texts, 

there is no sdence. Shapin and SchafEer point out that the epistemoIogical basis ofan 

e x p e r i m d  fact lies in its public aature: a scientific fact is what is accepted by a scientific 

community. Historically, the conmnmity gathers round, watches the experiment take 

place and comes to some agreement as to what happened in the experhnent. Nowsrdays, 

of coune, this is  impossble. Scientific texts substitute for the actual presence of the 

communiry at the experimental site (Sbapin and Schaffer 1985 pp 22 @. Because 

oommunity agreement lies at the very heart of scientific faaualhy, and the only way the 

c o n m e  can really come together is textually, the text is central to the production, to 

the existen% of scientific mdh. 

For a ctiscussion of the rhetoric of scientific citation oftem, as it were the 

iptataduatity of scientific texts, see Latour (1987) pp 30-44. I develop this thme m 

my deco~struaive enalysis of the texts of fitness testing in the fourth chapter. 



So there are three good reasons to focus on scied.6~ texts: (i) it is tads that 

Cm)form human practice, ( i i  each scientific text rests on the backs of myriad other texts 

and texts constitute the public forum that makes possible the commuaity w e n t  

necessary for the attainment of scientific truth. But why a11 this fuss? Don't texts simply 

represent the experimental events that occurred outside of them? 

While scientific texts do descrii an amalgam of experbnental events and other 

texts they also engage m the reproduction of a hegemonic culture of Nature, thus 

narrowing the scope of what is possible to be thought about Nature. A compIete 

description of the character of this hegemonic dture of Nature is a project beyond the 

scope of this thesk-its specilic character in regards to the body wiU be explored m the 

upcoming theoretical section on the body, and the specific appIication ofthat culture in the 

scientific technology of the CSTF, will be explored m Chapter Four. My point in what 

immediately follows is not the content, as it were, of the reproduction of hegemonic 

culture, but the more formal problem of the in which scientific texts reproduce 

hegemonic culture. 

"Hegemony: as developed by Gram&, descrii  the p r q  by which social power 

relations are produced. This process, while it has its material bases, works m the d m  

of reality m the consciousness of people, their sense of what constitutes the real Williams 

explains it as fonows: 

In any society, in any particular period, there is a c d  system of practices, meanings 
and Mhtes which we can pro* caII dominant and effectiveective.. It thus c~ndzutes a 
sense of reaiity for most people m the society, a sense of absolute because experienced 
reality beyond which it is very difEcuh fir most memben of the society to move, in 
most arm of their lives [sic]. (WiCZiams I980 p. 38) 



It is isportant to note that people cooperate in the production of the dominant practices, 

meaninp and dues  that constitute the hegemonic reality. On the whole, they are not 

fbrced by some external power to accept a reaIity that is somehow foreign to them. 

Hegemonic power is predicated on some level of consensus aJxwt what is real and what is 

not Scientific texts engage in the hegemonic production of r-, by developing a 

culture of consensus. In this way modern scientific texts are unlike premodern texts. The 

Christian predecessors of scientific texts derived their authority, their sense of natural 

reality h m  what they perceived to be above, ultimately fbm God, who revealed Himself 

through Holy writ and sacraments. Authority over what constituted reality was thought to 

be external, it was not predicated on the views of the subjects of reaIity. But with modern 

science authority changed fiom being external to intemaL As Shapin and Schaffer point 

out (1985), it was this shift fiom external authority to the more "democraticn development 

of consensus that was the true source of dkageement between the old-Fdshoned 

philosopher Hobbes and the modem experhnemal scientist Boyie. 

The correct take on Nature, in modern science, is the product of agreement. 

Latour (1987), Latour and Woolgar (1986), Shapin and Schaffer (1985) and Bazennan 

(1988) have focused on the social processes that produce these scientific agreements. In 

those inmmces where there is little agreement, science Ioses its authority. To mahain 

authority, science must maintain a culture of consensus. 

Foucault points out that with the dawn of modernity polidcaI power ceased to be 

so much a matter of extend force, but more a matter of the imeTnaliZatioa of power, an 

intricate cooptation of the subjects of power in their own subjugation (Foucault 1973; 



Foucault 1980a; Foucault 19838). I suggest that in a not disskniIar U o n  scientific texts 

coopt the scientkts, and the profesSonals who come under their sway. The whole project 

is one of trying to achieve and maintain agreement, to keep a consensus about reality. 

Readers of scientific texts join in the process, are wi[Iing to give their consent, to 

cooperate with the sci&c project because they believe they have the power to withhold 

consent, that they are fke to dissent ifthey do not see reality in the way the text presents 

it, But as I will argue now, the actual room for dissent is very small. This system works, 

as %pin and S M e r  point out, by controlling dissent, by keeping it within boundaries. 

Thus controIled, a hegemonic reality is maintained Scientific tacts come to dominate our 

sense ofreality by securin3 consent without actually affording substamive opportunity for 

dissent 

Latour and Woolgar point out that the actual work of science is a matter of separating 

fiom artif8cts. Because the attahnent of agreement is essential to the tmth value of 

a text, texts actively engage in the s o d  process of searing agreement about what is a 

fact and what is an a r t i k t  DeveIoping scientific co- is a social process. Which is 

not to say that it is a pure  social process. Nature does place some constraitrts on what 

can possibIy emerge as a viable t d  representation of her. Ludwig FIeck described 

these as the "passive linkages" which natural phenomena pIace on the scientific task of 

representation (Bazerman 1988, p. 312). The social activity of working toward consems 

in scientific textual representation is Iimited by the phenomenon being descn'becl For 

exercise physioIoQists, having settIed on the phenomenon of the anaerobic 

threshoId as an indicator of exercise intensity, are consSrained in what they say about the 



threshold by the character of oxygen. The social process of achieving consensus takes 

place within the context of such passive natural consmhts. 

While scientific faas a b u t  Nature may indeed have some truth-value, their textual 

production emerges in an gonistic process* Scientists play textd statements off each 

other: "...fhcts are constructed through operations designed to effect the dropping of 

modalities which qualify a given statement.. ." (Latour and Woolgar 1986, p. 237) Tsdua 

statements compete with each other. This is a c r u d  point: scientific facts are the 

products of competing arguments, of a combat that produces winners and losers. And 

Bemmaa brings a fine point to this. Because very fw people a d y  "see" the sd@c 

experiment, it is not by viewing the play of Nature that the scientific community win 

declare a winner, that consensus will be achieved, but by considering the play of texts* 

Even where there are a number of replicated experiments conducted, it is in the herplay 

of the rhetorics ofthe texts of the replicated experiments through which wasensus is 

attempted not through the actual wiblesstqg of experiments.' 

Tbis imroIves not only a compIex tsdual rhetoric, but also a good deal of politid 

ll~~leuveriag among sci& in the process of getting published (who is part ofthe 

research team, firs authorship etc.) as weII as the prestige of the scientists imrohred - 
this point win be discussed more M y  in the folowhg paragraphs. Moreowr, because 

experiments are profoundly intertextual, no one acmdy ever "sees* the expaheat 

WY- 



To achieve consemu, to get the scientific community to agree, sci&c texts 

must be persuasive. And it is in the techniques of persuasion that the hegemonic, 

culturaEly reproductive nature of scientific texts shows. Synthesizing the work of 

Bazerman, Latour and Woolgar and S- and S M e r  we wiIl see that there are tbree 

important and interrelated elements in this social strategy of persuasion (i) the use of 

rhetoric to compeI the reader to agree, (ii a textua! closure that limits the reader's 

percqtion and reasoning and C i i  a concealmeat of the social nature of the text such that 

it appears as  a non-social, transparent representation of Nature, in short, innocent of any 

culaaal "interference-" 

The first claim of a scienti6.c text is that it is an honest representation of 

experimental events; the text is nor tying. Bazennan says that one rhetorical strategy is to 

establish ethos: "that the authorfobserver is a credie witness, fonowing all proper 

procedures thoughtfidy and ~ ~ y . "  (J3azerman 1988, p. 140) Academic credentials 

serve this purpose, proving that the author has negotiated the d y  prescnIbed 

indoctrbsation into the values ofthe academy. For instance, the American CoIIege of 

Sports Medicine's (ACSM) Resume M a d f i r  GuideIines for Exercise T e  cmd 

Pmmiption creddaIizes itseIfby Iisting the names of the editors, along with their 

academic degrees and university afmiation, and a few pages m @. ix) it lists the 47 

reviewers dong with their academic degrees.' C r e d m  however, are not d c i e n t  for 

a Fwe of the sbr editors d t w e n t y b  of the forty-swen reviewers are Fellows of 

the American CoUege of Sports Medicine. 



persuasion. Because in science "seeing is believing,n the reader does not simply trust the 

credentialized author's privileged experience of the experiment, but must see the 

experiment itself through the text. 

More important than credentials, usurping their roIe, indeed rendering the author 

significantly invisrile, are rhetorical devices that form the text. These devices are 

i&mteIy comected to the historid development of the s c i d c  j o d  as fontm for 

the resolution of scientific debates. Before the rise of the journal, Bazerman says, the 

s c i d c  report was more like news, simply saying what happened in an experiment. But 

as is journal emerged as the centre of debate, simply reporting was hs&cient. Journal 

articles needed to persuade. In a circle of mutual rtinfiorcement the growth of the journal 

led to more debate; the more Nature was debated, the more debatable she seemed: the 

more debatable Nature appeared, the more important was the debate; the more important 

the debate, the more important the journal; and so on. In such an intellectual atmosphere, 

the settling of controversy becomes very important. The credibility of scientific reality 

codd be at stake. For ifscientiilc truth is based on consensus about the nature of reality 

and if consensus becomes dtimately impossiile because there are so many ~~Ilflicting 

versions of reality, then science itseifwil[ be disreputable. For science to succeed, it needs 

a tbetorical strategy for the management of controversy. 

One such managerial rhetoric is to reassure the reader that a given tm is 

"attthentic," that it accurately represents what happened in the experimentaI setting 

Sbapin and S W e r  refii to this as 'tirtual witnessing." And one of the ways this is done 

is by in&dhg extensive tecimicaI details on the experiment. Having much more 



i n f o d o n  than one needs to understand the results of the experiment provides some 

verisimilitude, as ifone were actually preseat at the experiment where one is also 

bombarded with extra data. Another rhetorical effect of including extensive raw data is 

that the reader is given the sense that the text is showing everything that happened; 

nothing is bdDg held back. As Latour points out, the reader does not have to believe the 

atffbor's conclusion; she can "see" the basis for the conclusion in the raw dam Having 

been shown "everything that happened in the experiment" the reader bas the impression 

that she is m a positioa to give pt withhold consent The reader is fke to see the 

experiment as it actually happened. This M o m  to reassures the reader that she 

has choice. Of course, the truth is that not everything that happened m the experiment is 

recorded in the text; only those things considered important to scientific reality are 

retarded. Indeed, information that could displace scientific reality is usually left out. The 

reader is, thefefore, not free. To take an obvious example, very fm experiments which 

use laboratory animals record in any detail, the unhappiness or the dering of the anima4 

nor do they attend to the psychological strategies that the technicians employ in order to 

erase any sympathyfempathy for the animal's unfortunate plight. That sort of infodon 

could displace the primacy of the scientific %ken on reality. 

Latour says that W e n  corrb'~versiks t h e  up the literame become tedmid" 

(Iatour 1987, pp 21 ff). That maneuver, he says, indudes a dever quantitative rh&oric of 

appeal& to authority. The more citations a text comains the more likely it is to be taken 

seriously @. 33). For example: the A C W s  authoritative manual on exercise testing and 

Prrscription Iists 1,259 refixenas for 47 aticIes (the highest number of citations fartide is 



141; the lowest is 0) which is an average of27 references per average 12 page article. 

Part of this rhetoric is the understanding that the reader is welcome to take the 

presence of many citations as mere appeals to authority, but as magpanimous invitations to 

read the works cited and judge for him or herseIfthe validity of the comments based upon 

them This becomes an impom%le numberr game, for ifthe reader were to trace all the 

r d i c e s  given-say 27 fiom one article under r e v i e w 4 e  would find in each 

r d i c e  a simtla+ number of refaences to more artides in each of those references. The 

beliwability of each of those m turn depends on foflowing through on their rderences 

which leads to following through on hundreds more, and so OIL This is a daunting task 

that fw, if any readers would undertake. This is a rhetoric of intimidation by 

geometricaIly expanding i n t e r t d  citation. An but the most industrious reader is 

co@ed to accept the mthfbhess of the intertextual citations. 

This is a particularly pow& threat for the nonscientist-profeSSionaI reader of 

tadbooks, such as physical education studems who become physical fitness appraisers. 

These people believe the texts b e c a w  of a c a r a  system ofrefienchg that invites them 

to look at the references and verify the veracity ofthe science, ie. to give or withhold 

coasent, They too are @en the fatse impression that they could dissent ifthey wanted to. 

But since even a specialist-scientist does not have the time to wade through the huadreds 

ofthousands of references that it would take to give faithful consent to a text, certainly the 

g a e m k  professional, reading in a tnultitude of scientSc disdphes @hydoIogy, biology, 

biochemistry, b i o m ~ c s ,  d o n ,  exercise phydoIogy, stalidcs, psychology, ad 

soddogy, dl at an undergraduate level) has no opportunity to do the work it would take 



in order to withhoId conseat, Moreover, it is quite dear to such students that they lack 

the know1edge and expertise to question their texts Nevertheless they give consent 

because they believe that ifthey had the time and resources to learn aIl they would need to 

how in order to be critical, they could dksent. In this way they cooperate in the 

reproduction ofscientific red@. 

Now it could be argued that the professional reader of scientific textbooks is not 

part of the (scientific) corn* that partidpates in the process of consemus-building 

around scientific reality. They are not, after all, engaged in a critical intellectual 

relationship with the texts. They are merdy consumers of the texts' and procedures. 

The culaae of and burden for developing C O ~  Lies with UreaP' scientists. There are 

two arguments against this exclusion of professional readers, one major and the other 

minor. The major argument deals with the practical aspects of hegemonic reality and the 

other with the process of convincing prof~onals of the truth of scientific texts. I wiIl 

deal with the latter h 

While it is true that professional readers of sd&c texts do not spend much of 

their b e  criticizing the science ofthe texts, they tend to believe them because they trust 

that research scientists bave done so (and Latour has shown that they too are unable to 

deal with the "black-boxes" of the texts). But profdod readers of scientific texts are 

also Usuany indoabated into the expimental basis of the scie&c texts by the lab 

sessions that ere part of their Mivasity or cokge courses and by &g the desaiptions 

ofthe eqmhem that justay the fkts in their tew. Most profissional programmes 

consider it important for professionals to have some contact with the laboratory so that 



they wiU understand (i.e. believe) the texts that come f?om laboratories; v h d y  dl 

scientific professional programmes have an imponant laboratory element Having 

experienced the "experimenta1 Men (Shapin and Schaffer 1985), albeit at an elementary 

level, they believe the 'tirtual witnessing? of their texts. And the professionals' belief m 

s c i d c  texts is important to the reproduction of the hegemony of scientific reality. For 

it is profeSSionaIs, such as doctors, nurses, pharmacists, dentists, engineers and physical 

educators who put scientific reality into practice And this brings me to the major 

argument about the importance of prof&onaIs in the hegemony of scientific reality. 

Gramsci says that hegemony is not just an abstract, conceptual m e r  of meaning 

and vaIues. Hegemony also entails practices and experiences that are engaged in a 

What I have in mind is the effeaive and dominant system of meanings and 
dues, which are not merely abstract but which are organized and lived. That is 
why hegemony is not to be understood at the level of mere opinion or mae 
manipulation. It is a whole body of practices and expectations; our assignments of 
energy, our ordinary undexstanding of the xtature of man and of his world It is a 
set of meanings and values which as they are experienced as practices appear 
reciprocaUy confirming (Williams 1980 p. 38). 

Ifthe reality produced in scientific texts was nothing more than abstract ponderings of a 

sodany insigtifkm group of imdectwls, then it would not matter too much; certainly, it 

would not be hegemonic. But the reality created in scientif~c texts has shaped virtuany 

every aspect of modern life. Scientific reality is now very imporrant to the practices of 

physical education, and is the epistemic bask of physical fitness. RofeSSionaIs put 

scientific reality into practice, they trapslate scientific texts mto h m  practices- Physical 



b e s s  appraisers design exercise programmes out of the mean& and d u e s  they h d  m 

their texttMoks. 

As Williams emphasizes, the practices and the meanings and values of hegemonic 

reatity are mutually conthing. We can recognize this in the common assertion that 

"science works." The hct that science works, makes it very diEcult to d h p e  with the 

way it has set up reaIity in the first place. For instance, s c i d c  texts provided us with 

the concept of the anaerobic threshold. These texts have been translated iato human 

practices such as swimming workouts that utiIize the anaerobic threshold such that 

swimming times are made f8ster. This h e r  swimming wnf'rrms the meaning and value of 

the anaerobic threshoId The science is made "real" in this marriage of practice and 

textmby. But something important has been lost: namely, aItemative visions of the 

reality of swimming and the body, visions that wouId prefer to construe swimming and the 

body not as productive, performative, linearty temporal, a resource for the 

pro f ' e s s io~on  of sport, but which would prefer to make swhmhg play, Iiberation, a 

no11-hem experience of bodily pleasure that is vaIuabIe in and of itself: inaccessiile to the 

mGty  of modem techuhentific cuIture, or some such Such altmmive visions are Iost 

m the tight fit of the meaning and value of scientific texrs and profespiod practices. 

Exciuding aItefnative categories, meanings, values, priorieies, imerests, and so on, 

is part of the process of hegemony- Such excIUsion is apparent in sciezlrific texts in the 

way they attempt to control the thoughts of the readers- The text vies for authority by 

invoking dosure on what is allowed to be thought Umberto Eco says that dosed texts 

deny the reader the W o r n  to offer &&e herpretations (Bmmaa 1988, p, 123). 



Basaman off- the following concise explication of the way in which a s c i d c  text 

invokes closure. 

(1) That experimental methods and results must be spded out explicitly and in 
detail, both to aIIow repIication and comparison of results and to create a 
p h i l e  virtual experience for read= (2) That the discourse must be 
organized around a central daim or sequential series of daims, and the 
expezkned itccounts should be structurally and logically subordinated to 
those claims to serve as  a form of experimed prooc (3) That the coordinated 
series of claims and articles, incorporated into a coherent system, becomes a 
mutually supporting network fhming a way of working, viewing, and binking, 
so that reliance on the network becomes an essential cognitive and 
argumentative resource. Serious arguments can only be cast within the dosed 
system that realizes the mode of perception, activity, thinking, and interchange. 
Arguments that step out of the dosed system are no longer considered 
properly scienfific. (Bazennan 1988, p. 126) 

Scientific texts give only the impremdon of free thought and ope~ess to criticism. 

This is not the open exchange of ideas, visions, or experiences. It is a dosed system that 

sets rhetorical ihnits to debate. Experience and thinking which does not, which cannot, 

coafom to the above three requirements is rendered inadmissriIe by these rhetorical 

c o d o m .  And Shapin and Schaffer (1985) have shown that one of the primary 

fimctions of scientific Imed societies is to set the pararaters of debate. Bazerman 

points out that most societies publish jourpals which are reviewed by peers who have 

consented to the parameters ofwhat is considered acceptab1e - peers act as the 

gatekeepers (Bazerman 1988, p. 136). This gatekeep* Barennan says, invoIves the 

often complex polidcs that editorial boards engage in m order to insme the presmmion of 

their own points of view. He also points out that only those who are wiIIiPg to work 

within the set parameters of debate are dowed to pubIisb, and only those who publish an 

able to conduct legitbate' research. By hoking such closure s c i d c  texts insaibe the 



b o d e s  of legitimate debate. Alternate visions of the nature of nality are excluded. 

Mejor dissenf in such closed texts therdore, is impossble. But because these closed texts 

dow debate within their boundaries they appear to aIlow W o r n  for dissent Anyone 

who wants m on the scientific action, therefor6 must consent to work witbin these 

boundaries. Indeed, much of graduate education as an indoctzhtion into the canon of 

various bolmdaried discplines, assists m estabkhing boundaries, a saw of what are 

acceptable and unacceptable ways of thiaking within particular fields of research, In 

Chapta Four, I win argue that the science of physical fitness testing is based on this kind 

of ~0na0Iled debate: ody those who were willing to consider the body withhr the 

objectifying paradigms of the body that are foundationd to exercise science wae part of 

the creation of the CSTF. Dissent is restricted to the paradigm Part of the rhetoric that 

consributes to the reproduction of hegemony, therefore, involves the exclusion of 

&&es by textual boundary mainteamce. People partake in this reproduction by 

consenting to work within the bou11dariies as though they were provided sufEciept room 

for dissent, 

The scientific society that produces these dosed texts aids and abets this closure 

by its s o d  p d c e s  of exdusion Part of& process of exdusion works by he  p d c e  

ofpublishipg texts- Scientific journals save the interests ofscientific communities who 

have agreed on the boundaries of acceptable visions of reality and the paramenters of 

debate. The author* of the journal depends on how carefUIly it adheres to the estabMed 

botmdaries of the comrmrnity it sems. Only thow scientific texts which work within 



those boundaries, therdore, are acceptable for publicationa Editorid boar& 

co~~~eq l ledy ,  work as gatekeepers for inchsion or excIusion Eom the scientific textual 

community (Merton and Zuckerman 1973). And it is only by virtue of a scientist's 

history of publication that she is acknowledged by the scientific community as a vahd 

aitic of the work of the community. Consequently, only those who work within the 

boundaries are deemed acceptable critics. Fie of the six editors of the ACSM's M d  

and W o f  the reviewers of the articles for it are FelIows of the ACSM Needless to say, 

this goes a long way to avoiding major dissent within the co-. And M y ,  the 

great financial cost of conducting much scientific research prohibits all but the most 

established (who become established by working within the closed world of scientific 

t-) fkom engaging in research And Latour (1987) argues that even withia the 

boundaries of a given science, the high cost of research makes dissent difFcult and 

sometimes impom%le. As Kubn points out, a M y  established science is unlikely to 

consider radid alternative visions of reality (ie. revolutionary paradigms) (Kuhn 1970). 

Scientific comrnunifies thus regulate themselves by their organtaton and 

the rhetoric of their texts. This seSregulation sets the limits of wbat can be thought, 

a It is important to note that this is fkr from a static state of affairs. In f8a there are 

i k p e n t  political struggles as to what kind of thinking win be do~ninant and where 

boundaries are to be drawn And changes in the guard do occur. New ways of &ink@ 

and boundaries become established This fact points to the truly political n a ~ e  of 

jotmak. 



titeraUy con-textualizing acceptable visions of reality. By this process of self-rephion 

hegemony is maintained. 

There is one Iast rhetorical manewer that needs attention, the most m a s t d  

rhetorical device of them an: this is the rhetoric of scientific rhetoric concealing itsel£ 

Wth this rhetoric, the sociO-CUItural nature of scientific texts disappears and reappears as 

a simple, transparent, realist, representation of Nature. Because it makes scientific texts 

seem innocent of anything but the truth, it is a very persuasive maneuver. I call this the 

rhetoric of inuocence. 

Bazerman says: "One peculiar aspect of the accomplishment of scientific discourse 

is that it appears to hide itself." (Bazerman 1988, p. 14) When we read about the 

anaerobic threshold we are expected to believe that we are examining the d &ts 

about the anaerobic thteshoId, not a socio-cuIturaI rhetorical t m  But while Nature's 

anaerobic threshold may indeed adst, we are reading texts, not Nature. This 

disappearance of the text as a socio-cultural system is a rhetorical move with important 

political results. To see the s o c i w  construction of the text would bring it into 

disrepute. For the fimdamentd princip1e of modem science is that we know Nature by 

Iooking at her. Having seen Nsture, not humanity, we can rest assured in the knowiedge 

that comes fiom the sight. Scientific debates about the reality of Nature are supposedly 

fesohred by Ietting Nature show h d  Shstpin and S M e r  explain this way of thinking: 

"What men make, men m y  unmakq but what nature makes no man may dispute." 

(Sh;apin and Schaffer 1985 p. 23) 



Here is a corndrum for science- Science daims the unecpkocal power that 

comes fiom Nanue showing henelf, innocent of human interference. But as I argued 

above, since the nal epistemolopical bads of scientific facts is the social hegemonking 

practice of securing consemw, scientiiic texts must be all too humady rhetorical, To 

daim the revedatory power of innocent Nature, science must hide the guilt of human 

agency, and it must do so with the guilty hand of the texts themseives. Just as Hemcitus 

said that "Nature loves to hide belf" (Fragment 125), so too the textuality of science. 

Science bides its guilt behind the innocent face of Nature. While this hiding is 

accomplished by nothing more than a leap of fihh, (a naive beliefin the transparency of 

texts), it serves an essential rhetorical fimction: to fiee scientific texts of their socio- 

cultural foundations. This rhetoric of innocence serves an important political purpose. It 

aIlows science to appear to quietly aans~end the hurly burIy of the esseatidy politid 

nature of dl human activity..' 

Suemists and professionals cooperate in the reproduction ofhegemonic reality- 

Yet they do so without admitting as much, even to themselves. They cIaim to be simply in 

the business of telling the world what Nature has shown them. When politics are anowed 

to bide this way, their reproduction is that much more efkctive- The political (hegemomc) 

a While he does not make the overt political comections that I am here attempting 

regardips the way that science bides its social nature, Latour refen to this practice of 

hiding as "black boxing," a procedure which for the sake of simplicity, hides the sociaf 

compIeXay of the consn~ction ofscieptific 



d o n  of d h y  is natltralized in scientific tats and ensuing professional practices. 

While techno-science clearly has the power to manipulate the natural world, its most 

signi6can.t power, the power that gives it its power of manipulation, the power that gets 

people to cooperate in the actual production of techno-scientific manipulation (not only of 

the natural environment, but also of people and bodies) is whal Bourdieu calls symbolic 

Pow= 

Symbolic power, says Bourdieu is the power to define reality (Bourdieu 1979; 

Borndim and Passeron 1990). Because the production of reality lies at the very heart of 

hegemony, this power is indispensable to the reproduction of hegemonic culture. The 

power of techno-science is the power to create reaIity first symbolically and then 

reciptocaay m practice (c.f above regarding the reciprocity of meaning and practice; tbis 

is the rmrtuality of scientists and professionals, the union of techno and science). Scient%c 

texts, mate their symbolic power by delimiting what is acceptable as scientific reality- 

In the case of science, symbolic power is a d y  the power to do "symbolic violence." 

Bourdieu explains symbolic violence as foIIows: 

Every power to exert symbolic violence, ie. every power which manages to impose 

meanblgs and to impose them as legitimate by concealing the power relations which 

are the basis of its f o r e  adds its own spedficdly symbolic force to these power 

reIations (Bourdieu and Passeron 1990 p 4). 

The Iegitimacy of scientific representation Iies in its supposed transparent, non-politid, 

representation of Nature. But as research in the pldosophy, socioIogy and anthropoIogy 



of science has shown, scientific texts are not simply representations of Nature but as0 

s o d  and politid texts (Pickering 1992a). And as I have argued in the above, the 

legitimacy of science is achieved precisely "by concealing the power rekitions which are its 

source." The power of scientific texts is the power to do violence, by creating a Iimited 

sense of reality, coopting people into believing in this reaIity' and hiding the fict that it is 

doing so. It is this hiddenness that makes scientific texts so dangerous. 

By way of conclusion, consider this scenario: A person starts swimming She 

comes under the authority of a professional coach The coach undastands the body of the 

athlete, "sees" the m h y  of the athlete's body as the reality of science. The body is 

trained at its anaerobic threshoId, such that it produces "good red&." The athlete also 

sees her& body within the reality of science. A s  Hacking (1995)has expIained in his 

essay on the %ping effect of human kinds," people come to see t h d v e s  in terms of 

the dominant dehitions of them. The athIete, understood, defined, manipulated in the 

hegemonic realities of science comes to see him or herself as the very object that science 

says she is. And became the "results are good" the reciprocity of the professional 

practice with the sci&c meaning c o b  the hqemony of this r e -  Both ax& 

and athlete are engaged in the production of the body, completely unaware of that 

production as a reproduction of hegemonic reality. The most irrtimate reality of a person's 

body, its Iife of pain and pIeasure, is replaced by the hegemonic d k y  of science, 



3.2 THEORY OF THE BODY 

C d  to an d y s i s  of FBPE is the question of the body's ''nature." What is 

the Wonship between the body and society? Is the body a "natural? entity engaged in 

social telatiops but constructed purely physiologicaUy9 which is to say m ways that an 

independent of social relations? Or is the body, its physicality, a d y  the product of 

relations? Applied to FBPE, these questions read: Are exeakhg and testing 

simply a matter of opthizing the body's nahual physioIogical opdo11~? or are they a 

production of the body according to larger social projects? The answer to these 

questions, &om a scholarfy perspective, involves theories of the body in various academic 

discourses. 

Wihelm Dilthey (1883), reflezthg trends in the academy of the time @a, the 

flwdshing of the physical sciences and the emergence of the social sciences) said that the 

sciences are twofoid: nahaal and sodal The natural sciences study physical phenomena 



m terms of naarral laws, and the social sciences study social I psychological phenomena 

hermenetrtidy in ter;ns of the intdom of agents. From this perspective the body is 

properiy studied by the natural, biological sciences." W e  in psychology there have 

traditionally been biophysical strains (now the dominant approach in medical psychiatry) 

that have coexisted, often uneady, with more henneneutic approaches to the psyche, in 

sociology the role of the body in social life has been de-emphasiteb Until reedy, 

sociology and history have ignored the body, leaving it to the natural sciences (Hirst and 

Wooley 1982; ShilIing 1993; Theberge 1991; Tumer 1991). 

Bryan Turner, reviewing recent developments in theories of the body (MU), says 

tbat while sociology has largely ignored the body, anthropology has always &en it a 

prominent role. Earlier "philosophical anthropology" he says was interested in eluciwg 

the unkersal essence of to understand those aspects of human nature that are 

common to an human beings, such UniversaIity setting the context for undemanding 

cultural diffkrences In this conceptualization of human natllfe, the most fimdamental 

- - 

Physical education facuties are often divided along these disdpIinary Iines, with the 

biophysical sciences studyhg and teachiDg the body and the social and psycholgical 

sciences dealing with society and the psyche respectively. 

so Turner emphasizes that given that philosophical anthropology pursued questions 

under the sign ofnman' rather than "human' probably indicates '... a gendered 

understanding of [the universal nature of] hurrrrmity, and the probablity that classical 

s o d  science was itself gendered or indeed, to invent a verb, bodid"(l991,I) 



aad obviously common element of human ontology is embodimerrt: aII human beings are 

embodied and that embodiment entails catain needs: sustenance, eIimination of waste, 

reproduction, shelter fiom the elements, and so on. What makes cultures distinct is the 

diffi'ent ways in which they deal with these fundamental human bodily needs, aad what 

makes them modem is the degree of sophistication (read: advancement in the "civilizing" 

process of European capitalisms1) in admiaistrating and transceading base bodily needs. 

This kind of SLIlthCOpoIogy emerged £torn European colonialirm: an appreciation of 

common ancestry is gamered by studying the "primitive people* of the colonies-the 

natives of North America, Africa, Australia, etc. We can understand our own embodied 

origins by studying people who are Iess "developed" and therefore more embodied, 

supposedly. Chis Shihg(1993) and Susan Bordo (1993b)aiticize this racist ontology 

for hshuathg in the experience of raciaV&c difference mist notions of aJhaal 

hfkiority, an idkiority that is coupled with a negative conception of the body as base and 

other? 

Another, related, anthropological trend concerns the relationship between culture 

andnanae -thisisadiscouf~ethatwnceptualizeSaU]5iVefSal~natraethat~in 

tensions between aahnal and human imperatives, Turner says tbat what is partidy 

inserrsting here is the existence of social prohibitions, e s p e d y  concerning sexuaky. In 

'' This is a theme uncritically deveIoped by Norbert EIias (1986). See d h s i o n  of 

EJias below, 

I win discuss this negative mlrtian presedy. 



Nature versus Nurture debates, aathropdogists arguing the case for Nurture suggest that 

incest taboos are "evidence of the hct that human social behaviour rests more on adtumI 

regulation of actions which become institutionalized than it does on hitindual controls 

."(Turner 199 t,2) On the other hand, htorian social Darwuusm . . also hds expression in 

physical anthropology, suggesting that human social bebiour, including cultural 

production, is founded ia the bioIogical imperatives that have been part of the genetic 

mlution of the human species, a species which is not as fir moved 6om the wodd of 

other animds as is often suggested by thedogians, metaphysicians and existential 

philosophers. 

Social Darwinism has its most recent "scientificn expression in sociobiology, ie., 

the scientific biological account of social behaviour. Popular and socia@ influential 

sociobiological works inchde:(Ardrey 1971; Lorenz 1966; Morris 1967; Morris 1977). 

Kitcher says that sociobioIogy is widely qarded as a "program launched in 1975 with 

the pubIication of E.O. WiIsonson's Skiobiohgy: Z ' k  New Synthesis (1975)" (1987, 1 3 ) ~  

Other major sociobioIogical works include: @awkins 1976; Dawkins 1986). 

There are detailed and complex critiques of the logics of sociobiologies and (I use the 

pIural because there are many strands of sociobiology) the best, according to Stephen I. 

Gould, being Philip Kitcher's ~4~11fi .n~ ~mbition.* Indeed, there is an entire subspecialty 

Gould endorse Kit* (1987) on the cover of V ~ ~ i t i o x  "the bat 

dissecb'on ever pubkhed on the Iogic and ifbgic (mostly the ker) of sociobi~iogyogy" 



in the "aaalytcn philosophy of science that is devoted to sociobiology. More reIevent to 

this thesis are criticisms of sociobiology fbr its (re)production of power reIations (cf my 

theory of science developed above), for example along feminist lines: (Bleier 1979; Bleier 

1984; Hslrding 1986; Longino and Doen 1983). Turner and Shilling both point out that 

sociologists have been suspicious of attempts to explain human behaviour biologicany 

because it fiik to adequately account for the sodaypolitical context or paradigms upon 

which such science is based. For example, the Human Genome Project, which has a 

large sociobioIogicaI component, is beins cosrdinated at the US military research institute 

at Los AIamos, which reflects the important political stake m genetic research which, at 

least potentially, a d d  be practically applied to state interests; basic knowledge of g d c  

structure can be a precursor to genetic manipulation and control of populations. From 

standard sociobiological pespectives, the knowledge produced in the Human Genome 

Project in particular and ~~~l'biology m general is conceptualized under the "received view 

of science" rather than under the political philosophy of science.' 

Ideologically, sodobiology is a conservative force, looking for "natud" origins of 

curreat social arrangements, tbusjustifLing the social status quo. Arguing that genetic 

" This is one of the arguments that Iesbii and gay activim have used against g&c 

research into the etiology of Sexualitis. 

% The science of physical iitness is a sociobioIogil project m a political sense: it sets 

out to organize human behaviour by manipdating &nan biology via exercise and 

testing. This is the main pout that wiII be argued at Ieagth m the next chapter. 



evoIution produces individuals and social structures that are best suited for the nwival of 

the species, sodobiology claims that rtre dominant f m e s  of society are desirable, 

irrapectiw [&]of whether they are characterized by gross in-es and the oppression 

of minodiy groups. Fwthennore, political attempts to alter these structures are deeply 

misguided and dangerous. By working against human nature they are both harmful and 

doomed to f%Lm(Shilliag 1993,SO) So, for iaststoce, f e  demands for change in the 

d arrangements that treat me.  and women d i f f d y  have been questioned by 

~ioloologists who claim that these differences are part ofthe natural biological 

development of the human species which have contributed to our ev01utionary "successCCeSS" 

(h&y and Gray 1972; Tiga and Fox 1978; Trivers 1978; Wilson 1975) 

Shi[ling situ;ttes the ideological role of sociobiology in the economic crises of the welfiue 

state in the 1970s: 

Coaservative ideologies were opposed to the growth of state intervention and we&re 
services which bad taken place since the Second World War, and became mcmshgly 
popuIar as economic aisis in the early 1970s suggested that such imerventionisrn was 
ineffective. As the 1970s progressed, elements of sodobbiio~ were used by the neo- 
coaservative and neo-hiberal strands of the 'new right' in both the United States and 
the UK They helped these rising political goupings - later to find power through the 
leadership ofRonald Reagan and Margaret Thcha--tojustaY competition, 
patriarchy, haerosexu&y and the nuclear W y  as both natural and desirable . In 
jUptifyipg the ststus quo, sodobioIogy proved espedally flexible. Genes were "found' 
for aggression, territoriality, intelligence and male dominance. It was now the genetic 
C O ~ O I I  ofbodies which acted as the base on which the &et and pgtriarchal 
order arose as the naturaI d unchangeable superstnrctme.(ShiIling 1993,49) 

Turwr says that cIassical sociology, unlike amhropolo~ and sociobiology which placed 

the body at the centre of its concerns, has pursued different theoretical courses which have 

mar- (ifnot obliterated) attention to the body. Founders of sociology such as 

Ed Durkheim, Kari Manhehn, Max Webs, and Georg S i d  were interested m the 



rational ewnomc structures of industrial capitalist societies: "economics was more 

conceraed with the material production of goods rather than with the reproduction of 

bodiesesn~urner 1991,7) Turner goes on to say that "in part, we can see the deveIopmat 

of sociology as a somewhat hostile reaction to Darwinistic evolutionism, eugenics and 

biologism" In this context, the body as a lived reality was allocated to other disciplines 

(biochemistry or physiology) or it became something essensially external to the bnnan 

a c t o r 4 e r  a constraint on action or merely instrumental to actiox~ 

Classical Mandst social andysis for the most part has also failed to develop a 

theory of the body. On Manc's own appreciation of the body in society, Mandst writer 

Sebastiano Timpanaro said: "Physical and biotogid nature is certainly not denied by 

M a q  but it constitutes more a prehistoric antedm to human bistory than a reality 

which still knits and conditions maa"(liipanaro 1975,40-1). Hobeman says that 

classid Marxists' lack of interest m the body can be traced to a rational hyper-intellectual 

sociologism which Marx I& his foIIowers (1984,119) . Quoting WiEhelm Reich and 

Melvin Rader, Hoberman explains: 

The character structure of active man, the so-called 'subjective' &or of history' 
m Marx's sense, remained uninvestigated because Marx was a sociologist and not 
a psychologist, and because at the time scientitic psychology did not exist-" wch 
1970,32-3) As a consequence, M$vin Rader points out, a long series of gitics 
"have said that Manr was not & u d y  aware of the irrational elemeats in human 
motivation: folk traditions, nationalistic sentiments. mciaI prejudices, group 
neuroses, unconscious and Serni-~~PSCious i n r p m e r  1979,97)." 
(Hobermaa 1984,119) 

To that list of human motivations might be added the desiring body, an isme that is 



and Marx with the concept of repression He said that while in simpIe societies some 

sexual repression may be necessary for social function at the most basic level of economic 

production, under capitah, p d d  to the large economic surpIuses produced by Iabour 

for the benefit of capitakts, there is as0 surplus sscual repression Surplus sexual 

repnssion hctions in the ascetic social dynarnics of disciplined capitalist production and 

the expression of repressed sexual desire is redirected into consumption Mar- 

arguing for sexual revoIution, thought that the capitalist ascetic sodal order could be 

ChRnenged by releasing libidinai power. Foucault has argued against this "repressive 

hypothesiS"(Fou&t 1980% p. I0)saying that libidinal power has actually been p f h c e d  

dong certain lines in modern capitalist society. Foucault says: We must cease once and 

for all to descriie the &as of power in negative terms: it 'excludes', it 'represses', it 

'cepsors', it 'abstracts', it 'masks', it 'conceals'. In fact power produces; it produces 

res6ty-' it produces domains of objects and rituas oftruth, The individual and the 

knowledge that may be gained of bim belong to this productionn (1979,194). I win 

argue this point aboutporficctive desire at much greater length in the upcoming sections 

on desire? 

Critical theorists of the Frankha School had M e  herest in theorizing the body 

to any extent For Adorno and Horkheimer' the body is mostly a contemptuous thing 

As a young man, Horkheimer wrote of a yearning for perfection, which cannot be 

Other writers of the 1960s and 70s who advocated liberation through Dionysian 

saruatIty included Normon 0. Brown (1959; 1966) Wihelm Reich (Rycrofk, 1971). 



attained as long as we possess a body and perceive it through sensesn(Tar , 19). In The 

Dialectic of the Enlighremnmt Adomo and Horkheimer make a point of denigrating 

body and physical education in comparison to intellectual education, referring to the "self- 

justifjling and nonsensical skill of riders, acrobats and clowns, in the defense and 

justification of physical as against intellectual art"(Adorno and Horkheimer 1972,143)- 

Indeed they identified the power of the body with the hyper-- distinctly physical 

bnffality of historical Fascism: Were go the hoodlums and rowdies, pug-ugIies, torhaas, 

and all those who do the 'dirty-work' ofa Elscist movementn (Adorno 1969,428) ."The 

naked torso of the athletic hero," which is now rampant in advertising, represents this 

same h c h  masculinity m a pretty disguise (Adorno and Horkheimer 1972,140). Being 

suspicious of the power of the body as being nothing less than the agent of fhsckm, 

Critical Theorists had a general distaste for the body and refrained fiom developing a 

thorough theory of it. This is a notable lack, for as FoucauIt, and DeIeuze and Guattari 

suggest, it is pmbely the body's adability to fkcism that necessitates car& attention 

to it (See discussion below), And I wid argue befow that not only the bodies of 'pug- 

ugliesn are the conduits of fasch,  but bodies in general. 

A prominent modemist, progressivist theme has seen the body and its desires as 

subject to historical dviIidng proceses which reign in its natural excesses, contn'buting to 

"advanced" social fbrmations which can be contrasted with eariier, more primitive ways of 

IS m which desire runs rampaat, often with violent repermssions. The civilidng of 

hum passioas is the central theme of Norbert EIias' historical, %gudonal" account of 

trends m tbe development of modem European society. Elias and his foIIowers mahain 



that desire for violent bodily expression is a fimdamental biological instinct which has bees 

subjected to a "civilidng process." (1986). Through this process, 

the standard of conduct aad sentiment, particularly in some upper class circles, begm 
to change M y  drastically fiom the sixteenth century onwards m a particular direction. 
The ruling of conduct tmd senthnent became stricter, more differentiated and an- 
embracing, but also more even, more temperate, banishing excesses of seIfd@on 
as wen as of seIf-mdulgence @has and Dunning 1986). 

This social devdopment, he says, has taken place through the control of the self@p 41 

E). One of the important products of the civifizing process has been a less violent society- 

If one compares contemporary leisure activities with those of former ages, one can 
see easily enough that only those have survived which auld be adapted in 
accordance with a n o d y  rather strong repuguance against humans inflicting 
physical injuries on each other. Contests between gIadiators or between human 
beings and wild animals, for centuries an enjoyable pastime of urban populations m 
the Roman Empire, and medieval amusements such as cat burning, public hangings 
or cock-fights wouId probably produce We enjoyment for contemporary 
audiences and might be feIt by some of them as iatolerably hom%le @. 42). 

Itisdifiiatltto~withEliasonthis. Hisargumentthatmodemlifeisless 

violent and thus more civilized than its predecessors is highly problematic in basically two 

ways: fktudy and conceptually. I would argue that our society is actually quite viol en^ 

Historically, North American society is the creation of a violent takeover wherein the Iand 

was taken fiom natives by force and intimidation, most of their population was wiped out 

and we continue with policies and practices for the cultural genocide of the First Nations- 

The modem technological - to do violence is the most awe-inspii  ofmy in 

history: the Nazi hoIocatlst, StaIinist and Mao'i purges, Hiroshima and Nagasaki The 

violence of Imperial Rome pales in comparison. EqmAIy in the United States, urban 



violence is a major aspect of day to day We. Violence against women, in their homes, on 

the streets and iu the work-piace is an amply documented f h a  The depravations of 

poverty constitute a fbrm of violence that is doing great harm to a large segment of the 

North American population. Racisn and ethnocentrism, which are rampant both in North 

America and Europe, are c l d y  the source of mmendous violencece Homophobic 

violence is part of our day to day lives. We aIso have a violent relationship with nature, 

evidenced in the rape of the land, the destruction of forests, the industrially induced 

exhaion ofmany plant and animai species and terrible pollution of the air, the soil, rivers, 

lakes and oceans. Elias ignores all of these things, focusing instead on matters of 

bourgeois taste, claiming that modern sensibilities dislike the sight of violence. But he is 

also wrong about taste. 

Vrolence is a feature of m y  of our entertainments. The violence of nwhtmm 

films and television programmes is a much discussed Now, Elias might argue that 

this kind of violence is civilized because it is not "realn But the violence of mainstream 

entertainment, is a realist represeatation of vioIence: the more "red" it looks, the more 

comrincing it is, the more entettainins it is. Add to this the fact that television news is a 

popular form of entertainment, and the fact that it often shows scenes of the dreadtitl, 

acataI violence of war, starvation, sseet murders and so on, and we can see that violence 

i s  acceptable to our modem "civilized" tastes. 

While there is some debate about the acceptability of boxins, the modern version 

of gladktorial contests, it remains a feanne of the sports pages. VioIence is not an 

umwuted byproauct of men's ice hockey, blood lust is an important part of the sports 



speaacle. American fwtbaII is a violent sport, injuring many players. The removal of the 

wounded fiom the playing field is part of the ritual of violence. W e  it is true that there 

is dissent regarding the violence of sport-the whole of society is not in agreement4 is 

also quite likely that there was not lmlnirpiv regarding the violence of earlier sporting 

practices either. There is also the fkct that sports medicine is a growth i n d w ,  if 

violence were in decline so would be sports medicine. While there are many individual 

activities that do not involve violence between people, they stin Erequently involve 

considerabIe violence inflicted upon the self in the form of injuries fiom overtrainins 

excessive dieting and damage caused by drug abuse-all part of the modem world of 

physical fitness trainiog. Elias also ignores the considerable evidence that the more 

violent aspects of sport fimction as training grounds for violent behaviour in other spheres 

of We @us& 1983; Smith 1983). 

Elias daims that whiIe society has become less violent, it has also become less exciting. 

The role of sport in civilized society is to offer an acceptable outlet for mimetic excitement 

@p 59 & 69). The sacid legitimacy of sport here lies in the way it contnies to the 

dviliziPg process ail~wing an acceptabIe outlet for excitement while stiIl maintaining self- 

c o w  and a low level ofvioIence. This is basically a cathartic theory of sport. But 

Russen (1983) has shown that most studies indicate that sport is not dmrtic, that it at 

best has no effect on levels of violent aggression or can d y  comiute to their 

hxease. 

There are as0 conceptual problems with Ehd civilidng processrOceSS At the centre of 

his theory is the concept of seKrestmht Ever greater degrees of self-resaaint, he says, 



have led to more dvilited societies. He daims that the origins of self-mnaint are 

biological rather than do-p0litica.L He argues that humans have evohd, have 

developed a survival mechanism, on the basis ofsSreStcaint, ofbeing able to control 

emotional reactions. "A propensity for leaning s o d  controls forms an integral part of 

the natural constitution of human beings" (Elias and I)rmaiPg 1986, p. 60). Moreover, he 

says that this is an ;ihistorical, un ived  aspect of human m e :  The learning of seK 

coatroL.. is a human universal, a common condition of humanity" (p. 45). This 

propensity, he says, is biological in origin. Here he is on very thin scholarly ice, made d 

the more dangerous by the fact that his entire theofy is resting on that ice. Then is no 

legitimate scientific basis for his biological assertion The biological basis for the 

''propensity for learning social controlsn bas never been "discovered" Even under the 

nceived view of sceince, the truth of a scientific propodtion rests on its empirical 

verifiability, and so his biological assenion contains no truth In short, Elias invokes the 

authority of science without any science to substantiate that authority- Now, the reasoreason 

this is an important issue is that his appeal to science is an attempt to n a t m h  human 

W o w ,  which is to say it is an attempt to remove a fimdamental aspect of human 

behavior h m  the socii and political realm. Wah this m a n m e ,  the S-resaaiPig self 

is beyond political discourse; h is dehistoricized by the Ilahrralmn 
0 .  

g tendency of bio1ogical 

science? 

Ehs admits that this biological science ofthe self has not yet been developed @. 

60). His contention that IearniPg setfantr01 is a human universal is ethnocentric, 

probably based in the same Victorian that fueled Freud's ideas on the 



The psychodynamics of selfaatrol, mas contends, imrolve another "natural" 

propensity: the need for excitement. But chilidon, like a Freudian overactive ego, has 

repressed the experience of excitement-dement seems to be p d e l  to the id." Both 

the need for exdement and the propensity for SeIfantroI, he maintains, are netural, 

w i v e d  human As I have mentioned already, Foucault has argued against 

such repression hypotheses, arguing that pleasure (which is homoiogous to Elias' concept 

of excitement) has instead been focussed, indeed i a t d e d ,  in the interests of power 

@oucault 1980a). In the light of Foucault's work on sacuality and social discipline, the 

socidy constructed self and its psychodynamics of control and excitement is arguably a 

location for the exercise of power. In this context, sport is not a form of mimetic escape 

&om boredom (Elias and Dunning 1986), but a controfled mt&cation of cultural 

themes serving the interests of power. The modem mainstream f m  on sport as the 

embodiment of masculinity, for example, deafly serves the interests of patriarchal power. 

And catainly the consuming coIlslnning products such as s p o ~  is copseucted 

p m M y  to serve the needs of consumer cap'- Whereas the Eliasian account 

-- 

unived construction ofthe psyche and repression Eastem Buddhist traditions, for 

instance, do not conceptualize the psyche in tern of the rinposinon of control but as a 

matter of discovenitg hannony. 

" Magu.int staudes to the Elidan eivilidng process as a repression hypothesis 

I99 1). 



marginalizes power by pseu&sci~caUy natrtralizing the selfand tbe quest for 

excitement, a Foucaddian analysis of the historical developmeat of sport would be an 

adysk ofsocial-political power. 

EIias' theory is also in conceptual trouble because it rakes science and the theory 

of evolution at hce value. But as I argued eartier, science is not just a realist 

representaton but a socially constructed discourse that creates "reality" according to a 

host of soci- hpedves. Cf (Aronowitz 1988; Bazmm 1988; Foucault 1973; 

Foucault 1975; Haraway 1988; Harding 1986; Latour 1987; Latour and Woolgar 1986; 

Pickering 1992b; Shapin and Schaffi 1985). EIias' realist belief in biology (a biology 

which it must be membered does not even exist) does not take into account the 

problematic nature of biology M a s  a social construction It must be kept in miad that 

part of the politics of the positivist sciences such as biology is a matter of hiding poIitical 

ideologies behind the hcade of value-nevtrality. So while Elias tries to situate a modem 

rdationship to the body in an historical process, he does so by appealing to an ahistorid, 

universal human nature, discovdIe by positive science. An analysis of the deepIy 

political -on of the body is sidelined. This avoidance of politics in defetence to 

scieace e f k t k l y  delesitimizes, fiom a uiticaVpoliticaI standpoint, the Eliash project. 

Elias' work expresses an important tension in academic discourse around the body. 

Tbis is the tension between theories of the body as natural and as socially mnstructed. 

N-c theories of tbe body 'share an analysis of the body which views it as the pre- 

social, biological basis on which the superstnrctures of the self and society are 

fouaded,n(SbiIIing 1993,41) whems, social constructionist theories of the body "suggest 



that the body is somehow shaped, constrained and even invented by society."(ShiIliag 

1993,70) The tension between these two (nature and society) can be found throughout 

Western d theory (Turner 199 1, 17). AU twentieth century theories of the nahd  

body are based in a faith in the '?ruthn of modern biological science, which is to say the 

ability of science to produce knowledge of the body which is independent of socio- 

political infiuences. Whether these theories conceive of culture and society as emslnating 

purely from biological imperatives (as in the case of sociobiologies), in the interaction of 

biology and social history (as with Elias), or as something essentially distinct h m  the 

body as a biological organism (as in the case of classical and Marxist sociologies, which 

relegate concern for the body to the "natufal" sciences), they depend upon the "received 

view" of science as a form of knowledge in which politics, power and other cultural 

imperatives are seen to be external to scientific knowledge of the body - where they are 

not external, they undermine the legitimacy of such knowledge. It is under this conception 

of the buman body that the "life sciencesn (imcluding the exercise sciences) undertake 

their research and produce texts . No physiology text books that I have examined treat 

the body as a political In the received view, for example, the aahaal body 

A partial exception to this is physi010gy texts that have been informed by faniPist 

critiques of science (see Chapter One). But these texts are not yet part of the 

mainstream For example, there is no mention of feminist critiques, women's issues, 

nor any refence to the feminist inspired physiological studies referred to in Helen 

Lensws Womert, Sport and Pwca l  A&-$: Research and Bibliqraphy (1991) m 

the ACSM M i  - even the chapter on *ght and eating disorders bas 



simply has a cardiovascular symem that can be trained to hction more e£iicientiy - this 

is a simple, transparent h But as I have argued above, the receked view is misguided: 

there is no science independent of the cuItrrraI imperatives of power and poIib'cs. Science 

is engaged m theprh~nbn of reaIity. Which means that the natural body known by 

science is actually socially constructed: a political body. I: win try to prove this point 

repdug the science of FBPE in Chapter Four. 

In order to show how the science of FBPE is involved in a polidcal field, which is 

to say in the social construction of the body, I will now deveIop political theory of the 

body tbat explores the relationship between the body and socio-poIidcaI discome. This 

will be a synthetic appropriation, or rewiiting, of some key points about the body as I h d  

them xwccdy in Heidegger (1927; 1938; 1954b; 1972), more developed m Fouadt 

(1979,1980,1982), and Deleuze and Guattari (1983,1987), aad as they can be 

supplemented by Bourdieu (1988), and Hacking (1990,1992)- 

no reference to f& literature on eating disorders. Moreover; mior texts on 

women and exercise physiolow @rinkwater 1986; Mittlemark, WISW~H, and 

Drinkwater 1991; Shangold 1988) make no mendon of feminist aitiques ofthe poIitics 

of science. 



My synthesis of these various authors is pragmatic: to create an analytical tool 

This caOs for an eclectic dynamic that exnacts us&l concepts fiom the authors, rather 

than deferring to the authority of their OeUVTes Their work carmot be brought together m 

a d e d  gestalt. They have their differences. NwertheIess, threads can be drawn 

selectively from each and rewoven together in ways that are appropriate to this study. My 

loyalty is not to the objective history of concepts and their "creatorsn, but to 

operationdin'ng some of their iaspirations. I doubt that any of the authors would mind, 

too much. DeIeuze and G d  actuaIly invite such an approach Brian Massmi, in 

Guattan; poims out: 

Most of dl, the reader is invited to liff a dynamism mt of the book and incamate it in a 
foreign medium, whether painting or politics [I am adding physical education]. 
Deleuze and Guanari delight in stealing fiom other disciplines, and they are more than 
happy to return the fkvor. Ddeuze own image for a concept not as a brick but as a 
Ytool boxn[sic] He calls his kind of pbdosophy "pragmatics" beouw its goal is the 
invention of concepts that do not add up to a system of beliefor an architecture of 
propositions that you either enter or you don't, but instead pack a potential in the way 
a crowbar in a willing hand evokes an energy of prying.(lg%& 8) 

I win take Heidegger's observation 60m the history of philosophy that modern man (sic) 

has developed an aggressive relationship to beings, one which marshals them as 

resoucces, rather than nmaining open to the way they may emerge fiom themsehres - 
that resourcing of beings mends to humaa beings themselves. It could be argued that 

Heidegger uses the word "mann rather than humanity, because he is reproducing the 

historical sexist practice of using the word "man" to represent both men and women, 

showing iosensitivity, unawareaess, or even a wilIrl desire to obliterate the diif'i'erent ways 

m which women and men may rehe to the world m which they h d  and create 



themselves. On the other hand, Heidegger's use of that common form, applied to the 

q g m h x s  of modern technology, can be read (which is to say, Ieaving Heidegger's 

own itdentions aside, fbcuhg rather on the helpfulness of the read@ as a gendered 

sensitivity to the domineering, patriarchal nature of the modern technoIogical project. It is 

worth noting that Heidegger chose his words carefully when sisnifying the beings 

commody called humans-m Being and The he uses the word Mn, by which he 

means opexmess to being, rather than "Mad' or " H m n  which he Ends carry too much 

metaphysical baggage. When Heidegger speaks of "man the technolo@" one can read 

not oaly Iong-standing metaphysical traditions, but also long-standing paaiarchal gendered 

 om. Heidegger's account of technoIogy is aadrocentric; but then, the history of 

technofogy is aIso andfocentric - produced by men (and not d of them at that) with 

women in mdary roIes. Indeed, Heidqger deals only with philosophicat, s c i d c ,  

poetic and h e  art texts tbat bave been produced by men. Which means we can read him 

Iitdy he is descniiog a masculine tradition in Western culture. And as feminist 

philosophers of science have argued, the domineering spirit of Western science and 

technology is patriarchal (Bleier 1984; Ginzberg 1989; Haraway 1988; Harding 1986; 

Ebdq 1989; Hubbard 1989; Hubbard 1990; Kder 2989; Keller 1992; Longin0 1989; 

Rosser 1989). WhiIe Heidegger does not themarize gender, his critique oftechnoIogy as 

an aggressive, domineering relationship to beings is aIso a weII-trodden firHinist critique 

of patriarchy. While women, like men, have been induded m the technologicd project 

(mosdy to their peril), it is men who have been largeq. responsible for h6' 

61 Cf Heidegger on the meaning of "respom'biby" ( 1954,290-2). 



From Foudt and DeIeuze and Guattari I will argue that that technological disposition is 

the power of human being to turn beings into resources. Accumulating that power serves 

the interests of a g o v m c e  of the body that serves the productive meds of cap- 

Crn terms of the economics of production and consumption, and sodOlCUlturai disciplinary 

practices that are used to subject people to these economic imperatives). I wiU then argue 

that what is produced by this government over the power of our being, the 

t e f z i t o ~ o n  of desire, of Eros, is fasdst desiree6' The point ofthe theory is to 

explore how the body is available to, can be produced by, domineering forms of political 

discourse. And this theory is not intended to be perfectly suited to all discunive 

destations of the body. It is an instrument tuned specifically for the task at hand, 

which is to contemplate the body in the scientific discourse of FBPE. I draw primarily 

upon texts of Heidegger, Foucault and DeIeuze and Guanari because their (partial and 

dective) synthesis will be weII-suited to thinking about a science that prescrii a mode 

ofbeing, a production of life, that regulates the flow of desire, by directing the moving 

body- 

33.21 Technofogy 
I begin with Heidegger - whose thhbg is often dissociated fiom the other major 

theorists I am engaging here (Foucault, and Deleuze and Guattani - because I think he 

articulates m evocative ways fimdamentaI d&mi&&ons with modern Hie that a h  

motivate the more sodany, economidy and politidly based analyses of Foucault, and 

Delaue and Guaaari: the insidious aggmsiveness and foredosure on our potentiat for 



W o r n  that characterizes modem life. More afkmively, the wonder that Heidegger's 

concentration on the phenomenology of Being inspires shares an u a q  resemblance to 

the fkeeing pot- for "gaiety, ecstasy and dancen (1987b, 150)that DeIeue and 

Guanari describe as real possiiilities, even within the aggressivay of the modern context. 

Heidegger's d y s b  of modernity focuses on its technology. Traditional social 

science and histoly have understood technoiogy as the increasingly efficient use of 

energy, capita and machinery in the process of economic production David Krell 

summari2;es that traditional view, saying that historians and sodal scientists locate the 

beghhgs of modem technology 

... in eighteeath-centllly England, where large coal deposits provide a source of energy 
for the production of steam, which in turn propels machiaery in textile and other mils. 
But already at this reiativeiy primitive stage of development the nexus of events 
becomes so complicated that nobody can neatly separate cause fkom & i .  
Everything is jumbled together into iascnttable %ctors" - revolutonacy discoveries 
in the Datrrral sciences, detection and extraction of energy resources, invention of 
mechanical devices and chemical processes, availability of investment capital, 
improved means of transportation and commrmication, Iand mclosures, medunktion 
of a g r i e  c o n ~ o n  of d e d  labor, a happy combination of this-worldly 
and other-worldly incentives-and the age of modem tectmology is off and ntrming 
Wore anyone can catch his [sic] breath and raise a questioe(Krd 1977,284) 

In contrast to this account which sees technological ISe as the "natud' result of 

"discoveries" m the natural sciences and techniques of production, Heidegger suggests 

that tecbn01ogy is not theprudbct of such discoveries, but a perwive modem (Western) 

dhpi18on towards beings that has engendered scienti6ic and tecbnicd 

disGoveryfimedon Co~ec thg  this thought to Rouse's comments on science as a 

mode of engigement h the world, it could be said that technology is a (practical) 

paradigm ( See discassion of paradigms, p. 93) But this is not a paradigm simply m 



terms of technical prooedures. h k i t y  with equipment and so forth. It is a practical 

paradigm in the more foundational sense of ways of disposing life and the wodd in 

general 

What is the nature of this technoIogicaI paradigm? Danger. Heidegger says that the 

modem, technologid way of being human poses a great danger: it fhik to attend to the 

essence (in German, Wesen, by which Heidegger means the coming to presence) of human 

being @asein)P) This amounts to a fidure to appreciate an4 consequently, care for what 

is given in being human. The danger here is that modem technological human beings miss 

the opportunity to Iive fbly in the wonder oftheir being. But this is not just a matter of 

mising an opportunity for some individual experience of mystery, rapture or insight. For 

this fimdamental, historical, Iack of appreciation of our essence brings with it an 

aggressive kind of un-caring, through which we order not ody our individual selves but 

atso our fenow human and other beings m such a way that any other revelation is 

precluded4 becomes a productive, dominating force. In "Science and Reflectionn 

Heidegger (1953) invokes the metaphors of light and darkuss, saying that our modem 

way has cast a shadow over the fight of Being By continuing to Iive in such a shadow, 

without dectins on the light that is withheld by it, we fhil to llfin our most fundamental 

Immediately fo110wing the present discussion of Heidegger on technology, I win 

movement, which is desire, which is the body- 



responsibiIities as beings who have the capacity to care for the way we and our fdow 

beings come to presence. 

How does this danger come about? The answer lies in understanding what Heidegger 

means by technology. Departing fiom the traditional understanding, he says that 

"technology is nothing technologicllI" (1954b, 3 19, not mechanical inventions, chemical 

manipulations, advanced transportation, communication and the like; these are but the 

products of technology. Technolog is a way of revealing beings. But it does so by 

challenging them to be revealed as "standing-resewe,"(Heidegger 1954b, 298) which is to 

say something ordered to be used for somethins eke, a resource. The essence of 

technology lies in this way of revealing beings. Which is to say that the modern 

technological paradigm brings beings to presence as resources. . And modem technology 

is unlike the Ancient Greek form of redme, understood aspoiesis, a gentle bringing forth 

of what is there. (Heidegger 1954b, 291-93). Modern technology is aggressive; it 

reveals things according to projects which are external to them. An example might help. 

The Ancient Greek understadbg of sculpture was that the sculptor helped the statue that 

lay in the being of the marbIe emerse h m  the marble; it was a car& bringing forth of 

what was there, poieses, an oorigiaal uncovering Modem technoIogy, on the other hand, 

takes pristine beings and turns them into something else, resources for projects. A forest, 

for example, is technoIogked when it is taka to be nothing but a source of materials for 

the puIp and paper industry, it is q y e k d y  turned into something eke. This modern 

way does remat the fbrest in one aspect; indeed, the forest comes to presence under 

modern technology as a resource The other ways that a forest rev& itself are ignored, 



even undermined: the forest as a home for anhals, a mysterious place, ie. something in its 

own right. The word "resource" comes fiom the Latin root surgere, which means "to 

rise;" the prefix "re" means "again." OriginafIy the forest is simpIy there, arising, as it 

were on its own terms, useless to industry. When it is re-sourced it arises again, not as 

simply there, but as useful to industry. And such resourcin& as clear-cut logging attests, 

is no smaIl hervention into what was originaIIy simpIy there, un-dis-covered as something 

d t o m n  

Even humans become resources: the University of Toronto no longer has a 

personnel department, it is now the department ofhuman resources; children are 

considered the nation's greatest resource! Students work bard at school in order to reveal 

themSetveS as exdent  resources in a shrinking labour market. Treated as a resource, 

one's essence (the way one comes to presence) is one's use-value or exchange-vaIueea 

Alderman embelIishes Heidegger's anaIysis of technoIogy as a disposition towards beings 

that marshals thern as resources, adding that where there are resources there also are 

waste ptoductscts(AIderman 1978,46-7). He takes the exampIe of mining which mines its 

. . .  resources in a chmmahg and decisive way. Strip mining is the most bIatant example 

of this: tearing up the earth and casting off d but the ore that it seeks. Indeed, advanced 

techaoIogy disposes of beings precisely by determining what is a resource and what is a 

waste product. The probiems with this attitude toward the eilvicoument are now weIl 

Outrage with this a state of aff8irs. of course, has also been expressed by Kari Marx 

(1964)and mmes throughout the work of his many critical inheritors 



known. And m the North American "hrrman resource sector" in the 1990s era of 

corporate doWIlSiZiOg, more and more people are losing their (dubious) status as resources 

and becoming waste products in the increasingiy efficient production ofwealth that 

becomes the preserve of even fewer and fewer people (Greezlspon 1996; Tough 1996). 

Heidegger says that there is a metaphysical background for modem technology, a 

metaphysics that is also the background for modern science. It is often thought that 

modern technology has been made possible by the advances of modem science. 

Heidegger says that a more fundamental historical shift lies at the hean of the modem of 

both modem science and technology. This is the historical shift in which man [sic] 

becomes the measure of aII things, in which man becomes the s p e d  subject. Everything 

that is for man, or at least everything that matters, is what can be represented by man to 

himsdf In this, man become htrpkeimmon, Le. that which becomes the foundation ofall 

that is made present. For Plato the hupkeimenon was the eidos; for Aristotle, it was 

actuality. Wdh Descartes, whose cogiro ergo swn announces for Heidegger the 



philosophical centre of modernity, the hupoRetinenon is the subjectivity of mana When 

man becomes hrpoReimenon, he takes considerable power ova what he beholds..66 

C d  to this subjectivity is the power of projecting onto things that which is 

known about them in advance. For the modern scientific subject, this is a matter of seeing 

things in their obje!ctness, by which Heidegger means their calcuIability. AII An is is be 

pictured on a measurable grid of time and space. In "Modem Science, Metaphysics and 

Mathdcs,"(1962) Heidegger points out that in this gid, space and time are not 

specific. He speaks of Newton's docnine of motion: "Every body left to itself moves 

dormly  in a straight Line." The crucial word here is every body. Any sense of  things 

moving h m  themselves because of their own nature is removed here. (Heidegger 

" Historidy, these philosopbid debates, at least as they reach us m texts, have been 

conducted by men and comp1eteIy exclusive of women Women too can share m this 

domineering subjeaivity. Indeed, Donna Haraway resents the notion that women are 

somehow d y  &onmentally CO~ected "earth mothers.' 

" Heidegger believes that while "man as the measure of d thingsn d e s  its rllest 

expression in Descartes and the modern project, it actually has its origins in the 

metaphysical tradition that began in fXh century (BC) Greece, when an appreciation of 

the essential mysterious hidden power of nature that is celebrated in Anaxhander, 

Parmenides and Heraclitus, is replaced by the availabirm, of every aspect of nature to the 

iDspectiak knowing, anthro@c, compktdy rewcrling power of man (She- 

1981,540). 



contrasts this with AristoWs conception of bodies moving according to their nature e.g 

heavenly Mes moving up and earthIy bodies moving down) For the modern scientific 

subject emythhg worth &&king about can be tepresented in this way; no account needs 

to be made of its own nature, of the way in which it might appear h m  itself. MModern 

science, Heidegger says, projects onto beings this fitndameataI (and narrow) notion of 

their being. Projection is what H-er means by mathematid, ra n m k m k ~ ,  what we 

know m advance of the experieace of beings, such as their calculability in t h e  and space 

and their reSOurcefUIIless within predetermined systems of use-duee So calculated, 

kings become objects for the modern scientific subject and resources for social, economic 

and political projects. 

Objects, in the above sense, are ody theoreticat. OsteosiiIy, it is possibIe to 

coLIceive of beings ia their abjectness and stilI allow that they may appear in ways that are 

not caIarlat,Ie or resourceful. This would be a matter of seeing it as but one conaption, 

one which may be helpfa but which couId also be probiematic. The great danger lies in 

not distinguishing between the conception of beings as objects and treating them as ifthat 

is aII they are, which is to say only as represented to man as objects for scientific 

calculation and technological feSOuccing. In The Age ofthe Wodd Picture" Heidegger 

suggests that what happeas in the modern age is that the picture ofbeings as calculable 

objects comes to Jhit the sense of what can emerge. In this sense the picttrring 

representation is supreme; what is is what man represent to himseIf. 



objects. TechnoIogical man then takes that objective repmentation, and forgetting that he 

has made the objects reveals beings as only resourcesces Heidegger says that the great 

danger comes when what is revealed is revded arcIhsbeeiy as standing-reserve. In this 

acdubity there is no other p o t d :  the only revelation of human being is as 

resourd.  This means that our essence (our coming to presence) belongs to suciaI, 

cuftural, politid structures that determine its use-&+David Levin says this is a way 

of being which is essentisllly nihilistic (Levin 1985), destructive of human psychic wd- 

being (Levin 1987). Foucault descriies those structures in considerable political detail, 

and we shan tum to them presently. But a few last words on the Heidegg& 

background for the technological project 

The great, indeed pro&g, irony that is seaeted in the dangers of the 

technological paradigm is that while it is true that it reveals beings as mere resources, as a 

mode of revealing it is still a coming to presence. And in that meqy ofpresencing there 

is hope. In an interestingly deconstructive vein, Heidegger defines fieedom in "The 

Question Concerning Technolo&' as follows: 'Reedom is that which con& in a way 

that opens to light, m whose lighting shimmen that vd that hides the essential occurrence 

of an truth and 1- the veil appear as what veils" (1954b, 306). The point here is that if 

we become aware of techn010gy as a do&&& marshaling force, and attend not to the 

what (Le, the technical things produced in technology) but to the how of its revehtion 

CLe, matshaIing our essence as resource) we can find fieedom fiom technoIogical destiny: 

Tor man becomes truly h e  only insofar as he belongs to the realm of destining and so 



becomes one who listens, though nor one who shp& obeys." (Heid-er 1954b, 306, 

emphasismiw) 

3.222 Adssance and Pouvoir 
Wth the resourcing of human being as a background for a theory of the body, I 

turn now to a number of questions: What does coming to presence have to do with the 

body? What is lost when the body is resourced? How is the body made availStbIe to such 

resourciDg? Wbat forms might the resourced body take? What dtemafives are a-le? 

And how might we pursue them? 

I win now give Heidegger's philosophy on the resourcing of beings a more 

arplidy political twist by placing his notion of "essencen as coming to presence and 

resourciog as an aggressive marshalling ofpresence in the context of power. I hoke 

two senses of power under two French signs: "pui&ancef) and "powoir." These are 

words that Delewe and Guattari use to sign@ two different kiuds of power - although 
Massumi points out that the terminological difference is not always observed by 

th- 1992, xviii. ErlaSSumi defines them succinctly as foIlows: 

Ptikwnce refers to a range of potential, It has been d&ed by Ddeuze as a 
'bpacity for existence,* "a capacity to srffect or be affected" [which refen not to 
emotion, but to the augmentation or dhhtion of the body's capacity to a a 
capacity to multiply co~eztions that may be realhed by a given "body" to varying 
degrees in different Situsrtiom... It is used m French translation ofEStetzsche's %dl 
to power-"... The d o n  usepof(y0ir in a seme very dose to Foucauh's, es an 



instituted and reproducible &on of force, a selective concretization of 
potential.- 1992, Xvti fl 

For the sake of analysis, I wiII begin by discussing puissance and powoir 

separately. In practice, however, they produce a dynamic energy which I will argue 

constitutes the body of modern capitalism--the OED defines energy as an "exercise of 

power, actual working, operation, activity." This is, then, a theory of the body as 

dynamic, concentrating on the energy that is produced m the interplay of puissance and 

powoir. The dominant concept of the body as an individual biological object tbat 

occupies a discrete space/time contiunum which is organized along functional, systemic 

lines (which is how the naturaI sciences view/represent the body) is reconceptualized in 

this theory as itselfa kind of body power (powoir). To explore the capital exchange 

value of this dynamic body energy 1 will draw upon Bourdieu's concepts of habitus and 

culttrral c a p i i  

A pr& of the theory would be: Po- sets about resourcing dements of 

puissance, which give existence to powoir, thus making cultural capital which circulates 

in the economics of production, consumption and debris. It is crucial to keep in mind that 

this resourcing and marketing is a dynamic, historical process, that for a host of reasons 

and under an infinite number of different circumstances, not ody uses up but also lays 

fl Because these words win used fiequentiy in the remainder of the thesis and in order 

to render them less 'exotic' I wiII ftom here on Angficize them and not pIace them in 

italics 



waste and (fortunately) sometimes overlooks vast 'regions' of puissance. The following, I 

hope, will make this clear. 

I begin with the body's essence. M y  this is dangerous territory. Postmodem 

sensitMes, inspied not only by academic cross-cuIatral studies but also the practical 

politicaI insights of minority movements, are wary, ifnot dowmight opposed, to talk of 

essences. Such suspicion comes fiom well-founded concerns in feminist, queer, and anti- 

racist politics which see in the assertion of essence the reduction ofwhole classes of 

p p I e  to their cultrrrally de6ned "essencesn which demand that people live accordingly. 

For iastance: because the essence of woman in patriarchal culture is based in reproductive 

-on, women are qected to organize their lives according to this essential fimction 

Or some funinkt essentialisms suaest that women are d a l l y  caring, mrtuhg, 

connected to the Earth and thus ill-suited to the pleasures of bigb tech culture--- 

. . 
argues against these in her well known "Manifesto for Cyborgs."- 

1985). Lesbian and gay essentialism suggests that h o m o d f y  is a transhistorical, 

tramdud fact of human existence; while there has been debate about this subject (Stein 

1992)such aa assertion is widely considered to be at best ttmmmd, cuIturalIy 

insensitive, and at worst a totalizing indeed imperiaI, attempt to define a1 sexual 

experience along modern Western cultural Iines. And essentiaIism along the lines of race 

bas been widely criticized for its exploitive, derogatory, perpetuation of stereotypes that 

n a t d b s  hierarchical cultural categories by r e f i c e  to physical cfiaracteristics (Hal et 

aL 1978; Sidling 1993; V m  1995) and empowers dominant arltrtravradal groups 



(Said 1978; Said 1993). These concepts of "essencen criticize it, quite rightly, fbr 

imposing an imperial, defining and hitins gaze on the potential for human experience. 

"Essencen as Heidegger uses it, and as I wiII take it up, need not necessarily denote an 

fmpairl gaze? 'Impaial essentialism,' if you wg fills human king with cultural content 

based in socidturaI systems for the organization of life, sucb as gender, sexuality, race 

and technology. "Essence," in that sense, is supposed to determine what (content) 

people bdamentaIly are, how they should be interpreted and the social context in which 

their lives should unfold. There is, however another essential dimension that is 

ontologicalty prior to the whabl- of being and pertains to the phenomenal power 

(puissance) of being all. This power is the essence of an beings (which, of course, 

indudes human beings); it is the power of coming to presen-m Deieuze's definition of 

puissance? above, it wodd be the capachy to exist, the capacity to affect and be affected.@ 

Although it is c d y  by taking hold of the essence of beings that imperialisn 

goes to work - as I am going to argue at length, powoir seizes upon puissance 

(essence), thus producing itself 

@ Massumi points out thia "In numerous passages in many of his works, DeIeuze 

~$ects the term 'essence' because of its Platonic overtones, preferring such terms as 

'went,' problem,' Aion,' or 'Ideam (Uassumi 1992,148 n 20). Interestingly enough, 

Heidegger's concept ofessence as coming to presence is an ev- as I will show below. 



But the puissance of coming to presence is not jwt a "capacity" to be (or exist)770 in the 

sew of a potential that may or may not be actualized,71 it is the wen& evedid process 

of presenting. To be emphasized here is process (Sheehan 1981,536): the process of 

Wing which makes possible the preseacing of CulturaI content. And in that process of 

comi~g to presence lies the potential both to construct and to deconstruct culturaI content 

(wbatness). The ethical and political problems that may be assochted with essence as 

coming to presence lie not in being as coming to presence as such, but in wqys of coming 

to presence, more specifically the hadid ways in which beings are compded by socio- 

athrrral forces to come to presence, which is to say the way their essence is produced in 

historical discourses. 

Sheehan pomts out that Heidegger, whose philosophical concern was dwa. 

"being," understood it as movement: The unifying topic [of Heidegger's] program was, 

Heidegger (1927) makes a distinction between existence, "which never gets 

straightened out except through existence itselP (33) and Being which is the proper 

phaosophical subject for the ontological adysis  of the 'structure of existence." That 

distinction is specific to the d y t i c  ofBeing d T i e  and issues Heidegger t h e  

regarding authenticity in the face of death While it is not a particulariy germane 

distinction here, I wiII avoid confusion by "limiting" my discussion to being, which win 

be d&ed as the process of corning to presence. 

R This is the classical distinction between cfimami;s (capacity) and en-a 

(actualiraton) made by AristotIe in Book S k  of the M q I y s i c s  - See A M  (1%5). 



fiom first to last, movement."(Sheehan 198 1,539). Heidaer sought to address the 

Western tradition's lack of appreciation of movemeat, indeed its incessant attempt to get 

some conwI over being by bringing some srasis to its movement (Sheehan refers to this 

as the "hypostahtion of kg " )?  In that context, Heidegger questioned the 

fbundations of our experience of'reality.' He says that we have inherited a 

phenomenoiogigica mode of experience fiom the &Greeks, evidenced from Homer to 

Aristotle , which is that we experience things analogically, as they show themeselves "as 

something meaningfid" (Sheehan 1983.137). Indeed, in Western experience "...man [sic] 

can deal with entities only insofkr as they appear as such and so" (Sheehan 1983,138 

emphasis mine). This is the I-: an openness to being pawin) that gathers together 

and lays before us what is there@eidegger ), in the form of a hermeneutic circle which 

allows it to appear in the d o g i e s  of meaning structures. An example based in my 

d e r  diswsion of technology may help: The logos of modern technology is an 

openness to the being of endties that understands them already as potential resources / 

waste products. The forest thus comes to presence for the technological forester as a 

resource - such an appearance of the forest comes from the forester's education and 

Heidegger, not hcying M a s  a political philosopher, (his apparent 

phirosophical silence on his own Nazisim proving this point aIl too empMCany), did 

not thematize extensively the political psychoIogy of controlling being. But the 

hypostahstion about which Sheehan speaks is a way of controlling being (Sheehan 

1981) 



training in the k q p  of modem forest mmgnent Technology is a @. Sintilarfy, 

there are mi of gender and race that give meaning to the appearance of people. But 

there is a logos more fundamental than technology, race and gendq this is a logos which 

is sn openness to being that makes be-'mg itseifmeaningfid. 

Heidegger says that what makes being memb@ is time. In Being mad Time he 

describes how Dasein's authentic appreciation of its own death makes time paIpable and 

gives being a truly urgent rn-ess. There, the contemplation of one's own death 

as the negation of one's presence brings to one a shattering awareness and appreciation 

ofpresence. In his much discussed and mostly misunderstood "turn" Kehe)(Sheehan 

1981,539) Heidegger articulates the logos of k g  not as the worlbshattering 

appreciation ofpresence that sings ia the shadow of its own negation, the onset of 

absence that is death, but as the revelation (alerheia - more accuratdy: uncon&@ of 

absence as the fountain of presence as it is manifest in the event of movement, which 

Heidgger caIIs ereigms,(I972) and which I wiU attempt to explain m o m d y .  The 

1' ofbeing, the openness to being that sathers together what is there such that its be- 

ing is meanigfbl is the logos that gathers together the relations of absence and presence as 

movement. The body appears in the logos, the meaninghhess, of movement. My theory 

ofthe body, then, is a theory of its essences as they are revealed in the lbgm of its 

movements, puissance and pouvoir. The logos of puissance rweals the meaning of the 

body as motile being, an evert The logos of powoir reveals the meaning of the moving 

body as soci0-CU1turany organind 



Heidegger draws his understanding of being as movement &om AristotIe saying 

tbat it is the play of presence and absence: 

For Aristotk, Heidegger points out, an natural entities are kinetic in an ontological 
way: their kine* is their very being. A moving entity is one that does not my appear 
(is not complete@ present) and yet does appear precisely m its incompleteaess. We 
understand a plant as a plant, for example, only by knowing that its presence is 
h g h S  with abseatiality. a not yet and no longer, a coming into and a gomg fiom 
presence. Such relative absemiality is what makes the entity be the moving entity it is. 
Thdore, to really know a natural thing means to keep present to mind not only the 
present entity but also thepresence of the abMa2ity that makes it kinetic. The 
presence-oF~absentiality (or its privative presence) is the moving entity's k g -  
stnrcture.(Sheehaa 1981,537) 

More appropriate to a theory of the body than the obmtion of the movement of plants 

is the movement of the body . Levin says: "The field of our motility is the lq~arl  [ I w ]  

ofa field of Being: it is how Being manifests, how Being presences, in relation to our 

motiIity.*(levin 1985,94) The puissance of the body is its being, its coming to presence, 

its essence as movement. In contrast to Sheehan, above, who discerPs presence and 

absence in movement fiom a relatively disengaged visual perspective (what we know 

about plants having seen them grow) I win attempt to appreciate the relsltions of absence 

and presence by reflecting upon the immediacy, the intensity of our own experience of 

moving in the Westem logos. Reflection (Bes&m@ is the metbodoIogid heart of 

Heidegger's appreciation of being and movement (Heidegger 1927; Heidegger 1953; 

Heidegger 1954a; Heidegger 19%; Heidegger 1966; Heidesger 1972). "Reflection" 

(Besr'nntmd should be understood as an experience that is diffkent to fepresentsrtiod 

thintinp for which Heidegger uses the word vo~eLt'' which wests the mind 

obsaving M(Heidegger 1953,156, trsmslator's note) Redledon, on the other hand, is 

a debemthe ncoIIection that considers the sense (Sh) or meaning ofthe prmcrge of 



the event of being. Mection evokes the spirit of the event of being as coming to 

press= rather than provides an object-ive re-presentation of what happened. The spirit 

of the event of being is the sense ( S h )  of it; reflection brings the sense of the spirit of 

being to the fore. Reflection arises in the resolve to attend to the event of being as 

movement (Ereignts); it is is to dwelling in and appreciating the wonder of the journey 

of life. As such, reflection is the opposite of pat explanations of what happened to one: 

absent Wer and overbring mother, an umesoIved Oedipus complex, child sexual 

abuse, dependency, psycho-chemid imbalance or some such Reflection, says 

Heidegger, 

.. b more than a mere making conscious of something. We do not yet have rdection 
when we have ody consciousness. Reflection is more. It is calm, seKpossessed 
surrender to that which is worthy of cpestioning. Through dection so understood 
we act tdy  anive at the place where, without having experienced it and without 
haviPg seen penetratiagIy into i we have long been sojourning. In refleaion we gain 
access to a place &om out of wbich there tint opens the space traversed at any given 
the  by all our doing and leaving undone.(Heidegger 1953,180) 

In "On the Way to Ere@f Sheehan says: 

Only in resolve does one enter Ereigmx only by taking up p e r s o d y  one's own 
movement does om a u t h d d y  discover the movement that is being it& The 
meaning of being, as Richardson has said, is not a doctrine to be learned but a risk 
to be taken And ifone does not take that ri& Heidegger told his stud- 'all 
talk and listening is m vain'(I983,163) 

Reflecting on one's own movements poses a risk to the orpiation ofthe s e E  

As I win attempt to show shortly, an intense awareness of movement deconstructs the self 

as sucb and reveals a non-dish dimdon, Deleuze and Guattari dmk this as an 

engagement in pIateaus of intensity that fke the body of rimitinn disaasive impaatives 

such as the delineated, discrete wlf; a selfwhich is oonstructed/oFgani?ed @awoir) in 

discoulses such as gender, race, and technology. What is revealed m the intensity of 



movement is a body that is not externaily organized (the subject of powoir); it is, rather, a 

de-0- (deterritorialized) body-without-organs (which Ddeuze and Guanari sigaitil 

with "BwO") that is free. Agreeing that engaging in the intensities of the moving body 

And how necessary caution is, the art of dosages, dnce overdose is a danger. You 
don't do it with a sledgehammer, you use a v q  fine file. You invent 
destructions that have nothing to do with the ddeath drive. Dismantling the organism 
ltas never meant killiag y o m  but rather opening the body to connections that 
presuppose an entire assembIage, circuits, conjunctions, Iewls and threshoIds, 
passages and distniutions of intensity, and territories and deterritoriahtions 
measured with the aaft of a wveyor.(DeIeuze and Guattari 1987b, 160) 

But with this danger comes the potential for experiments with freedom, a fieedom that 

goes beyond the & Levin says: 

...as we let go of the ego-lo&d, egolcentric structure which typidy character& 
our present experience of motility in its personal-interpersonal fidd, going (as it were) 
beneath it in an attempt to make comact with our more primordial attunemeas by 
Being as a whole, what we encomer, along the way, is a p r w  and, m fact a 
b ~ l f O I  dimension; and our contact with the motivating energies at work m this 
dimemion of our experiential motility field can have profoundly therapeutic &ects, 
radically transforming our experience, for example, of the very ground of imerpersonal 
suIicitude.(Levin 1985.97) 

Crucial to the following expIication of the moving body is the poss1Ibilities it affords for 

c9&- rather than individual, anomic, experiences of life. Heidegger, m his essay on 

Haaclitus' saying on the Logos, "Listening not to me but to the Logos, it is wise to agree 

that d things are one;" says that an openness to being reveals the essential comectedness 

of our existence (Heidegpr). Deleuze and Guanari point to this, above, suggesting the 

body be o p e d  to "connections that presuppose an emire assemblage, c b i t s ,  

co@tmctions, levels and threshoIds, passages and dimibutions ofiPtensityensity" Merleau- 

Ponty dirs to this coIlectivity as a "prepersonal tradition," that is the '%& 



personal existence must be the resumption of a prepersond tfadition There is, thedore, 

another subject beneath me, for whom a world exists before I am here, and who marks out 

my place in it. This captive or natural spirit is my body .... a coamnmi&on with the 

world more ancient than thou$C"'erSeau-Ponty, 1962,254) For DeIeuze and Guattai 

this prepersonal "tradition" is the BwO, a dimension ofthe body that is always already 

there, but which is for the most part already appropriated by discourses that would deny 

its esentbl colIectivay, by reigning in the W o r n  of its movements. 

What is the BwO, or "How Do You Make Y o d a  Body without Orgms?"@eIeuze 

and Guanari 1987a): 

At any rate, you have one (or several). It's not so much that it preexists or comes 
ready-made, although in certain respects it is preexistent At any rate, you make one, 
you can't desire without making one. And it awaits you; it is an inevitable exercise or 
experimentation, already accomplished the moment you undertake it, u~accompIished 
as long as you don't This is not d g ,  because you can botch it Or it am be 
ten@&, and lead you to your death... It is not at a 1  a notion or a concept but a 
practice, a set of practices. You never reach the Body without Organs, you can't 
nach it, you are forever attain@ it. 5 is a limh People ask, So what is this BwO? - 
But you are already on it, satrryiag like a vermin, gropmg like a b h d  person, or 
nmning Wre a lunatic: desert tmeIer and nomad of the steppes. On it we sleep, live 
our waking Gves, fightfight and are fought-seek our place, experience untold 
happiness and fibdous def i i ;  on it we penetrate and are penetrated; on it we 
Iove.@deuze and Guttari 1987% 150-5 1) 

Here, as m Heidegger, there is a can to attend to the ewnt of our coming to presence, of 

apprrciatiPg h as a happening, a journey, under way, a practice, fiat& with presence and 

absence, more than individual. newr completely revealed, and risky. Heidegger 

understands this corning to presence as the movement ofbeins; m the movements of 

indivi&ai h m a  beiags, the movement ofbeing as whole is @est mysteriously. Using 

the somewhat wder language of desire, Deleuze and Guattari conceptualire the powa of 



being explicitly as embodiment: they speak of the productive power of desire that takes 

place in the holism of the BwO. For Deleuze and Guattari, desire is not a means to an 

end: the desire for sex in order to procreate, the desire for fbod in order to sustain Life, the 

desire for social networks in order to support and strenghten the ego, the desire fbr 

physical exercise to calm one's nerves, the desire for money to buy desired shrff. Desire 

is not a lack of something eIse, a hole tbat needs to be iilled. Desire, they say, is a 

productive force, like Nietzsche's 'krill to power" (Massumi 1992,82), and "the real is 

the end product"@eleuze and Guattari 1983,261. It is the potency of becoming or 

actuaIizing, a potency so intense that it seeks no culumination or resolution. Indeed the 

culmiaaton of desire is an apostenori lack ofdesire, desire's undoing, Desire is 

productive Man. In Anti-Oedip Deleuze and Guattari ref& to the desiring body 

as the "desiring machinen-the word machine is meant to evoke the power of machines to 

produce, rather than mechanicaI servitude to owners and systems that use them. What 

does the desiring machine produce? Flows of desire - movement. Crucial to this 

sells'bility of the desiring body is its anti-stasis: it is evemfUI, productive, affecting. In A 

Zkmmd Phte4us they defme desire as: =a process of production without reference to 

any exmior agency.*@eIeuze and Guattari 1987b, 154). What is important here is the 

notion of desire as a process, which is to say movement. Desire is the fimhentd, 

productive, moving process by which the body is. 

-- -- - - 

In as much as DeIeuze and Guattari eschew foundational philosophy, d g  m it a 

didatoriat restriction on whatever thinking foIlows, they do posit the puissance of 

desire as an energy that exists in some rekitionship to other kinds of e o q  - their 



In their focus on dynamic processes of production, Delewe and Guattari share an 

important thematic f m  with Heidegger, who articulates his concerns under the sign of 

'king." Ddeuze and Guttxi, however, barely mention ~eidegger:~ and expIicitly 

distance their own work fiom ontologica philosophy: MassMli points out: 'To avoid 

philosophical baggage, they are more likely to say that a thing is ' a d  than that it 

'exis&.' To drive it home that actuality is dynamic they use the word 'becoming' in place 

of 'being.' A thing's actuaGty is its duration as a process--of genesis and addation, of 

movement across threshoIds and toward a limit,''(Masumi 1992.37) The "philosophical 

baggage' that is supposed to tag along with discussions of being is that "being" 

represents a reified entrapment of desire in transhistoricaI fonn, an oppressive "stasen that 

we h e  inherited fiom the Greeks. Talk of being is nothing more than an atpression of a 

pathetic nostalgia for the seaaity of Andem Wdom, the world of the living dead. But it 

particuiar interest is the energy of capitalism and the ways in which it hnpacts the flows 

of desire. There is an essential energy about desire that could be fiee of culture, an 

energy that capitaIism seeks to harness (resource). As such it is immenseIy duable to 

cuke ,  social organimion, and economics Indeed it is by the orgaairation of desire 

that cdtm, society, and economics are produced. The @itai" dandSchicpkenrTo 

books td the story of the h e  of desire under capitalism It shows how desire comes to 

presence under capitalism. 

" There are only two passing references to Heidegger in A I b u s m d P t a f e ~  (125 

aPd 561, note 85) and none in Anti-Oed@u. 



would be a si@cant misunderstanding of Heidegger's thoughts on being to associate 

them with such philosophical baggage. For Heidegger sees being not as a state, but as 

movement and because of that sought to akstroy the ontologicaI tradition that brings stask 

to the process, the event of being tbat is E r e i '  (Sheehan I981), Indeed, as I wiII 

attempt to show m the fbnowing reflections on the being of the body7 awareness of its 

movement is preciseIy an awareness of the body's being as "a processs of genesis and 

addation, of movement across threshoIds and toward a limit." When in Time ondsw'ng 

Heidegger speaks of Ereigms as the "ancient somethingn he is not referring to an imperiaZ 

cunfroUing past that win not go away, but on the contrary, to the potential resistence that 

being as movement has always posed for hypostatic, imperial frameworks. 

DeIetl~e and Guattan' simpIy posit desire as the fundamental flow of energy7 the 

prrissance, of human being/becoming/actualIty, deiinbs it as "a process of production 

without refkmce to aay exterior agency."(Deleuze and Guattari 1987b, 154) Desire is a 

power m and of itseit: ontologically prior to hction, morality7 or any other cultural 

reference. While desire, certainly7 is operative in sexual reproduction, it is not coa6aed 

either to reproduction or genitaI sexuality. For Deleuze and Gutmi, desire extends wen 

beyond what is known generidy as sex (Iove-making, casual genital encounters, sad* 

masochistic sceues and the like). Desire is the life force by which we move at all. As 

such, it is the process ofdl physical activities: waking, reading, conversing swimming, 

eating, sitting thinkias etc. While Ddeuze and Guattari ascn'be tremendous 

power @uissanoe) to desire, they do not ax.dyze the 'intend dynamics of that process. 

I suggest that a reflective analysk ofthe process of production will reveal not ody how 



desire @uissance) is resourced by "exterior agency" @wok), but also the i n t d  

processUa composition of puissance that affords opponunites for resistence to powoir, 

even w o r n n  

The puissance of the Iiving, desiring, body is the way it comes to presence m 

movement. This process of production is the bodily play of presence and absence. Onty 

by moving does the body come to presence. Even when dttiag still, the heart beats, the 

blood flows, the lungs expand and contract with air. What matters in the body's 

movement is not that it has gone from state A to state B (for example the kmgs expanded 

to lungs contracted, or that I ran eom my house to the junction of the Don River and 

Pottery Road and back); what matters is the eventfirlness of the movement. Sometimes 

we are more awrae of our movements than at other times; physical activities, such as 

Mmiog, swimming or sex, can reveal an intensity in the event ofthe moving body that 

makes reflection more accessiile. If  I reflect, for instance, on running through one of 

The foDowing reflections on the body, movement and being are distiiIed from 

several sources. They are inspired particulatIy by the her writing ofHeidegger, 

especiany his thoughts on d ,  as the e v ~ e s s  of being (Heidegger, 1972). I 

elso draw on thoughts h m  my Master of Science thesis (Prongex, MU), an article on 

postmodernism and science (Pronger 199 la), an article on postmoderaism anci sport 

@ranger fbrthcoming) as wd as several papers I have given at conferences over the kt 

number of years (Prongs 1990b; Ronger 1991a; Pronger I991b; Pronger 1992b) 



Toronto's ravines, I get the sense (Sirm) that being appears there as an event, an heme 

happening- 

An event happens. Being happens. Movement is implicit in the happening of an 

event; this is born out etymologicallyY Our English word "event" comes fiom the Latin 

ewmkq whose root is W e ,  which has its origins in the Greek root BA which means 

"go." An event goes. This is not lost in Modern English For example: I might go for a 

nm Goiig for a run is not just a matter of preparin'g to run: getting dressed, stretched 

and warmed up and ready to Ieave; actually moving through the course of my nm, I am 

going nmning. Ruaaing is the way of this parti& going. The event of my NMing 

consists in such a going. But this is not the sense of simpIy going away, of leaving behind. 

Gohg into that which Iies before me is aIso corning. If I say I am going into the Don 

Vdey I am aIso coming into the Valley; these movements feel essendany the same. 

Goiig and coming refer to the same thing, the moving event of being. Reflecting 

on the event of the body's being (& Ereigms) I draw the sense [Sinn] that the puissance 

of the body is active, not static. The eventfirl being of the body is its movement. The 

body is coming and going A body which is not coming and going is an abstract body, 

devoid ofbeing; it is not my body, the paIpable body of my fiend or Iover, it is not the 

body that walks, runs, and swimsswims By moving, the body comes to presence. Movement 

is the essence of the body. When the body compIetely ceases movement it is no more. In 

death, after the flesh and organs have completed their decay and the bones have 

disintegrated, the movements ofthe body cease and the body as such is no more. In day- 

to-day speech, in medid and reGgious practices, we say that lack of movement marks the 



end of the life of the body, likewise we will say that movement's advent marks its 

mception Moving is the being of the body. 

Understanding the body as movement is not just a philosophical clarification, a -matter of 

dining the words that define the body. On the contrary, rdecting on the body as 

ese&Iiy moving I will suggest, debs it, evacuates it of its distinction fiom 

waythins else and dows its essential relatedness with d dements of existence to show. 

Moving, we slip through the barrier ofdiffience; we come and go in the sphere of 

essential relatedness, which is the puissance of the body. 

Movement is the play of presence and absence. In movement, absence is the opening, the 

M o m ,  by which presence comes to presence. Absence opens presence, allows presence 

the W o r n  to be present. Absence is the essential 'space ahead' that aIIows presenting 

to happen, giving presence the very possiiility ofcoming to presence. Absence draws 

presence into preseace. Presence must have an absence into which it enters or it win no 

longer be presenting but win only have been present. 

Absence lies before presence, in amidpatio~t Just as absence lies in the foreground of 

presence, so too presence lies in the anticipation ofabsence. The absentia1 anticipation of 

presence is the reception that absence gives presence. Absence must receive presence or 

there will be no making present- In this antidpation of presence, absence draws presence- 

Thus drawn, presence penetrates absence. 

The p e n d o n  of absence by presence is wt an assault on absence. Only in the 

p h a I I o I o g ~ c  cuIane~ of patriardd heteroSQ(UBlitY and its homosexual darvatms 
. * 

is 

penetration an assault that establishes the power of penemring males over submissive 



kmales or other rna~es.'~ While this version of penetration may be the nonn in 

p h d o c d c  cuftwes, it needn't be the goId standard. I admit that my use of the word 

"penetration" does hiwe g& sexual co~otatious that are especially sensitive in the 

context of oppressive power relations of gender in patriarchy. But my primary empirical 

point of r e f i  is not genital sexuality. In fact my understanding of absence and 

ptesenee, of the peaetration of absence as an opening that makes pfesencing happen, 

comes h m  my athIetic experience. It first occurred to me when I was lost in the intensity 

of working-out / playing on a rowing ergometer. I beme aware of absence as the 

e x i s t e d  space that lay ahead of my exertions, drawing me into the existential opening 

that those exertion were. As my feet pressed against the stirrups and my upper body 

puIIed the oar, my body both penetrated absence and was drawn into it. 

Understanding penetration, therefore, requires purging it of its phaIIocentric associations. 

This is nor the penetration of an "iaferior" otherern On the contrary, because it is the 

essential foreground of presence, absence is primordially one with presence. In 

I am hen derring to Sexualides which have their cuttural basis in the power 

M o m  of the gender myth This theme is explored in Chapter Two "Sexual 

Mythology" of my book (Pronger 1992a) 

In fsq it is a deeply p a t c k a l  assumption that onIy men can penetrate. For this 

apptmes that pewdon  is accomplished first and foremost by a pbah. But it is 

hetemseJdst and p h d e c  to assume that the phaIlus is the only thing that can 

penetratq or indeed, that the vagina is the only orifice for peneuation 



penesrariDB absence, therefore, presence penetrates be& being the foreground of 

presence, absence P essatkd to makiag present Neither presence nor absence h a p p  

without each other. In the event of being they are one. That is, in its receptivity, absence 

opens presence in its own being-present; openins presence, absence draws presence into 

presence. Foregrounding presence, drawing presence into presence, absence inheres in 

pfeseace? 

Because presence is the event of presenting (ie, not a state but an ocamnce) 

and because absence inheres in the event's happening, absence and presence are 

essentiaJIy one. As I nm through the Don Valley, my being there is both absence and 

preseace, at once. I cannot be unless I am both absent and present unless my presence 

rmd absence are b g h t  with one another. Heidegger speaks of thiP as Ereigni the event 

of pres-absential q p r ~ p n ' ~ o o ,  as aS is i s y  translated (Sheehan 1983). But the word 

"appropriation" is inadequate to the task, for it still echoes stasis and hierarchy in the sense 

of (i) the achievement of a state of appropriation, and 0 an &established appropriator 

Peidegger mystidy refers to it as the "it gives''). .ere is something simp1er 

happening in movement, a ptimordkd play that precedes any spirit of proprietorslrip. 

Absence draws the penetration of presence into itselE In that drawing, presence 

penetrates itsel£ Accordingly, drawing and penetrating are also one. Drawing- 

- - 

n Parapbasing Heidegger on this point, Sheehan (1981) says: " The presence-of-ci 

absedahy (or its privative presence) is the moving entitjs being-structuredure We may 

can it wabw (537). 



penetrating-absence-presence is the simple event of essential relatedness through which 

the body moves, by which the body is. Absence, here, is not a lack, it is the inherent 

positive productive generosity of moving, desiring, puissance. 

I began this reflection on the essence of the body with the observation tbat it is a 

moving event. That event, I bave susgested is the puissant play of drawing-mg-  

absence-presence. Wbat is su~ested by the word "play?" "Play" names activity. In 

sports we say that the ball is "in play" which meam that it is engaged in the acdvity of ball- 

playing. I play the violin; which means that together the violin and I produce muslmuSlcc 

"Play" also connotes fieedom, freedom for movement. Tbe sad of a boat needs some play 

if it is to catch the wind. The play of the body is the fieedom of presence and absence to 

draw and penetrate. This fieedom (play) is the opening which dows presence to 

penetrate absence, an opening which is nothing other than the absemial drawing of 

presence into itself. The puissance of the body is its fieedom to move.m 

*Opening," as  I am using it here, is a gerund. This opening is not something static in the 

way that a door is an opening to a room The opening of presence is a happing akin to 

the opening of flowers, a play, a dialogue or a tiiendship. Presence, I have said, comes 

into presence through the opeaing that absence makes. Absence opens the space, as it 

were, for presence to happen; as such, absence is of the essence of presence, opening the 

'P h his essay 'The Essence of Truth" Heidegger(l961) says that the essence (the 

coming to presence) oftruth is fieedoom, because Eeedom lets beings be the beings they 

are, Movingthebodyistrue. 



way for presence to p e n m e  That unimry play of the self-penetration of presence 

is the M o m  which allows presenting to be. 

Dancing for instance, can be a freeing experiace because it is the playful wart in 

which presence is opened. Similarly, in running, presence is opened, fiee to be present. 

The puissance of the moving body, of its being is the W o r n  that allows coming to 

presence. Such presenting, which is the puissant s&-penetration of the body as drawing- 

penetrating-absencepresence is limitless. Presence, penetrating it& is hit less. This is 

the limitIessness of indyness :  penmaring presence presses inwardly into itself. 

&#-penetrating imuurrling movement can have no limits. Limitless inwarding movement 

is the coming and going of being, the "direction" of =If-penetration. The meaning of 

inward here is crud. This is not inward in the sense of going into the Self, of hasing 

on o w  omphalocentrism. This is inward in the sense ofgoing into the whoIeness of 

being. The "hl" of "inward" here connotes the sense of the word "in" as when we speak of 

being in-tune, in-harmony, or dove.  

Heraciitus says "it is wise to agree that aII things are one." This is the limitless 

unity of being-a-whoIe, a uniq that appears m the play of presence and absence in the 

moving body. Ddeuze and Guattari speak of something simihr, caIling it the non- 

limitive BwO, which is not a thing, but an ongoing eventful dimension of human energy. 

Merleau-Ponty alludes to this essentid relatedness as the body's prepersonal 

communicative power. Levin, pointing to the importance of our bodily motr'lity7 draws 

together Heidegger's thoughts on being-as-a-whole with Merieau-Ponty on the 

prepersonal dimension of the body7 saying that through our motility and thus our 



"primordial attunement by Being as a whole, what we encounter, along the way, is a 

peplersonal and, m fkt a btmpmd r ld imen. "&win 1985,97) 

So, the essence of the body as puissance is its coming to presence by moving (drawing- 

penetrating-absence-presence), which is itselfasentially playful, fiee, limitless, productive 

desire, which is the power of our essential relatedness to al l  existence. 

Earlier, I spoke of Logos and defined it as "an openness to being (Dash) that 

gathers together and lays bdon us what is there(Heidegger ), in the form of a 

hermeaeutic circle which allows it to appear in the analogies of meaning structures." 

And I said that there are d i f f i  Iogoi, such as technolo~y and gender. There is also a 

logos that gathers together the essence of the body as puissance: Eros. Eros is an 

openness to being that gathers together and lays More us the puissance of our essential 

relatedness to aII dements of existence such that it is meanin@." In other words, Eros 

opens the meaning ofthe puissance of our moving being. Deleute and Ouanari speak of 

80 My use of the word "Erosn is not in any way related to Freud's for the entire 

complex of He-presenmtive instincts. Freud's theory of instincts serves a functional 

logic of the brnnan psyche- Understanding human being primarily m terms of function, 

I win argue below, is an epistemic strategy of pouvoir. In Deleudan tenns: it is part of 

the know1edge-based organiraton of the body that blocks /channels the b f l o w  of 

desire. In Fouddian terms, it is a kno* inscnVhg, indeed CinxrmScnVmg gaze 

that establishes power (powoir) over the body (which for F o u d  indudes 

miadlpsyche) by det&g its proper uses. 



Ems as the 'bergy dedicated to the connective syntheses at the basis of 

becoming"(Mammi 1992, I92 N. 43) For E m s  is the energy that gathers together, 

(connects), presence and absence such that movement is intelligible. That iptelligibility is 

not just a phiIosophid or meditative point, ahhough it certainty is that, it is also what is 

grasped in our dealings with what is there, with what we do with the body. Eros shows 

the body's potential for infinite fieedom as well as its value as a resource. Our dealings 

with Eros have an &ect on how we go about Me. 

A selective appropriation of conceptions of Eros fiom classical mythology may 

help to sketch the sense that I am trying to provoke in my invocation of the god (Boas 

1967; Grimal1986)?' In Homer, “eras" refers not to a god, but simply the common noun 

meaning udesiree" 1t is the immensely powedid tendency to make connections: W is the 

violent p h y s d  desire that drives Paris to Helen, Zeus to Hera and shakes the lhnbs of the 

suitors of pen dope"^ and Pollard 1970,407, emphasis mine). As a god, Eros 

is decidedly not the demon, halfway between god and human d e s c r i i  by Pko in his 

Bbpet  m which Eros is said to be born of the meon of expediency (Purus) and poverty 

(Pemb). Rather, the deity of Eros stems fiom the fact that she is one of the tbree 

" I appropriate a god from classid Greek mythoIogy and insimuue it in thoughts 

which are meant to catch some of the spirit of Ddeute and Guatai, knowing fbII well 

that they have M e  patience for our Greek heritagq but also knowing that Deleuze and 

Guaaari "deIight m stealing from other disciplinesn on the basis ofwhat is d 

(Uessumi 1995 8)- 



primbrdiat gods almg with Chaos and Earth, as dsuiibed in Hesiod's lEeqmy-tZ As 

such Eros is a hdamental world force. She is playll and destructive. Which means 

that listening to the logos of Eros is both freeing and risky. W e  destructive force can 

be positive, great care must be taken in its impIementation This means that Iistening to 

the Erotic logos cab f ir  wisdom (DeIeuze and Gutmi call it "the art of 

dosages"@eieuze and Guiittari 1987b, 160)). Listening to Eros does not happen in a 

cuhml vacuum Ems, the logos of the body as puissance, speaks in the coatext of 

powoir. So to pouvoir, I sbalI now turn. 

Pouwlir 

Powoir deals with "prob1ems ofthe body" that are issues for alt sucieties 

(Foucault 1979,136; Turner 1984): the organization of desire m physical and socio- 

cultural space and time. In classical sociology (Weber), psychoanalysis (Freud), and 

critical theory (lbhwse) the problem of desire in modernity has been has been analyzed as 

a problem of repression, which Foucault has called the "repressive hypothesis." W e k ,  

believing that there was a dose relationship between the rise of induscriaI caphhm and 

Protestant asatkbq said that the Protestant sense of 'calling', sdCddaI and hard work 

served a sociaI M o n  m the %dona1 ordering of the body which was thus protected 

h m  the disuptions of desire in the interests of continuous hctory prolctuction"(Tumer 

1984, LOO). Fmd's psychodyaamics posit the "primal repression" of libido ia which 

primitive forbidden id imp- are blocked and prevented hxn entering c o & ~ ~ ~ l l e s s ,  

logos ofpuknce to W a g e  the jtowoir of gendered discourse 



thus coatrohg the potential for wild libidinous behwiom. Marcuse (1969)suggests that 

in order to produces surpIus capital, the capitalist system maximizes production by 

mhhihg  social cesistatlce m the form of libidinous power by systemtidy repressing 

sexual desin; this results in concomitant surplus repression. 

FoIIowing Heidegger, Foucault and Deleuze and Guttari, I will suggest that the 

modern W/desire is  not repressed in the service of social forces, but is ~beiope4 

rather, for its potential as a resource. From Heidegger I will speak of the aggressive 

marshalling of being, which he calls G e d ,  as a way of dealing with the body as 

puissance that radically transforms the body in the production of resources. To atplain 

how that tr;msformation takes place, I win Can upon Foucault's concept of the subjection 

of the body under the "governing" powers of knowledge, discipline and bio-politics. 

From Deleuze and Guanari I wiII speak of the coding and decoding of the flows of desire 

which territorialize and deterritorialize the body as processes of limiting or fieeing the 

body. I bring together these three in this definition of pouvok the aggressive 

resoufcinghmthg of puissance by processes of coding and discipline. 

As discussed above, the esseace of modem technoiogy is the aggressive 

disposition of beings as resource and waste according to their usevalue. Heidegger 

points out that not just "natural resources" but humans too are disposed according to their 

u~e-&e. The danger here is that technology reveals our being acoor&g to projects 

which are not sensitive to the iatripdc truth of our being, projects which displace this truth 

with another, domineering, truth The essence of truth, says Heidegger, is W o r n  which 

lets kings be the beings they are. I have argued that the essence of the beiag of the body 



is its puissance which is: " coming to presence by moving (drawing-penetrating-absence 

preseace), which is itselfessentially, Iimitless, productive desire, which is the power of 

our our esmtkl relatedness to a .  existence." (see p. 174, above) Technology is a 

process that tmsfbrrns the limitless W o r n  of our e w h l  relatedness to being-as-a- 

whole, directiog that M o m  of movement into wefihess. This is a transformation of 

the meaning hfhtbg, which thus transforms the possiiilities of being. In technobgy, k 

intrinsic meaning of being is resourced according to extrinsic requirements. Which is to 

say that movement is no longer appreciated, reflected upon, indeed pursued for its intrinsic 

playll relatedness to all existence, but for the use that can be drawn h m  it 

In the "environment" that is a well-known phenomenon. In the James Bay Hydro Electric 

projea for example, the being of nature was not reflected upon and cared for m 

accordance with the intrinsic meaning o f  nature coming to presence as streams of water, 

flora and but instead as a source of energy udbl to the requirements of Hydro 

Q u k  and its economic success ia the exchange of natural resources for capital 

Likewise, in technologies of the body, an appreciation of the hrhsic, Erotic meaning of 

movement, is replaced by the requirements that bodies bction as efficient resources for 

capitaIist production and copsumptio~ TeCtmo10gy challenges the way we care fix the 

body, pressing us as individuals and 8s a society to h d o n b  limitless M o m  m h r  

of its technological production. 

The body, of course, has become a resource for many social projects. Speaking of 

the body's sociO-CULd usefulness in ~eneral, Bryan Turner, while not using the precise 

tam"resource," saysthatmmodemsocialsystemsthebodyhasbecomeWheprindpat 



fidd of puIitical and cultlaaI activity" (Tuner 1992,12). Shilling calling on the 

substantial literature that says that racism is a socidtural phenomenon that uses the 

body for the creation of hierarchical social difference, describes ways that the body is 

tesourced in the production of social inequalities (1993,100-27)- Bourdieu has writtea 

on the education of bodily habits for the embodied production of class 

differences(Bourdieu 1984). And Donna Haraway bas spoken of the body being 

resourced for the production of gender(Haraway 1988,592). But most important to a 

tfieory of the murcing of the body is Niche1 Foucault. 

FoucauIt says that a mode of organimtion of the body has developed in modernity 

that is qualitatively different &om its predecessors: rather than being a repressive force 

Iocated as it were e x t d y  and in&cientIy in the power of the sovereign to seize life and 

possessions (Foucault 1980a, 135-42) and make that power known by the pubtic spectacle 

of sovereign power, such as the practice of public executions (Foucault 1979), m 

modernity (while such external power continues to exist in the state apparatus) power is 

WieIded much more efficiently, meticulously, and insidiously by individuaIs i n t d y  on 

behalf of the power of social organizatioa In modernity a special subjectivity has 

developed, one in which power is dEwed through the life of the populasior~ This has 

been a strift h m  the negative power of seizure (things, time, bodies, and ultimately life 

itself) to the positive power of the production of life. 

One of the chief characteristics of modernity is the extent of human control, both 

over nature in general and hmms in particular- Foucault says that mtiI the Seventeenth 

Century, the power a c e n k i  over the population was haphazard and inefEcient, 



dependent upon the intrusion of external authority En the lives ofthe people. With 

modernity, just as the power of production of goods was rationalized and made vastly 

more dcient and capable of high levels of controned production, so too there were 

rationalitntions of day to day We that were geared to productivity and control: "the 

c~ntroned Man of bodies into the machiaery of production and the adjustment of the 

population to economic proases," which Foucault caUs "bio-power," "a power whose 

highest W o n  was perhaps no longer to kill, but to invest life through and though" 

(Foucault 19804 141)." 

The old power of death that symbolized sovereign power was now carefidly 
supplanted by the a- 

. . 'on of bodies and the caIculated m e m e n t  of life. 
During t&e classical period, there was a rapid developmeat of various disciplines- 
universities, secondary schools, barracks, workshops; there was the emergence, m the 
field of political practices and economic observation, ofthe problems of birthrate, 
longevity, public health, housing, and migration. Hence there was an explosion of 
numerous techniques for achieving the subjugation of bodies and the control of 
populations, marking the beginning of the era of %opoWer"(Foucault 1980% 140). 

Foucault says biopower takes two related forms: (i) the body as a machine ie., "the 

anatorno-politics of the human body," and (ii) the popuhtion as a controllable biological 

set of pmeses ie, "the biopolitics of the populatioa" Tbese metaphors and conceptual 

frameworks (which in the next chapter I will show are fimdamental to the science of 

- - - - - - - 

In this conception of power, Foucault is speaking of the historical construction of 

power as a relation. As such, power ch la tes  m various fbrms, which he calls 

discourses. Such discourses can include: gender, race, and sexuality. Modem power is 

not cbmcmkd by a parttarttarIsa disco- but by the characteristic ways in which 

dkcoumgs) areoperati0natTrPA 



FBPE) are not just ways of thinking about the body, they are political dispositions toward 

the body that render it a d resource. Biopower is not just a realm of qeculatiw 

discourse, one intefeSdIlg way among many of thinking about life, the body and the 

poss'bilities for human existence. Bio-power sets about producing human We, organizing 

it sociaUy and cuIturaUy, limiting the ways in which it may come come to presence. As 

such, it is decidedly a political power. 

In modernity an extensive "government of the body" was cultivated as an 

%dispensable element in the development of capitalism"(Foucault 1980a, 141) F o u d  

speaks of this as the "management of [the body's] forces." Foucault does not say what he 

means by the body's forces-aIthough his History of Sexdig ;traces part of this 

. . admnmtdon through what he calls the "uses of pleasure." Pleasw9 however, is just one 

facer of body force, one d e s t a t i o n  of the body's capacity for intensity (Deleuze and 

Guaaari 1987b, 1 %5), or in the language I have developed here, pIeasure is but one of 

the textures of puissance .U I suggest that the management of the body's forces, is 

actually the resource management of its puissance. This is nothing less than the calcuIated 

extraction of its capacity to move. Biopower organizes the movement ofthe body in the 

interests of social order for the -on of capital production. The fke play of 

puissance is marshaled in the service of production and consumption, for which a high 

degree of social order and control is also necessafy. To be bighly productive (both as a 

Anyone with intense athletic experience knows that pleasure is ody one way of 

Iooldng at the pain of extreme exertion 



producer of goods and images and a consumer of the same-mass consumption being a 

fonn of economic activity in so far as mass consumption is the necessary corollary of mass 

production (Featherstone 1991)) the body must move dong prescribed paths. Which is to 

say that the body as (drawing-penetrating-absence-presence) comes to presence by being 

drawn into forms of absence that produce an economic social order. Another way of 

putting this is: modern desire (a mode of moving that serves social economics of 

consumer capitalism) desires paths that give presence to productivity, either in terms of 

the production of "goods* or their consumption. This is desire tbat moves as a usefid 

resource. It is desire that inserts the body's movement into the machinery of production 

and economic processes. The corollary to this is wastefid desire: desire that does not 

coatr i i  to, or even undermines, production and comPt;on. 

Pierre Bourdieu has developed a socioIogicaI theory of the capitahation of the 

body. While he does not claim to have developed a 111-fledged theory of the body in 

society (ShiEling 1993,128) his conceptualimtion of the commodification of physical 

capital enhances what I have been saying about the resourcing of the body in modern 

caphaIism. Bowdieu points out that the body is commodified in three dated ways: as 

Iabour power, cultural symbol and social nexus. Shilhg summarh as follows: 

Bourdieu's aaalysis of the body iwoIves an examination of the multiple ways in which 
the body has become comm&ed in modem societies. This refers not only to the 
body's implication in the buying and seEIiag oflabour power, but to the methods by 
which the body bas become a more comprehensive form ofphysiaal q i t p l  [sic]; a 
possessor of power, status and distinctive symbolic forms which is htegral to the 
accrrmularion of various resources. The production of physical capisal refers to the 
devdopment of bodis in ways which are recognized as possessing d u e  in social 
fields, while the conversion of physical capital refers to the mudation of bodily 
participation m w o k  Ieislrre, and other fields imo different forms ofcapitat Physical 
capital [the body] is most usuaUy comerted into economic capital (money, goods and 



senices), aJtural capital (for example, education) and sodal capital ( s o d  ne$worlcs 
which enslh1e reciprocal calls to be made on the goods and services of its members) 
(burdieu 1978; 1984; 1988) (Shilling 1993,127-8) 

In modem society, the body is a commodity 16at has exchange value in, at least, 

several respects: It has the value of being able to perform work and thus be exchanged m 

the labour market. It has cultural value m its capacity for symbolic exchange-for 

instance the symbolic value of the bodies of athtaes (Hoberxnan 1984; Hoberman 1994), 

or of the kd, slim body of the "phydcany fit" person (Bordo 1990), the musaJat body 

of the masculine man (Bordo 1993a; Whitson 1994), the empowered body of the muscular 

woman (Bolin 1 BZa; Bolin 1992b; Bolin 1992~; Marlrula 1995)and the ironic body of the 

gay man monger 1990a). The body also has the social exchange value of tastes, needs, 

and habii that operate in the social exchange within and between social group* 

consider, for instance the immensely efficient systems of exchange of sexual pleasure m 

the commercialized gay male community (bars, bathhouses, backrooms, cinemas) of a 

Cay such as Toronto. 

UassMli points out that the commoditication of life is now extensive, and is at its 

West in high technology capitdim, where 

... the presence of the consumerlcommodity axis of the capaalist rehion F operative] 
in every point of social space-time. .. Everything can be boughs even We iwlf There 
is a patent out on the human genome. A new mouse was just copyrighted- Whole 
species are now being bought and sold. Life forms are not simpiy captured by an 
~demalmechanismandputup for saIe(asinthefiurmdusnyortradeofwiIdanimals 
for pets); the very form ofa life that hes never existed m nature is c o m m ~  at 
its poiat of emergence. It is captmd fiom its fimne The capicaIist machine has 
dewdoped perceptual abilities that enable it to penetrate He and direct its Imfoldiag. It 
can go straight to the code of its moldy, resolve it into its constituents pacts (im this 
case genes) rm the caseof p h y s d  fitness, metaboIlsmL recoxdime them to yieM a 
spedal order product (adult mdEviduaIs), and market the final pfodllct-reor the 
d o d o d p o c e s ~  itself[scientific physical &ess regimens].- 1992, 
1334) 



BoUfdieu's conception of the commodifi~ou of the body win prove d m 

analyzing the body's capital capacities in the science of FBPE in the next chapter. It is 

important to point out, however, that Bourdieu is not criticaI of the commodifiCSLtion of 

the body as such, as my analysis of the resourcing interplay of puissance and powoir 

attempts to be, but of the unequal opportunities afforded people m the hierarchid and 

priviIeging context of class for developmg and benefiting h m  such commodificatioa 

Ddeuze and Guattari have also considered the development of capital in their 

theory of the body7 specScaXy in the relations of puissance and pouvoir. Pre-capitalist 

desire, they say, was territorialized according to codes which named properties that were 

seen to be somehow 'inherent' to desire. H o m o d  desire, for instance was codified as 

inherently eviI, and subsequently reproduced in the binary logic of good and evil, sahraton 

a d  damnation, and so ou. SimilarIy the body is cast as inherently base, and the sod 

inherently lofty. Desire is thus directed and lived according to these codes. The b f l o w  

of desire is truncated by what is thought to be its inherent logic. Shades of Freud here: 

without codes becomes terrifying: T o  code d e a d  the fear, the anguish of 

decoded flowsis the business of the socius."(Deleuze and Gnttari 1987b, 139) In 

* In paper presented at the 1993 meeting of the North American Society for the 

sodology of Sport Suzanne Laberge argued that BoUfdieu's theory of physical capital 

can be expanded beyond dass to include gender- 

s Ulssrmi defines "sociusn as foIlows: "A s o d i  is a dissipative structure with its own 

detaminiDg tension betweena Iimirive body without organs @owoir] and a nonrmritive 



this way the coding sodus becomes the shelter, the caretaker of flows of desire that must 

be controlled. 

Capitakm, say D e l e w  and brings about a shat that Eees desire h m  

the tyranny of 'inherent' codes, but this fieedom is vesy costly. 

Capitdism is the only social [system] that is constructed on the basis of decoded flows, 
substituting for intriPsic [mherent] codes an axiomatic of abstract cpntities m the 
form of money. Capitalinn thdore li'berates the flows of desire, but under the sociaI 
conditions that define its Iimit and the possiiility of its own dissolution, so that it is 
constantly opposing with dl its exasperated strength the movement that drives it 
toward this lhnit At capitaIism's limit the deterritorialked socius gives way to the 
body without organs, and the decoded flows throw t h w  into desiring 
production Hence, [as Marx has taught us] it is correct to retrospecbively understad 
ail history in the light ofcaphdkm @eleuze and Guattari 1987b. 1394). 

In caphbn, desire is recodified m the qyntitsttive abstraction of due. Everything 

under capitalism bas more or less vdue. Under caphhm, desire is fked of its "inherent" 

codification in logics such as good and evil, only to be recodified according to various 

logics of value. But this is not value only in the sense of workers in the production of 

capital, alienation fkom the products oftheir labour and so on as Marx has worked it out 

Deleuze & Guattari say that valued desire, which is to say bodies as valuable, has organ- 

ind the body m such a way, codified it such that desire reproduces the logics of value m 

the same way that a musical recording (and this is especially true of digital recordiags) 

reproduces on& what the remrding company wants! The sociakd body is restricted to 

playing only that which it has been coded to perform, Desire is thus played o& indeed 

one [puissance]. Together, m thdr interaction, they are Caned a '&' (the abstract 

machine of society)." (Masmi 1992,75) 



produced, in a highly restricted way. Capitalism has freed the flow of desire (plrissance) 

to such an extent that at the same time it must repress and chamel desire (powoir) so 

that the organization of caphhsm is not tmdone@eIeuze and Guattari 1983,22-36). " 
Capitdim, they say, operationalizes desire by translatirrg it into the "abstraction" of pure 

commodity exchange value. In an historical process, the bodyldesire which was 

traditionally defined and controkd by reIigious tradition in the 'inherent' dynamics of sin 

and purity, or by psychiatry's dys i s  of the 'inherent' drives of id and Oedipus is 

evacuated of any intrinsic meaning whatsoever." Religion and psychiatry, according to 

" A complete dirusdon of DeIeuze and Guattari's vohuninous theory and history of 

the relations of desire and c a p i t a h  here is impossible. I am borrowing tiom them 

only some basic andytical  tools."^ 2992,8) 

ThiZ is not to say that religion or psychiatry are chronologically exclusive of 

capitalism Obviously, religious idhence continues under capitakm, but to a lesser and 

lesser degree and on more and more capitaIist terms. Christianity and Judaism, 

especiaIly, have been influneed by (capita&) modernization Psychiatry is m o d e m i d  

reIigiott Ddeuze and Guattari pint out that "Capitalism institutes or restores aII sorts 

of residual and artificial imagary, or symbohc territorialities, thereby attempting, as best 

it can, to recode, to recharmel persons who have been defined in tenns of abstract 

Quantities. Evexytbg returns or recum States, nations, fanrilies- That is what ntaJtes 

the ideology of capitaIkm 'a motley pa- of everything that has ever been believed' 

The real is not impossibk; it is simply more and more art3C;a." @el- 1983,34) 



Deleuze and G m  constitute a despotic rule over desire, m the form of hermeneutic 

imperialisms which code the flows of desire in the contexts of religious or psychiatric 

meanings which they respectively claim to be inherent in the desk.  The BwO is thus 

sociaIized: The prime hcfion incumbent upon the sodus has always been to cod@ the 

flows of desire, to insaii them, to record them, to see to it that no flow exists that is not 

pro& dammed up, channeled, reguIated."@eIeuze and Guattari 1983.33) 

Capitalism is a socia system that first and foremost resources desire, rather than 

simply repressing it. This happens in an historical (and indeed ongoing) process of freeing 

desire fkom its repression in despotic hermeneutics so that it is available to the marketplace 

- exchanged as easily and morally as money. Reworking Marx on the contradictions of 

capital, Deleuze and Gwttari say that such fieeing of desire tends toward the destruction 

of a l l  sodal systems, induding the capitalist one that set it fke in the fitn place. While 

capit- frees desire to be a resource, it nust concomitantly re-repress it in order to 

keep it subjugated to the system and thus available as a resource. AIL in dl, they say this is 

a process of decoding and deterritoriakhg the Bows of desire which perpetuates Why 

recoding and retenitoriali2ing the same- But fieeing desk, they say, is always dangerous 

to the socius, for some of it might escape the process that reins it in, the process of 

recoding and reterritorializing This, they argue at great length in the two C@@ahm cnd 

SMkophrenia books, is what produces schizophrenia, sexuaI "pemnions" and other 

- - 

Rdigiws and psychiatric codes " r e ~ n "  in capitabm as part ofthe remEC;ition of 

desk that reigns in its W o r n  



Umonstrou~'' sodal deviations ( M d  1992,93442). In this Ddauiaa context, 

puismce am be conceived as the power of the decoded and deterritorialized BwO, and 

powoir is the power that recodes and reterritorializes. Deleuze and Guttari on this 

relationship: 

... the capitalist machine [sic] ... is faad with the task of decoding and 
deterritotializing the flows. CapitaIism does not coofio~rt this situation fiom the 
outside, since it experiences it as the very Writ of its existence, as both its primary 
d a d  and i tsfumtondrcnv mute&& [the flow of desk or puissance as a 
resource-qW mine], its form and its function, and dediberaely perpetuates it, in 
an its violence, with all the powers at its comm~llld. Its sovereign production and 
repression can be achieved in no other way. Capitalism is m fad born of the encounter 
oftwo sorts of flows: the decoded flows of production in the form of money-apital, 
and the decoded flows of labor in the form of the %ee worker? Hence, wIike 
previous social machines, the capitalist machine is incapable of providing a code that 
win apply to the whole of the social field By substmmng money for the very notion 
of a code, it has created an axiomatic of abstract puamities that keeps moving further 
and fiaha m the diredon ofthe deterritorialization of the SOCitlS. Capitalism tends 
toward a threshoId of decoding that win destroy the socius m order to make it a body 
without organs and unleash the flows of desire.@eleuze and Guattari 1983,33) 

Capitalissn responds to the potential 'havoc' of free-flowing desire by reterritorializing it: 

What we are really trying to say is that capitalism, through its process of production, 
produces an awesome schizophrenic accumukion of energy or charge, a@st which 
it brings an its vast powers of repression to bear, but which nevertheless continues to 
act as capitalism's limit For capitalism constantly counteracts, constantly i n b t i i  this 
inhaenr tendency while at the same time allowing it fine re@ it continuany seeks to 
m i d  readthg its lima while simulmeously tending toward that limit C a p ' i  
instbtes or restores aIl sorts of residual and artificial. hagimy, or symbolic 
tetdtories, thereby attemptins as best it can, to recode, to rechannel persons who have 
been dedkd in terms ofabstract qmtities. The more the capitakt machiee 
daerritorhbq decoding and axiomatking flows m order to extract surplus d u e  
firom them, the more its ancillary apparatuses, such as government bureaucracies and 
the forces of Iaw and order, do their m o s t  to reterritorhk...@elemz and Guattari 
1983,345) 

The plight of the body in consumer culture offers a particulariy good example of the 

process of deterritoriaIizing and reterritodalizing desire, The ideal coosumer is a 



hedonist, succumb'i to desire, eating, drin(dn%, pursuing sex, runuing marathons for fim 

and so on, expressing the fieedom of desire in the 'vast' supermarket of consumer 

'cboim' But maiateamce of such hedonism requk to the socioeconomic 

system that keeps one empIoyed and capable of purchasing the products that heIp one to 

release desire, thus creating what Bordo(1990,ZOl) caIIed a contradictory personaIity 

sttucture or wbat Crawford (I934,90) described as mmged desire. But this is not only 

the repressive force of having to return to work after a weekend of 'debauchery,' but 

more problematicaIIy of being coerced into foflowing restricted channels of 'free- 

w k h g '  desire: ie commodified fom of experience that are adable in the marketplace 

and withia the redm of " n o d  desire. This restriction of desire is a process in which 

the codifyiag interests of b m m  capitaI resource management resists the free-flow of 

energy- This kind of desire, I suggest, is fascist 

I am using "f'ascist" in the same sense that Foucault does in his description of the 

wok ofDeIeuze and Guattai: "...not only historical fbsckm, the h c h  of Hitler and 

Mussolini-which was able to mobilize and use the desire of the masses so & i d l y - -  

but also the &ism in us a& in our heads and in our weryday behaviour, the fisckm that 

causes us to Iove power, to desire the very thing that dominates and expIoits us"(Foucauh 

1983% mi@. Mark Seem pr0blemath-s the popuIarity and insidiouslless of fascism 

shddy,  saying: "Everybody wants to be a fascist Deleuze and Gua#ari want to know 

how these beliefk succeed in taking hold of a body, thereby dencing the productive 

macbhes ofthe h i i . "  (Seem 1983, xx) And so by h c i m  I mean the desire to order, 

organ-ize, controI, repress, direg impose Iimits, to interrupt the free flow of desire such 



that it is subordinated to powoir. Fascism crystallizes in the popular desire to be led, to 

be the Subject of Power. So, this fiwkm, is a win within us to desire, albeit oftea 

unwittingly, a We of domination. Foucault, much like Adorno and others of the Frankfirrt 

School, asked this question: how is it that the population cooperates so well with fb& 

projects? The answer, he says, lies in the ways our desires are produced in the force 

relations of power. Deleuze and Guattari are concerned with this a h ,  saying that our 

desire is produced in spheres of recodification, for example in the consumption of a range 

of products in the consumer marketplace, in the expression of "normal" or for that matter 

"abnonnaI" desire, in making oneseifa certain kind of body (@ productive, marketabIe). 

So powoir, at work in the body, reproducing a record of subjected desire is body 

It camot be denied that the word %xist" is very strong, loaded with d o n ,  

evocative of the worst manifestations of humanity, the ugIiest m a n i f i o n  of We in the 

Twentieth Century. Rebecca Comay warns against mhhkhg  the horrors ofthe 

historical Fascism of the mid-twentieth century, specifidy German Fascism, which saw 

the brutaI repression and murder of minions of people, by qgpting, perhaps 

romantically, that that is a univuniversal element of the human condition, our sinfirl estate. 

Presciently, she warns against the 

... risk [ofl recycling generaiized theories of 'totaIrtanantsm 
* - .  ' which would dativh 

the spe&city of fascism as a historical phenomenon ... [which] would dissolve the 
threat of &ism by occluding its s p d c  materiai determinations. ExpIainiag 
e v q h b g  and t hdo re  nothing, the theory of fascism's ghosts would all too e d y  
evaporate its object within the comfortable paranoia of a rmiversaI phantomol ogyogy... 
Everywhere and nowhere, spooky, disembodied, fascism would thus become a 
~~bogeymaq~ench;mtinp.arousingaestheticthritIsandtherefore 
&ly rehabilitated within the economy of the subIime.(Comay 1993,3) 



I am not suggesting that f W s m  is universal in the human condition, nor am I 

saying that the historicd specifics of Gaman Fasdsm did not aeate a partiadarty heinous 

rea(ity. Indeed, my use of the word '%schn is based in the merial history of capitalisn 

as an authoritaristo force which is aimed at resourcing the esseatial M o m  of the body 

and transforming the possibilities for being human Fasdsm has different techniques; the 

flagant bruta&y of Auschwtiz was one of them; the hidden nihiti?;m of powoir is another- 

They are both profound negations of the human spirt, of our potential for wholeness. The 

Fascism of Hitier and MussoIini, is a kind of crude fasdsm, resorting to jackboots, torture 

and murder in order to repressively gain its regime. The fasdsm I am descniimg is more 

"sophisticated" in the Foucaufdian sense of being a productive apd hishly efticiept force of 

subjection at a relatively low cost: i.e., little bloodshed leads to little chance of rebellion. 

The "positivem (productive rather than repressive) nature of this f h i s m  makes it anracbive 

to the subjected and r@es little more than the promise of success within its system to 

get people paticipatiug wholeheartedly. 

But, is it not lmfair to label aspects of almost everyone's everyday existence, the 

research of honest scientists, as well as a tradition of physical education with tbis loaded 

word? No. For just as Critical Theorists gave us pause to think about the insidiousness 

of ideology, and not disshhdy, Freud invited us to consider the terrifying motins of the 

sodany constructed uncuIlSCious, and femhdsts the omnipresence of the patriarchal 

construction of reaIity, so too Heideggx, Foucault, and Delewe invite us to look m to 

* .  the darkness of our moden technological souls Fasdrm is totaltanamna, which is to say 

the total subjection of humanity to the political imperatives of systems whose concern is 



their own productivity - not flourish&, enlightening, intensities of Be& Tas&mn is 

not too strong a word, because the phenomm~n at work here is not a cursory imposition 

on the way we are expected to go about our lives, an OCC8Sional oppression, exploitation 

that takes place jwt on the surf8ce of human experience, trapping, confhdng something 

which in its essence remains fke, if it only had the chance. This phenomenon is more than 

the u~lwelcorne appropriation of bia of lifa It is the production of He that seeks 

nothing less than complete identity with powoir. It goes, therefore, beyond Marx's 

critique of the alienation of workem in the labour process and the idenlogical apparatwes 

that assist m that process. For alienation presupposes at least a duality between an 

essentiany fiee human being and the appropriation ofhis or her work h the service of 

capitahhe image of the b e  creature, chained, is the image of the alienated worker. 

The fasdsm of which I speak here, attempts not to chain a naturally free essence. It nrakes 

tu fasdst According to Adomo and Horkheimer,(Adorno and Horkbeimer 1972) 

Fasdsm is the last stage in the %gic of decay" that is inherent in the human species itselE 

"The process of civilimtion took the form of a spiral of increasing reification which was 

set in motion by the origiaal acts of subjugating name and reached its logical conclusion 

m fhscism'' @on& 1993) This concept of &dimion, then, denies any modernist 

notion of progress, except as it is d i e t i  in the intensification of the forces of 

production Similarty, the identity of powoir and fasdsm that I am proposing here is 

progressive ody m the sense of IotenEifving the forces of production and consumption 

So the use of this loaded word, "fasdsfn is appropriate predsely because the 

phenomenon it dgaifies is loaded 



Deleuze and Guattds theory of the power of capitalism to dix the body by 

removing its 'intrinsic' codes (e-g as tbe temple of the Holy Spirit or source of evil 

passions) and "fie" it to the abstractions of monetary value is hdpfbl in showing how 

desire is a resource for capitalist production, especialIy m " laten consumer caphtkm 

(Jameson 1984). It is also help!% in revealing how desire can become a waste product by 

virtue of the same system that produces it as a resource - for example, the tack of 

economic productivity of the schizophrenic, dnrg and sex 'addicts,' and some athletes 

such as surf bums. And certainiy it is true that capitalism's "ancillary apparatuses, such as 

g o v m e n t  bureaudes and the forces of law and order [are doing] their utmost to 

rete&oriaIizen@eleuze and Guattari 1983,35) the body by empowering the police, 

doctors and medical institutions to reign in desire where it 'gets out of hand,' arresting 

those in podon of 'illicit' drugs, or medical instituti0nali;rins people, for instance. 

But reterritotialization includes much more than insdtudonai repressl'on following on too 

much freedom. 

Reterritoriaiization is productive- Following Foucault's productive theory of 

power, which is not a deparhue f?om Deleuze and Guattaci, r e t e r r i t o ~ o n  occurs 

&ere desire is chamelled @eleuze and Guattari's own term), specifically where desire is 

produced m the economic Iogic of resource and waste mamgment, Here is the cuItural 

imperative for desire to produce Meither in terms of its overall ecoaomic llrility (a 

resource) or accept (or as DeIeuze and - and Massumi and mtmerous queer 

theorists suggest suggest celebrate and pursue) a r m r g h b d  Illarginatizede as a "wasteen Either 

puissance is rendered us& to powoir or it is cast aside. This is not the ~ m n e d  desire 



of Weber's asceticism or Elias' civilizing process; it is desire transformed as essentiany 

u d  to power. Here is puissance givins powoir the power of existence. 

In fascist culture the power of existence (puissance) is not replaced by the power 

of govetament (pouvoir), rather, powoir d i m e s  puissance in fhs& desire. Pouvoir 

produces puissance as powoir, and puissance gives p o d  its puissance. Which is to 

say, m kcism existence and government are one and the m e e  Fascism is complete 

where the power of existence (puissance) can no longer reflect upon itsdf m its esaM 

fieedom, but only as it is usefiJ. to govermnent. Here is the danger which Heidegger says 

lurks m the modern technolo@csll mode of being. (Heidegger 1938; Heidegger 1953; 

Heidegges 1954b) 

Powoir, then, is a fkh government of the body that produces usehI desire, a 

way of moving/beins that is essentially economic. Powoir can be conceptualired in my 

analysis of the body as the moving event of being (above) as resoufcins puissance by 

inpirnlatinn itselfin the structure of puissance as drawing-penetrating-absence-presence: 

Pouvoir appropriates the absential space which in puksauce draws presence into itseIf(an 

wc meaning structure) and innead charts the course by which desire comes to 

presence as a resource (an exhinsic meaning structure)." Rather than opening a litnitless 

" Tbis dichotomy between extrhsic and intrinsic should not be confused with a d d  

aad i n t d  -ems of power - as Foucault has contrasted premodern and modem 

poIiticaI systems of controL I am sugeshg that an m c  meaning structure (use 

value to a sodal, political, economic system) becomes internatized and charts the course 

of the body's power of movement, dispIa@ the body's intrinsic fieedom 



W o r n  for coming to presen-which is the htrhsic truth of the (non-technoIogicaI) 

body-tixough powoir, absence draws presence into usefidness, a limited manner of 

corning to presence whose logos is not intrinsic rdective fieedom and attmeme~lt to 

being-sa-whoIe (the essence of being as movement) but is the adrinsic technological 

Iogos of economic utiIity which determines d and useless desire. The rdective 

opening of being that absence is is closed in the channelling, directing, coercive power of 

powoir. The wonder of absence is the opening of fecuod, infinite possibilities for being, 

which DeIeuze and Guattari call the "undifferentiated BwO." Powoir sets about limitiDg 

(humen) multiplicities (Foudt). Life under powoir is like a train trav&g on a track. 

It moves, but, m an i n c o m m d l y  limited way. Under powoir, absence opens 

presence, but with predictabIe destining of a train trip. 

Produced by pouvoir, desire is the p o w d  autogenous force by which the body 

brings itseIfto presence essentidy as a resource. The ethical problem here is that 

powoir, by the process of resourcing desire, evacuates it of its intriasic fieedom and 

essential relatedness. Pouvoir7 productively resourcing puissance, aggressivdy marshalls 

the htxbic meaning of the body7&ectiveIy making extrinsic meaning intrinsic. In short, 

the body is tecbnologiwd, essentially a resource, brought to presence in its use-value- 

Thaefbre, under powoir desire is Eee only in so fir as it fimctions within the economics 

of usefbess, participating in production and c o ~ p t i o n  Desire's M o m  as a 

resource is the 'tirmal" M o m  ofconsumer choice and meet  p h h g ,  a far cry 6rom 

the W o r n  ofpuissance 



But m this argument that bodieddesires are produced as resources for the 

apnomic system, how do we account for the growing undaclass, the mass of desire that 

is undendilized in this system both in terms of production and consumption? Capitalian 

has dned its human resource base, so well, is producing them to be so efficient, that 

most of the population becomes waste products, detritis next to fewer and fewer perfectly 

productive bodies. There is an analogy here to nuclear energy which is the most intensive 

expIoitation of a resource, getting the most enersy out of the least material. Likewise we 

now have the technology to get the most work out of the fewest number of people, the 

uttimate exploitation And just as in nuclear energy there is vast waste and destruction in 

its production, so to the high technology of human resources produces vast human waste 

m the fbm of an evergrowing tmdercI51ss. And the enthusisam of New Right 

governments to art even the most rudimentary support for these peopIe is testimony to 

their status as detritus. In this economy of bodies and desire, then, it becomes imperative 

for mdividuals to capitalize on the economic utility of their desire m a d l y ,  to compete 

with each other in the marketplace of producing consuming desire ifthey are to be par& of 

the system at dL 

Rendered useful by puissance, desire's power of connection, the essenthi relatedness that 

appears Erotidy, is trar&onned With puissance connections an made, but they are 

fimctional and rendered meaaingFul m the extinsic system of use-due- Puissance is not 

just the production of resources; it is also the dividing up of reality into resources and 

waste products. This is the point that AIdennan brings to Heidegger's critiqpe of modem 



technology-. the productive transformation of what is as 4 and useless being. Where 

the body is subjected to modern technology usefi and useIess bodies are discerned. The 

way m wbich this process is internalized is particuIarly interesting here. And it marks an 

important difference between the resourcins of "naturen and the resourcing of desire. 

Strip mining, as an example of modern natual resource management, is an aggressive 

transcodon of the wilderness, as it were by an e x t d  force: industrial, tectmo10gical 

Maa The resourcins of desire, on the other hand is internal. Desire produces itserfas a 

resource (as though the wilderness strip mined itself). It does this by making d and 

useless paths of desire. Desk that does not contribute to the economics of production 

and co~lsumption is useIess, the wasted p o w  of movement. So the development of 

paths of desire which allow it to render itself(the body) a d resource is strategic to 

the success of powoir as a resourcing of the body. This is a crucial point: Powoir is 

not an accomplished hct, but an ongoing process of resource production. 

The rdationship between puissance and pouvoir is itselfa power relation, which is 

first and foremost an ongoing process, not a fait acwmpli. FouCSJt, from whose theory 

of biopower I am borrowing heavily, is often cr i t i c id  for offering aa overly determid 

theory of the body, the argument being that a body produced entirely in discouse is a 

body without agency, a body p d y  dominated I think this criticism is inappropriate. For 

Foucault power is always a process. The fbff owing quotation makes this point dear. 

Power must be understood in the fitst instance as the multiplicity of force relations, 
immanent in the sphere in which they operate aad which constitute their own 
oqankdog as the process which, through ceaseless struggies and corhntafions 
transfbrms, strengthens, or meres them; as the support wbich these force relations 
hd in one another, thus hnning a chain or a system, or on the contrary, the 
dysfimctiom and contradiuions whicb isdate them b m  one anothes, ad lastly as the 



strategies m which they take effect, whose general design or instihrtional 
crysraltization is embodied in the state apparatus, in the formutation of the law, in the 
various social hegemonies. (Foucault 1980a, 92-93) 

The body understood as a dynamic ongoing event of coming to presence both m its 

intrinsic puissance and extrinsic powoir happens as a process of multiple force &om. 

In the first place this multiplicity involves the iniinite interplay between puissance (as the 

inti&, playful fiee, Iimitless, productive desire in its essential relatedness to aII 

ex&ence) and powoir (as the extrinsic government of the usefUlness of desire). From 

my discussion thus fsr the mdtiplicity of force relations that &old under the categories of 

puissance and powoir can be listed in the following tensions: 

non-limitive BwO - limitive BwO 

infinite - fiaite 

useless- us$itl 

intrinsic meaning - extrinsic meaning. 

In this multiplicity, the power of modem human being is produd There are of course, 

other force relations that I am not developing here, but which also are immensely 

important in the production of the modern body-notably the multiple force reIations of 

race, class, gender, regionalism, linguistic heritage and so on which support or undermine 

the economic resourcing of the body that is the central concem of this thesis.* 

Because the body is a moving event, these force reIations take pIace m an ongoing 

process. This is a process which through the"ceaSeIess struggles and co&ontations" of 

* The extent to which race and gender comribae to the resourcingrbvasting oftbe 

bodyldesire m the science of FBPE win be addressed m the next chapter. 



puissance and powoir nrpprt the modem technology of the body. "thus forming a chain 

or a system, or on the contrary, the disfunctions and codc t ions  which isolate them 

from one another." DeIeuze and Guattari have thematimi this supportive interplay, 

arguing that while powoir (as resourcing capitialism) seeks to exploit ptrisulnce for the 

proctuction of capital, it creates fieedoms (sometimes momentary, sometimes virtuany 

permmeat) that can escape its regulathg grasp: in schizophrenic experience, playing with 

recfe8fional drugs, d outlawlessnes, rave cultme (Jordan 1995). for example. And 

W y ,  "the mategies in which they take effect, whose general design or institutional 

crydbtion is embodied in the state apparatus, in the formulation of the law, m the 

various sodal hegemonies" are the various programmes for the making of technologid 

defer example: the science and ~ o ~ o n  ofofFBPE. 

Biopower, Foucault points out, operates in two basic forins, which are muhlany 

supportive of each other one produces the individual body as a machine, an "anatorno- 

poIitics of the human body" and the other deals with "reguhtory controls: a biopolitics of 

the population" The latter foaws on the biological processes of the body m tams of 

controning "propagation, births and mortality, the level of health, Iife expectancy and 

longevity, with ail the conditions that can cause these to vary? (Foucault 1980% 139) 

These regulatory wntrok of the popuIation's biological processes m e  the interests of 

k q h g  the mdividuaI body functioning biologicdy w d  as a machine as w d  as 

controlling the larger population's biologicaI process such that it serves the disdphay 

needs of the capitatiot sod~le~~noaric system which requires ever greater 'e.uencied 

In other words, the movement of the body is dincted both bdivictnany and co~ectinlpectinlp 



That direction is accomplished through the carmy intertwinings of discipline and 

knowledge. Discipline, says Foucault is the politid tedmoiogy of the body that makes 

indiv ib ls d (Foucdt 1979,26,21l)and controis human multiplicities. The body 

cannot be a d resource where it effectively resists being one; which is to say that 

desire that carmot be hamessed and developed if it is not adable as a resource. Where 

the body is coerced into presence primarily, ifnot exclusivety, in terms of its utility it is 

rendered docile. 

The social disciplinary techniques ofwhich Foucault speaks are to be contrasted 

with religious disciplinary techniqyes. Christian religious disciplines ofthe body were 

(are) geared to transcendence, control over the body that leads to "higher" realization of 

the body ( S m  Bordo refen to it as teaching the soul how to "liven without a body); the 

point of the disciplioe being spiritual freedom. The modem social disdpiine that Foucault 

descn i  moves however in the opposite direction: its god is not fkedom, but 

subjection9' 

Iategraf to making the body docile and thus usefid is the conception of the body as 

intdigiile, which is to say the body is rendered W by the manner in which it is known 

Here is the intimate comection of knowledge and power about which Foucault speaks and 

which formed the bask of much of the theory of science developed above. The 

patadips ofsystems ofknowIedge determine what is seen and thus what becomes d 

91 I wiU discuss "discipline" more thorot@@ and in an applied Etshion in the next two 

caapta 



Regarding my theory of the body, this becomes a matter of paradigms (specifidly the 

power play of p ~ c e / p o w o i r )  determining what is seen in the systems of knowledge of 

the body and the realities that they set out to produce. 

Ian Hackiog, drawing on his study of nineteenth century &a, has explored 

the way howledge power produces human beings; he calls this process "dyaamic 

nornidhf"' or "making up peopIe."(Hackhg 1992)~~ . As paradigms for what a penon 

is, or more importantly can become, get better know11, more and more people begin to 

behave in ways that fit the paradigm. "Malriog up people changes the space of posibWes 

for personhood? (Hacking 1992,79). Hacking emphasizes the historical nature of 

making up people: ody under certain historical conditions does it make sense to make 

people up in a certain way. So for instance, making up people as nsoraces m the sense 

that I have descr!Lbed the resourcing of the body is historidly contingent upon the 

dewdopent of consumer capitalism and the historical disphcement of God with Man as 

the centre of our affairs. In other words, dl of humanity, throughout dI of history does 

not emerge m this analysis as resources for economic systems; rather, it is in the context of 

the tedmo1ogicrrl imperatives of modem consumer capitalism that such an existence 

becomes possible. 

92 This notion of "making up peopIe," as Hacking notes (1992,734), is fairty 

widespread, and has much support in lesbian and gay studies, r e  the social 

construction ofhomosawdity. See (Weeks, 1985,1986,1981; St& 1992; Ptrrmwr, 

1981) 



Making up peopIe is not a simple atlhk. People do not simpIy start living their 

lives according to new categories of p m n  (a human resource) and historid 

cireumstaaces that make such new categories viable. The history of the homosexual 

category is a good case in point. Sexology invented the homosexual as a kind of person 

in the late 19' century, and through psychiatry it exerted considerable influence on how 

people were treated and how they came to be and define themselves. Many 

%mosexu;lls" came to embrace the idea of a homosexual identity and developed 

c o d e s  and cultures around this identity. But these communities radically 

d o m e d  the pathoIogid homosexuaI identity proffered by psychiatry into the 

emancipating identity and "lifesty1en of contemporary urban gay culture. Hacking 

conceptdks this tension between the ddopment of categories of people and actual 

people in terms of vectors. "One vector of labeling fiom above, Eiom a community of 

experts who create a 'reality' that some people make their own Different fiom this is the 

vector of the autonomous behaviour of the person so labelled, which presses fiom below, 

creating a reality every expert must face."(Hackins 1992,84) This point echoes what I 

have said about the force relations of puissance and pouvoir: it is a process, not a fhit a 

compli and what is produced in the process is seldom if ever, precisely what pouvoir se!t 

out to pKKtuce. 

The science of physical fitness, specifically as it is d e s t  in the CSTF, attempts 

to make up people in the dynamics of puissance and pouvoir. The next section attempts 

toprovethis. 



Chapter Four 

ANALYSIS 
4.1 llVTRODUCITON 

The science of FBPE is a practical, textuaI discourse (Whitson and Macintosh 1990,41). 

It is in the sense that it is engaged in the woric[(Rouse I987,26@ It is  tsrtual in 

exists in the wnvmtionaI play between written texts as wen as b e e n  written texts 

and the lives of people. This science occurs in the production of practical, textual 

There are three intertwining realms of this discourse: academic, iastitutional and 

bodity. The acmhzic discourse is played out in the literature of the "exercise sciences," 

which is to say in academic journals, learned conferences, scholarly refience books and 

textbooks, university courses and so on. The insa'l~tionaZ discourse occrtts in 

the publications, policy statements, and hshdmd power of governments, educational 

oqahtions, and professional organizations and businesses which bave an interest in the 

wxmection between physical education and heaIth and human performance, broadly 

d&ed. The boriily discourse operates m the imeraction between the 

a c a d e m i d i o d  discourses and the bodies of people: this involves bodies used m 

e x p i m e d  & bodies that are the subject of instmmond policies as well as budies 

whose lives are aEected in the promulgation of the science ofFBPE. These three realms 

of discourse are, of course, mterdependent. The academic realm is pursued in 

accordance with (ie funded and otherwise supported) institutional objectives fbr the 



t ran$odou of the bodies of the population . Institutional objectives are set according 

to the bodily Xe of the population (ie epidemiologicai views of its health, physical fitness, 

willingness to pursue prescribed ways of life etc) and m the light of the reality of the body 

as it is q m e n ~ e d  in the academic realm. Academic discouse depends upon the access 

which it has to the life of the body-the ways the body can be manipuIaied in arperiments 

according to polidcal and eulturaI attitudes to the body And bodily dkmrse depends 

upon the ways and went to which academic and institutional discourse intervenes in the 

life of the body. Moreover, these three discursive r e a h  occur in the larger disamk 

context of socia1 and political cuItures of the body in general. 

The science of FBPE is fUEEy expressed in science-based physical fitness testing, 

where all three disctrrsive realms are operative. This is most true m the case of the 

Canadian Standardized Test of Fitness (CSTF): It was devdoped by CCedentiaId exercise 

scientists on the basis of the academic discourse. It is the product of gommment 

init&ives in heaIth promotion. And it is designed as a tool to motivate people to 

organh their bodies according to the texts of exercise science. While there are many 

d i f kn t  kinds of physical fitness tests (iideed, the science of fitness testing is a whole 

subspeciality of exercise science), the CSTF is particularfy welI-suited for an analysis of 

the science of FBPE. It is M y  credensialized in the Canadian exercise science discourse: 

the design ofthe test, as wen as the training and accreditation of the testers fdl under the 

academic and institutional authority of the Canadian Society for Exercise PhysioIogy 

(fbrmedy the Canadian Association of Sport Sciences) - the preeminent organitation for 

exercise scieme m Canada It has been supported md authorized by the kvemment of 



Canada under the auspices of the F e d d  Department of HeaItb (formedy the Ministry of 

Fttness and Amateur Sport). The test belongs, undeniably, within the canon of exercise 

science textsg3 

I will analyze the CSTF as it is sAminiaered ia the Department of Athletics and 

Recreation at the University ofToront0. This setting is filEIy credentialid in the science 

of physical fitness and testing. The testing site (the physical fitness laboratory) is 

authorized by CSEP as an Accredited Fitness Appraisal Centre. The Laboratory is 

overseen by tenured exercise science professors, one of whom, Prof MichaeI PIyley is a 

past president of CSEP (when it was CASS). The Iaburatory also bcb'ons as a 

creden5ializing fhcility for physical b e s s  appraisers, under the guidance of Pro£ Plyiey. 

Whereas commercial physical hess ficilities that offer physical fitness testing, could be 

criticized for ernpham'ring marketing over scientific integrity, the University of Toronto 

DAR testing senrice is most closely atlied to the exercise sciences. Which is to say that 

power understood m "the received view" of the relations of power and sdeace as an 

external coMptiag iufluence (See theory ofsdene pp 86 above) is less likely p n s a  

in the university's fimess testing fk&ty than in that of a commercial establishment_ It is a 

highIy crediiIe programme fiom the standpoint of exercise science- The CSTF is an 

P J ~ i s n o t t o s a y m a t t h r e i s n o d e b a t e a b o u t t b e v ~ o f ~ e t ~  hieedit 

continues to be updated according to new devdopments in the exercise sciences. But it 

is fiirEty part of the canon of exercise science. 



exemplary text m the discom of exercise science, and the DAR testing service is an 

exemplary instance of the implementation of the discome. 

I wiU examine this textual discourse in two ways: First, I wiIl d e s c n i  it 

according to the "received view" of scientific texts as transparent, objective, non-poiitid 

representations of the d (biologicaI) reaIity of the human body-& will show the 

ostensive meaning of the text according to the science of FBPE. I will call this the 

"nsrtutal reading" of the fitness testing. Then , in order to show the politidy productive 

power of the discourse, I wiII analyze it in the light of the &ones of science and the body 

I developed d e r .  I will call this a "deconstructive reading" of titness testing 

In the 'haturai readingn the texts are best undwstood fiom the top down: fiom 

institutiod policy to the texts of basic research and a "scientific consensus" on the 

"nature" of the relationship between physical activity, fitness and health, to their 

impleamtation in everyday life in the practice of fitness testing, exercise preScrjption, 

exercise adherence, and retesting. Indeed, there is a dear chain of authority indicated in 

the Intmduction to the Oper~otls M d  of the CSTF: Since 1975, when Recreation 

Canada firmed an "Expert Committeen to design "a tXd test and clinicaI laboratory test 

of physical hxs," governma poky on heaIth and fitness has authorized the 

development of a scientific tests ofphysid fitness suitabk for asses@ the "nation's 

fbesn(Canadian Assodation of Sport Sciences 1987b, 2). The three realms of the 

discourse of the science of FBPE , then, are affi~ged hiemdicaIly: Institiftrtonal 



discourse authorizes academic discourse to intervene in bodily discourse. My explication 

of the "mural reading" of the science of FBPE as it is &est in the University of 

Toronto Department of AtbIetics and Recreation physical fitness testing win follow the 

order of this hierarchy of discourses. I wiU give an overvi*ew of the iostitutional 

discourse on health and fitness, followed by a briefoverview of the academic discourse on 

physicd bess (there is an enonnous published literature), and win fonow that with a 

description of the CSTF as it is administered at the Univeridty of Toronto. 

The CSTF is an excellent example ofthe science of FBPE. It exists as an educatiod 

tool, teaching participants about their bodies, their physical Eitness and what they can do to 

improve upon k It is the work of science m that the measwements and prescriptions 

emerge out of established, credentialized scientific practices and scientific titeratme on 

physical activity. fitness aad health. The vast majority of the d&pers of the CSTF hold 

PhDs and profess0riaI appointments in the exercise sciences at accredited Canadian 

mhsities. The test offers participants an objective appraisal of their bodies and a sound 

s c i d c  basis for continued or increased participation in physicat activity- Bemuse it is  a 

test deveIoped under the authority of the federal government, administered in the sport 

sciences laboratory of the University of Toromo, it also Qives participants the assurana 

that they are not engaged in commercial cpckery, but m a respected, ins t i tu t io~  

endorsed, and fBctdy correct appraisaI of their bodies The CSTF is an educational tod, 



buih on credible science and endorsed by public policy for the promotion of health, the 

three diswsive realms of the science of FBPE, respeak* bodily, academic and 

instimiod. 

The Canadiaa Standardized Test of fitness belongs i n t e l l d y  and institutionaly 

to the arena of preventive heath care, often known as "he& prcmotion", specifidy as 

an aspect of "lifestyIe management." In the following, I will attempt to present established 

views about WestyIe management in the context of h d t h  care. Admittedly, this 

statement is not without some irony. Heahh promotion is widely viewed among its 

propownts as expressing a break with established penpectives on health, paspeains that 

conceptualize health more in tenas of curing the sick than in maintaining and preserving 

health by identaying the social determinants of hdth and focussing on "population 

healthn and "healthy communities." Indeed, health promotion is seen by its champions as a 

new &-establishment paradigm, which is bringing to the field of health care a fU-bIown 

paradigm shift @Xcbusch 1994; Rootman and Raebm 1994)s might be desaibed by 

Thomas Kuhn(1970). Some proponents of health promotion trace its roots to the 

f e  and environmentaI movements (Kickbusch 1994, S), suggesting that that attests 

to health promotionrs anti-estabbshment roots. Other feminist accounts of health 

promotion, however, do not see an aIliance of health promotion with the enmcipatory 

impetus of feminism, but see it as more closely resembkg the consrolling culture 

operative m the marketing ofco13sumer goods (Grace 1991, for example). Momver, 



witbin that particular anti-establishment culture there is a significant establirshma 

Indeed the proponents of health promotion have tried very hard to make health promotion 

the established health paradigm. And key documents, such as the World Health 

Organization's Ottawa Charier for Healrh Promotion, exist to do just that. Government 

support fbr health promotion also attests to the growing establishment of the field. Health 

promotion, however, is not a dominant paradigm in the professional health fieldw 

PI The following can be considered "established viewsn for a number of reasons: The 

review of health and health promotion is based largely on a recent book, He& 

Promotion in Can&: ProvinciaI, National rmdlnternaboonal Perspectives(Pedason, 

ONeiU, and Rootman 1994)' the editors and contributors of which are established 

scholars and professionals in the field of heahh promotion They are credentiabd in 

the notes on c o m i o n  as follows: The chief editor, Irving Rootman has a PhD. in 

sociology fiom Harvard University and has held the following positions: at the 

Canadian Ministry ofHeaIth and Welfare he has been Chiefofthe Epidemiology and 

Sodal Research Unit of the Non-MedicaI Use of Drugs Directorate, Chief of the Health 

Promotion Studies Unit in the Health Promotion Directorate and Direaor of the 

Programme Resources Division At the UIliversity of Tronto he is the Director of the 

Centre for Health Promotion and a Professor in the Department ofPreventive 

Medicine and Biostadstics. He is aIso Co-Director of the North York Commmity 

HeaIth Promotion Research Unit, One ofthe other editors, M i d 4  O'Neill is a Professor 

o f N m i q  at Laval Univerdty and has been involved in colnmunity heakh for 20 years 

as a "community health worker, professor, researcher, coconsuItant, and a & k W  



(Pederson, O'Nein, and Rootman 1994,388). The Introduction to the volume is by 

Ilona Kickbusch, who is Director of the Lifestyles and Health Department at the World 

Health Organhion Regional Of16.w for Europe. She is responsible for the areas of 

"health promotion, Hdthy  Cities, mental health, the tobacco and alcohol action plaas, 

abuse of psychoactive drugs, nutrition, and AIDS." She was the key investigator of the 

R'HWs approach to health promotion and "was responsiie for the O#awa Ctrraler for 

He& Promohion.." She is a member of the Wty of the School of Public Health at 

Yale University.(Pederson, O'Ndl, and Rootman 1994,388). One of the fouudation 

Suticles in this voIume, "Health Promotion and SociaI Change in the Health of 

CanadiansU(Bad@y 1994) is by Robin Badgley who is Professor and Chair of the 

Graduate Departmeat of Community Health at the University of Toronto. He has 

chaired two national iaquires on behalf of the Govment of Canada, has been a 

member of the Pan-Americm Helath h on's Advisory Committee on Medical 

Research and is Chair of the Ontario Minister of Health's Community Health 

Ftamework Conrmimee- By virtue of the credentials ofthese authors, both in terms of 

their academic status and work they do for o f f id  Canadian and international health 

bodies, it is safe to say that their work represents respected perspectives on health and 

Heahh Promotion in the established field of health and Health Promotion Establishment 

aedentiaIs, I wiII argue her, are importaut to the rhetoric of IifestyIe management. 

The d e r  ofrifestyle management is supposed to believe wfiat the H i e  mSMagement 



The government's interest in and active endorsement of health promotion is imporfaut 

By chaadbg funds and sdministrative support for research and implementation ~~ 
for health promotions the Government of Canada has put political weight behind a 

concept of heaIth and human behaviour. Health promotion is tbus notjust a concept, 

just one philosophy of the body, Life and human behaviour among others, it is part ofa 

Canadian programme to govern people's bodies. By embracing health promotion, the 

Government of Canada wants to change the way peopIe he. Most importantly, this is an 

attempt to get people to h e  m accordance with a scientik understanding of the body, to 

produce their bodies in accordance with philosophies and politics of the body that are 

implicit m scientific approaches to the body and the government's interest in bodies. 

Health has become a major concern of the "international community," as well as Meral, 

pmviucial and municipal governments, even the govment of the Uniwrsirj of Toronto. 

Eachjurisdiction has organizations, ministries and departments dealing with beak For 

the "international community" there is the World Health Orgaaizaton; the Government of 

Canada has a ministry known as He& and Wehe Canada; the Province ofOntario has 

texts say because they carry the authority of science, and various insitutional 

authorities (the World Health Organizaton, the Government of Canada, etc.) 

a Histories of the Canadian Governement role m heakh promotion can be found in: 

(Hall 1980; Hancock 1985; Ia tkmhi i  1990; Last 1986; 1988; Pinder 1994; Sgro 

1982) 



a Mim'stry of Health; the City of Toronto has a Board of Health and the University of 

Toronto has the 'CHealthy U of T Programme," which endeavors to get: 

aU members of the U of T community to explore and develop new and innovative 
ways of improving the quality of life m our universityasity The Hcrlthy LitestyIe 
Network is ow of the iaitiatives in this programme. Participating services aad 
departments have joined together in a unique, cooperative and comprehensive 
resource network to assist ALL members of the eersity-Students, Faculty, Staff-- 
to improve their lifestyle balance.(University of Toronto ad.) % 

An overview for the context ofthe CSTF is as folIows: The CSTF is an appraisal strategy 

which is intended to motivate individuals who participate to alter their way of liti such 

that it conforms to the concept of a healthy life as established in the texts of exercise 

science. Lifestyle management is one of four "action areasn for health in Heath 

Promotion, ll~~llleIy (i) health status, (ii) hedth care, (iii Westyle ad, (w) emironrnent 

(Kickbusch 1994,8). Health Promotion, concerning itself with the ewironmentd 

determinants of health as w d  as IifestyIe and health status and medid  care, represents a 

paradigm shift h m  an earlier concept of public health which was known as Health 

fi=ducation which fbawd excIusively on individual behaviour or iifestyle. HeaIth 

" The "HeaIthy Lifestyle Network" is an institutional network of "heaIlth senrices" at the 

University of Toronto. On campus it incIudes the foIIowing: Counseling and Learning 

Skills Service, Department of AthIetics and Recreation, Hart House, Consumer Heah 

Infbdoa Service, Health Services, Sex Ed Centre. Offkampus it indudes: 

Addiction Research Foundation, Departments of F a y  and Community Medicine at 

downtown hospitals, and the Academy of Dentisny. 



Promotion and Education vie with the medical model of health, i.e., the c h i d  treatment 

of disease, for paradigmatic status in the realm of health. " 

To explain this context firrtber I win review several concepts of health and briefly 

discuss t6e role ofthe state m the admim'stration of health I win review the efforts being 

made to bring about a hegemonic paradigm shift fiom the treatment of disease to its 

prevention and the fostering of well-beius. I will discuss the paradigm shift that has taken 

place fiom He& Education to Health Promotion, paying special attention to the ways 

that shift bas affected concem about l i f i i e .  

4.2.1.1 Concepts of Health 

The English word "health" originates in the German haiIipa, meaning whole, 

which had the meanins "uninjured, sound, hdthy ,  entire, complete" (OED, 1971) and 

came to us through Middle En@ as h d ,  (OED, 197 1) hence the expression W e  and 

hearty." Rootman and Raebum(I994,567) say that lay people @e. noa-heal* 

professionals) understand health more in tenns of its absence (someone who is not sick is 

healthy). They point out that d ~ o n s  of health are cuItura(ly contingent: for instance 

working cIass people will emphasize functional aspects such as being abIe to accomplish 

tasks, and middle class people tend to include psychological aspectr, although there is 

- 

" ~enceforth, I win capitalize Wealth Promotion" when refining to the successor 

paradip to Health Education, ie. one which stresses ermifomemai concerns rather 

thanjust lifesty1e. The words "health promotion" (without capitalitaton) di to the 

entin area of preventive an, ie. the other of palliatiw care- 



c o d d l e  variation among the classes(R0otman and Raeburn 1994,56-7). 

Emphaskhg the cultural contiagency of notions of health, Spector (1985) says that 

traditional Chinese, North Amuican Native and African concepts of health considered 

beiug in b o n y  with nature to be central to health. 

The operative medical definition of "healthn usually revolves around the notion of 

the absence of disease (Rootman and Raebum I994,57), which makes sense, given that 

modern medicine focuses on curing disease. Medical and related physiological concepts 

of health focus on the state of an individual. Wakeley for instance, d&es health m 

terms of the individual's "condition of soundness of the mind and an the bodily organsn 

(1975,200). Some medical and physiological definitions expand health beyond the 

absence of disease, but remain focused on the individual. MacPherson (1992) says: 

The state of health implies much more than freedom Corn disease, aud good health may 

be defiaed as the attainment and maintmce of the highest state of mental and bodily 

vigor of which a person is capable" (265). The Consensus Conference on Physical 

Activity, F~ness and Heah (1992) conceptualized health in not just physioIogicaI ways: 

health is 

d&ed as a huamn condition with physical ,social, and psychological dimensions, each 
characterized on a continuum with positive and negative poles. Positive health is 
assocked with a capacity to eajoy Iife and to withstand challenges; it is not merely the 
absence of disease. Negative health is associated with morbidity and, m the extreme, 
with premature mortality. (Bouchard and Shephard 199284) 

The focus in tfris dehition is stin on the mdividuaL There is mention of the social 

dimensions of hedtb, but this is seen as merely a contriiutor to the hdth  of individuals. 

Shepbard (1994) c o b  this irldividuaI focus m his report on the Consasus Codkence 



to the American Academy ofKinesiology and Physical Education in 1994 in which he 

expands on the offid definition, saying: "a comprehensive approach would r e q h  

coPsid&on of such indices as healthdated fitness, both acute temporary and more 

permanent chronic Wiiities, absenteeism, overall social productivity, and the 

bdivkhdk demand for all types of medical Services..." (Shephard 1994,289, emphasis 

mine). 

In contrast to the individualism of medical and physiological definitions of health 

is the more social, indeed environmental, conceptualiraton of health. This was first 

officiaEly stated by the World Health Organbation in 1947: "Health is a state of complete 

physical, mental, and soda1 well-being and not merely the absence of disease and 

it&&" (Rootman and Raebum 1994,58). The definition was expanded by the WHO in 

I986 to include an ecological dimension (World 1986). The broadening of the debition 

of he& is intimately related to paradigm shifh (or at least attempts at such) m the health 

p r o f ~ ~ n s ?  The expanded definition of health is ecological m the sense that individuals, 

their fidies, society and the environment are mderstood to comprise a whole which may 

or may not be healthy. Out of that comes notions such as "healthy ie. whole 

urban environments that promote health in a variety of ways: socialty, culturally, 

This paradigm shift is desuiibed in more detail m the context of the role of 

government, below. 

99 'CHeaWy Ciiesn is a catqory of health promotion for the WHO. 



mdividdy, m terms of the physical environment, as we.  as providing a d w e  healtb 

careamlsodalnrpports. 

4.2-1.2 The Role of the Candan Sme rir the Conceptualikation and Ahinistta2ta2ton 

O f H d I h  

The dewlopmeat of Health Promotion in Canada has bee. documented by RoVm 

BadgIey (1994) and Lawla Phder(Pinder 1994). The earbest govemment intexventions 

m the field of heaIth were regulatory: setting profeSSonal standard for practice, and 

end118 sanitation and quarantine regulations (Badgely 1994,21). Health promotion was 

iirst f o d y  rewgnized with the establishment ofthe Ontario Board of Health m 1882. 

The -or concern then was promoting sanitation. The Federa1 Govment made its 

h t  commitma to heahh promotion imrnediatety following World War I, awarding 

annual p t s  for the control of venerd disease. BadgIey describes that initiative as an 

important forerunner to more contemporary govemment intemntions in public healtk 

Remarkab1y comprehensive in scope and anticipating the blending of contemporary 
approaches that were ody to become prominent again half a century later, the 
strategy then adopted inctuded: enabling legishion, designated public admunstratlv 

- ' 
' e  

h e k ,  changes in heahh services by meam of ctinical fkcilities providing fk care 
for veterans, a strong pamersfiip bemeen government and voIunt;~y agencies, and 
mobilization at the comonmity led,  often led by well-known commrmity 
Ieaders.@adgdy 1994,23) 

The Department ofNational Heelth and WeWe Act of 1944 established the statutory 

basis k r  ranndi.fi government iuvoIvement m health promotion(Pinder 1994,93). That 

aside, heelth promotion a d y  took a back seat to Medicine in the Caaadiaa health 

m e e  Indeed as late as 1969, a major federal report, T i  Fore on the Cost of Health 



Sbices in Crma&r. (Canada 1969)induded h d t h  education as an after thought (Badgely 

1994,2!5) and conceptusllized health education as a tool for modifying the extent to which 

people use health (Le. medical) services, attempting to foster "'a sense of responsibirtyn 

(Badgdy 1994,25). It was not d the Lalonde Report, A New P~~ on Ihe 

Healrlr of-ions (Canada Departmeat of National Pdth and Wdfare 1974), that 

health promotion garnered any serious government attention. Most government money 

for health, in the form of traasfer payments to provincial midries of health (the British 

North America Act placed responsl.bGty for health and welfare in the provincial domain), 

was directed at the medical treatment of disease. From 1948, grants were given for 

hospital construction; m 1958 a national hospital insurance plan was introduced and in 

1968 the national Medicare programme was instituted. The government paid Hty percent 

ofthe costs of medical and hospital setvices and placed no limit on such spending. 

Physicians and hospitals proliferated. Pinder says that the &kt of this was essentially 

F a  there was soon little money for anything eke associated with health but can and 
treatment. Community Services, prevention of disease and disability, and promotion of 
health were p r i y  financed. Second, "Medicare reflected the uncritical beliefthat 
scientific medicine could solve most of society's health problems,"(Canadian Public 
Heahh Association 1992) and the pubIic came to believe that health was a product of 
iastitUtional care and medical intervention (Pinder 1994,95). 

In the 1960s and early 70s there were some row-profile .... efforts to promote child ard 

m a t d  health, immnidon, dental health, good nutrition and me& healthn(Pinder 

1994%). In 1961 the Department of Heahh and Welfare hired its first heahh educator. 

In 1962 he published the first edition of a heahh education newsletter, now d e d  Health 

Promotion, and sent it to a mdbg list of200. Attesting to the growth of interest in heahh 



promotion over the last thirty years is the fact that He& Promotion now has a 

circuIatioon of over 200,000.~~ By the end of the 1960s skyrocketing costs of medical 

care had become a concern. Numerous reports(Canada 1969; Canada 1973; Ontario 

1974, among others) said that there needed to be a shift to less expensive forms of health 

care, which would stress health promotion and disease prevention Indeed the cment 

context for government iaterest in health promotion is cost containment of h a  

(Pederson, OWeiU, and Rootmaa 1994; Finder 1988; Pinder 1994; Rootman and Raeburn 

1994). 

The Lalonde Report (1974) suggested that the Canadian health care system needed 

to change its focus Erom palIiative care to health promotion and disease prevention 

(Raebum and Rootman 1989; Rootman and Raeburn 1994). Advocates of HeaIth 

promotion have made a "conscious bid to support a paradigm shift--to change the way 

decision makers think about heaIth and to introduce new principles and priorities into 

health policy"(Kickbusch 1994,8). Promoters of Heath Promotion see it not as a mere 

adjunct to medial practice, but as a new modd for h d t h  care, in which palliative care is 

but one part, "Health promotion is not the social work of medicine, for which a few extra 

dollars should be made availabIe. h is truIy about a new public health, a new type of 

loo The journal has chauseci signiticady during that pe r i d  In its earlier stages it was 

devoted to various issues, such as women's health, AIDS etc. It now has more of a 

market f m  and is concerned more about the economics of heaIth care than grassmots 

issues. 



h e w  policy based on the determinants of hedth"(Kickbsch 1994,14). The 

detaminants of health are now defined quite broadly in profesSonal health promotion 

circles, such that they indude, a range of environmental, economic, social, dtural  

concans as w d  as individual physical and psychic parameters. W e  this paradigm shift 

has not yet actUany occum-e medid paradip is fhdy entrenched and systems of 

health care operating under it stiII receive by fiu the most money and attentiodere has 

been a growing interest In health promotion . Kickbusch boasts that the Lifestyles and 

Hdth Department at the WHO'S Regional Office for Europe is "the largest m the house." 

(Kickbusch 1994, 14). Canada is viewed by the authors &He& Promotion in Cimah 

(pedefson, O'Neill, and Rootman 1994)s the world leader in Heahh Promotion Yet, 

wbile there has been considerable intellectual wok done in the conceptualizaton of health 

promotion, govemmnt policies and s o u ~ n o m i c  initiatives which would change the 

actual practices of health care in Canada, are sill n@giiIe(Pinder 1994,102-3) . Most 

such initiatives have been geared to single issues such as AIDS, impaired driving and 

strategies to curtail the use of remitional drugs, rather thaa larger, more ambitious 

projects such as amailing poverty, stopping ponutiou, reducing stnss in the work place, 

d getting rid of sexism 

In its eariier meamation as Health Education, hedth promotion f d  on the 

lifistye of individds. The idea was that individuals should adapt their W i 1 e  to 

ooaform to scientific conceptions of a healthy way of life this would prevent disease and 

lower Mth care cons. Pinder periodizes this early development (1974-84) with the 



name the "lifestyle decade'' (Phder 1988.96-99). lo' In 1976 the M o d o n  Directorate 

of the Department of Health and W e  hunched "Operation Mestye'' which "deiivered 

lifestyle messages to Canadiaas, provided resources such as the FIT-Kit for use in the 

workplace and a computerized Lifestyle Profile, and presented Lifestyle Awards" (Pinder 

1988,97). The progmnmtic effect of the Lalonde report became closely identified with 

concern about individual lifestyle (McKewen 1979; Pinder 1994.97). By 1978 Heath 

Promotion had its own fed& Directorate (which was incorporated into Health 

Promotion and Programs Branch of the Ministry of Health in 1995) and physical fitness 

had a dedicated agency cded Fmess Canada 

Even before the publication of the Lalonde Report, professional promoters of 

physical b e s s  bad gathered for a National Conference on Fmess and Health in 1972. 

This c o d i c e  was convened by the Minister of NationaI Heath and W e h e ,  John 

Mum0 (by the time of the conference, Munro had been succeeded by Marc Lalonde.) The 

Governor General of Canada, Roland Michener, attended the conference in his o f f i d  

capacity as representative of the Queen of Canada. Anending were a select, invited 

. . 
group of admumtors, professors, doctors, and directors of proprunes of physcial 

edudon and health (Canada 1972, 7) It was in every sense an offid m-g. It 

prouduced tweaty-four recommendations. The highest priority item among those was 

given to Recommendation Number One which calls for a ucomprehensive educational and 

- -  -- 

lo' OCNeitl(1994,41) says the pmbIem of the K i l e  f m  dates back to the end of the 

Second World war* 



promotiod program ofphysid fitness and hdth." The point of such a programme 

being to "motivate" Canadians "into chnghg their liviag habits." The Codience 

Recommendations focus on Iifestyle and the provision of tests, and wrvices that would 

Ynrotivate" people to to change their way of life. Indeed the second highest priority 

(Recommendation Number Two) asks Recreation Canada to 'seek the coopdon of 

established 'prof&od behaviour modification agents' and agencies who could provide 

exp tke  in changing the d u e  system ofcanadians, related to physical fimess.''(Canac& 

1972, 124) 

The Canadian Standardized Test of Fitness was developed as a direct result of the 

recommendations ofthis Coderence(Canadian Association of Sport Sciences 1987b, 3)' 

specifidly Recommendation Number Nme: "It is recommended that Recreation Canada 

should take the inititiative and assemble a group of physical activity and health 

pmfeSSiods m order to design a field test and a chid-laboratory test ofphysical fitness, 

and standardize cardiovascular pedomce fitness tests."(Canada 1972,126) 

Fwe of the twenty-four recommendations deaI with testing of fitness 

(Recoa~1endations 4'5'9, 10' and 11). The Conference PrOceeditlgsjustay an interest m 

physical fitness testing by sayins 'Smce evaluation of pJqsical fitness is essemial m the 

delivery system, tests to measure and c1arsify the l e d  of physical fitness of mdivichlals 

must be designed" (Caoada 1972,126). The Conference also recommended %at the 

Merat governmeat establish a htess survey which would have as its primary fimction the 

col;ltirming ewhmion of the nation's fitness." This recommendation led to the Canada 

Fztness Survey in 1981, fimded by Frtness and Amateur Sport. This survey used the CSTF 



and tested 15,519 individuals. The Iargest and most comprehensive study of physical 

activity and fitness ever undertakenn (Canadian Associsltion of Sport Sciences 1987b, 3). 

Clearly, the Government of Cancia's concerns about physical fitness, especially m the field 

of testing, were directed by the 1972 Natiod Coderace to the issue of the way 

. * .  ztdhdid go about their lives. And the Conference encouraged the government to use 

every meam possibIe to motivate individuslls to change their lives and their "living Mi 

and %dues." That included mass marketing campaigns, widespread t&g of individuals, 

and bringing to bear the technoIo@caI expertise! of "profdonal behaviour modification 

agents." The current CSTF, the offspring of the 1972 Coaference, continues this foars 

on shaping individual lifestyle and values. 

The f m  on individual lifesty1e that became preeminent in the LiestyIe Decade 

(ad continues in the CSTF and the CLA) has been much criticized Criticism has been 

directed at the Mure to account for the larger social hctors that effect heaith; that Mure 

has led to a tendency to "blame the victim" Thir criticism of Heath Education, says 

O ' N d  (1994,4l)paraIIeIs a critique of medicine that emerged m the late 1970s (Boniai 

et a1 1980; Crawford 1978; Illich 1976; Knuue 1977; McKeown 1976; Pow& 1973). 

The critical perspective places responsi%ility for the production of disease more on society 

than the mdividual-he calls this schooI "Critical Hdth Educationn (1994,46@. To 

some critics, society is entirely responsii1e (Freudenberg 1978). Others argue for some 

iadivduaI fesp0mIbility in a social context ( A h n  1982). O'NeiII says: 'The "society- 

blaming" ideology of the did approach stems from a theory of the det efminam of 

health and illness that emphasizes various social, economic, dtd, and political factors 



(as opposed to more individlraiistic fkctors such as penonal bebaviour, Hestyle, or 

genetics)n (1994,47). Individual heal* in this penpective, is the product of an 

ecosystem of health and disease, in which the health status of the individd is the resuit of 

the &meat in which she lives. That includes W o n  such as economics, gender, 

occupatiod risks and the effects of the physical environment (e.g air and water 

poIIution). In this h e w o r k ,  sociwconomic stnrctures such as dass are seen to have a 

profound Sect  on heahh: poverty, for instance, produces f health. The critical 

approach, thdore, seeks change in physical and politicaVeconomidcularrslj paramaen. 

Rather than a d m o ~ g  individuals for living unhealthily, the critical perspective calls for 

larger strucnwl changes. 

Crawford explores the political ideology of the health focus on individual 

'tietinrs"(Crawford 1980). He says the health consciousness movements (holistic health 

and self-care) continue to medicah life by perpetuating the same political orientation 

around heahh as does traditional biomedicine, ie. a foats on the individual in the 

understanding and treatment of disease and the production of health.'" He caIls this 

%ealtbm* which he defines as: 

the preoccupation with persod health as a primary-ften rhe p*-focus for 
the definition and a&evement of well-being, a god which is to be attained p- 
through the modification of lifestyles, with or without therapeutic help. The 
etiology of disease may be seen as comp1ex, but healthisn treats individual 
behavior, attitudes, and emotions as the relevant symptoms needing anentioa 
Hedthh win acknow1edge, in other words, that health problems may originate 
outside the mdividual, eg. in the American diet, but since these problems are also 
behzrvioral, sohdiops are seen to Iie within the realm of individual responsibBy. For 

*02 ShIOff (19%) has documented the changing politid and economic landscape m 

Canada that has led to the establishment ofideo10gidIy heahhist heahh poky. 



the healthist, the solution rests within the indiviual's deternrination to resist cuIture, 
advertising, institutioaal and environmental constrains , disease agems, or simply 
lazy or poor personal habits. In essence, then, cause becomes proximate and 
solution is constructed within the same m o w  space (Crawford 1980,368). 

Healthism, Crawford argues (1978; 1980) is a politid ideology strategic to an 

ongoing aisis in health care. He says there are three features to this crisis: 0 

SLyrOCketing costs of m e d i d  care, (ii) a growing awareness of the emfironmental, and 

therefore poltical, nature of numy dkases, (iii popular dependency on the medical 

professions for the care of health. Together, these constitute a poiitid aids. Hedthism, 

he argues, has the politid ideological fimction (ii the Maodn sense off& ideology) of 

ddectiag pubtic concern away from the larger social, political, economic issues, which is 

to say systemic matters that create health and disease to issues of the indivichral a thus 
preventing a popular uprising against a system in crisis. He also says that this 

mdividualh is dass specific, appealins to the culture and ideology of the middle and 

upper cksses, and having M e  relevance to the lower classes.'03 

This raises the issue ofWestylew as a middle dass consumer choice m the logics of 

consumex cultme. Which means that the pursuit of the"hdthy lifestyIen is chssbased 

and a viable option or@ for those with the material wberewithai to partidpate in the 

culture of co~lsumption. Featherstone(l991) argues this pohn I will discuss 

Featherstone in the literature review her in thir chapter. 



Crawford's ideological critique of healthism is enhanced by Vertinsky's(l985,74- 

76)critique of health promotion in physical education. '04 She points out three ways that 

the individualistic focus on lifestyle does damage to mdividuals. F i  fiom the argument 

tbat "iodividuals are personally responsiile for their own healthn(Evans 1982,33) foIIows 

the sequitur that "their own illnesses must also be their own fault and that people are 

thedore victims of their own self-abusive behavior, rather than their socioeconomic 

circumstances and genetic h a e n  (Vertinsky 1985,745). The economic/political 

result of this is that governments and other organizations that can accuse individuals of 

being victims of their own scurrilous b v i o u r s  (smoking, unprotected sex, d o n a 1  

drug use) cau cIaim that these individuals should pay the costs associated with their ill 

health. Moreover, their disease can be seen as a manifestation of their moral depravity.lW 

Second, in the work-pIace due to environmental conditions and the stresdd imperative 

tbat workers be ever more productive, workers are often not free to d e t h e  their own 

health, yet they are blamed by their empIoyers for not taking appropriate r e s p o n s i i  for 

their health-this is especiaIEy poignant in work ptaces that have institutioaalized fitness 

programmes. Third, because the achmmtm 
. . 

'on of "healthy lif'estylen is closely tied to 

patterns of consumption (the ability to purchase equipment, athletic hcility memberships 

'04 Vertinsky (1985) paraleIIs Crawford (1978,1980,1984) but does not actuaIly refer 

to it Vertinsky uses the words "health promotion" to denote what I have been caIGng 

health education, which is preoccupied with individuaI lifestyle. This is in contrast to the 

use of the words "Health Promotion.," Mow. 



etc) the i n d i v i m  imperative to take contrd of one's own he& is based in middle and 

uppa class capacities for comption, leaving those who m o t  afford to embrace a 

%&hy lifen m the Iogics of consumption out of the p i w e  '06 

The critical perspective on health education (OCNeill and Pedenon 1994) 

coastitUte a paradigm shift ftom an exc1usive focus on individual WestyIe to the larger 

enviromental det ennbmts of heath which d u d e  individual concerns, but in a more 

social context. This orientation is distinguished f?om Health Education by the term 

"Health Promotion." Badgely says that the term Wealth Promotion" "comotes a wider 

range of means [to achieving health] including regulation, community action, and basic 

changes m social structuren (1994,27). Rootman and Raebm thus d&e Health 

Promotion in the Canadian context as fonows: 

H d t h  as perceived in the context of Canadian health promotion has to do with the 
M y ,  mental, and sodd quality of life of people as determined m particular by 
psychological, societal, culttd, and policy dimensions. Health is seen by Caaadian 
health promoters to be enhanced by sensriIe Westyles and the equitabIe use of public 
and private resources to permit people to use the initiative individuaUy and coflectively 
to maintain and improve their own wd-being, however they may define &.(Rootman 
and Raeburn 1994,69). 

Similarly, and more suectIy7 the WHO defines health promotion as 'the process of 

enabling individuals and corxnunities to increase controI over and to improve their heaIthn 

(World Health Organization 1984,3) Health Promotion mi@ appear to ham a strong 

Freirian element, m that it seeks to give individuals m c o d e s  control over the 

los See also the cIadecoaomic critiqyes of physical b e s s  below. 

lo6 Seealso (Featherstone 1991,193) onthepmbIems o f t h e b o d y i n c o ~ s u m e r ~  

There is f.urther Qscussion of this poim later in this chapter. 



det emhurts of their health (Freire, 1970). However? whiIe Health Promotion seeks to 

turn power over to people in communities, it continues to be a professionally driven 

phenomenon; it does not originate in communities and is not a social movement. Ilona 

Kickbusch says: "Health promotion is not, and in my view never was, a s o d  

movement"(1994,8). She defiends Health Promotion, however, by saying: 

Many of the profeSsonals involved in health promotion had participated m or 
supported social movements, and had been influenced by the means of d activism 
and its goals. Hdth promotion was and remains profouadly corrrmitted to demoaacy 
and participatioa In particular, it aimed to change prof&omd, iastautiooal. 
organizational, and political approaches to health (1994,8). 

The cornerstone of this paradigm shift is an increased seasitivity to the politics of health 

(Midder and Cox 1980; WaIIerstein 1992; WalIerstein and Bernstein 1988). W~ this is 

the notion that health and disease are powerfuny & i  by a wide range of politics. For 

ex~mpIe: women's heaith is profoundly affected by the politics of gender and 

reproduction; the hdth of the poor is effected by the political economy of capital; the 

heshh of us an is effected by the pMcs surrounding environmental hues; the health of 

gay men with AIDS is e$ected by the politics of homophobia; and so OIL The medical 

pac i i ' ignr  conceptualired health as an issue of treatment of disease. The H d i h  

Ei&icatzon paradigm, added to that a focus on individuafs adapting their lifesty1es. The 

H& Promotion paradigm expands on its predecessors to iaclude a range of 

enviromd concerns, concepttnbng health as a coIlective issue (Rootman and 

Raeburn 1994,61). Raebum and Rootman ref= to this as the uexpanded hezlhh fidd 

c o n q n  and Iist five determhmts of health: 0 public policy, (ii) society, 



Senrices@aebum and Rootman 1989,63) In this expanded concept, individual lifestyle 

Cn) continues to be a determhnt of heaItb, but one contextuahd by other more 

explicitly politid determhmts (i ii, iii and perhaps v). The relationship between these 

various det emhaits of health was conceptulllized by Trevor Hancock and F m  Perkins m 

a publication of Health and Weke Canada, thm titled Health Ekhmtiian but now d e d  

Hdl th  Remotion. That conceptuaIization is Caned the "Mandala of public health* end 

places the individual at the centre of a number of determinants of health: M y ,  

community, biosphere, rifestyle, personal behaviour, psycho-social environment, human 

biology, medical care systems, human environment, physical emrironment and culture. In 

this concept then, the individd human subject is made healthy/unhealthy by the 

confhxnce of these fixtors. Some authors have suggested that taking the multiple 

determiaants of h d t h  seriously requires a complete rethinking of the politics of health, 

one which truly empowers people and communities to wrest control over their destinies 

fiom the medical professions and health promotion profeonak by M y  embracing Pado 

Freh's "education for critical conscious~~ess." (Mhkler and Cox 1980; Walterstein and 

B e ~ l ~ f e h  1988) 

Some cridcs of the modern medicahation of He are less than enthusiastic about 

expanded deEinitions of health. Crawford (1980) argues that subsuming so much of We 

under the rubric of health is an ideoIogical strategy of healthism, which amounts to a 

depIitiwon of p0Iidca.f life. Csawford quotes Daniel CaIIan.  'Such an ideoiogy 

has the practical effect ofbkuring the lines of appropriate r e s p ~ ~ b i l i t y .  Ifall problems-- 

political, economic md d - r e d u c e  to matters of 'health' then there ceases to be spy 



way to determine who should be responsii1e for what.. " (Crawford 1980,381). In the 

light ofthis )rind of criticism, expanded definitions of health give only a nod in the 

W o n  of the larger poIitid issues, and effectively maintain the ideology of healthism 

Indeed, the "MandaIa of Public Health'' continues to place the individual at the conceptual 

centre. And this perpetuation of individualism is not only a conceptual matter for health 

pmoters, it continues to be the material basis of comemporary health cam While Health 

Promoters have adopted an expanded vision of health, heahh policy as it is reflected in 

the docation of resources continues to focus on the individual and disease, as evidenced 

m the continued preeminence of doctor-ceatered biomedicine and burgeoning medid 

high tpchnotogies that deal only with individuafs. In the case ofphysicaI fitness, wbile the 

hf@e focus of the CSTF can be conceptualized as but one element m a "Man&* of 

heah, this is only a philosophical concept in the profdon and academic discipline of 

Health Promotion. In practice, as as actual imewention into the lives of peopIe, the 

CSTF protocols, printouts and counsehg do not reflect in any way the expanded 

definition, and make no mention of the politics of The participant (or reader) of 

'OT My deconstruction of the CSTF later m this chapter attempts to prove this. Also, the 

Consensus Statement (Bouchard, Shephard, and Stephens 1992), a "def5tivew appraisal 

of exercise science research on physical activity and h d t h  makes no mention of 

ermirOmnenta1 &tors and restricts any sociOICUltural concerns very briefly to the 

"dem08r~rphics" ofage, sex and education. Indeed the 1,055 page proceedings, which 

putport to &ew aIl germane literature on pwcd activity, &ess and h& make 

virtually no mention of the environment, d&ed in any way, as com%utiog to 



the CSTF is given ifssessments only of their individual fitness and M i l e ;  there is no 

assessmeat of the way m which other determimas of health may have an hnpact Indeed, 

it is designed with the explicit intent of motivating Mvkhiuk to change their way of life 

to codom to scientific concepts of heatthy living (Canadian Association of Sport 

Sciences 1987% 7). And in tenns of o f f i g  participants strategies that might e f k t  their 

health, it suggests nothing beyond personal adaptation to the environmental status quo. 

The CSTF exists entirely outside the contexts of Health Promotion, o p e r a t i o ~ g  

instead "healthist" philosophy of the "LifestyIe Decade." 

421.3 TdlE CONTEXT FOR lZIE -AT 'IZIE UNIYERSITYOF TORONTO 

It might be argued that while the physical fitness test itseIf does not reflect the 

larger concerns of Health Promotion, the insdtutional context for it does. In the case 

under study hen, the CSTF administered by the Uaiversity of Toronto Department of 

AthIetics and Recreation, the context is compkely individualistic and hedtbist AIl the 

nodes of the "Healthy L X i e  Networkn offer health services individuaIisticaIly. 

Resources listed for promoting health do not include political action (no emironmental, 

women's, ethnic, or other political organizations are mentioned). No resources for 

& i g  change in the university's physical. cultural, social, economic ewiroment or the 

surrounding urban erivironment are suggested. The focus is purely on the individual 

participation in physical activity and health Bouchard and Shepbard (Bouchard and 

Shephard 1992) mention the physid ewironment in their foundational model of health 

and physicaI hess, but cite no iiterature and give no consideration to an expanded 

dehhion of hdth. 



s d h g  help for his or her individual health The same is me of the Department of 

Athletics and Recreation All health SerYices there are individualy oriented. The AC 

Glrilde ,which list all DAR offenings, su~gests nothing of a political, economic or 

environmental name for dealing with health In summary, the instinrtionaI discourse fbr 

the CSTF, as it is adminstered at the University of Toronto, is part of an indhidualistic, 

"heahhist" ideology and economy of heath care. The CSTF is o p e d o ~ g  a minor 

Bovemment policy '@on lifestyle management as part of an o v d  strategy for hrrrasing 

public "health'' and decreasing public expenditure on health care. 

The Department of AthIetics and Recreation at the University of Toronto has a 

"fitness tmit"'Og which offers a number of health and physid fitness appraisal and 

c o ~ o n  services to members of the university community. These incIude physical 

fitness testing, and exercise and dietary prescription and a computerized comprehensive 

Westyle assessment (CLA). These evaluative and consultative services are provided in 

order to bring people into institdona1 discourses of health promotion by teaching them 

the scientific truth about their bodies and their way of life so that they can reform 

'OS It is a minor policy in comparison to policies for the dominant medical paradigm. 

'09 This department is admtntstrattv 
* .  ely separate fiom the School of Physical and Health 

Education, but there is overhp in t'acilities, Wty and student participation in the 



themselves where appropriate or by afIirming patterns of He that are already being lived 

in accordance with scientific thinking on health 

The for instance, was designed to fUdlitate "preventive lifestyIe management 

 practice^,^ encomghg participants to seek professional help in areas of their Iives which 

the assessment programme finds deficient The CLA is meant to bring members of the 

university conmnmity into the University's institutional discourse on Health Promotion, 

organized under the name 'The Healthy LifestyIe Network (UaiVasity of Toronto nb) - 
this pamplet caJls the CLA an "entry point Ow enters the discourse by answeriag 

questions about one's way of Wee The computer then eduates the participant's way of 

lifi aEms those aspects which it judges to be sound for the pursuit of a scientific 

concept of hdth and directs the participant to the appropriate services for those aspects 

that deviate from the programme's concepts. The CLA is based on health education and 

early intervention pr~fammes for drug, alcohol and tobacco use(Skinner 1994,37). It 

employs a battery of modified scientific questionaire that are used for assessing people's 

health status ( eg. the Alwhoi Depmdecy Scale and the DNg Abuse Saeenbg Test 

which Skinner (1994,32) says studies have shown to be hi* effective in producing 

accurate DSM-m dkgonosis). The following "lifestyle areasm are interrogated and 

assessed: nutrition, eating habits, d 6 n e  use, physical activity, M y  weigtg sleep, 

sodal relationships, W y  interactions, tobacco use, alcohol uw, ma-medical drug use, 

'lo While the CLA is offered primarily on a volunteer basis, some people are raquired 

to undergo the CLA: all second year studems m phydcal education (1995) are requirrd 

do the CLA as a condieion of passing a required course calIed "Pefsonal Health" 



mediddental cars, motor v&cIe safety, d activities, work and leisure, and 

emotional health. The test is meant to be instrumental, for instance, in directing peopIe 

w b  are not strffciently physically active to submit to physical fitness testing and 

counseIIing and exercise presecriptio-ces offered on a not-for-profit basis by the 

Department of Athletics and Recreation The CLA is a highly structured technology fbr 

enticiug people into the University's institutional discourse on health, which is, of course, 

part of the larger discourse on health promotion descriied above. 

Other "emy points" into the university's discourse on health are more informal. 

The Department of AtheItics and Recreation simply advertises physical fitness testing m its 

programme guide. While the University of Toronto does not promote fitness testing 

aggressively, m the commercial physicaI fitness industry fitness testing is Eiequently offered 

as part of the membership package in fitness clubs. By testing a person's fitness 

'strengths' and 'weaknesses' the dub can show and refine the person's need for the cIub's 

services - many clubs, including the most prestigious and science-based such as the 

Frtness Instiade, encourage their members to test and retest regdariy. At the University 

of Toronto, the fitness test, exercise and dietary prescriptions are offered in four dB- 

formats: The Canadian Standardized Test of Fitness, (which includes appraisal, 

coudling on exercise and rudimentary counseiling on diet--mostly regarding weight 

reduction), a %end  Fmess Consultationn (*ch is devoted to the design of an exercise 

p-a followup to the fitness test), " N e o n  Consultation" (which deals 

specifidly with diet) and "Specialized Fiess Assessments"( which are more accurate 



tests of physical fitness, directly measuring aerobic power and body fat composition, and 

are considerably more expensive to administer)-'lt 

4.2.2 TEE CANADIAN STANDARDIZED TEST OF FlTNESS AS A 
NA-C TEXT OF TEE BODY 

The Canadian Standardized Test of Frtness is a "set of procedures used to ewahute 

specific fitness components. These include standardized measurements of anthropometry, 

aerobic fitness, muscular strengt4 tlexi'bility and muscular endurance, and are 

accompanied by norms and percentiles for Canadians IS to 69 yearsf-age." (Canadiaa 

Association of Sport Sciences, 1987b, 2)'* The C d a a  Society for Exercise 

"' For the most part, participation in h e s  testing is voluntary. Some employers, 

however, require physical fitness testing for some of their employees. For example: 

police officers, fire fighters, soldiers, and airline pilots. Also some educational settings 

require physical fitness testing: physical education students (at the University of 

Toronto), some high schools (St. Michael's College SchooI). So that controi over their 

athletic performance may be maximized, members of varshy sports clubs and teams are 

sometimes required to undergo "specialized fitness assesments" and "nutrition 

coUIlSelliPg" 

The Operations M m d  is designed to be used in conjunction with the CSF 

Interprdon and Cou~lseflingMmnral (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences, 

1987a). 



Physiotogy (CSEP, fomerly the Canadian Asnociadon of Sport sciences1*) bas adopted 

the CSTF in the National Physical Fitness Appraisal Certification and Accreditation 

(FACA) programme, which the CSEP was mandated to administer by the Canadian 

Mitlister for State, F~tness and Amateur Sport in 1979. The Fiess Directorate is now 

under the authority of the Health Canada. Ability to conduct the CSTF is the basis for 

regktmion as a Registered Fiess Appraiser (RFA). Individuals accredited to conduct 

more advanced fitness protoco~s"~ undergo certification as Certified Fiess Appraisers. 

Physical f b s s  testing at the University of Toronto's Department of Athletics and 

Reaeation is conducted by individuals who are either RFAs or CFAs. Qualised 

appraisers are expected to have fundamental knowledge of physiology, fitness assessment, 

exercb prescription, nutrition and motivatioaal aspects of physicai activity and 

counselling (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences, 1987,3). Often the appraisers are 

graduates of university or college physical education programmes, or are enrolled in such 

progranrmes. The School of Physical Education at the University of Toronto offers 

rmdergraduate courses m all these arzas. 

The CSTF was developed to be a "springboard for Iifestyle change" (Canadian 

Association of Sport Sciences 1987a), indeed, "the most important aspect of the CSTF 

113 For a discusdon of this name chanpe, see the section on the historical development of 

Hestyle ma~agemat in Chapter Four. 

'I4 This wodd indude maximal V02 testing - the aerobic fitness test of the CSTF is a 

dmmhal estimate of aerobic capacity. 



appraisal process is the promotion of a physically active, wellness-oriented Westyle-" 

(Canadian Association of Sport Sciences 1987b). It sets out to change the lives of 

participants by giving them scientific knowledge of their bodies and motivational 

00- The knowledge produced in the appraisal is not the most accurate available 

to exercise science-the test is the product of a number of compromises regarding cost 

and d e t y  (eg estimating aerobic capacity in a graduated step test is far less expensive and 

di than direct measurement with the Beclrman metabolic cart in a maximum effort test), 

diversity of population (eg the test is based on very broad population samples and 

thaefore estimates the capacity of highly fit people poorly), and tempod economy (eg. 

overdl flexibility, stren@ and endurance are calculated on the basis of specific tests 

because a more g e n d  test would take a very long time). lu But because the test is 

primarily a motivational tool, these complexities are set aside and the data are presented as 

a tndMtl representation of the body. Within the limations of the protocol, every sort is 

made to produce howledge ofthe body as accuately as possible. Individual fitness 

testers can and do mod* the meaning of the r d t s  where they could be interpreted as 

more de-motivatiag than motivating. 

The Operations M-d makes s p d c  mention of such IimMons regardiPg the 

CAFT, saying that it may be only mode-spe&dy valid, ie, only testing stepping not 

generahable aerobic fitness- Fmess Canada has commed an "Expat Committee* to 

imrestigate and incorporate new research into the Fourth Edition (due in the winter of 

19%-7) of the CSTF Operations manual (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences 

1987b). 



The test is designed as a "seven step model" for counsellmg which divides into 

t h e  stages (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences 1987a): 

stage One: Seaing GooLF 

Step 1. Build rapport 

Step 2. Establish lifestyle goals 

Sroge Two.- Collecting Data 

Step 3. Conduct the appraisal (according to the CSF (?perafions M i )  

SYcpd IntcrpnZtheredts 

Step 5. Discuss activity preferences and results 

w e  Three: P h i n g  Action 

Step 6. Match preferences and appraisal results 

Step 7. Design a program 

Tbis structure allows the participant to become comfortable in the laboratory setting, to 

make known his/her interests in physical activity and gives the appraiser the opportunity to 

get to how the participant qualitativeIy More undertaking the 
. data 

colIection anatysis and interpretations which are then folowed with an d o n  plan that 

conjoins the qualitative and quantitative information m a motivational plan for behaviour 

modification 



The test is adminiaered under controUed conditions. At the DAR it is conducted 

in the physical fitness laboratory." The CSTF manual requires sp&c equipment: room 

thermometer, table, chair with arm support, stethoscope, sphygmomanometer (a blood 

pressure cuff), stopwatch, metric measuring tape, set square, spring or Beam Scale, fht 

caIipers, aathropometric tape, ergometer steps, cassette tape and player, band 

dynamometer' flexometa, and gym mat (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences, 1987 ). 

The reIiabiIity of the measuring instruments is supposed to be verified periodically. 

To maintain standardization in appraid, participants are informed before they 

arrive for the test that they are to wear shorts and a short sleeved shirt, not to cat or to 

consume caffeine or smoke for at least two hours before the test, and to refbin h m  

exercising or drinking alcohol for six hours prior to the appraisal. The participants also 

complete a consent and release form and answer the ParQ (a questionnaire that screens for 

risks such as heart attacks). They also fill out a HestyIe questionnair~which is a much 

simpler version of the Compu~eriredL@estyle Assessmentt. It asks questions about the 

participants' history m terms of having done fitness tests before, strength training, 

physical activity, occupation, smokirg nutrition, and general heafth The appraiser uses 

this as preassessment qualitative data, pointing out aspects of the participants' life that 

lend themselves to i n d  physicd activity and Ieading a new, hdthier life. For 

116 The Iaboratory fimctions both for research purposes and as a service to DAR 

members - the presence of various machines for exercising and m&g creates a 

nschtEcn environment . 



example: '7 see that you like going for a walk once a day. You might want to start 

walking twice a day. Have you ever thought of jogging? You might like that too." 

The appraiser also screens the participant with a series of questions and obsenrlitions 

p r e p m y ,  current medications, ease of breathing at rest, mphinn swelling m 

the lower emendies, or any other problem which the appraiser thinks wiIl expose the 

participant to "unnecessary discomfort or risk" (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences, 

1987b, 6) and to determine whether the participant has followed the instructions for 

p q x d o n  for the test. (See Appendices 1-2 & 3). The point of the pretest screeniag is 

essentially two-fold: to ensure that the participant is not at risk of injury or illness as a 

result of the test, and to ensure the maximum scieatific accuracy of the test; for instance: 

(i) the norms and percentiIes used in the CSTF were taken fiom a popdation that 

exeluded pregnant women, which means that it cannot accurately assess such people and 

(ii) caffeine is understood to increase heart rate, which means that the resting heart rate 

calmfation wodd be a b n o d y  high for someone who had recently consumed c a f f e i n e  

this would skew the heart rate caIcuIations which account for the difference between 

resting, exercising and post-exercise rates. The Iast element of the screening process is 

the of resting Ireart rate and blood pr-e participant is not allowed 

to take the aerobic and muscuIar strena and endurance tests ifthe bIood pressure is 

bigher than 150\100 m m Q  after two readings. These rnasummts are aIso used as 

refemce pow for the test of aerobic fmess. Ifthe participant has met a l l  the pretest 

criteria, the appolliset decides to go ahead with the examination. 



Following the pretest screening, the CSTF amhation is composed of h e  

elements anthropometry, aerobic fitness, muscular strength, flexliility and endurance, 

and an appraisal repon The C S F  Operutzbm M i d  gives very specific instructions on 

how to measure the various elements of hess, reproducing in the human service 

environment the culture of accufacy and control that is characteristic of a good scientific 

arperhnenfal environment The participant is expected to cooperate completely with 

these controI needs. Indeed, the M i d  points out that the consent form which was 

signed in the pretest screening ensures that the "participant dearly understands the nature 

and procedures of the CSTF and whar h i s k  repmibihties me with repet to the 

performance of the testm(Canadian AssoclAssoclation of Sport Sciences, 1987 b, 6, emphasis 

mine.)'" 

11' The participant has the choice of not participating in any part of the test and can stop 

performing "whenever significant discomfort is experienced." (Canadian Association of 

Sport Scieaces, 1987b, 6). The partiupan? does not have the option ofmodifjiq the 

test or of shap'mg it according to their own desires. Indeed, strict compliaoce is 

necessary ifthe test is going to be sd&caIIy "valid" 

This issue of scientific control will be significant to my analysis of the test later. It 

establishes scientific authority over the body in the fitness testing setting. Short of 

opting out of the test, the participant has no opportunity to contest that authority or to 

mock@ the paticuIar discourse that is being out upon hisher body. Through 

this comThg process their bodies are made "docile" in the interests of the scientific 



-ht'cllsy~- 

A series of body mea~ufements are taken in order to assess body weight, adiposity 

and k disttibution (See Appendix 8) Traditionally, duations of body weight and 

composition have been based on Weight and Height TabIes and Percentage of Body Fat 

Edhates. These t;ibIes are now considered to be too general, overly simplistic and not 

%tivm a p p l i c a b I e . " ( ~  Assodation of Sport Suaces, 1987b. 14). To address 

these prob1exns fitness Canada wmened an Ad Hoc CSTF Advisory Committee in 1984 

which decided that body weight should be assessed by taking into account a varie!ty of 

fixtors: Body Mass Index, Waist to Hip Etatio* Sum of SkidoIds, and Sum of T d  

SkinfoIds. Together, these are taken by CASS to be an acceptabIe meam of appraising 

body composition for the purpose of health risk mangementent Together* these 

meaurements estimate adiposity and fkt distribution. The Mamd explains these 

F- consider BMI (Body Mass Index) an indicator of proportional weight Should 
an individual have a high BMI value, CL~., within the Risk Zones), one must then 
determine ifthis is a result of excessive body k content or elevated d e  mass. 
This am be detefmined by considering the SOS (Sum of(five) SlrinfoIds-) Ifthe SOS 
d u e  is also high, this is a definite indication of too much body k and correspuxtdhg 
health risk C o d y ,  should an individual have a low BMI, within the Risk Zones, 
one xwst determine ifthia individual has too W e  fkt by considering the SOS. Hence, 
the SOS value ~ ~ e s  a more accurate interpretation of the BMI value. 

Wahin the past fw years, it has been shown that not only is the total body fitt content 
an important factor m asressiPg body weight, but also and perhaps even more so is the 
pattern of fat distriiutioa An excessive amount of fit m the trunk region has been 

discourse- This tightly controlled situadon also bears out what Rouse says about the 

'tight wupling' between the worlds of the reseatch Laboratory and 'ordioary" He. 

(Rouse 1987,230) 



shown to be asociated with increased morbi-, ie. glucose intolerance, 
hpxhmhemia, blood lipid disorders, and mortality. Some investigators have 
suggested that the WHR (Waist Hip Ratio) provides a valid fepreserrtation ofthis 
pattern of fat distriiution and that ratio has been incorporated in this procedure. And, 
since the SOTS (Sum of (two) Trunk Skinfolds) provides a very direct measure of 
subcutaneous fkt in the trunk region, this value is also considered, adding to the . dsammtocy capacity of this procedure.(Canadian AssocMon of Sport Sciences, 
1987b, 14) 

By these four measuremeats the CSTF assesses the amount of body fat They are taken as 

The Body Mass Index is determined by meamring height and weight: the 

participant is told to stand against a wall where a tape measure has been &en&he is 

directed to stand without footwear, with arms hanging by the sides and feet together, with 

the heels and back in contact with the wall, she is instructed to look might ahead, stand 

taII and take a deep breath wbile the measurement is taken with a set square to the nearest 

half centimeter. Weight is determined by having the participant stand on a weighing scale 

and the weight is recorded to the nearest tenth of a kilogram. The waist to hip ratio is 

determined by meawing with a metric tape: chest, waiq hip and right thigh girths. There 

are p c % c  directions in the Operananom M i d  regarding what fingers to use to hold the 

tape, how to determine the correct horizod plane, how much pressure to apply to the 

The QperatonsManualgives very specific instructions on how these measurements 

are to be taken, and appraisers are expected to be able to perform this task in a wry 

spedfic manner. This win be an important point in my dysk of the rhetoric of the 

pfocedm in chapter S k  



tape, at what point ofthe participant's breathing cyde to take the measurement and the 

correct body comportment of the participant. 

Skinfold measurements are taken fiom five locations using Harpenden or Lange 

calipers: at the triceps, biceps, subscapular, iliac crest and medial calf. B~eciluse there is 

considerable potential for inaccurate measurements with this method, they are taken twice 

and the mean of the two is taken as the correct measurementt The participant is told to 

relax (so that the skin will be elastic) and the assessor grasps a fold of skin as well as the 

d d y i a g  fat tissue, applies the calipers to the area, releases the trigger and records the 

measurement to the nearest -2 centimeters once the caliper jaws have stirbiked (about 2 

seconds). 

T s t  of Ambk Frbress 
In the CSTF, the aerobic test of fitness is the Canadian Aerobic F~tness Test, 

which was origiDally called the Canada Home Fmess Tea because it was designed with 

the hope that many Canadians would use it at home as a "motivational tool" (Canadian 

Assodation of Sport Sdences, 1987b) to monitor their own fitness levels-& is now a test 

rrdministeted by an accredited person. The test condsts of a series of stepping sequences 

pafonned on a double 20.3 an steps to a six-count musical rfiythm set by a cassette tape 

with progress maeases in tempo." It is a sub- test of aerobic fitness that 

estimates rmndmal aerobic power (V9 Max) One's aerobic power is one's ability to do 

w o k  A standard text of exercise physio1ogy explains the &@cam ofV& Max.) to 

the scientific concept of physl*caI fitness: 



output or physical work capacity of which an individual is capable. Indeed, one 
definition of physical fitness is V& k... The capacity for V& Uax depends on 
the capacity of the cardiovascular system. This reahtion that physical work capacity, 
VOz Max., aad cardiovStScuIar fitness are interndated has d t e d  in a comreGeL1ce of 
physical education (&etic performance) and medical (clinical) definitions of fitness. 
From the physicai educa!ion-athletics perJpective, cardi0vascu.k fimction determines 
V& Max, which in turn determines physical work capacity, or fitness. From the 
m e d i ~ c a l  perspective, fitness iavolves fieedom fiom disease. Because 
c a r d i o d  disease represents the greatest threat to health of individuals in 
contemporary Western society, medical fitness is IargeIy cardiovascutar fitness. One 
of the major ways to determine cardiovasdar fitness is to measure V& Max 
~hefefori ~Ct-Max. is not only an important parameter of metabohsu, it is also a 
goodmeawe ofPtness for l#ie in coniemporaty mety (Brooks and Fahey 1984, 
emphasis mine). 

For physicaI hess testkg then, aerobic fitness is the capacity to do work which 

is a measure of fitness for Ke in contemporary society, and it can be measured in terms of 

V@ Max. A true maximal test involves exercising to the point of exhaustion, to the 

precipice of physicaI collapse. This kind of testing is often conducted on competitive 

athletes, who are accustomed to pushing themselves to their limit. Maximal testing is not 

fe8stiIe for the general population because: (i) it requires expensive equipment, (e-g. a 

treadmig and metabolic cart), O it is difficult to get people who are unaccustomed to 

pushing t h d v e s  so hard, to do so for the test, (iii) people who are unaccustomed to 

intense exercise may find ?he experience so unpleasant that it discourages them fiom 

exercising in the is e~pe~~ally p r o b l d c  given that the point of physical 

&nes testing is motivational (Canadian Assodation of Sport Sciences 1987% 7)(ib) 

there are dangers assochted with such exertiort-people who are not physidy fit are at 

greater risk than those who are. Because of this, the CAFT is designed to estimate V& 

by a submpdm;ll test P d o m c e  at a subinaxbd level is used to predict mardmal 

p e r f c m m e  is based on norms according to age and sar and exercise habas that 



have been established in progressive aerobic fitness tests that proceeded to mxbd 

output. This prediction is "based on the adstace of a linear relationship between 

workload and heart rate and between heart rate and oxygen consumption"(Canadian 

Association of Sport Sciences, I987b, 24). 

The procedure is as foUows: The appraiser determines the tempo/stage at which 

the participant shouid begin (the stages are progressivdy more difficult by virtue of 

increased tempo); this is based on age and sex. The participant is taught how to go up and 

down the two steps in time to a temporaIly calculated tape of music. The participant is 

told tbat the first &on will last three minutes, at which point she is to stop and stand 

motionless while the appraiser takes the heart rate at a cue on the musical tape. If tbe 

heart rate is equal to or exceeds the Ceiling Post-Exercise Heart Rate, the test is stopped 

and the post exercise measurements are taken: the participant sits and post-exercise blood 

pressure is taken twice, once between :30 and l:00 minutes and between 2:30 and 3:00 

miuutes. Then, between 3:00 and 3:30 minutes the heart rate is taken. Ifthe participant's 

post-exercise heart-rate is less than the ceiling, she goes to the next stage at a higher 

intensity. This continues every three minutes undl the ceiiiag is reached. 

~ ~ ~ ~ 0 n d E n r l v r o n ~ c  

The CSTF is conceflled about d a r  strength, flexibility and endurance in order 

to prepare the 'hrmnm machine' for the perfonname of daily physical tasks as Wen as fir 

participation in physical activity. This concern is based in a mechanicaI/firnctional 

understaading of the body the CSTF as w d  as the science of biomechanics t m d e  

the body in terms of mechanics and motors (The basic unit of skeletal musde is the 



motor unit" (cadian Association of Sport Sciences, 1987b. 27). The muscles need to be 

trained and msintained ifthey are to fimction as good, efficient macbineses In this paradigm 

of the body the machine functions best if it is strong, able to eadure work and flexible. 

Musarlar streagth and muscular endurance are two quite diffaan qpdities of a 
muscle. M d a r  strength is defined as the uuxhnum tension or force a musde can 
exen in a single contraction. Weightiifling is the classic activity demanding great 
amounts of lIUlSCUlar strength. Muscular endurance relates to the ability of a d e  to 
perform repeated contractions over a period of time, This quality is important in 
BCtiVities like rurming and cross-country skiing. W e  few day-today activities 
require significant muscular strength, many of them demand good muscular endurance 
b m  a variety of d e  groups. Washing windows, cleaning floors, painting, 
gardening, rakhg leaves, and shoveling snow dI require profonged muscular exertions 
(Canadian Association of Sport Sciences, 1987.27) 

Musarlar saepgth is measured with a hand dynamometer, which the participant holds m 

line with hismer body and squeezes as hard as possib1e. Each hand is measured twice. 

Endurance is measured by the performance ofpushups and sit-ups. 

Pushups: Males and females do different versions of the pushup, f d e s  

perfomhg a modified version of the male pushup. The manuals offir no explanation of 

these Mefenas, although it is dear that the assumption is that men have more upper 

body strength than women The god is to perform as many pushups as possibIe wide 

. 
mmtammg the correct form The test is stopped when the partidpant L*strabs foraily or 

is unable to mnintain the proper push-up technique. Participants must perform the 

pushups exactly as instructed. Fdure to do so win result in a push-up not being CO-d 

Wes: The participant lies on his stomach, legs together. His hands, poiatiag fbrwd, 
are positioned under the shoulders. The partidpat pushes up firom the mat by My 
sbraigkening the elbows and using the toes as the pivotal poim. The upper body must 



be kept in a straight he.  The participant returns to the starting position, chin to the 
mat. Neither the stomach nor thighs should touch the mat. 

Femsles:The participant Lies on her stomach, legs together. Her hands, pointing 
forward, are positioned under the shoulders. The participant pushes up fiom the mat 
by llly straightening the elbows and using the knees as the pivotaI point The upper 
body must be kept m a straight line- The participant returns to the starting position 
cbin to the mat The stomach should not touch the mat. The lower legs remain in 
contact with the mat, ankles plantar-flared,(Caaadian Association of Sport Sciences, 
1987b) 

Sit-ups: In this test the participant performs as maay sit-ups as possible in sixty seconds. 

Only those sit-ups that have been performed exactly as directed are counted. The 

participant lies on a gym mat with hands at the side of the head on the ears while the 

appraiser holds the ankles to m e  that the feet do not leave the floor. 

It is imperative that the participant is wd instructed in the correct performance of the 
sit-up. The participant should be informed to initiate the sit-up by flattening the lower 
back followed by actively contracting the abdominal muscles and then continuing the 
movement with a wefl controlled "curling up " of the trunk to the point where the 
elbows touch the knees. This is fo1owed by a ' b r h g  down" of the mank with a 
particular emphasis on the lower back M y  contacting the mat Mote the upper back 
and shoulders touch the mat A "rocking" or "bouncing? movement is not pemhd. 
Also, the participant's buttocks must remain in contact with the mat and the hgem m 
contact with the tide of the head at all dmes.(Canadiaa Associ;ttion of Sport Sciences, 
1987b, 13) 

Once the participant is "fi9y informed" ofthe procedure and has had an opportunity to 

practice the sit-up and do it comedy, the appraiser gives the C(~mnrsuld 'begiam7 starts 

the timer and counts the number of sit-ups aml monitors their form 

At the University of Toronto Department of Athletics and Recreation the pushup 

test has been dropped and the sit-up test is conducted diffiedy. Wer than a fbi sit-up 

it is a p& curl up. It is not b e d  but performed with a metronome and disoontiaued 

when the sit-ups get behind the beat or cease to raise the body high enough as indicated by 



the distaace that fingers travel along the mat. with each sit-up. The instructor does not 

hold the ankles. 

M a d  offer much justification for concern about genera1 body flexibility, except tbat the 

1981 CoMdim Fitness Suntey showed that " improving flexibility rates hi@y with 

Caaadians as a very important reason for being acdve-especially among aduhs over 55 

who tend to consider it an even more important reason than weight wntroL Good 

flexibility helps the older adult accompiish life's daily tasks with ease and 

(Canadian Association of Sport Sciences, 1987,29) The M m d  does mention that 

flexibility in the specific area of the body that is tested by the flexibility test in the CSTF- 

the hamstring muscles and the lower back rnuscIes--contriiutes to "proper posturen and 

reduces the risk of developing Iower back problems (Canadian Association of Sport 

Sciences, 1987,29). Helen Lens&, commenting on this section of this dissertation, says: 

"I suspect the lack of emphasis on this be. flexibility] is a direct result of women's supexior 

Flexiiility is tested with a flexorneter. (See Appendix 9.) The participant warms 

up for the test by doing a modified hurdle stretch on each Ieg for 20 seconds. 

The participant, barefoot, sits with Iegs W y  extended with the soles of the fket pIaced 
flat ag&w the two horizontal crossbars of the flexometer. The ff exorneter should be 
adjjed to a height at which the balk of the feet rest against the upper crossbar. The 
h e r  edge of the soles are pIaced two cm h m  the edge of the scale. Keeping knees 
M extded, arms evenly stretched, palms dowq the participant bends and reaches 
tbrward (without jerking), pushing the &ding marker dong the scale with the 
hgertips as fir forward as posslible. The position of maximum flexion must be hdd 
for at least tow seconds. Advise the participant that lowering the head will m a i m k  
the distance reached- Ifthe knees flex, the triaI is not counted- Do not attempt to 



hold the knees down In addition, do not flow jedchg, bouncing action (Canadian 
Association of Sport Sciences, 198%. 13) 

Men the data coIIection is complete, the appraiser either calculates the r d t s  of the data 

collection or enters them into a computer which will do the calculations and print the 

A p p r r i s o l e  
Once the testing procedures are complete, the participant is given an appraisal 

report, In some cases this means that the appraiser must perform a series of calculations 

first At the University of Toronto, and many other physical h e s s  testing sites, the 

results of each test are entered into a computer which does aII the necessary calczrlations, 

aad pripts out a report which the appraiser then reviews with the pertidpam (See 

Appeadbc 4) At the University of Toronto's Department of Athletics and Remation 

participants are given a printout generated by a computer programme d e d  E m .  This 

prints out three sets of information: one is called "Infostat" which gives the results the 

CFTA, shon prose explanations of the nature of each of the tests, the position oftbe 

patidpant either in tenns of ideal physical fitness or in rdation to norms in the Canadian 

popllation, and advice on how to improve a particuiar aspect of p h p * d  fitness, if 

improvement is deemed necessary. Another printout is called the uQuickstat: Fres 

Po&= which gives a numerid s~lmary of the test fesutts and bar graphs that &mate 

the paaicipam's percentile in each test The third printout is Caned m o s t a t  History 

Profile" which gives comparative merid results to those participants who are engaged 

in the appraisaureapprsrisal process, allowing for historical coqsrrisons of fitness 



progress. The appraiser reviews these printouts with the participant, further explaining 

the results and developing the physical activity p r o v e  and plan of action. 

The C.9perahanons MamraPs companion, The C~Inrerpreeration and 

Co~msening M d ,  directs appraisers in the proceedures for delivering a physical fitness 

appraisal and exercise presciption to a pmkipantant1" This is an bermeneutical guide: 

'" It gives some background on the goals and objectives of the fitness appraisal and the 

"benefits" of periodic monitoring of physical fitness through an appraisal and reappraisal 

process. It reviews the basic concepts of physical activity as conceplalired by the 

rJlnsAian Association of Sport Sciences, the NationaI Ftmess Appriasal C e d i d o n  and 

Accreditation Program and Fitness Canada (a directorate of Ft~ess and Amateur Sport, in 

1987, when the Manual was published). It gives de£Mions of health and physical 5 e s s .  

There is a brief review of the epidemiological literature on physicaI fitness and health and 

physical activity is placed in the context of other "healthy" practices (ie. diet, sleep, non- 

smoking, ac-). The Interpretahon and C~ullsening Mamcal has a chapter on 

couoseILing and techniques for motivating participants to be m m  physically active. 

There is a chapter on the specifics of interpretting results of the test aad designing 

programs, and gives techaicaVsceinMc infomation on the test, physical f2ness, health 

and exercise presecription For pedagogical purposes, case studies are inchded. There is 

aIso a chapter on advanced c o d g  skills, which guide the appraiser through various 

diflidties with ~ c i p a n t s .  There is a sqgested reading Iist. The appendices include 

various forms for recording data and caIcuIating physical fitness "Eictsn about the 

parti- 



aching the appraiser on how to interpret the knowledge produad in the qualitative aad 

quaPtaative pats of the test in such a way that the participant win not only want to be 

physicaIly & but will also actually change their behmiourClf To that end two bdamentsrl 

strategies (for which there can be many variations) are pursued: (i) reasoq and (ii) sdf- 

discipline. These c d d  be called strategies for adopting the new Hee 

0 - 
The participant is invited to accept the truth about bidher body and way of life as 

it has been revealed in the test and to appreciate the reasonableness of h g  a physiCany 

fit life and to embrace a rational approach to achieving or maintaining such a We- The 

pmtocol assumes that anyone taking the test needs either to change their life in some way 

. . or to work at matntarmng their current fitness. For some, this means taking up an 

emidy new life: a more active, more disciplined, "health-oriented" way of life. For 

others, who are more phyddy fit, only some aspects of their lives need to be changed 

The test assumes that everyone can and should improve their fitness leveldm To 

For instance, even someone scoring m the ninetieth percentile m aerobic fitness, whde 

00Dgratulated for their high level of fitness is encouraged to consider improving: "Your 

V& of 3 lmUKgimin is at the 90 percentile. You are obviously a ses~soned exerciser 

and you an congratulated on your progress- For you to maintain your score be sure to 

continue with the same v o h e  of w o k .  Ifyou wish to Grther your sore it will be 

necessq fbr you to become b o k d  with some more advanced training such as aaobic 

hnervels which increase intensity while stiII dow [sic] a long duration workout- 



, * .  
appreciate the reason in the proposition that she should improve or work at -8 

their current h e s ,  the participant is expected to accept the scientific truth revealed in 

the appraisaL Indeed, the entire testing enterprise is based m fath in the authority of the 

test and the science which created it. The pariticipant is expected to trust the test because 

(i) it is a test endorsed by the established authority on physicat fitness in Canada (CSEP) 

and (ii) it is carried out by an accredited Smdardized Test of Appraiser7 

8CCfedited by CSEP. Trusting this authority, the participant is asked to weigh the 

coIlSeqtlences of ignoring or heeding the options to become more physically active and 

disciplined in other aspects of their W+e. 

To convince the participant of the dBnificance ofthe objective data which is 

reported in absolute quantitative fshior~, the partidpant is ranked in their percentile 

position relative to either: the rest ofthe Canadian population of their age and sex (where 

50?4 is the average Canadian and 100% is the ideally fit Catladim) in the case of aerobic 

power, strength and fI extiiIity, or in the case of the anthropometric parameters, relative to 

optimal health where a high percentage is too fat and a low percentage is too lean and 

5@/o is ideal The partidpant is given graphs that inustrate his/her position Where the 

score is poor, the participant is encouraged to change their &our to avoid dangers to 

their h k h  or &er the possibility of increased "health risk" Where the score is good, 

Consult a nainiog specialist for this kind of program." @om Infostat printout 02103/057 

U of T). The asuption that everyone who takes the test needs to work at improving 

or at legst maimhhg their timess is aIso born out m the fact that the test is conoeived 

as a a m o ~ ~ n a i  tooLm 



the participant is congratulated and encouraged to maintain that behaviour and consider 

&her improvements- At the University of Toronto a computer printout called 

"Infostat" interprets the "nand" physiologkal meaning of each testing parameter in 

general as wen as the individual score for the participant. It is an important document 

because it attempts to establish an identity between the We of an individual and the truth 

of exercise science: the measuring that took place in the test is rendered meaningfirl by 

reference to the science upon which it is based spdcalIy as it reveals the body of the 

I'nriEvidiral- It a h  recommends action to be taken on the basis of the meaniag of the test 

results. It gives the individual true knowledge about him or herselfthat can become the 

basis for action fix living a better lifk and reducing the risk of ill-health. Having bad the 

truth of his or her natural body explained to him or her, she can then live differently. The 

advantage of individual testing over more general advice about the benefits of physical 

activity and other forms of Hestyle management is that the individual is compelled to fke 

the truth about her& awn body, rather than abstract concepts about bodies in general. 

The Inletpretrrtion and ComseIIing M m d  advises that simply being an "expea" 

on physical hess  and %reachingn to the participant will not be enough: the appraiser 

must engage the participant in a more participatory fashion if she is going to fblIy 

appreciate the message of physical fitness and mod@ M e r  behaviour accordingIy the 

appraiser must also be a ucounseIIor/consultantt" (Canadian Association of Sport 

Sciences I987a, 11) To tbat end the appraiser is encouraged to engage in "Active 

Listening" which is a maeter ofpaying dose attention to what the participant has to say 

d fW, so that her/his feelings and thougfits can be absorbed into the process for 



behavioural change. This is meant to increase the participant's trust in the appraiser and 

the appraisal process. The appraiser should be abIe to connect what the particpant is 

saying about his or her iife to viable options for living a healthier life. "Active listening" 

does not mean that the appraiser accepts any chalIenge to the truth of the test and results. 

Rather7 it presents the appraiser with the challenge of mediating between the truth of the 

test and the experience of the participant, and helping the participant adjust to that tmth 

as best she cae With "active listeningn the appraiser tries to be sympathetic to the 

feelings of the participant in the Elce of the truth that has just been revealed about hismer 

body and prospects for a hdthy Life in the future. To that end there is considerable 

emphasis on findins out what physicd activities the participant likes to do so that the 

appraiser can help him or her choose activides that will improve those parameters of 

fitness that the test has revded are in most need of work The importance of this is 

emphasized in the "Seven Step Model" in which five of the steps are geared to responding 

to the participant's stated needs (building rapport, establishing lifestyle goals, discussing 

activity preferences and interests, matching preferences and interests, and designing a 

program), The reasons for this are obvious: ifthe participant is goins to accept the 

results of the test and Live life in the light of it, on a 'voluntary7 basis, they need to 

appropriate its meaning into their own sense of themselves. "Active listening" on the part 

of the appraiser gives the participant the perception that they are actively invohd m the 

hermeneutic discourse on their body in the test and ensuing exercise progmme: the 

participant is going to make choices for his or her own reasons. The appraiser attempts to 

suggest as many a physical activities as possiile so that the participant fkeIs Sme 



malting choices (See Westyle InfoRnafion Tools" in appendix 5). The participant is 

also given the opponunity to think more 'deeply' about their "lifestyle needs" (such as 

being in a group, being independent, being t h d v e s  (Canadian Association of Sport 

Sciences 1987a, 45) and rationally consider which adhities would "most probably satis@ 

those needs." The appraiser, on the basis of h e r .  expertise then helps the participant 

decide whether the activity will meet the fitness goals in the light of the results of the 

fitness test. I 
Another rational appeal inv01ves the ETTT Principle of aerobic exercise prescription If 

the participant is going to be effective in improving aerobic fitness she needs to 

opaatiodhe him or herself according to the FITT (frequency, intensity, type and time) 

principle: frequently enough, at the appropriate intensity, for a sufficient amount of time, 

doing an appropriate type of activity. The participant's desire to engage ia an aaivity is 

subordinated to a rational dadation regarding how wd the activity wiU llfin the needs 

of the principIe. The FITT principle also makes it dear to the participant the level of 

personal commitma that will be eecesary to living the new life. The participaat is given 

a number ofguides to ensure that she is engaging in the activity with dcient exertiox 

(i) an aerobic waIk/jog pfescrrfeSCrrption that suggests how fkr they must walk m I5 mimrtes m 

order to achieve the necessary imepsity, Target Heart Rate Zone for the participant is 

taught how to palpate the pulse and calculate whether she has brought the heat rate into 

training zone appropriate for herh age (neither too low an intensity such that traiping 

wiII not occur, nor too high such that there is risk of injury), (iii) Heart Rase Graph which 

indicates the amount ofthne one is to spend at diffkmt intensities, and Cw) the Borg Scale 



which allows one to approximate heart rate according to perceived exertioam ( See 

A sense of rational choice is emphasized in the dietary counseling aspect of the test 

as weIL It is usual for h e s s  testing facilities to have literature on "healthy eating." At the 

Uniwrsity of Toronto participants are given a number of publications that e m p h  

rational choice as the madus operandum for eating: FowlSmarts: Chodnirg Food fhr 

Heal* Living published by the Ontario Ministry of Health (Health and W e k e  Canada 

19%5), Fiber Fads pubIished by Kellogg's (KeIIogg's 1985)," HeaIthy Weights: A Nou 

Way of h h g  at Y m  Weight cmdHeuM (Ontario Ministry of Health I994), and a 

caIcuIator pubIished by the Canadian Heart and Stroke Foundation, d e d  the "Fitness 

WheeI" which tells how much fat, and fire are in a vast array of foods, the number of 

dories it takes to use up each of those foods and the amount of time it takes wa[king 

swirmning, jump-mg rope, or cycling to work off the energy in those fbods. (For 

example: ten potato chips require 22 minutes of walking to burn off their 108 calories, an 

orange takes only 13 minutes). 

'P There is currently considerable debate regarding what constitutes a suitable Ievel of 

exertion. See: (Blair 1995; PoIIock, Feigenbaum, and Brechue 1995). But these 

debates do not prechde the importance of a rational and calculated approach to training. 

" m e  the CSTF as it is administered at the DAR is mostly fiee of commercial 

kterfkmce,' the use of this pubication by Kello&s - a decidedly commercial 

enterprise - should be noted. 



While the CSTF deals primady with the appraisal of physical fitness and exercise 

prescription and rudimentary advice on diet, it also contextualizes these elements of 

lifeseyle management in a larger rational picture a properly organized life: 

Although closely related , physical fitness (and physical activity) is just one 
component, albeit an important one, of optimal heah or well-being. It is one of a 
mmlber of positive lifestyle behaviours which conm'bute to wd-being. This is 
something the fitness appraiser must keep in mmd d h g  the appraisal and counsehg 
process. An enthusiasm for physical activity must be balanced with the knowledge 
that other lifestyle changes a participant might make could have an equal or greater 
effect on their health- (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences 1987% 8) 

To that end the participant answers a lifestyle "Lifestyle Questionnairen which ask 

questions stbout sleeping and the use of alcohol and tobacco (See Appendix 7). 

Participants may be encouraged to consider more M y  other aspects of their way of We by 

completing, for instance, the Computerized LiiestyIe Questionnaire (CLA), which like the 

CSTF tries to d y z e  and cbaoge individual lives rationally 2ccording to the authority of 

scientific knowledge. The following is a brief overview of the CLA 

The programme is very easy to follow, giving specific directions along the way on how to 

proceed. It begins with a welcome screen and a fiiendy invitation for the participant to 

do the questionnaire "together" with the computer . The participant answers multipIe- 

choice questions by keying in numbers. If she does not waut to m e r  a question slhe 

has the option of decIinhg to do so. The participant answers a series of questions iu each 

arean and is given immediate "feedback" on the accepmbility of their IifestyIe; 

the "feedback" rates the Westyle area as "exceIient, good, fZr, and try to or 

"low risk, moderate risk, caution, and potentidy hazardous," Before the "feedback" is 

given, there is a question about the degree to which a pard& area is a concern for the 



participant: "major conern, minor concern, no concern at d." The d o n  section 

asks questions about what types of foods the participant eats and their habits in eating 

snacks, salting their food and so on The caffeine d o n  asks about quantity and 

streagth of coffee, tea and colas dnmk The physical activity section asks questions about 

physical limitatom to engaging in exercise, kxpency, md g e n d  daily activity l e d  

The weight questiowaire determines the Body Mass Index, and whether the person is 

"eatiag disordered". The sleep section inquires about quantity and quality of deep. The 

relationship query asks about marital status, presence and closeness of fiendships, 

religious practices, membership in sociaVpoliticaVsemice organizations. A simtlar 

questionnaire asks about family relationships: sense of fair treatment, ease of 

conmtunidon, and personal fieedom within the family. There is a series of questions 

about physical and sexual abuse: fiquenq, presence of arppon The questions on 

tobacco use d d  with cigarette smoking: number smoked per day, for how many years, 

what time of the day. The alcohol section asks questions about quantity of drinking, 

firenuency, &effect on social life and ifthe answers to the b t  questions lead the 

programme to the coacIusion that there is a problem with drinking it goes on to ask more 

questions about the &eas of the drinking on the pardcipm's physical, psychofogid, 

working and social lif&cpestions such as " Do you get physically sick because of your 

drink@?" "Have there been -or arguments in your M y  because of your drinldrrg?" 

"IEave you been in trouble with the law because of your drinking?". Those are questions 

from the u A I ~ h o l  Dependence ScaIe. (ADS)" There is a series of cpestions on %on- 

medid use of drugsrr It asks about "abusen of prescription drugs and illegal d r u e  there 



are questions about frequency, intensity, methods of taking dntgs. Ifthe programme 

determines ther is a problem with drug abuse, it initiates the Drug Abuse Screening Test 

(DAST) which asks questions about the impact of drug use on the life of the participant- 

these are sin& to the more "advanced" questions on alcohol (ADS). The questions on 

medical and dentaI care concern frecluency of visits to doctor and dentist, fkqxency of 

blood pressure checks, teeth brushing and flossing, use of sun screen. The motor vehicle 

questiom are about use of seat belts, exceeding speeding Limit$ and wearing a bicyde 

helmet, The qyestions on sexual activity f a ~ s  on sexual intercourse, which the 

p m ~ e  defines as: "having vaginaf hercourse," "having ord-genitat sex," and 

''having aaal intercourse." It asks questions about condom use, knowledge of partner's 

sacual history, kquency of sexual intercourse, number of partners in the last year, and 

use of intravenous drugs. The questions on work and leisure focus on satisfaction, stress 

and the balance between work and leisure. The questions on mental health are directed at 

levels of happiness, depression, calm, energy- 

Fonowing the yestiom, the pmgramme offers a "Lifestyle Summary" which 
indicates with bar graphs the r d t s  ofthe qyestiormke in tenas of "Westyle risk?, 
"lifestyle concem" and "lifestyle strength". These are explained as folIows: 

LIFESTYLE RISK - You should take immediate action to improve this lifestyre 
area 

LEESTYLE STRENGTH - E x d e n t  Keep up the good work in this lifestye 
ma! 

Each "lifkstyle d is rated and it is shown whether the participant considem the area to 

be a concem The participant can then fequest a prim-out of the assessment (See 



Appeadix 4). The pciat-out repruduces the "Iifestyle des" fiom the find screens, 

The summaries are f ~ n o ~ e d  by two pages entitled "What next?" which Iists various 

sources for "hther information, assistance andor couflseling." That is followed by six to 

titteen pages entitled "Your Lifestyle Report". The more "risky" one's lifestyle, the more 

pages of text are provided. 

The "Lifestyle Report" begins with a cautionary note saying that while considerabIe care 

has been taking in making the report complete and accurate, individual idiosyncrasies may 

not be accounted for. If the participant has any con- or doubts, they are told 'Yo be 

sure to consult a health professional" The Lifestyle Report reiterates the health status 

for each "lifestyle area." These ratings range fiom "excellent," to "good," to %k," to 

"caution" to *hazardn Following each judgment there is a prose passage that connects 

what the person has admitted about their way of life with the CLA's advice on how to live 

heaIWy. For instance: if someone says they are consuming one serving per day of milk 

products, their heaIth status is judged to be %if and the foIIowing advice is given: 

Good start; you're on the right track, but you should add at least one more serving to 

your diet every day. Thrwghout adulthood, our bodies need two servings ddy of 

the calcium, vitamins and protein found in milk products to maintain strong teeth, 

bones and musctes. 

Areas that are deemed "exdeat" give validation for that status and encouragement to 

continue hiq the same way, So for instance if one is fairly physically active both in 

terms of fkquency and intensity then the CLA classifies one's status as "exdem" and 

offers the foIIowing encorrraging words: -By exercising 3 or more times a week for 15- 



20 miuutes you are helping maintain your physical and memd health. Keep up the good 

Encouraging words are offered where the participant is assessed as living a "good" 

lifestyle. For example, someone who reports a harmonious family setting m which there 

are occaisional difficulties will be rated in the lifestyle area called Thrdy fimctioning" 

(which in the "Lifestyle S w  is Caned "hily interactions") as "good," with the 

fbnowing encouraging words: "Your W y  is a source of strength Like ail tkmrlies, 

there are some weaknesses, but on the whole your M y  promotes heaIthy functioning tbr 

its members." Interestingly, someone who is not living with a "fBmiy mead&, d e h d  as 

"a spouse, common law partner, child, parent, or other reIativen is given no assessment 

qarding their family function Presumably, familid i n t d o n  has a bearing on health 

only where there is co-habiion. A '%'air" rating encourages the participant, to continue 

doing what is "right" and stresses that it would not be very difficult to bring one's Iife into 

line. This example is taken fiom the fruit and vegetable area of the nutrition sectio11: 

You are eating three of four servings of fiuit and vegetables a day. Good start! You 
are on the right track, but throughout adulthood, you body needs the vitamins and 
m i n d  in 5- 10 servings of fiuits and vegetables daiIy to ensure beaIthy tissue and 
skin Just increase your current daily vegetable by one or two serving (sic), and you'll 
be getting enough of these vaIuab1e foods . The f'nrits and vegetabIes you eat caa be 
h h ,  fiozen, canned or in the form ofjuice. Remember to indude dark green and 
omge vegetables, and orange fhit daily. 

An 8SSeSSment of "caution" admonishes the participant to change M e r  behaviour and 

offers only partial encouragement for the present way of Iife. For example, in nutrition, 

under meat and meat alternatives status the foIlowing is M e n  following the caution 



You are eating four or more servings a day ofmeat or meat alternatives. It is 
important to recognize the need for the protein, iron, and vitandns found in these 
products, but remember-the best diet is a balanced diet You may be having too 
many servings fiom this food group, at the expense of other groups. 

Fmany, one who is assessed as living a lifestyle areas hazardousiy is told firmly that it is 

bad for them and that they should do something about it. For example, someone reporting 

the following amount of drinkkg in a month: 15 days of no drinks, 1-2 drinks on 4 days, 

3-4 drinks on 5 days, 5-8 drhks on 4 days and not drinkiag 9 or more drinks on any day is 

assessed as living hazardoudy and Qiven the following advice: "The amount of alcohol 

you reported consuming on heavy drinking days (i-e. when you have had 5 or more drinks) 

is approaching a lwei where there is increasing risk of accidental injury, health, and social 

problems." This is foIIowed by the AIcohol Dependence (ADS) Interpretation Guide, 

wbicb suggests that the participant undergo briefcounseiing. "Recommendations for a 

Healthy Lifestylen follow: 

1. You should discuss any personal concerns or questions that you have about 
alcohol with your doctor. 

2. Research has shown that having 4 or more drinks a day for men can be 
hazardous to your health. 

3. One or two drinks per day has generally been found to be safe. 

Keep your drink& within a safe Ievef ! 

Wrth the CLA, much Iike the CSTF, the participant is expected to defer to the authority of 

the test and the science that lies behind i t  Respecting that authority, the participant 

shouId follow its reasow and modify Iife acco&.@y. Where that could prove dillicult 

to accomplish, the participant should "be sure to consult a health professional" 

Acknowiedgirtg that giving assent to a rational programme for We is one thing and 



following it through is another, the CSTF appraiser (a "health professional") off= the 

partidpant disciplinary strategieses 

DkQJlin~' 

Having been apprised of the biological truth of their bodies and given rational 

approaches to chaagiug that rmth so that they can be more fit, participants are offered a 

wries of nine 'Lbehaviour reidorcement tools" which are intended to help the participant 

exercise some discipline over their lives so that they will not deviate fiom their chosen 

path. The CSTF counseling protocol directs the appraiser to help the participant fill out 

the forms and thus formaiize goals, strategies, and monitoring techniques. These tods 

are: 

I.  
2. 
3, 
4. 

5 * 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Action-Plan Worksheet 
Body Weight Record Chart 
The W5 Diary for the Weight Conscious 
Determining the Aerobic Walk-Jog Prescription 
Target Heart Rate Zone 
Heart Rate Graph 
Bog Scale 
Fiiess Profile 
selfcontract 
Decision Balance Sheet 
Progresschan 

The "Action Plan Worksheet" is a ratiod management tool that sets out the 

goals, action plans, and methods of appraisal that will be used to implement the new life. 

(See Appendk 10) Reminded that dhe wiU be reappraised m the hmre, the participant is 

enamaged to adhere to the propmme so not to be found ffig to llfin the promise 



made to h i m m d a n d  the bess appraiser to live the new life. The "Body Weight 

Record Chert" atlows one to plot changes (or lack thereof) in weight relative to gozlls set: 

it also sets a regimen for weighing oneself so that one does not have the opportunity to 

avoid the truth - the point being that regular monitoring and inscription wiU compel one 

not to deviate fron one's established goals. The "Self-Comct", witnessed by the 

appraiser, seals the deaL The "W5 Diary for the Weight Cooscious" giws the participant 

the opportunity to reflect on their eating habits, confess them m writing, and strategize m 

writing to m i d  eating that way in the firture. Hean rate monitoring, like regular 

weighing, keeps the participant fiom avoiding the rruth, in this case sufficient intensity 

during exercise. To encourage one to strive to be better than the rest, the Profile'' 

snows one to compare oneselfto the rest of the Canadian population of the same age and 

gender. The "Physical Activity Program Decision Bdance Sheet" gives the participant 

the opportunity to strategies in writing against the possibility of Mure; the participant is 

eacouraged to keep the balance sheet prominently displayed so she am remind 

hidherselfboth of h e r b  commitment to change, knowledge of possible Fdilures and 

strategies for dealing with such eventualities. The CSTF recommmds that one share the 

b c e  &a with siguificant others who could help one stay the courseurSem The fbd 

disciplinary hedp gives is the "Propss Chart" in which the partidpant can write an ovaall 

report card for him or herself 

This is the oonly reference the CSTF makes at any point to anyone beyond the 

mdividd undergoing the test - emphashiag the individuaIist (heaftbist) nature ofthe 

test 



With these disciplinary tools one is able to emerge fiom the fitness test, howing 

the truth of o n e  not only physically, but also behaviorally, having considered what the 

firture codd hold, and how one is going to deal with it by disciplining one's behaviour. 

In summary, the natural reading of the CSTF reads the body as an individual 

biological entity--revealed under the authority of established science authorized by the 

Government of Canada - that can limit or enhance a person's he& depending upon how 

responsibly the individuaI treats it by exercising reguIarIy according to the FITT principle, 

eating cocrectIy, monitoring weight and fitness levels while correctly managing other 

elements of He such as dicient sleep, alcohol consumption and not smoking (Canadian 

Association of Sport Sciences 1987% 7). It is an entirely individualist project that depends 

upon rationat and disciplined control of the body, its fitnctions, its desires, its use of time, 

its sense of its& pIace in the world, its hopes and fears for the h e .  This natlrral 

reading admits no politics, neither in the scientific knowIedge of the body, nor in the 

ensuing organization of its He. The fitness test simply shows the truth of the body and 

counsehg directs its firture according to the truth: it is up to the individual to change 

behaviour and h e  the new life or suffer the natural consequences of his or her 

irrationality and Iack of self-discipline. 



43.1 MRODUCTION 
I began this chapter by saying that the science of FBPE in the CSTF is apdcalP 

textual a b ' m .  The natural readins views the discourse as dmply describing and 

improving "fimcti0na.I capacity," which can create a better, healthier life. Thus the texts 

are read ody in so far as they contribute to this functional project: increasing physical 

fitness for health, In the aatural reading thefidonality lies h the effectivena ofthe 

CSTF in mrPrimiring the body's potential physical h e s s  and thus health. The CSTF 

defines fitness "in an applied sease...as 'a set of attributes of fimctioaal capacity that are 

related to the abiIity to pertbnn physical activityctivity' These 2btniutes are the spedfic 

components of fitness: body composition, aerobic hess, muscular strength, ffaibility, 

and xrmcuk endursmce" (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences 1987% 9) By 

manifesting fimction, physical fitness contributes to "optimal he dth... wehess and wen- 

being" which can be defined as "a positive, dynamic state of wd-being whereby an 

individual, through a sense of se&respons%ility, is continuously moving towards his or her 

potential for opt'rmal fimctionitlg." (Canadian Associadon of Sport Sciences 1987% 8). 

The &r&d@ is of concern ia so fhr as the texts effectively describe and direct fimction 



towards i n d  capacity-this involves maxhkhg accuracy within the limaations of 

the test and ensuring consistency with the background texts of scientific research Hence, 

the test is conducted with great technical care to ensure that the text produced win 

descni as acamely as possible the 'reality' of the body being tested. And there is a 

substantial background of academic literature that justifies the science of the test In the 

Paaaal reading discwse is of a concern in so fiu as the CSTF is successll in motivatiag 

those who undergo it to live life according to the needs of i n d  fimctioning. as 

d&ed by the CSTF. 

In contrast to the natural reading, a deconstructive reading does not accept the 

sciensiticdly-bas& testing of the body as a socially innocent act of repmamion and 

hdpll  guidance ia the care of the natural biological body. Indeed, deconstruction, is "a 

critical anaIyticaI procedure which attempts to explain the cuinaal d@cance of texts by 

showing their social and political construction" @. 100, above). The foIIowing 

decoastruction b ~ g s  together the politid philosophy of scientitic textua&y and the 

theory of the body I developed earlier. In short, it analyzes the opedons of the texts of 

the CSTF in the producdon ofthe body in the play of puissance and powoir. 

The fitness test provokes the body to appear in a certain way, then represents that 

8ppest~aace in process of inscription and caIEulatiotiop; interprets that appearance; and 

prescribes a way of life based on that appearance. My question is: what kind of body, 

what hiad of desire, is made to appear in the process of provocation, inscription, 

d-09 interpretation and prescription? How is desire governed in this textual 

process? The explicit lesson of the test is that the body has physiological fimctions that 



are m d l e  and can be improved by a disciplined regimen of exercise in tandem with 

other ~ o n s  of the way of life such as diet and abstaining ftom the use of drugs. 

The implicit Lesson is that there is a 'right' way to understand, indeed produce the body, to 

experience desire, and this production is the governing production of powoir, the 

resourcing of puissance. Here lies the danser of which Heidegger speaks: failure to 

appnciate our essence, which I have argued is the loss of appreciation for the freedom of 

puissance, as it it is appropriated by powoir. 

At the 0- let me say what I am not saying: I am not saying that physical 

activity, choice of dietary and other disciplines are inherently bad It probably is true that 

regular, disciplined physical activity and moderation in the expression of one's desire can 

increase the fimctional capacity of the human "organism" As I said in the introduction, 

my critique is analagous to the critical sociology of sport. One caa engage in a sport, 

and gain skiIIs that help one become successfiul in playing the game; but ieamiPg a sport is 

never a purely technical matter. (Bain 1990; BirreII and CoIe 1994; Cahn 1994; Calm 

1994b; Coakley 1990; ConneIf 1987; C O M ~  1990; Dewar 1990; Duncan 1994; hmaing 

1994; Duquin 1984; Greendo* 1983; Hall 1985; HaIl1993; HaII 19%; Kidd 1987; Kidd 

1995; LensIqj 1986; L m  1990; 1992a; h&yj  199%; Ledqi  1994b; 

Ledgj 1995; Messner 1992; Messner and Sabo 1990; Messner and Sabo 1994; Ronger 

1% Pronger 1990~; Sabo and Gordon 1995; Sabo and M o l a  1980; Theberge 1994; 

Whitson 1984; Whitson 1990; Whmon 1994) For when one is learnins the technical skius 

of a sport ow am at the same time in the same setting - depeadips on how tbe sport 



culture is smcmsLleara, internalize and operationalize cultural discourses, such as 

class, race, gender and sexuality. In that non uncommon sinration, sport becomes much 

more than a simple game of physical skill; it is an institutionalized indoctrination in how to 

live a classist, racist, sexkt and homophobic life. As it is ofien said in the history and 

sociology ofsport: sport is not just a game. In a simiIar vein, I will undertake to show 

that fitness testing is not just a simple matter of andyzing the body and suggesting 

strategies for improved physiological function. The following adysk attempts to reveaI 

the fun cuIturai implication of what the science of fitness testing teaches. There is much 

more to it than improved physio1ogica.I function which the science ofphysical fitness, as 

dissemiaated in the CSTF, takes to it.. The problem, then, is not with physical activity per 

se, but the paradigmatk approach to it  

1 am not ar@s that the knowledge of the body produced in the CSTF is fi. 

Indeed, within its paradip, it produces knowledge that is pragmatidy probabIy true: 

when the body is dealt with in accordance with the paradigm, trained appropriately fbr 

instance, there probabIy is increased cardiovascular function. As Rouse (1987) and 

Bazennan (1988) both point out, the pragmatic tnrth of modern science lies m the fact that 

it works But the deconstructive question here is what is the political nature of this 

tmth? Whas does it mean for the body to work according to the exercise science 

paradigm? What do tbe texts of the CSTF say about the body and how it should go about 

being, how it should move, how should desire be expressed? How do these texts "make 

up the w 



I am not entering into debates within the scientitic paradigm of the CSTF. 

Debates, fbr example, regarding : the intensity at which one should engage in aerobic 

slctivity in order to have a significant training effect; the accuracy of sum of skinfolds 

testing in predicting fat content, the accuracy of the step test as a predictor of VOz Max-, 

the suitability of hsmd grip strength as an indicator of overdl strength. and so on Within 

the accepted paradip, these are interesting questions that have been pursued extensively 

within the Iiterature and there is considerable schoMy debates in each of these d u t  

they operate within the political philosophy of the body and science that I am about to 

critique. I am moving outside that paradigm in order to see what titness testing does to 

the bodyjdesire, precisely because of its paradigm This analytical manme,  therefore, 

brackets questions that emerge wifhin the paradigm. 

Latour studied the production of scientific knowledge in the laboratory. He 

focussed on the way that SCienSc knowledge is made in the production of texts and how 

tbat production is a social enterprise. (Latour and Woolw 1986) My analysis rrdrrors 

Latour's m so fir as it also looks at the construction of scientific fkts about the body as a 

social phenomenon that takes place in the productioa of texts . But whereas research 

science produces texts about reality m general-, hess  tesdng produces texts about 

inrliviriirrJ bodies on the basis of the general knowIedge that has been constructed m the 

laboratory . As Rouse bas shown, laboratory Iife is reproduced outside the laboratory m 

the everyday worId: 

Dedopments become dissemirmted into the worfd outside the laboratory by 
sm&g&hg scientific techniques and e m e m  and by adjusting aonsci&c 
practices and situations to make them amenable to the empIoyment of s c i d c  



materials aad pcs~ctices. 
the sense that it reflects 
eqyipment they employ, 

The result is that the worid is incr&gIy a made worid, in 
the systematic extension of.. teebid capacities, the 
and the phenomena they make manifest, (Rouse 1987, 21 1). 

In the foUowing I will attempt to show how the socially constntcted world of the 

exercise xiace laboratory is dissemiaated in everyday life throughout the CSTF. I wiIl 

also attempt to show the cultural meaning of the body that is being constructed and 

disseminated in the texts of the fitness test. This then, is an account of the way that 

exercise science through physid fitness testing "makes up people" (Hacking 1992). 

In the nanual rerrning, fitness testing is properiy understood fiom the top down, as 

I said earlier, fiom the authority of institutional policy, to the scholarly scientific 

consensus about physical fitness to the implementation of  policy and scholarship in the 

analysis ofthe bodies, lives, indeed desires of individuals. On the other hand, a 

deconstructive r e a d h e w n  fiom Foucault's insight that power is diffiw, estabWg 

governments of the body at the level of the individuai-reads fitness testing fkom the 

bottom up, searching for the production of power at the level of the individuaI. Because 

fitness testing is a textual discourse, my decomction of it win search for the traces of 

power production in the texts which the ten produces on the body of the participm This 

is a matter of revealing the traces of wider s o c i O - C U I ~  discourses of power as they an 

d m  m the production oftexts through the various elements of the fitness test 

( d o n ,  imerpretatr*on and counseling or presaiption). In physical fitness testing 

there is a p o w d  convergence of texts appIied to the life, the body, the desires of the 

pason tested. For this reason it is appropriate to conceive of the participant in the test as 

a reader of tats. Indeed reading is the actual mode of participation m the test And 



learning to read the body in a certain way is the desired effect. By reading the body this 

way the participant-reader is supposed to start to produce the body a certain way. 

In the natural reading of fitness testing the discunive textuality of the test 

disappears in the assumption that the test is simply showing objective facts about the 

body- Ba~ermaa points out that "one p d k  aspect ofthe accomplishment of scientific 

discourse is that it appears to hide its&. to write science is commonly thought not to 

write at aU"(1988 14). Bazermito and Latour have both shown how research science is 

centrally a matter of writing, and I argued in the theory of science (above) how that 

writing ixwolves the production of knowledge and reality dong hegemonic lines, a 

production which hides its governmental nature under the guise of objective 

repmentation. I will now endeavor to show how the CSTF is indeed a matter ofreading 

and writing the body/desire as one strategy within a much larger poIiticaI process that 

produces a technological governance of the body. 

My dyb:cal  plan is to deconstruct the confluence of texts that are written ad 

read m the CSTF m the process of governing desire. I win do this by d y i n g  the 

production and imrocation oftexts in each of the three eIements of the test: ewmination 

(performance and appraisal of tasks)* interpretation, and prescription (counsding). 

The test addresses the body's puissance. It is fundamentally concerned with the 

body's capacity to to move. to be, to come to presence. Indeed it is concerned with 

the body's essence: how does it come to presence; how its puissance can be governed, 

brought to presence not in the wilderness of p k c e  that Deleuze and Guattsri call the 

nonlhnitive BwO, but as rationdy* kstrumentany organited and controff ed by pouvoir. 



The test sets about its task in three stages: (i) bringing the body to presence in a manner 

that is consistent with its proper resourcing and control as that resourcing and control has 

been developed m the paradigms of exercise science-performing disciplined tasks which 

are then measured, i-e., the examinaton; (ii) convincing the participant-& that the way 

it bas been brought to presence in the examination t& the truth of the body and of the 

need to change its essence, so that it will come to presence in the future properly governed 

- this is the hermeneutic rhetoric of the interpretation; and (iii writing a script for 

o p e r a t i o ~ g  the government of the body in the f h r e  (prescription). All of this is 

accomplished by the production of authoritative scientific texts on the body, teaching the 

participant reader the essentials of the language of these texts and convincing them to start 

writing their lives with this governins language. In short , the government of the 

laborsttory moves into the government of day to day life by the production of 

authoritative texts on the best way for desire to express itsel£ 

The CSTF is constructed in a five-fold order of texts which I will call (i) 

interactive texts, ( i i  procedural texts, (iii.3 direct reference texts, (iv) regressive reference 

texts, and (v) shadow texts, Together these form a discourse on the body that is read by 

the appraiser and the appraised through the three dements of the rest, with the explicit 

intention that the appraised wiII read his or her body in accordance with that discourse and 

wiIl go forth b r n  the 5 e s s  test Iiving according to the interpretive huework and 

prescription for the fithne. 

The first order of texts, which I call interactive, are texts that are produced m the 

conduct of the CSTF. They include the procedures, performance of tasks, inscriptions 



or data entry* computer printouts, "bebaviour reiorcement tools" (Canadian AssociaSion 

of Sport Suences 1987a) and other printed inspirational pamphlets (for example some tbat 

are regulary given at the University of Toroato's Department of Athletics and Recreation 

fitness tests: Heuilfhy Weighr: A New Wby of Looking at Y w  Weght and He& 

( M o  M i  of Healh 1994), Food hmtc Choostitg Food for Health Living 

(Oatario MiPissry of Health 1994), The Fitness W3ieeI (Heart ad.) and Fibre F e  

Kenogg'q 1985), "The Ffi Princip1e"(Mah, Stewart, and Bradshaw 1984))These are 

texts that are meant to actualize the science of physical fitness in the lives of individual 

people. The procedures t h d v e s  are texts because they treat the body as an object that 

can be measured, calcuIated, which is to say, read. Indeed, in the procedures the body is 

compeIIed to move in very precise ways so that it can be read h the language of the 

science ofphydcal fitness. The first order of texts is dmc in as much as the t w ~  are 

l i t d y  produced in the interactions between the tested, the tester* the testing pmtocoIs, 

d t s  reporting and exercise prescription. I call these first order texts because they 

hwe the important fimction ofaying to make life cooform to the wodd which "hi- 

order texts make. Shdady, they are tint order in the sense that they are the fiont line 

texts that attempt to dinemioate the realiry and knowledge of the laboratory into the rest 

of the world Being interventions into the lives of people, they are o f  the ht order m 

that they attempt to actuaily make peopIe up, giviog them a cabin kind knowledge of the 

body and attempting to motivate them to move, to produce their desires in certain ways. 

The other orders oftexts are background to this textual intervestion 



My analysis of the fim order of texts does not mdude an analysis of readers' 

nspomes to this t d  p d u c t i o r ~  The foaui of this dissertation is the political 

constrtrctioon of the body in the scientific texts of physical fitness, specifidly m the CSTF. 

Analyzing participant's interpretations of those texts is a large research project beyond the 

scope of this dissataton, but one which would be a logid subsequent undertaking. 

The second order of texts are the officid procedural texts of the CSTF: the 

0pera~~'ons Mamral (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences 198%) and the 

Inrerpretation and Cou~tseiing M m a l  (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences 1987a). 

At the University of Toronto's Department of Athletics and Recreation, an Accredited 

Frtaess Appraisal Centre, these procedures are followed fWx€dly. U" 

- -- 

a In order to codinn that the CSTF is conducted in accordance with the directives of 

the Opeations and Cotmselling nmuds, I observed ten tests being conducted at the 

Department of Metics and Recreation at the Univenity of Toronto. 

I also draw on background knowledge from my own experience as a fitness appraiser - I 

have been a Registered Frtness Appraiser, under the auspices of CASS, and have worked 

as an appraiser at the Department of Athletics and Recreation at the Univenay of 

Toronto. 



Third order texts are those that are directly referenced m a scholarly manner in the 

first and second order texts. For instance one of the first order texts Fibre Facts 

(Kdogg's 1985) lists Meen references on the back cover: some of a popular nature e..g 

(Burkitt 1983), and some are institutional reports e.g. (HeaIth and WeEire Canada 

~~~~d others scholarly e.g. (Giisou, Anderson, and Scythes 1983). The procedural 

texts off= refkrence fists totaling together 43 entries: 10 are institutional reports; 27 are 

from medical and exercise physioIogy scholarly jouraals; four are fkom exercise 

physioIogy textbooks, one is a popular book of behavioral science (Davis, Fanning, and 

Md(ay 1983) and one is from a prof&oaal journal (The C d a n  ksmi~nonjor 

PWd &cation and Recreofi*ion Journal). The lntetpre~atibn and 

C'ling MQIIU~ also offers 33 "Suggested Reading[sr for LprofessionaIsn (iie., 

Certified Fttecss Appraisers) and "padcipants." ProfeSSonaIs are advised to read: exercise 

physi010gy texts such as the American College of Sports Medicine's Gui&Iines for 

Erercise T&ng and Prescription (1986), "coumeliag and communications stdlls" 

marmals such as TIae Skilled Helper (Egm 1975), as w d  as Government institutional 

documents on Trtness aad Westyle" such as fitness Ontario's Sti&g W& FIOIPSF 

@'ittness Ontario 1984) which "...provides an update summary of research on adherence 

and practical implications for fitness leaders." (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences 

19- 42, emphasis mine). "Participams" are advised to read books such as 17re 

Aerobics Prqram for Told WeR-Being (Cooper I982), Eabig for the Hedlrh of It A 

New Loakut N M o n  @/kcDonald 1985) or various pamphlets available through 

GoMrrmePt agencies (eg. Partidpaction, fitness Canada), lice inanrmce companies (e-g. 



MetmpoIitaa Lac) , f d  uudktweRs (e-g Kdogg's) or medical asso&ons such as 

the Heart Foundation. The third order of texts gives intellectual and institutional d o *  

to the first two orders. 

The fourth order of texts which I am calling background texts form an infmite 

regression of scientific and institutional texts that surround the fim three orders. There 

are two kinds of fourth order texts. (i) There are texfs that are referenced m third order 

texts and the infinite regession of referencing from there: every scholariy text dted in the 

third order texts refers to more scholarly texts, which in turn ref& to more SCboIarly texts, 

which refier to more scholarly texts, and so on (see my discussion of texttial regression m 

the theory of science, p. 114, above). ( i i  Because scholarty rdeteacing always r e f i  

back in linear h e ,  and because the scholarly context of the test is not ody the past but 

also the present, fourth order texts also include supplementary texts that have been 

recently pubtished and that can iaform the work of appraisers (who may have been 

d e d  after the publication of the 3d edition of the CSTF , 1984 and been informed of 

current research in their trainin-wbich is a policy in the conduct of the National Fitness 

Appraisal Cdcation and Accreditation Program-or who may have continued their 

suppIerneatary reding). The continued use of the CSTF and fitness testing is also 

conducted m the context of more recent research Thus " c o n  docum& such as 

P @ i d  Activity, fibres and HedIh(Boucharci, Shephsud, and Stephens 1992) and other 

recent scientific literature on fitness and health (d of which refer to more texts, that refix 

to more texts..) aIso form part of the idkite regress of texts in the fourth order. 



The only texts included in the first four orders are those with UofficiaP status, ie., 

texts produced uder the authority of credeatkhed science or endorsed by that science. 

The first two orders of texts includes ody those that are part of the CSTF as it is 

sdmim',rtered in a credauialized fitness testins centre, by Certified Fiess Appraisers, 

under the authority of the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, under the authority 

of the Government of Canada The third order of texts are those that are 'legithately' 

refbend in the first two orders under that authority. This is not to say that all the texts 

are scholarly science; they are, however, made part of the order by virtue of the combined 

authority of the scientific and inmtutionaf reaims of discourse. Within the discourse of 

this fourth order has developed the growing dominance, for instance, of the biophysid 

sciences in university physical education departments, the "technickt tendency" m such 

amicuIa and the profeSSio~on of physical education as a field (see the discussion of 

these developments in the literature review p. 55 above). The hegemony of these fourth 

order texts in the field of physical education contriies to the formation of the fifth order 

of texts, which I caIL shadow texts. What is and is not included in the fourth order is 

important because Govenrment institudonal and scientific t d  discourses are not the 

only ones that come to play in physical fitness testins There are myriad other t d  

discourses that are not included in the insdtutional and scientific canon In the CSTF 

these other discourses languish in the shadow ofthe offid texts- They constitute a vast 

fifth order of texts that I Can shadow texts. Foremost among them is the participant- 

reader's own experience, knowtedge, or narrative on M e r  bodyldesireesire There are also 

ahanativeacooum~ofheahh.bodyand~ess,inf~writing. TherearrdBkmt 



cuhural texts on hdth emanathg out of various trslditions, for example Fust Nations, 

and "Third Worid" There is popular fitness and production of the body expressed in 

magazines, television, film and popular culture in general. There are phenornenologicaI 

discourses on the body. There are criticaI textual discourses on the body, such as queer 

theory and cotrtined philosophy. Nothing of these shadow discouses is to be found 

anywhere in the first four orders of texts. I will argue later that the exclusion of these 

shadow discourses collstitutes a c r u d  element in the rhetoric of the k t  four orders of 

texts in the attempted production of a hegemonic, resourcefirl government of the body- 

but I am getting ahead of myseIf. 

I now turn to  my deconstructive analysis of the order of texts in three elements of 

the CSTF (examinadon, interpretation and prescription). 

The tbree elements of the test d m  two ofRouse's important obsemtions on 

the way science work (i) oawe is provoked to appear paradigmatically in the 

kbmtory, and (ii) there is a "tight couplmg" between the sociocultural organhion of 

the laboratory and 'life on the outsrLde.' The examining procedures provoke the body to 

. . appear according to paradigms used in the exercise science laboratory, thus dissemmahng 

that paradigmtic provocation fiom the research laboratory into the wider commUnay. 

The presaiption attempts to establish the conformity of life outside the laboratory to the 

p d g m s  of the body used in the Iaboratory, and the interpretation attempts to convince 

the part ic ipdder  of the appropriateness of the paradigm for their own lives, thus 

bridging 0 and 0. Together, the three dements attempt to make up people by 

prodPciag firn order texts on the bodies of the participant-readers I wiIl deconstruct 



these elements: examination, interpretation aud p r & P t i ~ ~ m  This is a pcocess in which 

the body is produced and codified in the amhation in a highIy controlled, charmeled and 

limited way. The interpretive element soIidifies the meat@ of the codes that were 

inscribed m the examination, and the prescription projects this codification on to firture 

desire. 

4x2 Ex4umATfON: 
The point of the examidon isto produce texts on the body. It does this severaI 

ways: a formal written "Persod Data Quedonnairen, informal questionbg by the 

appraiser, measrtring (anthropomerry, and aerobic, strength, flexiiility and endurance 

measurements), inputting the measurements into a computer, g e n h g  a printout of the 

d t s  of the appraisal, offeriog other printed materials, constructing a verbal text on the 

padcjpant-teader's body (the verbal discourse between appraiser-reader and parti-- 

reader) and in some cases an invitation to engage in the production of more texts (em& 

undergoing the Computerized Lifkstyie Assessment, or having an individud weight- 

training programme designed). 

This tkst order of texts, which are interactive, are quite d ika t  to other 

hemdons m h a  promotion, such as the pamphlets, posten and advaknmts  of 

Participadion or other &titdona1 iaitiatives, Most of the texts ofhealth p d o n  are 

- 

nPyhite the test is f o d y  arranged in three successive stages, examhion, 

interpretation and prescription, in actuality, the latter two often occur simuhaaeoudy 

withtbesraminatio~~ 



gene& they describe health and bodies in general and they are appIied to the lives of 

individuals by their own initiative and discretion The most important interactive texts of 

the e x a m i ~ i o ~ ~  on the other hand, are highly individualid they are Writfen about the 

participant-reader's own body. This is the power ofthe text working with the individual; 

such individuafidng Foucault says, is one of the hallmarks of modern power (pouvoir). 

Pre-modern power, says Foucault, 

[was] fun of loopholes. It was a discontinuous, rambling, global system with littie hold 
on detail, either exercised over consolidated social groups or else imposing itself only 
by meam of exemplary interventio ns... Power had only a weak capacity for 
'reso~ution' . as one might say in photographic terms, it was iocapab1e of an 
individualiziag admustive analysis of the social body. But the economic changes of 
the eighteenth century made it necessary to ensure the circulation of effects of power 
through progressively her cha~els ,  gainkg access to individuals themselves, to their 
bodies, their gestures and alI their daily actions. (Foucault I980b, 15 1-2) 

The aramination achieves high "resolution" The questionnaire and questioning of the 

appraiser-reader exposes details about the participant-reader3 desire for food, alcohol 

tobacco, drugs, physical activity and interpersonal indmacy - assuming the participant- 

reader teIk the 'truth,' and even ifsbe doem'c these issues of desire have at least been 

raped as issues for the individuall The measuring of the body and its movements achieves 

an wen higher resolution than the questioning because the participant-reader is unahie to 

mediate the textual production by their own interpretation of their lives- The 

AJI the texts produced in the test, accept tbe pamphlets, are individualized I suggest 

that these mdivichakhg texts are the most important to the test because it is they that 

aaUany test the participant-reader- The pamphlets are suppIemed to that task aad 

ere rrsdily availabIe in other setthgs 



measurements are simply taken and the pasticipant-reader has no say in what the 

measmmentsare, 

In me Bkttr of he Clinic (1975) Foucault says that the production of texts on the 

Iives ofhcfividuals was once resented for the great, the pow& and bous .  But with 

the birth of the inscribing practices of modern medicine, wery We could be written about. 

The w o n  of the CSTF inscrries the evetypefson, producing texts that are meant 

to change the nature of their desire, the way they come to presence, to direct their 

essence- And so I turn to the question of the body's essence in the examination. How is 

the power of the body as puissance and powoir produced in the enmination? 

The examination is in no way phenonernenological; it does not d o w  the body to 

passively appear fiom itsefS by virtue of its native power, its puissance. Heidegger 

d&es phenomenology as "to let that which shows itsdf be seen fiom W i n  the very 

way it shows itself f b m  itself" (Hddegger 1927,58), which according to the theory of 

the body I developed earlier, would be letting the body show itseIffiom itselfby virtue of 

the power of its being which is its puissance. The examination does not simply observe 

the body. The examiaation aas upon the body to provoke it to appear according to the 

paradigms of exercise science. The examhation, espeddy in the provdon to perform 

tasks and be measured, reproduces the practical paradigms of the body that are employed 

in the laboratory science of physical bess ;  which is that the body's puissance is 

resourced as pouvoir. Eros, the logos of puissance is estireiy shadowed by the logos of 

tedmoiogy. This technological paradigm becomes operative in a set of biopoliticd 

prac!ices that deaf with the body's powers such that it is pouvoir that shows- These 



practices can be conceptualized as producing the body in ways that express the biopoIiticaI 

dynamics of puissance and pouvok the body as individual and technological. The body 

not produced in these ways is meahgless to exercise science. The examinaton is a 

pais  that renders the body meaningsll ia the technological paradigm of exercise 

science. Ofcourse, exercise science is not alone in this technological treatment of the 

bodyGdeed, as I argued in the theory of the body, this mode is characteristic of the 

embodied power relations of modernity. My task now is to demome precisely how 

the process of aramination in the CSTF techn010gizes the body, operatiodizing the 

power of powoir, ob-g the power of puissance. 

U f  IndiViW 
The puissance of the body is its power to connect, to be co~ected, to make 

connections. Puissant desire: comes to presence in the fieedom to COM- m the 

coIledvity of existence, in the logos of Eros. is to say that the body is made 

rn- m hs ~ ~ e c t e d n e s ~ ,  hs "prepersonal fidd" (see discussion of connectedness 

8nd the prepenonal fidd pp 162). Phydcal activities d y  take place in highly 

wmected ways: some people participate in teams, be it Varsity hockey, swhnmiog. or 

track, a mastas swim dub, or some-such Often the connectedness is looser than highIy 

orgmized team sports: Swimmiag durias a recreational swim period, nmning through 

laban streets, comecting in the intensity ofthe rua with other runners, pedestrians, dogs 

out on walks, streetscapes, moving in the warp and woof of urban Wee Even Mming 

'atone' in the forest, one runs with name, connecting m p o w M  ways with the 

emfifonment. Paddling on a northern lake 'done,' one experiences the imendty ofbekg 

pmt of natun. G o i i  dancing, almost invariably, emails dancing with others in a club or 



at a party. Much of sexual experience invokes making connections. That is the 

Eroticism of puissance. As Massumi says, puissance is "a capacity to multiply 

co~~eztions that may be realized by a given 'body' to varying degrees in different 

~ o I I s . ' ' ( ~ ~ s w I ~  1992, xvh$ The essence of the body is the co~ectedness that the 

movement of being produces, which is the production of the f m d  Mity of presence and 

absence, which DeIeuze and Guattari call the "undifferentiated BwO." 

The examination produces the body in the opposite direction to the co~ect€!dnes~ 

of the puissant moving body. It is not a conective went The body is brought to 

presence in an entirely individual, way. People are removed from their wlIective wodd 

and tested by themselves, in spaces that are separated from the rest of the C O ~ ~ "  

There must not be any aSSiStSUlce Qiwn to the participant reader to accomplish any ofthe 

taskm The appraiser-reader does not do any of the activities of the atamination with the 

" At the University of Toronto, this is especially the aw. The test is conducted inthe 

Athletic Centre, but fir removed from the areas in which physical activity normdy takes 

pface. It occurs in an isolated corner of the fsdhy m which the sport sciences 

laboratories are Iocated. 

While in m z & d  testing the testers and fdow teammates win often cheer the 

participant on - giving at least psychoio@d support to their exdons - m the CSTF 

protocol, psychoIogicaI encouragement is not even given - and while the cegsonhrg for 

that is that thae is a chance that the participant reader will go beyond their physical 

apddity and risk injury, the effect is that they perform the test colnpletdy mdividtdy. 



participant reader, dhe demonstrates how the task is to be performed and then stands back 

and records the results of the individual's performance, emphasizing that it is a body of a 

discoanected, anomic individual that is being examined. The only thing being tested, the 

sole concern of the CSTF is the individuaIized body. 

In this individualizing, the examination reproduces the "aaturalistic* paradigm of 

the biophysicaI sciences of the body which conceptualizes and organizes the body in its 

experiments as an individual organism, which has a socia1 and cultural life that is entirely 

separate tiom its physiology. Individualism is part of the practical paradigm of the 

exercise sciences, a tacit and relatively unreflected agreement on the nature of reality of 

the body (see p. 92, above) that h a b i i y  deals with it as a purely individual biological 

entity. There is no evidence of critical reflection on this paradigm in the h t  four order 

of texts. Such discussion occurs only in the fifth order, shadow, texts - an important 

aspect of the rhetoric ofthe CSTF which I wilI discuss later- Exercise science conducts 

e q e h e n t s  by routinely and thoughtIessly individualidng bodies. It records and adyzes 

physi01ogical parameters as endreIy individual: aerobic capacity, adiposity, weight, fh 

distribution, flexiiility, strength and so on are always studied as individual phenomena 

Even popuIation studies, such as the Canada Fitness Survey, (Canada 1983) i n d i v i m  

the b o d y 4  Canada Fitness Survey used the CSTF to test the fitness of imcticcrl 

Canadians which it then coIlated as a fitness profile of the Canadian populatioe The 

paradigm thus conceptualizes kess as a ptnely individuai phenomeno~ Nothing beyond 

individual bodies is mentioned m any of the first four order of texts, with one exception; 

the Heahh Promodon Iiteranne suggests that the inriividuai needs to be considered as only 



part of a Iarga, holistic phenomeon of health. But no part ofthe CSTF refers ewzn 

obliquely to tbat holistic conception'2g 

Such individualirm is hardly surprising @en that it is characteristic of virtuany all 

modem medical science-a p o h d  construction of the body and health that H&h 

Promotion attempts to countera6 but despite its growing academic status, with respect to 

the CSTF it remains a shadow discourse wbich has no impact wfmtmwm on the CSTF. 

M y  aitique here may make more sense if one considered an alternative vision of exercise 

physiology (a physiology that does not &), in which physiotogicd capacity wdd be 

studied as a colective capacity: the capacity of a M y ,  a group of i?iends, or a rugby 

team to perfom tasks as physioIogical wI~e&s, pooling their intercumwed puissance, 

Instead, exercise science sets up bodies to produce their physioIogical capadties 

completely on their own. Collectivity is not in the paradigm of the body for the exercise 

sciences,. 

In their outtine for the mode1 of physical activity, fitness and health used at the 

I n t d o d  Consensus Symposium (1992) Boucfiard and Shephard (Bouchard and 

Shephard 1992), devote only three scam paragraphs to "Social Environmentff and 

'Physical Enviromnent," which are the onfy non-individualist references m the I055 

page doarment which is purported to presmt the scientific conseasus on physicaI 

aaivity, h e s s  ad heaIth I will discuss this important fbmh order text more 

thoroPghfy in my discussion of rhetoric in the section on interpre!tatioa, bdow. 



The individualism of the examiaation could be d y z e d  as ideological. 

prod- a firlse consc50usness of the bourgeois mdividuaf as the most M c i d  

orpizing prindpIe of human life and deflecting the concern of the partitipam-reader 

away &om the wider political issues that coomtute the potential for fitness and health (see 

my discusion of individudkm in FBPE in the literature review above, pp Vff ). I suggest 

that this individualism is more M y  appreciat as a productive social disciplinary practice. 

From a Fouddian perspective (Foucault 1980b) the d o n  appears to be more 

p o w d  than a disembodied ideology, in the Manrist sense of promulgating the "firlse 

w ~ ~ c s n e d  of the bourgeois indvidual ( L a  1971), with its implicit repressive 

hypothesis. For the examination actually produces the body as an individual 

phmomenon-the examination does not so much repress a "true* co~ousness of the 

participant's dective reality, an essence that is repressed in the e o n ,  but rather 

produces a body that comes to presence as an individualized reality. This is an important 

distinction that Foucault draws between his aaalysis and that of the Mandsts who see 

human nature enslavedlrepressed by the historical processes. Foucauh suggests that we 

are actuany made up in historical processes: "Man [sic] is an animal of experience, he is 

hnrohred, cdmtum, within a process, that by defining a fidd of objects, at the same 

time changes him, deforms him, transforms him and transfigures him as a subject," 

(Foudt 1991,124) The CSTF is designed to be a traosformative went m which the 

panidpant-der is formed m particular ways The body is compeIied to move and 

produce texts indiviwy: all that appears in the examhaions is an individusll body. The 

Manc hhwlfalso makes this point (1959,320). 



ensuing texts that are produced in the interpretive element of the CSTF are produced not 

h m  a '%he wnscioustlesf of the body as individual, but fiom a biopoIitical practice of 

producing the body individually, and creating knowledge on the basis of that individuality., 

as such it is "true", not Ehe consciousness of the body. It is true knowledge of the body 

as i t is sepsrrated out from its puissam co~ectedness and rendered by the power of 

powoir. This point draws on Rouse's synthesis of Heidegger, Kuhn and Foucault: the 

paradigms of are not just theoreb'caVideoIogical- they are practices tbat m u d y  

produce reality- The production of the body in the examination is case in point. A 

paradig (Kuhn) of the body is projected on to it such that other ways of its 

being stre precluded (which is Heidegger's point on the la mdthemma of modern science 

and the confinement of the "world picturen in his essays on modern techaoIo~eidegger 

1938; Heidegger 1954b)) and this prmhws a body disciplined (Foudt) in accordance 

with the practical: imperatives of the paradigm. 

The practice of producing the body individuaIIy in the examination is a highly 

practical boundary project (Hamway 1985) that channels the flow of desire such that it 

appears Iimited to individuatity. The body is physically incapable of wm&g with 

others in the examiaation It is compelled to express its power to move in individual ways, 

in ways that allow the test to inscribe texts about it in accordance with the individualism of 

its paradigm. The collective expression of puissance is negated m the individllalism of 

pouvoir, which d y  binds puissance to the government of bolmdaried indivirhtatism 

All that comes to presence for the test is desire, "dammed up, channened, 

ce&&ed"(Metne and Gtmmi 1983,33) by its imlivi* constructim 



The problem with the modern production of the individual is not simply that the 

cormectedness of desire, the undifferentiated BwO is truncated; differedation is not in 

itseIfa negative enterprise, as long as the social construction of  diffixence remains within 

power of those who are so constructed. This is is one ofthe impulses of postmodem 

fi.mini?;m queer theory and anti-racist thinking: we are constructed in differences which 

we can celebrate, d o r m  and transgress (Bordo 1993b; Butler 1990; Flax 1990; 

Haraway 1985; hooks 1990). The critical issue here is the m y  in which power circulates 

m the production of individuals in the interplay of puissance and powoir. In the case of 

the CSTF, this is a question of whether the textud production of the individual opens 

opoctunitiies for celebration, transformation and transgression, in short fieedom in the 

comction of the body in the play of difference (pouvoir) and unity (puissance), an 

opening of the potential of puissance, or attempts to cir-be, channel, and controI 

desire under the government of pouvoir. The examination produces a text which 

inscribes mdividuaIism as a "mtud' element of the body's pawe, not a sociany 

constructed production of the body. W the research science texts of the third and fourth 

order deal with the body as a naturaIy individual organh-the paradigm is that m nature 

bodies exist individuaUy, phydoiogical hc t ion  is conceptualized and manipulated m 

laboratory experiments as an individual phenomenon There is no opportuPity m the 

examination process for the participant reader to produce a text on his or her body that 

W o r m s  or transgresses that individltalism It can be produced in only one way. This 

fact reproduces the paradigmatic polhicat culture of the exercise science research 

hratory; the power &ations characteristic of the exercise science bratory  between 



the researcher and the researched which is a remarkably simplified relationship of 

dominance and submission in which the object ofstudy must submit entirely to the 

direction, the way of being that is dictated by the researcher, are also operative in the 

nomesearch setting of the CSTF: just as subjects in experiments must submit enWy to 

the established proceedures of the experiment (fa mathema@ such that they are passive 

objects for the expeximental event, so too the pardcipant-reader ofthe CSTF must submit 

to the established proceedwes of the CSTF. An experimental subject in the biomedical 

exercise sciences does not have the fieedom to construct him/herSeIfin transformah or 

m m p s i v e  ways in the experimentd setting likewise ia the "made world" outside the 

m e n t a l  laboratory, the participant-reader of the CSTF m o t  tmndiorm the 

mdividuahd production of the body.*' The examination enforces i n d i v i m g  

disciphe m order to produce a text on the body, it does not celebrate W o n  There is 

ody one way to do the test. The test must be performed according to the paradigmtic 

proceedures as outlined in the CSTF Operananom M m d  or no text can be produced 

The d o n  admits only what is already part of its paradism, its p m d d  way of 

deahg with the body individually. 

The CSTF, and the exercise sciences, of course, an not soIely respodble for 

individualism Giddens (l990), Kirk (1994) and others have argued that individuaIism is 

Quahatbe mearch methodologies do permit, indeed encourage!, active participation 

ofthose whose bodies;/lives are being researched in the coastruction of the research 

project (Cole 1991). Such research methodoIogies, however7 are absent in the third and 

fbusth orda texts of the CSW. They are reflected m the fiflh order shadow  tad^. 



one of the essential features of modernity. Foucault would not disagree. He says that 

what distiPgtlisbes modernity is the way m which power is exercised in the constitution of 

the individual, which he calk the "amtom0-po1tics of the human body"(Foudt 198% 

139). So I tum now to the question of the anatorno-politics of the body in the CSTF's 

d o n  of the individuahi body. 

4AzJ TechPology: 

The e o n  i s  essentially a technological enterprise, transforming intrinsic 

playaJ fkee, limitless, productive desire into usefUI movement and meaning structures. 

The body's 6ee-wheeling capacity to move is extracted in the examitlation process such 

that it can be appraised of its use-value. This is a disciphary practice that controls and 

produces the body such that it produces texts that render it meaningfur in a system of use- 

vaiue. As such it is part of a much wider culturaI discourse, perhaps the pre-eminent 

discourse of modernity, in which the meaning of being is marshaled as a resource. That, 

of course, is the h e r  discourse descnaed by Heidaer, Foucault and Deleuze and 

Gnttai, and summarited in my theory of the body. My task here is to demonstrate how 

this technological discourse is operative in the examination of the CSTF. 

The examination technologizes the body by disciplinary practices that bring it to 

presence so that it can be coded in a henneneutic of usevalues Just as the examinstion 

reqroduces the iadividtnbic paradigm that is operative in the research exercise sciences, 

so to it reproduces the technologid paradigm which is at work in the same. That 

technological paradigm requires that nature (the body) be compelled to appear m such a 

way that it am be d e b  These codes are then taken to represent not only the nature 



that appeared in the experimental process, which is assumed to be a reflection of reality 

outside the experimental setting, but also as a way of ordering nature (the body) in the 

fimne such that it wiU appear (come to presence) in ways that are similar to those in which 

it was produced in the experimental setting." Indeed, this is the sequence of the CSTF: 

(iJ the acsmiaation orders (disciplines) the body so that it can be coded; (ii) the 

interpretation attempts to convince the participant of the propriety of the codes; ( i i  the 

presaiption sets out a programme for the ordering of future life accordhg to the codes. 

I win deconstruct the technoIogy of the examination by first anaIyzbg the 

disciplinary proceedures which make possible the codification of the body. Theq I win 

examine the codes themselves to show how they linguistically orgardze the body in the 

dynamics of puissance and powoir. Rouse (1987,22) makes the important pomt tkat 

acpaimeatal science does not take place in au obsenatory, but in a laboratory. The 

examination of the CSTF follows the laboratory model for producing knowledge: the body 

is not passively observed, it is acted upon, "cMenged"(Heidegger 1954b, 295-6) to 

move in specific ways This power to comm the body to move in specific ways such 

that it can be codified according to the pre-established, paradigmatic, hermeneutic 

structure of the exercise sciences, which Hacking (1982) has d e d  "styles of 

reasotlingQener 1995,12) and which K& caIls "discourse," is the pre-eminent power 

relation of the laboratory (Rouse 1987,224) in that it restricts the coming to presence (the 

essence) of the body to the operative paradigm of the Moratory. In the CSTF, the body 

is not obsemed moving m its own way, in its own time, on its own terms, for its own 

" See my discussion of codes and their reproduction in the theory of the body. 



purposes. It is not a rdective process in the sense of dwelling on the body7s puissance 

as it reveals which is to say in the logos of Eros. In the examination people do not 

move according to their vocation for movement: a m e r  does not nin, a dancer does not 

dance, a swimmer does not swim, a weightlifter does not lift weights, a sex-worker does 

not perform sexually, a mother does not carry her child to the playground and back. 

Instead an participants are compelled to move according to the procedures that win 

produce "standardized'' sips that can be coded in the hermeneutics of the exercise 

sciences In order to produce such signs a disciplinary regime is enforced. The 

production of codes depends upon bodies be@ correctly "inserted" ( F o u d t  198@ 

141) into the codifiying machines of exercise science. 

Bodies are brought into the exercise science research Iaboratory so that meaning 

can be produced. For the purposes of research, bodies come to presence as emitfen of 

s i p s  that can be codified, insaibed and analyzed. As such, the bodies are nothing but 

resources, in the Heideggerian sense, for the production of signs. And as Heidegger points 

out, this is the danger that lurks in Gestell the "enf.ramingf' of human beings as resources, 

an edhmhg that %Iocksn other possibilities for coming to presence (Heidaer 1954b7 

307). The only appearance of the body in exercise science research is what is us& to the 

production of estabIished codes. For instance, an experiment conducted to determine the 

u l d  of work paformance a person caa adequately tolefatem(Jette 1983,403), using the 

Canada Home Frtness Test (the precursor for the Canadian Aerobic Frtness Test) 

coIlected data ody on pulmonary veatiIation, heart rate, and admpometry as they appear 

in gasometers, ECG data computers and tape measures and weigh Scales; no other 



appesuance was part of the experiment or was inscrr'bed in the report; all movement had to 

take place in the precise preestablished manner that is dictated by the data cu11ection 

parameters of the instruments. To be meanin@ to this kind of research, bodies must be 

ordered in such a way that they conform to the hennaeutk system that has been laid out 

in advance (paradigms of quantitative analysis, mechanics, etc., which I wiII describe 

shody). This means that the bodies must conform to the procedures and equipment that 

are used in a laboratory for gathering data or provoking the production of signs. The 

body must become subject to the governing orpiation of the laboratory and its 

henneneutic instruments. In this sense it becomes subject to the govenment of the 

laboratory. This requires rigorous adherence to the technological paradigms of laboratory 

life. 

The CSTF amination reproduces the same technoIogicaI mode of dealing with 

human beings, requiring them to submit entirely to tbe government of the examining 

procedures. No other manner of coming to presence is meanin@ to the exam- 
. . 
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wbich means that the essence of the body for the CSTF lies in its subjection to the 

procedures which can produce signs within its hermenetttic system As Heidegger 

suggests about the ta mathemapt of modern science, only that which is contained in the 

original projection onto a sphere of beings can emerge in a scientific study, (Heidegger 

1962,251) and ody that which is contained m a techno1ogical "world picturen (the 

reestabkhed hermmeutic system) can be seen in the rigors of the CSTF examinaton 

process (Eleidegger t 93 8). 



Such resourcing ofthe body for the production of signs demands the subjection of 

the ImiyIdesire to the government of the laboratory. The body is not free to move in the 

exmidon. It is compelled to move within a hiwy organized structure. In my theory of 

the body I hoked Heidegger's concept of auth: "the essence of truth is fieedom" and 

%eedom lets beings be the beings they are." This truth, I suggested emerges Erotically7 

which is to say in the logos of the M o m  of moving which is the e v d  essence of its 

being, its puissance. The examination, on the other hand, produces not the truth of 

puissance, but of powok it shows human being as it is governed by the CSTF 

procedures. The body is subjected to the governance of powoir by discipfinary 

techniques, the "mechanics of power" aptly d e s c r i i  by F o u d t  m the followmg 

passage on the historical advent ofthat power in the eighteenth ceahuy: 

What was then being formed was a policy of coercions that act upon the body, a 
CalcuIated mauipufation of its elements, its gestures, its behaviour. The human body 
was entering a machinery of power tbat explores it, breaks it down and rearranges it 
A 'political anatomy7 , which was also a 'mechanics of power', was being born; it 
defined how one may have a hold over others' bodies, not only so that they may do as 
one wishes, but so they may operate as ow wishes, with the techniques, the speed and 
the efficiency that one determines. Thus discipline produces subjected and practised 
bodies, 'dodle' bodies. Discipline increases the forces of the body (im economic 
terms of utility) [the increase of powoir] and dimhishes these same forces (im political 
tams of obedience) [the decrease of puissance]. In s h o ~  it dissocisrtes power h m  
the bocty, on the one hand, it nrms it into an 'aptitude', a 'capacity', which it seeks to 
increase [aerobic capacity, flexibility, strength]; on the other hand, it reverses the 
course of the energy, the power that might result ftom it @uissance], and turns it into 
a relation of strict subjecton [powoir]. (Foudt  1979,138) 

This subjecting transformation of the body is accompLished by disciplinary techniques t6at 

bring it to presence in strictly hnited ways. I win now attempt to demonstrate how the 

pwduns of the examiaation are disciplinary in the above sense. The atamination 

makes the body zwailab1e for codificatt*on by ensurins its docility? which is to say its lack of 



resistance, its paucity of pukmt energy to show itseIffmm The body, treated 

oato10gkally as an object, has no power to act &om itseifl to appear phenomenological, m 

its puissance. By an "object" I mean a being (entity) which is dealt with practicallym as a 

thing that is acted upon rather than as a being that acts fiom itself. It is through discipline 

that this ontoIogi~ comportment is enforced. Foucault says: "At the heart of the 

proce&m of discipline, it nmn;fksts the subjection of those who are perceived as objects 

and the objectification ofthose who are subjected" (Foucault 1979,184-5) The true 

power of the examination is its power to produce the seIf-disclosing human subject 

(puissance) as an other-discIosed, which is to say technological object (powoir). 

Disciplinary techniques coerce the body (the non-timitive BwO) into appearing as a 

limited, 0- object. F o u d t  outlines four disciplinary techniques two of which are 

clearly operative in the examination ofthe CSTF and which I will explore presentIy: (i) 

the art of distnibutions, Cii) the control of activity. By these disciplinary techniques, the 

body is set up for its codification, which is to say its movements are limited to those forms 

wbich are amenable to codifid011 The disciplinary techniques of the d o n  reign 

in the joyous, chaotic, Eroticism of the body, they invoke closure on the "gaiety, ecstasy 

-- 

" I stress practicality to distance mysefffiom Heidegger's concept of "abjectness" as a 

theoretical stance of science, which maintab "a pretense - and for Heidegger that is all 

it is - of the ontotogid independence ofthe beings of science- h techn010gy even 

this pretemc vanishes, and man the technologist, EpracticaIly] disposes beings as he 

wills." (Alderman 1978,46) Moreover, I prefer Rouse's reading of Kuhu on the 

practical natute of sci&c paradigms (see my theory of science, p. 9 1, above). 



and dancen of the BwO (Deleuze and Guattari 198% 150) in order to extract d 

sips. The celebration and promulgation of joyous chaos is the antithesis of laborafcny 

life. 

The atamination takes place in highIy structured spatial arrangements. "Discipline 

m analytical spacen (Foucault 1979,143) Here is the "art of distnions": 

enclosure, partitioning, and fbnctiond sites. The disciplined use of space ficihes 

efficieacy for the inspection and supervision of the body, ensuring that the body moves as 

required. The examination space, "the protected place of disciplinary monotony" 

(Foucault 1979,141), is separated off from the rest of Life. In the case of research 

science this is the controIled enclosure of the research laboratory, a place protected fiom 

outside inhrences, a place in which a controkd experiment can take place. In an enclosed 

space the exercise scientist is able to monitor everything that is bappeuing and ensure that 

no movements take place that have not been planned. Likewise in the CSTF, the 

examination takes place in an enclosed setting (at the Univeristy of Toronto it is the fimess 

laboratory). The appraiser must be abIe to monitor every moment of the participant 

reader, who is therefore not permitted to leave the enclosure during the 

the participant-reader I& the endosure she might eat or drink something, or move in 

ways that are not part of the structure ofthe test: for instance, go for a run around the 

block because it feels good to do so. Unsupervised, spontaneous activity could d a n k  

the test results. Kept within the endosure of the testing fhcility, the participant-reader is 

pfevented Erom moving in anytfiing but the required manner. 



"Disciplinary space tends to be divided into as many sections as there are bodies 

or dements to be distriuted" (Foucault 1979,143) The CSTF is h y s  conducted in 

discreet partitioned space. If more than one pason is being tested at a time, there are 

separated testing locations This ensues that only individuals are being tested. "One must 

dirPiaate the effects of imprecise distniutions, the uncontrofled disappearance of 

individuaIs, the d S w  circulation, their Musable aad dangerous coaguIation" (Foucault 

1979,143) The Bcamiaaton also requires that there be a number of fimctiond sites, whose 

use is limited to their ordained fhction: the aerobic testing site, the hip flexion testing site, 

the sit-up site. Beouw the test requires the use of s p d c  equipment specific fimctional 

sites for the operation of that equipment is necessary. The fhctioaaIity of the various sites 

is determined by the measutins/monitoring needs of the equipment. The body is thdore  

restricted to moving according to the bctioaal arrangement of the equipment. The 

participant-der moves &om functioaal site to fimctional site and iaserts hismer body 

into the equipment ofeach site and moves only according to the monitoring &action of 

the eqripment, Ifthe participantantreader moves in my other way, they are comcted and 

iastnrcted to do the movement again c o d y  according to the bction being d d  

The participant-reader is given no choice as to what space she is going to move ia 

The partr-cipant-reader is expected to be completely passive, or as Foucault would say, 

dodle. Every movement that is recorded, which is to say every movement tbat is deemed 

to have produced a meaningful sign, is the product of foflowing the orden of the 

appraiser, who m turn is foIIowhg the procedures of the Opeutzum M i .  No 

si@caut movemeat origbateswiththeparti~ theonly signsthatereinscn&ed are 



those that are emitted by the body as it comes to preseslce as an object. Which means 

that the signs tbat are produced at each stage of the test are signs of the body's objectivity. 

Success in the examination depends on complete compliance with the protocol and the 

correct use of hctional sites. 

The body is compelled to move in precise ways and within very strict structures of 

linear time Foucault calls this disciplinary technique the "control of activity." The CSTF 

examination attempts to reproduce as much as possiiie the degree of control of activity 

that is characteristic of tesearch science. The OperutiomMimural, a a n d  order text, 

delineates preciseIy the direction and timing of the body's movements. This fact is 

attested to in my overview of the procedures in the above section on the natural reading. 

The test of aerobic fitness, for instance, requires that the participant "step to the musicn on 

a strict schedule. The body is compelled to move precisely on a beat of 618 time. The 

tape begins: "Be prepared to step to the music. STEP- STEP - UP! STEP - STEP - 
DOWN! STEP- STEP-UP! STEP- STEP-DOWN! UP-2-3! DOWN-2-3! UP-2 

- 3! DOWN - 2 -3!" It is imperative that the fpt move in a specific sequence, right 

foot first The participant-reader must stop stepping on command, "remain 

motionIessn(Canadian Assochion of Sport Sciences 1987b, 11) and the appraiser-reader 

begins taking the pulse when the tape commands "'COUNT' and continue[s] counting the 

pulse d the first sound of the command word 'STOP'". (I I) Foucault's anaiysis of the 

The upper case letters and exclamation marks are as printed in the 0perlrrion.s 

M d  p.lL 



'Yauporal elaboration the act" as the instantiation of disciplinary power is apt: "A sort of 

8IIBtorno=chronaIo@d schema of bebaviour is d d k d .  The arx is broken down into its 

elemen~s; the position ofthe body, Limbs, articulations is [sic] defiaed; to each rnowment 

are assigned a direction, an apdtude, a duration, their order of succession is presuikd 

Tme pemmctes the body and with it a11 the meticdous controts of power-" (FouC8Uh 

f 979, 152). In the aerobic hess test, organized time completely ~ntrols the body. The 

same is true of the sit-up te* in which the ticking of the metronome determines the 

movement of the body., and when the participant-der can not keep pace with the 

metrot~)me, the test is over. 

The only signs that are emitted in the warninadon procedures are numbers, 

q w a h i v e  signs of the body's ability to pdom tasks that it has been told to perf'onn in 

the manner in which it bas been told to do so. The numbers are produced by insbuments 

which read twenty-four quantities of the body's bemg (stage reached in the aerobic test, 

pulse, blood pressure, grip strength, weight, height, skinfold measurements, girth 

measurements, degree of hip flexion) or by the appraiser reporting the number of 

qetitions of a task The imperative that the body @om in such a way that its being 

can be si@ed by numerid systems is itselfa disciphe: the body's power of expsion 

is limited to its quat%ability in a completely iaflexrbk, pre-established system ofmeaning 

as qymity. No QuaIitative data is recorded m the procedures ofthe d o n l a  'Ibe 

us There is an ongoing conversadon between the appraiser-reader and the participant- 

reader, in which the par t iu rn  provides 00nsiderabIe qualitative vertral irnformation, 

regatding pdkences for d i f f i  kinds of physical m, WisyIlifestyIe' habits and so on 



body's power of expression is saictIy curtailed by its Limitation to twenty-four numerid 

measurements. 

The point here is that the body must be disciplined to move in extremely limited 

ways, under tight time restraints, in endosed and partitioned fimctionaI spaces in order to 

emit limited signs that can be codified in the hermeneutics of the exercise sciences. For 

the bodyldesire to be understood by the system it is compelled to fit the procedures, 

instruments and signing practices of the test. This requires a "channeling" (Deleuze and 

Guattari 1983,33) of the body's capacity to move, of its production of desire- The body is 

forced to appear only in accordance with the original, dictatorial, quantifiabIe, 

objedjhg,  gaze of the originat "projectionn (tu mathemufa) of the test. The nature of 

that projection, I will descriie in a moment This dictatorship over the body and desire is 

commonplace m research laboratories, but criticized only in the non-laboratory research 

methodologies of quaiitative, feminist-insp'ied soda1 sciences. The extension of this 

dictatorial laboratory cuIture into the general population in the procedures of the CSTF 

This information is utilized by the appraiser in the prescriptive dements of the test. But 

nothing of a Qualitative nature effects the d c a t i o n  of the body for the production of 

the resuIts that are produced by the computer and interpreted by the appraiser. I will 

argue m the upcoming on interpretation that the participant-reader's qualitative 

contributions do not in any way the howledge that is produced m the agp&& 

they eEkct ody the strategies which the appraiser will use to comrince the participant- 

d e r  to accept the resuIts and b e  according to the ptescription 



requires a level of submission of "ordinary people" that is characteristic only of modem 

emriromnents that deal with the body in the most authoritarian fkshion, &onmeats such 

as the mititary, prisons, concentration camps, high performance sport mining, Wocy 

assembty lines, or hospital operating roomsul The disciplinary paradigm for deahg 

with the body is one in which the body submits completely and in the minutest detail to the 

authority of the t e n  The examination is a prison that compels the body to emit the signs 

that can emerge as a result of its imprisonment The howledge produced in this test is 

the knowledge of a being as it is rendered docile; it is not the knowledge of the Erotic 

Worn ofthe BwO, ofthe puissance of the moving body. This is a fk imhg ddocility. 

For the body does movein the aerobic test most participants work up a sweat-but the 

movement is entirely dictated by the government of the test. The body's puissance is thus 

"tertitorialized"@eIeuze and Guattari 198%' 154) by powoir m what could be caned the 

power of d d e  movement. This situation exempIifies the ironic do rma t ion  of power 

of which Foucault speaks when he says that discipline "dissociates power from the body, 

on the one hand it turns it into and an 'aptitude', a 'capacity', which it seeks to in- 

on the other and, it reverses the course of energy, the power that might result f?om it, and 

turns it into a rehion of strict subjection" (FoucauIt 1979, 138) 

ns It is true that most who participate m the test do so voI-y and sign consent 

forms. But these forms do not inform the participant of the poltical amre of the test It 

is a similat situation to that of high performance athletes who ostensi'bly have consented 

to their exploitation and control by coaches, s c i d  and the sports estabbhment 



Reviewing my argument so fir, the government ofthe body in the physical 

arrangement of the test is a disciplinary technique that produces the body as a resource 

that emits signs that can be codified. This is how the body is engaged m the research 

laboratory of exercise science. That discipIinary government is exteaded outside the 

research laboratory in the disciplined examination procedures of the CSTF. But these 

physical anangernents are only the beginning of the institution of the disciplinary regime 

of powob in the bodies of those who undergo the test After all, the test takes ody one 

hour and the participant-reader is fiee to leave the physical constraints of the test, to move 

outside the dictatorial spatiaI and temporal arrangements of the test, to return to M o m ,  

to move as she desires. But the procedures of the examination are only the first element 

of the institution of a more extensive disciplinary regime. Pouvoir begins to extend its 

grasp beyond the examination process by codi@ng the way in which the body/desire was 

provoked to come to presence in the procedures. The disciphaq power exercised at the 

testing site is extended into fime space and time by the hermeneutic power wbich defines 

the meaning of the being of the participant reader by codajing M e r  disciplined body. 

That codification is then used to channel desire in the future. I now turn to the 

d c a t i o n  ofthe body and attempt to show the meaning of the body for the exercise 

sciences m general and the CSTF in particuiar. 

Just as the physical disciplining of the body in the CSTF examination extends the 

governmental culture of the research Iaboratory into the outside wodd, so too the 

d c a t i o n  of the body in tbe examination of the CSTF very do& resembles the way m 

wbi research exerdse science codes bodies in the laboratory. The CSTF examination 



may not be as accurate as the research laboratory in measuring techniques, and use of 

norms fiom a Iarge population, rather than from more specific, rdevant populations.Ln It 

is a somewhat sIoppy examination compared to the high-end hess  testing of a well- 

hamed research laboratory. The paradigms which allow for this particular codiiication 

of the body, however, are the same; which is to say they both depend on the same 

paradigmatic undentaading of the refationship between scientific language and the body, 

as wen as "tacit assumptions" seller 1992,27) about how the body can be 

con- and treated. (See my discussion of paradigms, above p. 92 E) 

The naturalistic reading of the codification process sees the examination as 

measuring elements of the body's physiological being (estimated V& Max, Bexiiility, 

strength, and weight, height, adiposity and kt distrilbution, inscn'b'ng those measurements 

and calcdathg their physiological significance), and transparently representing the body m 

scientific language. The aerobic fitness test estimates aerobic capacity by coilttolling the 

amount of work done, monitoring the heart rate, and calculating the estimated V& Max 

by re f i i ce  to population norms according to age and weight The flexibility test directly 

For instance, the test of aerobic fimess estimates aerobic fitness by reference to the 

norms of Canadian society as a whole, and therefore underestimates aerobic capacity 

for highly fit persons. Also, sum of M o I d s  is not a direct measure of adiposity. 

There are more accwate methods of measufins adiposity, such as hydrostatic weighing 

or magnetic resomce imaging, which are much more complex and expeasive 



measuns the degree of trunk flexion. The adiposity tests estimate body fkt composition 

by measuring several skin folds and comparing those to skinfold measurements of 

cadavers whose adiposity could be more accurately measured The weight and height 

measurements are read as-admittedly quite inaccurate (Canadian Assodation of Sport 

Sciences 1987% 19) - estimations of fht content based on data developed by the life 

insurance industry. And the strength tests directly m e w e  grip and abdominar strength. 

The body is puantitatively coded by these measurements. Debates about the accuracy of 

the measuring procedures, and calcuiations on populations are not important to my 

analysis. For even ifthe procedures were able to perfectly measure these bodily 

parameters, the same deconstruaive questions would arise. Specifically: what pzttsidigxn~ 

of the budy make possible this quantitative codification? and what are their significance m 

the dynamics of puissance and powoir? 

I will now argue that the examirtadon codes the body according to an 

encompassing practical paradigm of exercise science which renders the body as an o@c 

machine that is appraised exclusively according to its use-due. This paradip directs the 

under~bnding, appreciation and thdore celebration and movement of the body away 

b r n  the haripdc meaning structure which I have argued is the logos of Eros, the truth 

(the W o r n  that lets beings be the beings they are) of puissance, and into the e c  

meaning structure of powoir, the revdation of the body as a resourcece 

A a u d  dement m the codification process ofthe examination is the government, 

as it were, of the codes. It is an entirely dictatorial government-the antithesis of a 

participatory democracy- Every detail ofthe codes, the entire henneneutic structure is set. 



impdad, in advance. No body entering into the examination process can have any effect 

on the meaning structure ofthe codes, within the context of the C S T F . ~  The body is 

purely an object for the inscription of codes; it has no power to produce codes on its own 

tams, as a subje*. Nothing the participant-reader says has any effect on the codifdon 

process. The particpantaritreader is rendered docile in the production of codes on W e r  

body in exactly the same way she is made docile in the physicaI ordering of M e r  

movements in the proceedures of the test. The process of coding is a disciplinary 

tecbn01ogy in the same way that the physicaI procedures an. The disciplinary power of 

the codifidon process marks the beginning of the extension of powoir out of the testing 

site @oth temporal and spatid) and into life beyond. In the research laboratory, the 

One cotrkf reject the meaning of the codes, pay no heed to the test "resuhs" bemuse 

they are at odds with one's undemanding of the body. An empirical study of the actual 

impact of the CSTF on participant-readers could reveal that My point is that the CSTF 

text is not designed to allow participant readers any role in the production oftexts, the 

making of meaning m the test The text is designed to impose meaning, not to 

encourage the participant reader to write texts of their bodies themselves. I win turn to 

this as a major critique in the interpretive s d o n ,  fonowing. The only option the 

participant reader has is to opt out of al( or part of the test. A participant who opts out 

is not given en opportunity to W e n  an apptaisal of their h e s s  on their own terms. 

Of course, they are h e  to do so outside the test But interessingty enough there is no 

e o n  anywhere in the CSTF procedures or counseling that the participant reader 

take charge of their own "appraisaLw 



bodyfsubject made an object of study, is such an object only for the duration of the 

experiment. Any data (coding) coIIected are dissociated ftom the particuIar body that 

was tested and dmply join the accumdation of data on bodies in general. In this way the 

codes of research science are reIativeIy 'theoretical', by which I mean not aimed at the 

actual reproduction of particular bodies/desires. in the CSTF, on the other hand, the 

codes are made precisdy for the purpose of reproducing particular f o m  of body/desire in 

the fbture. The codes are central to the interpretive and prescriptive elements of the CSTF 

for the production of desire of the specific body that is codifled in the test. The power of 

the CSTF to set strict parameters for what can be codified is thus very impactant. S i  

to the process of digital recording of music, the CSTF records only certain aspects of the 

body. (See discussion of recording p. 185.) In cases where the codes are m y  

reproduced in future life, desire will be Iimited to the coded contentu9 The onIy body 

represented in the codes is the disciplined body (produced in the examining procedutes) 

which wiIl be the body as it is rendered in the essence of the coding paradigm, to which I 

In the examination procedures the body was disciplined to move according to the 

needs of the machines that measure it (eIectro-cardiographs, sphygmomanometer, &stat- 

computer programme, etc). It is subjected to the machines7 needs for measuring, made to 

produce signs for the machines. The body becomes an extension of the machine. Indeed, 

it is the body's machine-like fimctioning that is measured. The concept of the body-as- 

" The question of the extent to which the codes actually reproduce life will be dioaused 

in the Iast chapter. 



machine is pervasive in the biophysical exercise sciences, as it is in most of tbe life- 

sciences (Alexander 1992; Rab'mbach 1990). The body as a machine is one of the two 

discourses of the biopower "its discipIining, the optimization of its capacities, the 

extortion of its forces, the parallel increase of its mefihes, its dociIity7 its integration into 

systems of efficient and economic controb" ( F o u d t  1980a, 13% D d t  with 

paradigmatically as a machina the body's capacities can be ScientEy maxrmned . . 
Thisis, 

of course, a resourcing of the body's capacity to move, its puhnce. The process of 

coding the body makes possiile its &cient resourcefirl exploitation--this is similar to the 

surveyin& codification and mapping of a forest which, on the basis of that codification, is 

marshaUed as a resource. 

Now, Deleure and Guattari speak positively of the body as a machine, the 

"desiring machine," which is the power of production of the BwO, which is "a process of 

production without reference to any exterior agency." (DeIeuze and Guattari 1987b, 154). 

The organic body/machine is organked exteriorly. The disciplinary procedures of the 

CSTF are an exterior organization of the BwO. SimilarIy the codes of the CSTF also act 

upon the desiriag ma* rendehg it an organic machine. 

To appreciate the impact ofthe codes, it may be hdpM to recall the contrasting 

Erotic sense of the BwO. The puissance ofthe BwO, is that it resists the codes of 

exterior, resourdng agency. The BwO comes to presence in the logos of Ems, which 

Ddeuze and Guattari woke in the following "In order to resist organ-machines, the body 

without organs presents its smooth, sIippery, opaque, taut sudke as a barrier. In order to 

resist Iinked, conaected, and interrupted flows, it sets up a countertlow of amorphous, 



undifflreDtiad fluid- In order to resist using words composed of articulated phonetic 

units, it utters only gasps and cries that are sheer, unarticulated blocks of sound." 

(Deleme and Guaaari I983,g) While not precisely represented in DeIeuze and Guattari's 

words-words are incommensurate with the power of Eros-the Eroticinn of the BwO, 

becomes virtuaIly present: "its smooth, slippery, opaque, taut stdice ... r~ts]amofphous. 

undifferentiated fluid... T i ]  gasps and cries that are sheer, unarticulated blocks of s o d "  

Delewe and Guattari quote Artaud on the o ~ o n  of the body 

The body is the body 
itisallbyitself 
and has no need of organs 
the body is never an organism 
orgauhm are the enemy of the body (Delewe and Guattari 1983,9) 

Orgrmited as a machine the iogos of puissance is subjected to the government ofexterior 

agency. The examination codes the body as an organic machine, by measuring 3s 

fimctiom. This renders it in its usefirlness, rather than m its Erotic fieedorn, Rather than 

being srpressive and commuai&e, the body is organized in its functional parts. 

Organizing the body along fimctional lines makes it possible to manipulate the body. A 

disorganizd body is an i[lusive body, not eady  subject to govment, difficult to 

c o n t r o ~  is precisely the point of the body-without-organs. Since the science of 

physicd fitness sets out to control the body, to change its operations so that it will 

bction h e r ,  it organizes the body according to fimctiod parts which can be measured, 

dnllsted, m@d, and given programmes for improvement. This is the instnnneatd 

rationasty of scieea, the power of science descnaed by Rouse. (1987). Instnnnentd 



rationality makes the bodyfdsire "more efficient, productive, acco&Ie, rational and 

cost e&aiven(McKay, Gore, and Kirk 1990,57). The w o n  takes the BwO and 

codes it as an organiad machine which has its being first and foremost in its fimctional 

cspadty- 

Functionality lies at the heart of physid fitness. The CSTF, for instance, defines physical 

faPess as: "a set of attributes of fimctional capacity that are related to the ability to 

paform physid activity. These atmiiutes are the specific components of fitness: body 

composition, aerobic fitness, muscular strength, flmiility, and muscular endurancen 

(C'nnarlian ASQOciation of Sport Sciences 1987% 9)  The World Health Organization 

defined fitness as: "the ability to perform musnrlar work ~ c t o d y . "  (WorId 1%8), as 

cited in (Bouchard, Shephard, and Stephens 1992,81). 

The CSTF examines the body according to the f ie  functional componeats of 

fitness, The body is compded to emit signs which will be codified: m the aerobic fitness 

test it is made to work uatil the beating of the heart tisnifies, by rapidity of its beat, that it 

has reached a submcbal capacity to do work that can be extrapolated to predict a 

marrimal capacity of oxygen uptake. That simple sign is then codified by a complex 

formula V02 Max ( ~ m V k s l / b h P )  = 42.5 + (16.6 (VW) - (0.12 - 0.12 0) - 
(024(~))? Sdariy, the signs emhted m the taking of body weight and height 

'40 V& is the average oxygen cost of the last completed exercise stagc which is 

calcthed according to direct rn-eroents of oxygen cost at the d i f f i  stages ofthe 

C h a d b  Aerobic Frtless Test, that were undertaken by Jette (Jette 1983,114). 



mea~ufements are d d  to produce the Body Mass Index which is the ratio of body 

weight divided by heigIq squared (lcg/m?. Also the h e  skinfold measurements are 

calculated to indicate the degree of adiposity. The Sum of trunk skin folds is codXed to 

indicate the distnIbution of fht in the trunk area. And the signs produced in the muscu&r 

strength and flexiiility tests are codified so that they can be compared to gendered norms 

in the population. 

These codes represent that value of the body according to various usefuluess or 

wz~stefbhess of the five components of fitness. The Iarger the value of the V G  Max for 

instance, the more tdd is that particular physiological function deemed to be. Large 

dues in the Sum of Five Skinfolds indicates a lot of fat proportionate to muscIe , which 

is seen to decrease the value ofthe body in terms of efficiency (fit is an inefficient drain on 

the body's energy--a lean body is a more efficient body); so the presence of "excess" fkt 

indicates a body that is wasting its potential efEciency, a body that is not as good a 

resource as it could be. Low scores in strength indicate a muscular capacity that is less 

than fdly devdoped and not a good resource, and so on with the other tests of the 

c o m p o ~  offitness. 

In the above process the BwO, the desiring machine, is coded quantitative according to 

its hctional ue-vaIues as an oqpism, which is a codification of the body's value as 

W is the body weight in kilograms of the participant-reader- 

His the participant-readeis heart rate after the hl stage of stepping m beats-per-minute. 

A is the participant-reader's age in years. 



"physical capitaLn (Bourdieu 1988; Shilling 1993) Determining this capital value entails 

heming the discreet forms of physical capital (the components of fitness) and 

calculating their value. The point being to assess value and on the basis of that assessment 

to develop rational action programmes (through exercise, diet, etc.) which wilI accumulate 

more physical capital. The underlying henneneutic logic is that the body can be 

quantitatively appraised of its use-due imrlarly to any other object's monetary exchange 

v a l u e  is attested to m the fact that the person who conducts the CSTF is called an 

"appraiser," which is one who fixes a price or assigns a monetary value on things (OED). 

The appraiser in the CSTF, like the experimenter in research exercise science, establishes 

values for the body's capacity to move. These values are rendered meanin@ in the 

logics of personal capital accumulation and resource mampment. 

The implicit imperative here is for the individual to seek personal profit fiom the 

development of his/her body as a capital resource: extracting as much value h m  its 

resources as possl'bIe. Abstract values are assigned to resources: in the case of finance 

capital, value is monetary (CAN $); and in the case of physical fitness capital, value is 

arprrPred as VOZ Max (mvkgmVkgL~min"), Body Urn Index (k&) Grip Strength (kg) etc. 

Where value can be estabIished there is the potentiaI for increased due.  A profit motive 

can come into play here. The body is understood not m tenns of its capacity for puissant 

intenshy, but m terms of capital growth, the idea being that human potentiaI is relative to 

Quantities of capital accumuIation: the less capital which the body holds, the less potential 

it Jus, and conversely, mfncreased capital Ieads to inad potential This is the saMc 

philosophy ofconsumpti0~1' the more capital one accumulates, the more one can save 



oneselfin the act of consumption- ('Featherstone 199 1,182-7) The greater use-value one 

aczmukes m the body in the form of pwcal  capital the more one is able to save one's 

capacity as a fUnctiona1 object, Functiod capacities (aerobic capacity, strength, 

fkibiby, etc.) coded for their capital use-due, can purchase salvation Salvation can be 

as profbtmd as avoiding disease or death or be as mundane as acquiring a better game of 

teanis. 

Sahation comes f h m  maxhizhg the body's profitability as a result of increased 

ef6uency and power. For example, an increased capacity to metabolize fkts, a high 

energy source, is the result of a combination of increased cardiovascular fimctiog which 

resuIts fiom a rational programme of aerobic exercise, increased muscle mass which 

resdts fiom a programme of resistance training, and decreased ratio of fat to lean body 

composition, which r d t s  fiom a combination of cdoric dietary restoring and increased 

aerobic activity. h c r d  power can result @om stronger muscIes which allow one to do 

more work as a result of resistance strength training The body's physical capital can be 

increased by the efficient extraction and development of its puissance as a .  energy 

re~wrce~ Carefitlly matshalIed as a resource, the body's energy-reserves (its undeveloped 

capacity to move more &cientIy, more powerfidly and for a longer period of time) can be 

converted into m d  physical capital. The codification of the body in abstract 

+es such as V&hk begins this important process of developing the body as a 

resource, appraising its current output. In the interpretation and counselIing parts of the 

CSTF, current output (dues) are compared to potential outputs and rational action plans 

for the development of the body as a resource are made. In the examination the body is 



coded as nothing more than a technical problem of hctionaIities and efficiencies in the 

development of physical capital (See discussion of technocracy p. 72 fE), the &&e 

management of the body in the dynamics of resource and waste produd Nothing else 

appears in the examin@ codes. As we shall see in the nexf section on interpretation and 

counsening (prescription) no other appreciation for the body appears in the CSTF. The 

CSTF is directed exclusively at the development of the body as a capital resource. 

The iadividudkg, disciplining and technological coding of the body in the 

emmhtion is only the beginning of the production of pouvoir in the body of the 

partidpant reader. For in the exmination process, signs, such as heart rate and body 

weight, are entered into a computer which codifies them. They have no bearing until they 

are brought back to the participant who emitted the signs that made the codification 

possible as codes that participant reader is encouraged to accept as revealing the truth of 

hismer body/desire. ' I le true power of the codes lies in the way they h i b e  the 

body/desire of the reader in the processes of interpretation and co-g the codes not 

only reflect back on the body's past, but also chat a course for its W e e  Ia mappmg the 

fimae, such that it can be resourced for its capital value, the governmental, mdeed fasdg 

force of powoir and the erasure of puissance a d y  begh to show. 

433 IlVTERP~TIONANDP~CRIPTION: 

At the besipnios of this analyticai seaion of the thesis, I said that hess-based 

physical education is a practical, textual discourse. I have argued that the science of 

physicalhess appraisal produces texts that disdpheandcodify thebody asan 



individual (physical) capital resource. This fimdamental paradigm of the body, 

characteristic of research exercise science, is extended out of the research laboratory and 

into the genera1 popdation in the examination procedures of the CSTF. In the process of 

interpretation and counseling the CSTF attempts to inscnie the discipline and codes that 

were produced in the examidon by disciplining and c-g the desire of the 

participant-reader by producing an authoritative nanative text on the body of the 

participant-reader. This is the primary text of the fkt order, the text that most directly 

sets out to "make" a world. 

The interpretive and prescriptive dements attempt to extend the individuaI, 

technological body that was produced d e r  powoir in the examination, by rendering that 

body meanin@ (iierpretation) to the participant reader and writins a script 

(prescription) for the future production of the same. The interpretive and prescriptive 

narrative charts a course for desire that has clear ideoIogicai aspects-supporting the 

idedogicd flamework of modem, techoIogical c o m e r  capitahxu - but their 

foundations in the productive nature of the examination aim for more than ideas, they aim 

k r  the ttansformation of desire such that the reader participant is made up as an 

individual, controIIed, wiil and profane desiring machine, a territorialized BwO, docile- 

The interpretive stage sets out to recunde the desire of the reader-participant with the 

body tbat was produced in the emmimion, so that desire can be produced along similar 

lines fbr the rest of Ee. 

The aarrative inscn'bed here is that of a quest for personal salvation through 

physical capital developmeat of the body as a resource "Capital resome devefopnaent" 



gives a modern twist to a very old sdvific narrative impulse. The story of St. Paul is 

perhaps the original inspition for this twisted modern narrative: a sinner experiences the 

light of truth and is saved from the abyss. But the salvific power derived h m  the science 

of physical fitness is unlike the salvation of Pad, who, according to the BibIe, having seen 

"the light" on the road to Damascas, was saved by the "Grace of God," an unmerited gift 

that inspired him to devote himselfto his fdow human beings in the development of 

emergent communities that cfiallenged dominant (Greek, Roman and Hebraic) paradigms 

for the meanmg of life.14' Sdvation by the science of physical fitness, on the other hand, 

has nothing to do with emergent communities devdoping counterheganonic pardigms ibr 

the meaning of life impiued by the fk'eedom of anything even remotely resembling "Divine 

Grace," but is entirely dependent on the individual earning salvation for him&- 

alone, m accordance with the dominant paradigms of modern technoIogy. It is a story of 

individual sdvation by selfish technological "sod works." Here is a dark promise of 

satvation by subordination to the hegemonic spirit of powoir, the re-sourcing of the 

essence of human being in the modern, individuaIidng biopolitical project Rephrasiag 

Luther, it is ''salvation by fascism, done." 

This narrative forms a tartua( discourse that seeks to coopt bodiesldesire into a 

govetnatlce of puissance, which is the production of f'ascist desire. It is a highly 

manipulative and authoritarian production. The point of it is rhetorical: to convince 

"' I remain agnostiq here, as to whether Pad's Iegacy m the ddopment of the Church 

turned out to be positive. My pint is more structural: conversion that leads to social 

action and counterhegemonic comrmmides. 



participant-readers to challpe their "value systemsn and "behaviour" (Canada 1972, 

124)'~ The Operatiom M m d  qIicitIy says that the "fundamental objective" of the 

CSTF is to "motivate" "apparently heaIthy individuals* to change their lives (Canadian 

Association of Sport Sciences, 1987,Z). The Manual reinforces this point by saying that 

one of the primary resis011~ the fitness appraisers' certification and accreditation 

programme (FACA) adsts is90 improve the iikelihood that participants who have a 

£itness appraisal will take appropriate action to improve their fitness.*(Canadian 

Association of Sport Sciences, 1987,6). The Proceedm~ of the National Conference on 

Ftmess and Health (Canada 1972) c d s  for a "comprehensive educatiod aad promotional 

program of physical fitness and heaIth." The point of such a programme being to 

"motivaten Canadians "into chaneg their Iiving habits." The Conference 

Recommendations focus on IifestyIe and the provision of tests, and sexvices that would 

"motivate* peopIe to to change their way oflife. Indeed the second highest priority 

(Recammendation Number Two) asks Recreation Canada to "seek the cooperation of 

established 'professionaI behaviou modification agents' and agencies who could provide 

expertise in changing the value system of Canadians, related to physical hess."(Caaada 

1972, 124) The language of this discourse is important: it Caas for changes in Canadian 

W u e  systemsn and "behaviour" and the CSTF was created as a motivational tool to bring 

la This document is a third order text diredy credited as the precedent for the creation 

of the CSTF, a doarmeat which # d y  d e d  for the establishment of a national 

test of physical fitness, Recommendation number 9 (Canadian Association of Sport 

Sciences 1987b, 3) 



about this change. It does not calI, in a Freirian spirit, for the building of c o e e s  that 

can aeate their own visions of health (see diswsion of heaith promotion p. 227.) It does 

not can for an end to the social and economic forces that are responsible for much of in- 

health, It is not a calI for the promulgation of Erotic reflection and decomction of the 

biopoIiticaI forces that are governing Life and hiring the potential for buman WomIt 

seeks only to change d u e s  and behsrviour so that more fimctiod bodies an produced. 

The test is meant to motivate people to change their Iiws in specific ways. It is not meant 

to encourage reflection and freedom in the rnakins of human destinies. The science of 

physical fitness and the CSTF which appraises it begins with an understanding of the body 

and its proper management and seeks to motivate people to conform, This is m no way a 

codt ive  or democratic project; the CSTF does not encourage disseat; it is purely a 

matter of moving (motivating) people to produce their desire as an individud resourceufce 

The m t i v e  m a r e  of this discourse, therefore, is one of closure, the point of 

the closure being to territoriaIize the BwO. Bakhtin (Bakhtin 1981) says that every 

dialogue involves a m @ e  of different voices, some dominant, some less dominant, 

which are attempting to give meaning to phenomenon Therefore in dialogue then is a 

power stmggIe for authoritative meaning, the victor invoking the power of closur~ over 

the m&g of the vanquished The CSTF is engaged in a dialogue with the partkipant- 

reader, attempting to coerce the participant-reader into accepting its vision of the reader's 

body and the funrre of the partidpant reader's desire. It attempts this coercion by 

aggnssive acts ofhenneaeutic dosure. There are several dosing techniques at work, both 

strucMaI and elemental The overall structure of this salvific nanative is a pmgression 



through three stages that lead to salvation: the Confiesfon of personal sin (exsminati on), 

Commzon in the light of an experience of The Truth (imterpretation), and coding the 

New we in accordance with The Truth (c~uaseiliag/~rescri~tion).~~ This o v d  

structure, I wiIl argue, is one of closure by territorializing desire. And each of the 

narrabive elements-ConfeSSion, Conversion and the New Life-invoke closure. The 

aarrative is drawn tdeologidy by an implicit promise of satvation. 

I win now attempt to elucidate this narrative: fint by discu&ng each of the three 

stages (Confession, Conversion, New Life); then I will examine the overd structure; 

and W y ,  m the Iast chapter, I will look at what turns out to be a rather dark kind of 

salvation. 

4 a I  Corbessi01~ 
The form of confession produces an important power relation Historically, in the 

Christian Catholic aadidons, this has been the power of the Church to identi@ the mtme 

of sin and dispense the sacrament of confession and absolution to believers so that their 

consciences might be cleared of their perceptions of wrongdoing. In a moralizing 

Christian belief system that looks for sin everywhere, and believes it impossi%le for lowly 

Man to escape the same, it is important that there be some system of reassuriPg the 

It is notable that the LPowIedge-power of the modem research laboratory P extended 

beyond it by such an old religious cm the sense of binding L. religare) nan;ltive 

structure- 



W lac, that they are inclined to give up the entire Christian enterprise and accept sin as 

unavoidable and unredeemable. The Sacrament of ConfeSSio~~ serves the fimction of 

giving peniteats psychic relieffiorn the weight oftheir waywardness and keeping them 

within the belief system of the Catholic Churches. This same form was taken up by a 

more modem belief system: psychhtq. Here absoIution comes not fiom God through 

the Church and its miniden, but fiom the act of speaking the patient is encouraged to 

faa Mer problematic (neurotic) self and with the guidance of the psychoanalyst attain 

a cure for his/her neurosis, the h o u s  "talking cure." (Deleuze and Guattari, 1983.34 B) 

S i y ,  participant-readers in a physid fitness test engage in confessional forms. 

Indeed the entire appraisal process is founded on information that is confessed. 

The power of confession is its power to code desire mouse 1987,225). Both the 

Christian and psychoslaalytic forms of confession code desire, the Iatter in tams of 

psychic development in the dynamics of libido, id and superego, and the former m tams of 

Sin and Divine Redemption Confession h e s  the life of penitents, patients and 

participant-readers of the CSTF in terms of established codes over which the reader has no 

control, and under which they are encouraged to dehe their lives and face its sin, 

pathology, or unf'hessess The fim power relation of c o d i o n  is the power to define the 

tarns by which 'truth' may appear. The second power ofthe form of confkssion is the 

power to set the terms of absolution, heahh and fitness. CodeSSion is not only 

retrospective, it casts its gaze mto the We, suggestins what a We fke of dn, psychically 

balanced or physically fit might be. The form of c o d i o n  forces peniteats, patiems md 

mdpam-obseners to accept the authority of the confessor, ppsychiatrist, or d e d  



fitness appraiser as wedl as the authority of the religion, psychiatric art or exercise science 

that they are empowered by their credentials to dispense. The &&eness of confbon 

depends entirely on acceptance of the authority ofthe c o n f i r  and the religion or science 

which she represents. It is an authoritarian relati~nshi~.'~ 

The form of confession in the CSTF participates in the process of 

ntetzitorhhtion, that Deleuze and Guattari say is characteristic of the capitahtic 

teadency to borrow old forms for the recoding of desire (See p. 188, above): "Capaalism 

institutes or restores all sorts of residual and artificial, h g h y ,  or symbolic 

territorialities, thereby attempting, as best it can, to recode, to rechannel persons who have 

been d&ed in tern of abstract quantities." (Delewe and Guanari 1983,345) 

Iu Fox says this authoritarian relationship is basic to most practices of modem medicine. 

He theorizes that it emanates from the repetition of cycIes of oppression that originate in 

the nuclear family. He takes this point form Deleuze and Guaaan's criticism of the 

fimdamentd fbdial power relations that they say are perpetuated m psychoanalytic 

theory "Mom, Daddy, Men (Fox 1994,6?-90). It could also be argued that the 

authoritariaa structure ofthe CSTF reflects its inheritance from the Church and 

psychiatry. As the psyctriatrist repiaced the priest as the figure ofthe authority in the . 

&eation of truth, so the appraiser represents the authoritativt power oftruth 

production that is often associated with science- 



The coafional precedents of the CSTF, ie. the church and psychiany, died 

entidy on a speaking subject who has some power to detanhe what texts emerge in the 

act of confessio~~. Of course the Church developed pawedid tods to get the sinner to 

coIlkss, such as the promulgation of stigmatic guilt and threats of eternal damnation, or m 

more artreme cases (eg. the Inquisition), physical torture and execution. And psychiatry 

was able to plumb the depths of the unconscious by quite sophisticated techniques of 

depth analysis and hypnotism Nevertheless, the penitential subject retained some power 

over what 'truths' might appear in their words, wen if only by stubborn resistance to the 

process itself. The CSTF is much more effective in extracting confession than its 

predecessors. It removes subjectivity fiorn the body, and makes it coofess as a passive 

object. The CSTF circumvents any filterins of the 'truth' through a subject's power of 

speech, robbing it of voice, and goes right to the body disciplined as an object, devoid of 

any power of self-acpression and forced to reveal itselfin the codes of exercise science 

( e e d  V@ max, body mass index, etc). 

What does the body confess? The extent of its physicaI capital accumulation, or 

more importantly, lack thereof Going right to the disdphed and objectified body the 

CSTF adra~ signs ofa wayward We: not enough exercise, the wrong kind of exercise, 

unhealthy eating habits. And these are moral signs. For she who has more physicaI 

capitid has led a better life, and she who bas less ofthe same is in need of salvatioa The 

test extmcts this codession and then by attempting Cowerdon and a map for the New 

Lift, chans the course for MOIL In Christian confession, absohrtion is immediate ard 

mronditiond, a simple act of faith. In psychoanalysis the asp is slow but accomplished 



through various therapeutic techniques that are supposed to fiee the patieat of his or her 

neuroses, such that she can leave them behind. The participant reader of physicaI fitness 

testing, on the other hand, must spend the rest of hirlher life to obtain a axe, one which is 

at best conditional, and in the end, doomed to fkilure- 

Extracting a confession fiom the body-assbject, mediated by the body-as- 

subject, is a powerful form of closure. The 'truth' of life, the essence of desire as 

puissance, is forced out of the body and into a computer, and onto computer printouts. 

In the interpretation stage, the CSTF appraiser attempts to get the participant-observer to 

accept (Cowenion) the truth which the body has confessed and face the masequences of 

hisma former way of life, the problems of M e r  desire, the fhilure to accumulate 

d c i e n t  physical capita1 in the body. Befbre analyzing this Conversiou, it is important 

to consider two other confessional techniques that are employed by the CSTF: written 

and verbal, 

Certainly the most powerfitl confessional tool is that which circumvents the power 

of the participant reader to control the nature of the text that emexges: the examinafion of 

the disciplined body-as-object- There, is complete closure on the subjectivity ofthe 

partidpant reader, a thorough territorialization through codification. The CSW also 

seek Wriffen and verbal confession Before arriving at the appraisal the participant- 

d e r  has answered a "Lifestyle Questionnaire* (See Appendix 3) and throughout the 

appraisal the appraiser-reader prods the participant reader for more information about his 

or her way oflife. The infomaion fiom both of these supplements the physical 

emmimtion Bexmse the participant-reader has the power to lie m the "iifestyle 



questionuairen and to conceptuaIize his or her body on histher own terms in the verbal 

interactions with the appraiser-reader, these lack the objectivdobjectifjriag power of 

scientific knowledge. But the role of these forms of confession is not to produce 

alternative versions of the truth of the body, it is to give the appraiser-reader -e 

iaformation on the participant-reader that will alIow the appraiser to construct an 

interpretive h e w o r k  that will most M y  facilitate the participant's acceptance of the 

truth and consequences of hidher physical confession. By knowing more about the 

participant-reader's way of life the appraiser-reader can operationalize a programme for 

the participant-reader. Indeed, crucial information is provided in these parts of the 

confession, information that anom the appraiser to render the texts produced in the test 

palatable and d for living the New Life. 

The questions of the "lifestyle questionairen have clear moral overtones, in the 

sense of the way life should be Iived. Here the conf&onaI act is more important than 

the text that is produced Erom it. The participant-reader is exposed to moral hpedves 

fir life and wmpeIled to judge himherselfin relation to them. Take, fbr exsrmpIe, 

question six, which asks questions about behaviour, al l  of which contain a clear moral 

imperative for action. The pariticipant-reader is asked to rate each of the following 

acaxding to their importance to "pining" a feelins of well-being (note the suggestion of 

a c q u i s i t i o n ~ a ~ o r t  in the word "gainins."): "Adequate rest and deep. A good diet. 

Low calorie snacks between meak Maintenance of proper weight. Participation in social 

and cultud activities. Control of stress. ReguIar physical activity such as exercise, 

sports or games. Using alcohol moderately or being a nondrinker- Being a mu-smoker- 



Adequate medical and dental care. Positive thinking/meditationn All these suggest that 

they shoulii be of great importance. Rating oneself is here meant as a unidirectional act 

of transformation in deference to these undeniably good "lifestyle behaviours." 

Another element of the power of confession is its capacity to control the 

production of desire through Quilt. Traditional religious prohibitions on sexual expression, 

of course, are the most obvious example of this.'* In the CSTF, guilt is promulgated, less 

mund the pursuance of illicit sexual pleasures, and more around "healthist" issues of 

sloth, seif-discipline, individual respomiility (Crawford 1980,368). The individual 

nature of the confession is important: this is not a general confession that snows the 

penitedparticipant to conceptualite M e r  guilt as part of the fabric of the socia1 order. 

The focus is entirely on the isolated individual. This further substantiates my earlier claim 

that the political philosophy of the CSTF is far removed fiom the more socioarlturaly 

holistic philosophy of Health Promotion (see discussion p. 286). 

The nature of one's guilt is not always obvious; guidelines are needed; one 

tkquently needs help in identifjling what one has done wrong. This is precisely the 

confiional goal of the CSTF: to id- the participant-reader's fkihgs so they can be 

motivated to action. That is the point of the list of behaviors in question six. And clearly 

the point of question nine: "What physical activities would you like to start in order to 

Pouhon (1996)argues that the diet industry utIitw guilt about eadng m order to keep 

people using their services. 



improve your fitness and hdth?'' which is followed by the question "What is the main 

reason you have not started this?n1a 

The most open confessionrtl form in the CSTF occurs in the verbal exchanges 

W e e n  the appraiser and the participant. This occurs throughout the test. From the 

begianing the appraiser is asking the participant questions about their lives, regarding 

types of exercise, eating habits, drinking and smoking habits - many of these questious are 

informed by the fict that the appraiser has read the LifestyIe Questionnaire - and is 

developing strategies for convincing the participant to produce his or bet desire 

differently. Frequently at the Uaivenity of Toronto, participant readers who confess to 

drink@ or other forms of =highn k g  are directed to undergo another form of 

codkssion, The Computerid LifkstyIe Assessment which interrogates many more forms 

of desire than the CSTF which is directed primariIy at physid activity and diet. (See 

desaiption of the Computerized Lifestyle Assessment, above pp257 a. 

An important power relation between the appraiser and the appraised is developed 

in the c o ~ o n .  This is the power of the appraiser to tramtiom a confession imo the 

spectade of the appearance of Truth and the concomitant imperative to action for 

salvation Foucault says that the confessional form has become a precursor for the onset 

la These mdividualidng moralistic themes m FBPE m general have been aahed by 

Cmdiord (1978; 1980; 1984; 1995) Bordo, (I993b) and FeaSherstoae (1991), among 

others, (See I i t~d i scuss ion ,  above) 



of the truth ofa penon. Indeed the form of secrets, giving way to truth, of mysteries 

being exposed, has become part of the Western cultural construction of truth as an event 

of meIation, of unconceahent, And so the body in the CSTF is rendered vislile and 

forced to teII the truth, to stop biding its lazy, fat, indulgent, undisciplined, secret We. By 

tbat c o ~ o n d  act done, tndh seems to happen. Foucault says: "The obligation to 

confess is now relayed through so many different pokns, is so deeply ingrained in us, that 

we no longer perceive it as the &ect of a power that coostrains us [powoir]; on the 

contrary, it seems to us that truth, lodged m our most secret nature, 'demands' only to 

sUTf.5Lce.- (Foucault 1980% 60). 

From a Foucauldian perspective, the most important aspect ofthe CSTF 

Confession is the way it takes the bodyfdesire of the participant and turns it into a field of 

visibility, open for examination, conuoI, monitoring. Confession draws out of invisibility 

the secrets of desire: the love of sloth, the erotic indulgence of eating %ening f a "  

the pleasures of drinking alcohol udng drugs, smoking. Verbal and d e n  codesSons 

have some & i  in renderiug the imrisible visible, but the most pow* u1weiIing 

because it is mdisputabIe, is the making visible of the irmer physiotogy ofthe body. 

Making visible the body's otherwise less than viable life makes it impossible for the 

participant to hide, to reconceptualire, to write an alternative narrative of desire. In many 

ways the participant does not need the results of the test, caicuIated and compared to 

. norms, to see his bidher body--formedy a .  event of intimacy, secrecy, hidden, mcoded 
L 

and unteteitorialized desire - rendered visible in the clear light, the teffitotiaiizing codes 

of atexcise science. For the confessional act alone makes the body a public, clinical. 



s c i d c  spedacle. Fat cannot bide from the ht calipers. The lack of exercise cannot 

hide fiom the aerobic hess  test. Made so embaffaSSingIy visible, the body is readied for 

change, wen before the results are interpreted. 

C r u d  to the form of confession constituted by the CSTF is the establishment of 

the power ofthe mediator of the confession, the interpreter of the c o a f d  data, which is 

the power ofthe Certified Fitness Appraiser. Rouse, explaining Foucault, points out: 

Tor it is only through this relaion to an interpreter that the signs produced acquire the 

status of a reveIation about the true nature, state, or character of their producer." (Rouse 

1987,219) Foucault clarifies the power of the mediator of confession: 

Vone had to confey this was not merely because the penon to whom one c o d d  
had the power to forgive, console and direct, but beauw the work of producing the 
truth was obliged to pass through this relationship if it was to be SCientificaUy 
validated. The truth did not reside solely in the subject who, by confksshg would 
rev& it whony formed. It was c o d ~ e d  in two stages: present but incompkte. 
blind to in the one who spoke, it could only reach completion in the one who 
nrcdmilntd and recorded it It was the Ianer's ha ion  to verify this obscure tnbh: the 
revelaton of the confession had to be coupled with the decipherment of what it said. 
(Feud 1980a, 66). 

In the process of interpretation, the CSTF appraiser deciphers the confkssion that was 

extracted h m  the body in the examination and estabIishes its power and suasion as truth 

So it is to interpretation, the form of its rhetorical power to produce a truth and inspire 

conversion, that I wiN now tum 

6.2.22- 

Interestingly, the confession drawn out of the body is mestningless to aII but 

mgmmwfi of the science of physical hess. Measurements which are entered into the 

computer are rendered meanin@ in absolute phydoiogid dues in terms ofipdexes, 



ratios, maximum aerobic capacity, degree of flexion and strength The crrlcuhions also 

preseat the results as pcentiIes. In all but the dxopometry measures the perceatiles 

indicate the degree to which the individual participant-reader's fitness approaches 

perfeetion as found in the Canadian population according to the Canada Fnes Swey 

(1981) which produced a text on the fitness and lifestyles of 2,000 Canadiaas over 10 

years of age - 1 W ?  would be the fitness of the most fit Canadians found in the survgr, 

50% is the average Canadiaa In the case of anthropornetry percede indicates deviation 

fiom an id& wbich is at 50%. It is the task of the appraiser-reader to render these 

numbers meanin@ to the reader in a tdeologid sense, is to say made meanin@ 

such that they convince the participant-reader to change his/her way of We, to feconst~ct 

the course of desire. 

The question that lies at the heart of this attempt to " m o ~ e "  a conversion 

arperience is why would someone believe that the numbers and explanations presented to 

them on the fitness pro& computerized printout, describe the mtth of their bodies and 

suggest a programme for a different way of We? This strikes me as a question of cdtml 

anthropoIogy: how does the particular rituaI in which the actors in this narrative 

participate construct a myth oftruth? What, in the CSTF, marks it as a rind oftnxth? 

Why wouId someone going up and down two steps to the beat of goo& music for five to 

ten minutes, with a strstoger periodidy placing a stethoscope on their chest and counting 

at the c o d  ofa voice fiom the tape recorder Mieve that that rituat tells them 

something tnttbfirl iznd important about their body? Having a stranger squeeze one's f8t 

ad apply sh&tp d p e q  domg hatf sit-ups to the beat of a metronome; squeezing a We 



machine with one hand as hard as one caa; sitting on the floor and pushing a stick along a 

ruler is for most people an odd ritual. Given the context of the richness of life in general 

these actions may even appear trivial, How does the CSTF present itself such that it caa 

turn these strange actions into important, perhaps even We-transforming, truth-produdng 

rituals? How does the text of the CSTF present itselfas a moment of truth? 

To establish its power of revelation, the test employs three strategies: it 

credenhhs it& it reproduces the suasive strategies of research science t q ,  and 

it grounds the scientific texts its produces in the individualizing and inescapable form of 

the confession 

As I pointed out in the Naaual Reading of the CSTF, the test at the Uaivasity of 

Torouto is M y  credentialized. It cIaimn the power to govern the body cm the 

Foucsuldian sense) by descriiing the body's truth by the fact that it has the imprint ofa 

number of Goverains bodies (in the more usual bureaucratic sense). There is an official 

gaze at work here. The logic is that trust in the institutions which credentialize the test 

implies trust in the legitimacy of the test. The test is conducted in an official Jaboratory of 

the University of Toronto, m the Department of Athletics and Recreation, in association 

wah the School of PhysicaI and Heahh Education, which has a disciplinary stream in 

exercise science- The laboratory is slmounded by other laboratories of the exercise 

sciences: the motor ieamiDg taboratory, the biomechanics laboratory7 the Gfestyle 

Jaboratocy. The University of Toronto is a major research kthtion, and the place in 

which the CSTF takes place is m the midst of the research laboratories ofthe Universay 

W o n  that deals with the &aces of physical a l e s -  The participant reader Q S o d  



before aniving at the test that it will be conducted by a Certified Fitness Appraiser. 

Predominantly displayed at the site is a certificate of accreditation fiom the Canadian 

Society for Exercise Physiology (CSEP), which makes the authority of the testing site 

dear, and also by association the appraiser. The Par-Q questionaire that al l  participants 

must answer before undertaking the test is dearly marked at the bottom with the wpyright 

of CSEP ad makes it clear that the test is "supported by" the C a n a h  government 

Mder the minisay d e d  "Health Canada." (See Appendix 1) 

Such credenthkhg establishes the prof&onaI authority of the CSTF. As a 

professional practice the CSTF produces a closed system of knowledge about the body 

and health, knowledges and practices that are the proper domain ofprofesSod 

rcinesiologists, physical education graduates, and so on The technical coding of fitness, is 

a specializeQ exclusive language that needs a professional class to interpret and 

operationah That professional, linguistic ciosure effectiveiy exdudes chaIlenges to the 

paradip fiom non-profesSonals, i.e., participant-readers. The presuppositions are "no 

longer subject to serious reexaminadon... and [are] increasingIy f i d t  for outsiders to 

ChalIenge &ectivelyyn(Whitson and Macintosh 1990.45) The cred- of the Certified 

Fmess Appraiser make them offid interpreters of an exc1usive scientific language- By 

this crededahhg process the CSTF and the C d e d  fitness Appraiser are enshrined as 

experts on the body and fitness, with the power to produce the truth ofthe same, and Eke 

Hames to render these mysterious rev&ons memi@& As Hughes has said of 

d e d  pfissioaals: 

Not merely do the practioners, by virtue of gain& adminion to the charmed circle 
of cokagues, individtdy exercise to do things others do nos but coIIectivety they 



presume to tell society what is good and right for the individual and society at 
large m some aspect of life. Itdeed fhey set the veiy term m whichpeople may 
rhinR about this arpect of Iijie. (Hughes, quoted in Zoh, as quoted m [Crawford 
1980,3691). 

And Demers has said: "Professionalism can be defined as the pursuit of certain 

prerogatives granted under the law, notably the exclusive right to perform certain acts. It 

is a social organization of labour in which the producers of a service have a monopoly, a 

monopoly that also makes the users of the service dependent on the produ-erners 

1988 p. 163). (See the critique of prof&onalization in the literature review, pp. 52 ff , 

and regarding professioaalism in heal& see pp 227 E) 

The placement of the fitness test in this ostentatious display of elected institutional 

and academic authority-Governmeat of Canada, Canadian Society for Exercise 

PhysioIogy, University of Toronto and so o n - s i ~ e s  an intimidating power to reveat 

tndh. What is an individual's experience of the Erotic truth of his or her body, compared 

to an of that?14' 

147 It might be argued that most fitness tests do not take place m such impressive 

surroundiags as the University of Toronto, so that the display of authority is not so 

great But ad CSTF tests do enjoy the same credendals of the test itself: the appraiser 

and the testing equipment. The immediate authority of the test remains the same. A 

p d e l  with the Church, which I have been suggesting is the stnrcturaI model fbr the 

CSTF, may make this dear. The sacrament of confession has the same credentials 

whebr it is dispensed in a little parish church (a Iocal YMCA) or h a  great cathedral 

(the University of Torouto). The spectade of the cad&& catably is more 



The power of the test as a ritual of truth production is borne out not only by the 

crede&kbg of professionalism and institutional authority, but aIso by what might be 

d e d  the scientific aura of the test. The detailed, firssy, careful, scientific m e r  in which 

measurements are taken, as well as the seeming accuracy of the equipment that is used for 

measuring hokes the culW authority of science. Structuralist literary theorists call this 

waisemb~Iisation or oaturalization, in which a text or t d  practice is assimilated into 

'commonsease' notions of r-ntyn 1994). Modem people bave become 

accustomed, through the pervasiveness of technological medicine, to having their bodies 

analyzed by mysterious equipment that is wefidly deployed by experts on their bodies. 

The way in which the caretid use of mysterious equipment is deployed in the CSTF 

associates it with 'commonsense' notions of the abiIity of these machines to ten the tmth 

of the body. The flamtliaritv of machines measuring bodies draws attention to the 

uconvensionality"(Bntyn 1994,82) of the CSTF textud production and thereby gives the 

test an acceptsb14 perhaps for modem, even traditional aura of the went of tnrth 

production. The participant-reader is surrounded by modern s c i d c  instruments of 

tnrth Even ifthe equipment is not being used its presence gives the setting the aura of the 

scieaific production of truth-this is a pIace where tnrth happens. But of course, it is not 

t&e instruments that produce scientific truth, but scientific writing The test's invocation 

of scientific textuality is its most pow& cIaim to being able to produce the truth of the 

body. To that textuality we shali now turn, 

impressive and may be more inthnidathg the authority of the sacramen& nevertheIess, is 

rmderstood to be the same. 



Just as the CSTF extends the s o c i o - c u I ~  power relations of the research 

laboratory into the generaI population by its i n d i v i d d g ,  disciplinary and coding 

practices, so too it extends the forms that are h c t e r i s b o c  of scientific 

writing fiom the scholarly world of journals into the everyday wodd of the general 

population (See discusdon of scientific textuality above, pp. 1 I Iff) The textd  

production of research science is meant to compel other scientists who are reading the text 

that the authors' version of reality is correct, which is to say to convert fellow scientists to 

a particular version of reality and establish it as tnah. As I argued m the theory of science, 

above, science-dg employs manipulative techniques to force agreement. I win now 

argue that the tsctual production of the CSTF also attempts conversion by use of the same 

manipdative techniques- But it raises the ethico-political stakes considerably. For it 

takes a manipdative tw passes it off as nothing but an objective r e p i d o n  of the 

'aabaal' body, and uses that representation to code the body and write a script for its 

fiimae desire. The CSTF attempts to convert participants to the powoir government of 

their desire, by hiding that territorializing project in the disguise of scientific objectivity 

aad d neunality widely accepted, in what Rouse has Caned the "received view;" as 

characteristic of scientific tarts, 

As I have* argued, the testing rituals present themselves as haviag the powerto 

reveal the truth of the body by appeahg to the form ofconfession, their iastitutional 

endent&, and by invoking the aura of science. The ritual depends on the authority of 

science to meal truth The first four order of texts of the CSTF &vely invoke the 

credentials of those who have written them, as part of their ploy for believability. The 



Cert%ed Frtness Appraiser and the CSTF itselfare credentialized as I have indicated 

above. The primary second order text (the @eranom Mamd of the CSTF) invokes its 

authority on the 6rst page by Iisdng the scientists and Canadian Government officials, 

including their academic CfedentiaIs and institutional afffiiations, who were respomile fbr 

the third edition of the CSTF. But as I argued in the theory of science, " e M  is not 

sufficient for persuasion in science. "Seeing is believing." In order to accept a claim m 

science one must have an emfirid experience of the event in which the truth was 

reveaIed. In the case of resemh science, this empirical experience became textudy 

mediated, m the form ofjournals, since not everyone could be at the experimental event in 

order to see. Because what is seen in an event is highly debatable, part of scientific truth- 

claiming is controIIing debate so there can be agreement. Controlling debate lies at the 

heart of research scientific textuaIity. (See pp. 1 1 1 ff) With the development of s d d c  

writing, in order to controi debate, and thus ensure consensus on the nature of reality that 

is produced in scientific research, and thus ensure the continued crediiirity of science, a 

host of controlling techniques emerged. (See discussion of scholarIy cIosure above, pp1l8 

ff) But the credibility of science Iies in the apparent openness of its epistime: scientific 

claims are credible only because people believe they have the W o r n  to dhgree with 

s c i d c  representations The W o r n  to disagree, a dmocratic episthne, is at the core of 

faith in scienti6c texts. Where that freedom is d e d ,  by less than explicitly visible 

structure of textuaI com1, faith in the texts is secured under false pretenses. S d d c  

writing hides its tsdual corttr01 under the guise of simply representing Nature as she 

qpeared in the experiment. S c i d c  tarts, therefore, coopt consent m bad fitittt-- 



because the t d  environment is so tightly controIed, the actual freedom for dissent is 

very smalL The same controIIing techniques, and thus bad Wh, I will now argue, are 

opefathe in the CSTF. 

Believing m the truth daims of the CSTF is structudy much the same as believing 

m the tndh &ims of research science. In both, p d w e s  take place, results are 

recorded, and an interpretation of the results is given Both produce texts in this ~ ~ O C ~ S S ~  

Both attempt to secure the reader's agreement on the tnrthf'uIness of the texts' daims on 

the presumption that the process that produced the claims was transparent; which is to say 

that the resuits and interpretation were simple, sociO-CUItudy d i e r e d  reprrsentations 

ofthe 'natural' reality that emerged in the procedure. Yet in both cases the textual 

discourse is so tightly wntroUed, and so p o w d y  produced (in the Foucauldian sense), 

that simple and unfettered representation of 'reality' is impossible. Moreover, m the case 

of the CSTF, UZlfettered representation, could well be counterproductive to the aim of the 

whole entaprise, which is not to fieely represent reai@$es), but to change dues and 

W o w .  Both the texts of research science and the CSTF are socio-cuIturaI discourses 

that attempt to bully the reader into accepting the rrality constructed in the text 

Just as Nature is contestabIe to science (see pp 112tt), so too the nature of the 

body is contestable to the CSTF. Even within the exercise science paradigm the body's 

nature is hotly contested, and there is a .  enormous agollistic literature on the way that 

physical exercise, or its lack effect the body. The most obvious example of this are the 

two InternationaI Consensus Symposia on Phydcd Activity, Fmess and Health 

(Bouchard. Shepbard, and Stephens 1992). The second coafmce reviewed thous~clhds of 



exercise science texts in order to deal with the many different takes on the body and 

exercise and reduce the degree of contestation-the very fhct that there was a perceived 

need to produce a consensus attests to the fact of contestation within the exercise 

sciences.1a The imperative to achieve conseasus is essential to the crediiirity of scientific 

texts. (See pp 108 fE and 118pp fF) 

S i i ,  the CSTF deals with contestabzty about the truth of the participant- 

reader's bod-o that end it is structuralIy designed to produce non-contestable texts on 

the body. The participant-reader may view his or her body as fitJUntit, Wean, 

flexibIddexible and so on. More importantly, the participant-reader may view the body 

These conferences codd be considered the IntemationaI Olympics of the exercise - 

science world, in that they try to settIe on an international scale who is the top 

competitor. Only those who quali6ed for the various events were allowed to pardcipate 

- they were chosen by number of their publications; the top three to five performers in 

each field of exercise science (event) were invited as "experk" The biggest winners, 

were those who eventuaIIy published the Consensus: Claude Bouchard, Roy J. 

Shephard, and Thomas Stephens (Bouchard, Shephard, and Stephens 1992). This is 

perhaps equivalent to winning the lOOm dash at the Olympics- The m n f ~  and the 

system fir inviting "expats," as wen as the publication of the Consensus doameat act 

as a form ofclosure on what a scientific community considers acceptable parameters for 

a discussion of physical fitness - the complete exclusion of sociO-CU1tural anafyses, 

including femhist and anti-racist analyses, beiag an important case in point. 



Erom a completely different paradigm: as sacred, invioIable, idkite, eternal, pure mysteq, 

the temple ofthe Holy Spirit, the House of Being, an event of H e s s  Erotic expression, 

or some such They may well not view the body as a resource that needs to be developed 

and physicaIly capitalized. The test seeks to reduce any di f f ice  in opinion between the 

test results and the participant-reader's own view. It deak with this pomile contest of 

'tndhs' with the same persuasbe, indeed buIlying tactics, tbat I analyzed in the theory of 

science. I will follow the analytical format that I used in the theory of scientific textuality, 

applying it to the CSTF, showing how there are three interrelated dements to its tactics of 

pasuesion: the use of rhetoric to compel the participant-reader to agree, a textual closure 

that Emits the participant-reader's perception and reasoning and a concealment of the 

social m e  of the text such that it appears as a non-social, transpara representation of 

the body, m shoc innocent of any cultural 'interference.' (See pp 1 1 Iff) 

Research science texts engage in the rhetoric of 'tirrual witnessing." The d e r  is 

compdled to believe the text because it describes the events of the experiment m dcieut 

detd that there is a sense ofverisimilihde. This gives the reader the impression that she 

has seen enough to be h e  to give or withhold consent as to the account of what 

happened in the experiment This, I argued in the theory of science, is a ruse; for m fact, 

the text works strategicidly to compel the reader to see the experiment precisely as the 

wrhr ofthe text saw it and conceptualized it Now, the participant-reader of the CSTF 

would seem to be in a better position than the reader ofa research text for wimessing aad 

whb1ding or giving consent, for she was acf~dy at the 'experiment', saw what 

happened and saw the data being inscribed both on paper and as it was inputted to the 



computer wbich does the cafculations and prints the resuIts. This has the rhetorical power 

of giving the participant-reader the feehg of being able to determine whether the test was 

aduany recording the reality of hidher body. 

To give the participant-reader an opportunity to 't.rvitness" their own asesmm& 

dhe is presented with a printed text that presents thirty-four numbers that describe M e r  

body, sixteen of them are r d t s ,  eight of those being absolute dues, and the other eight 

being percentiles; the other eighteen are the measurements that produced the absoIute 

results. Participant-readers are thus presented with the numerical measurements that were 

taken fhm their bodies and which were inputted into the computer, as wen as with the 

results that were outputted fiom the computer. Participant-readers have been given the 

oppommity to witness the measurements being taken, inputted and the resuhs produced 

The rhetorical appeal here is that nothing has passed their gaze, except the very duIl, and 

d y  uncorttrovenial business of calcuiating the results, a task so mundane that it given 

to the computer. But the results are not a simple refiguring of measurements. The 

measurements were filtered throush complex calcufations, CaIcuIatiom which actually 

aystalGze alI the exercise science that has come to bear upon the CSTF. The dcula!ions 

render the body meanin@ as physical capital. A of f o l d  measuremeats, for 

instance, are purely ab- meanb@ess quantities until they are transfigured as 

assessments ofthe body's eciency in terms of fdean ratios, fkt disaiution and so on 

as these reflect the body's capacity to use its resources to produce phydcaI energy and to 

efficiently avoid death-higher concentrations of flit m the abdomipal region is &ed 

with greater chance of m o m  (Canadian Association of Sport Sciences 1987% 20). 



The calcuIations, therefore, are very important for coding and thus assessing the body as a 

fesource. 

The participant-reader is not privy to the calculations and the academic, 

institutionsll and disciplinary cultures upon which they are founded , cultures that deal with 

the body paradigmatically as physid capital The caldations were done by a computa. 

which effectively %W boxes" the technical and SOCiOICUltural complexities that lie 

behind them Latour and Woolgar explain black-boxing as a technique that hides 

compladties so thoroughly that it becomes impossible for the reader to appreciate the 

complexities and exercise doubt: "The word bhck box is used by cybernetich 

whenever a piece of  machinery or a set of  commands is too complex In its place they 

draw a little black box about which they need to know nothing but its input and output." 

(Latour I987,Z-3) The only thing the CSTF participant-reader ( and the appraiser-reader, 

for that matter) need to be concerned about is input and outpus the calcuIsltions and the 

entire 6dd of science upon which they are based, and the political and cultural priorities 

that &doped that science, are unimportant. That is, no matter how con~roversiai t h e  

history, how comp1ex their inner workings, how Iarge the commercial, r i o a a l ]  or 

academic networks that hold them in place, ody their input and output COUI&" &atom 

1987,3) In that Madr box the partidpant-reader's puissance (aIbeit poorly rendered in the 

disciplinary techniques of its measurement) is my aanslated into pouvoir, its value as 

physical capital And the participant -reader did not see it happen In f8a, because it was 

done by a computer, it is regarded as a dmpIe, mundane and technical process, not worthy 

o fques t io~  The essence ofhuman being as pukmce is reworked as pouvoir in the 



form of physical capita1 values of fitness, and it is r h o r i m  passed off as mere matter of 

mechanical calculation! This aciaI process is black boxed in the computer, d e r e d  

iasiBnificat The tma@don of human essence as pouvou, slips past in the rhetoric of 

mere technicality. A briniaDt rhetorical maneuver, d y Y  

For any participant reader to unpack this black box is virttdy impassibie. There 

is nothing in the computer printouts to explain what happened in the black box, wbsa 

sources were used in the creation of the computer programme, what is the historical 

development of the science that lay behind it, kt alone the philosophy ofbeing, life, the 

body and so on. The appraiser-readers use the computer programme, but have no way of 

tracing the path of calculations through the computer, on the behalfof a dubious 

participant-reader. For both readers, it is an hametidy sealed black-box In fix$ only a 

historian of science and technology would be able to unpack this black box; because there 

is no textual reference trail to follow, unpacking the box would mean conducting 

interviews with those who w e e r e d  the box, going through their papers and trying to 

reconstruct the process- This is not something that anyone doing the CSTF would do. 

But the rhetoric of virtual w b s h g  does not require tbat one do that sort of 

investigation anyway. The contents of the black box are presented as nothing more than 

mere technical details of calculation and therhre aceptabIe as v h d y  witnessed. 

Moreover, the computer bIack box is impenetrable- The reader accepts the results by faith 

in the merely technical nanne of the box But since the box actuaEEy accompIishes a 

p o d  transformation of human essence, as I have just suggested, it is a d e d  and, as I 

win argueher, dangerous leap offkith 



The CSTF is not dways conducted with the aid of a computer. The calculations 

can be done n m d l y  with the aid of charts that are supplied in the CSm Operutions 

M d ,  and appraisers are taught how to do the c a l ~ o n s  manually. The seal on this 

bIack box is not as tight as that of the computers. There are some general rderences 

provided in a table of references, although only one of them (Jett6 et al. 1976) ref- 

diredy to any specifiic aspect of the CSTF. Which is not to say that there is no 

corndon b e e n  the CSTF and the s c i d c  literature upon which it is supposed to be 

based - a historical study could reconstruct the process by which the texts of exercise 

science became operationalized through the expert commitfees that designed the CSTF. 

The point m this argument about the virtual witnessing rhetoric of CSTF m the proass of 

comrerting pdcipant-readers is that there is no need to account for the process of 

CafEulation in the CSTF. The accountability can be black boxed m a g e n d  ladt of 

~ ~ c i n g  by virtue of the fact that it is rhetorically understood to be merely a technical 

matter, in the same way it is in the computerized application. However, as a technical 

matter it matters a great deal to the scientists who have been involved in the design of  the 

test, and there has been much comroversy in that community over the measuriDg and 

celculatiag techuiques and there is an entire subspedalty in ex& science on the science 

of physical fitness testing (Bouchard, Shephard, and Stephens 1992).Im But in the rhetoic 

" Although it should be noted that this scientific hemure on fitness testing takes no 

account of the socio-cuIturaI issues of power, science and the body that I am 

d d o p h g  here. Thae is nothing m any part ofthat scientific subspecialty that is m any 

way critical of its fimdameatal resourceful paradigm of the body. 



of the te* it is merdy a technical matter and controversies have been black boxed so as 

not to W e r e  with the point of the test, which is to give participants a conversion 

atperience. Moreover, the auciaI issue here is not qpestions of acaaacy m calculating 

physical bess; it is the question of the coding of the body as physid capital under the 

government of powoir. That issue is entirely black-boxed by the calculatiag process. 

This allows the participant-reader to virtuany wireader to virtually witness the coding ofthdr essence as 

physical capaal, without aaUany seeing and without even being aware of it as an issue. 

A summary of the rhetoric of the CSTF so fsr: The frst rhetorical point of the test 

is the credentkkd authority (ethos) of the appraiser and the test. Imitating the rhetoric 

of scientific taduality the CSTF also uses the rhetoric of virtual witnessing. A 

participant-reader can without too much effort reject the authority of those who claim 

it-maq do this in regard to the cIaims of the biomedid model on its monopo1y on 

forms of heahh care and choose alternative f o m .  It is more difficult, however, to Meet 

the coy rhetoric of the virmal witnessing that takes place in the w o n  of the 

tPchm'caI measurements and cakcufations. The presence of the numbers ays to the 

partidpant-reader: "you may not believe me, the fitness appraiser, and the authority that I 

reprrsem. So here are the numbes that dow you to 'see for y o d "  "Ilb, of course, 

is the rhetoric ofthe natraal view of the body, a view that bIack boxes the most important 

amtmwmies about the nature of the body in the dynamics of puissance and powoir, 

reducing the potentiany penetrating phenomenon of the body as it is sodally and 

cuhurally constructed to merely recogking the codes of powoir in the arsessmat of 

pnysical capitd. An of this is bidden in the deceit of mere technical repmeamion 



The rhetoric of the CSTF is essentially a rhetoric of closure, disguised as an open 

episteme: see for yourself. h this regard it foflows the mcturaI closure that Bazerman 

has shown is bdamentaI to the writing of scientific texts (See ppl l8a: virtual 

wheshg, the structural and logical subordination of all accomts to a c a d  claim or 

series &&&as, and the exclusion of other ways of thinlting (Bazerman 1988, p. 126). I 

have already spoken ofthe rhetoric of closure in virtual w h e s h g  The CSTF 

subdmks all accounts of physical fitness to the five components of 5ess: body 

composition, aerobic hess, muscular strength, flexibility, and muscular endurance. The 

entire test, all daims about the fitness of the body, and every part ofthe exercise 

prescription are structured around these five components, and assessment of the physical 

capital value and potential for capital development. Social and psychoIo@d issues, which 

are addressed in the coMseIling aspect of the CSTF are subordinate to the t%e 

compomts-they are treated as aids or hindrances to the resourcing of physical capital. 

This is strucattaIy the case, as the test collects data only around its central claim about 

h e s  as hzrving iive biophysical components. It is logically the case as all other aspects 

of human Ii& are seen to be andlary, although either hdpfid or detrimental, to the central 

biopaysical construction ofthe bodyfdesire as a physical capital resource. 

The pursuit ofpIea~u~e, for instance, is conceptualized as usefuZ yet clearly 

secondary, to developing the body's resources: the appraiser tries to determine those 

activities the participant-reader finds pleasurable that will contribute to the components of 

iitaess the test has deemed as being in need of improvement. Pleasure has no intrinsic 

vaIue, only as an aid to physical capital ddopmeut. 



The CSTF excludes alternative accounts of the bodyldesireesire As I argued above, 

the body of the CSTF is produced under a discipIinary regime as an mdividd and a 

resource and the reality recorded m the process was highly selective, looking only for 

signs tbat fit the paradigmatic (powoir) codes of the test. Wormation that does not tit 

the codes is not recorded. Most importantly, idormation that could undermine the codes 

is left out. Indeed nothing of the body's puissane its Erotic reality, the power of the 

BwO to deterritorialize its territorializatoin is recorded. As DeIeuze and Guaaari point 

o u t 4  recording of dasa is like the recording of a (digital) record that records only 

wbat the record company wants. 

Take for example the fbt that was recorded by the skinfbld tests. The test 

measures for adiposity in order to determine how functional the body/& ratio is m 

accordance with population norms -- determined by cadaver studies-as an 

epidemioIogical-based predictor of potential morbidity, The test does not record that the 

&y 'love handles" (skinfold measurement at the iIiac crest) codd be much cherished by 

the participant-reader's lover as a site of Erotic pIay, and that just the night More they 

were insensely engaged in such play, dramaticaIIy deepening both the par t i6pmt-defs  

apprecbtion for Erotic meaning of being and profound corn- to mother person 

The love handle may have been for one glorious moment a site for the deconstruction of 

individual difference and transgression of territorializing norms of human sexual 

behaviour. Nor does the test record the possibility that the participant-reader may fbndly 

appreciate the fktty 'love-handles" not only as a sign of increasing age, but as the 

eabd&nt of M e r  acceptance, or perhaps even appreciation fbr the f e w  ofpwiag 



older ,bodily, which is to say in the logos of Eros This is not an insigniscaut poiat: for the 

test does not record anything that could challenge its resourcefitl p d g m  of the body. 

Indeed it hides any questions of its disciplinary, individualking, territodizhg, resourcing 

paradigm. There is nothing in the structure of the test or in any part of its textual 

production that says: This is one narrative of the body am0118 many possible narratives, 

many of which you could write y o m  and some of which might completely undermine 

the presuppositions and priorities of this test. To believe what is ipscribed m this narrstive 

you need to weigh the issues of the nature of your body and your deepest sense of life, its 

meaning, and your own modalities of desire. Only by appreciating these controversies are 

you in a podtion to accept that you have witnessed a f%thfbl record of your body in this 

test, 

On the contrary, the test avoids such controversies entirely. By not engaging 

controv&es about the meaning ofthe body, the test engages in a rhetoric of omission 

Leaving confounding issues out of the textud production puts rhetorical pressure on the 

paticipant-reader to believe that she has seen a fhkhfid recording. 

Pan of the black-boxing rhetoric is not saying anything about the nature of the 

larodedge of the body that is being offered For iastance when one signs up for a 

physical fitness assessment, one is &en the impression that there is nothing contentious 

about the knowledge one win gain; certainly there is nothing to suggest that the test and 

the knowiedge it produces are pol i t id People are promised simple facts h u t  their 

bodies. For -Ie the DAR Gui& for Spring and Summer 1995 advertises its fitness 

test and co-on as foIIows: "Are you just startiag your hess  program or are you 



curious about your fitness level? You can learn more about your current hess  level with 

a fitness test. Your aerobic fitness, mu& strength and endurance, flsoiility and body 

composition." Here is the promise of a completely uncontroversial revelation oftruth of 

the bob/. 

There is more to this than the rhetorid power of leaving out controversial issues. 

In the printat  the intrinsic meaning of the body is appropriated by the sdriasic meaning 

structure of reso-ess. In this process of inscription there is a symbolic domg of 

the meaning power of puissance and the himation of the meaning power of pouvoir. 

The body is here treated with the grandeur of having a text written about it, but this is far 

h m  a valorization. Foucault says: "The hapipg of real lives into writing is no longer a 

procedurr of heroidzatoq it fimctions as a procedure of objectification and 

subjectio~"(Foucault 1979,192) This occurs in what Bourdieu has d e d  'symboGc 

violence," which he says "manages to impose meanings and to impose them as legib'rmate 

by concealing the power relations which are the basis of its force" (Bourdieu and Passaon 

1990 p 4). The CSTF commits this violence by conceding not only the power @owoir) 

that is at work in the production of the body iwlf - a power that is resident both m the 

specifics of the test and as the organidpg ptiacip1e of the body m modernity--but also by 

hiding its own rhetorical f o d o n  of a salvific Darrative text, that extmcts a o o n f i o ~ ~  

hmthebody,~~its~ceandatt~tstowriteitsfirture. 

BaPmma points out that an important pat  ofthe c o d  of knowledge 

production is the inclusion or exdusion of discourse, the detaplination of wbat constitutes 

legibimraediscol~~e within a scientific co-. This happens paradigmati-4 



those who share a particular paradigm are included in the particular s c i d c  discourse. 

Shapin and S M k r  aIso discuss this, pointing out that the Royal Society was restricted to 

like-minded people who were willing to agree on the pafameters of the debate. S i ,  

the CSTF is produced in an exclusionary =on: the only discourses that contriiute to the 

d o n  and maintenance ofthe CSTF are those that share the pafadip of the body I 

described above. AIternative paradigms exist only as shadow texts to the first four orders 

of texts. This exclusion is madkt in the complete absence h m  the fmt four orders of 

texts of any of the critical literature or perspectives I have been disatssing in this thesis. 

In reviewing the references for the CSTF, I found no evidence of the philosophid, 

ideological and political critiques of physical fitness and the science of pbysical h e s  that 

I examined in my literature review. The addition of the Irtle?preiation and Cofatseflr'ng 

M d  to the CSTF in I987 could seen as an attempt to broaden the perspective of the 

test beyond the merely physioIogicaI by including behavioural perspectives. But none of 

the behavioural rekences m the lnterpretatron und Cou~tseIIing M d  make any 

r e k a c e  to the critical literaatre I have cited. The Canadian Society fbr Exercise 

Physiology was origiDllly a muItidiscipIinary learned society4 was when the CSTF 3* 

edtition was published-yet the only scholarly discourse that fbm part of its schohriy 

background, as evidenced by references and the acknowiedgements of contributors, is 

exercise science, narrowly d M  m the biophysical sense, as w d  as a modest 

contribution h m  uncritical behavioural psychology. Given that the third edition of the 

test was designed in the mid 1980s and much of the critique that I mentioned has been 

published f?om the mid 1980s to the present, it could be argued that the science of 



physical fitness since then has taken these criiiqes into account. I looked at all the 

refkmces in Proceedings of the Second International Consensus Symposium on Physical 

Activay, Frtness and Heath (Bouchard, Shephard, and Stephens 1992) and found no 

daence to this literature. The National Association for PhysicaI Education in Higher 

Education publishes a well-known physical education journal, Quest7 which publishes 

muhidisciplinary research on physicai education, much of it critical-I published an article 

on technoIogy and the objectifcation of the body in physical education m the journal 

(Ronger 199%). Every year the Ammcisla Academy of Kinesiotogy and Physical 

Education publishes the most important proceedings of their aprmal confinnce m Queg 

volume 47, no- 3 was devoted to The Role of Physical Acrivzy in fitness mdHealkh, and 

none of the articles refer to the critical literature I have reviewed. That literature exists 

entidy m the shadow of biophysical science of physical fitness, and the Canadhn Society 

for Exercise PhysioIogy7s test of physical fitness, the CSTF. The degatiou ofthese 

critiqpes to the fifth order of texts, r n h h k s  dissent and makes it possible for there to be 

a scientific consensus on physical fitness that does not take into account the power that 

science & through the body. 

Crucial to the power of the CSTF to accomplish symbolic violence is the 

estabIisbm~ of authorial voice. Of course, ow technique for creating a domineering 

wie is to simply completely silence the reader. This is what most books and flyers on 

health and fitness do. The reader has no power to a€Eect the text, and must simply receive 

or reject its message- The CSTF uses a much more maaipuhbe t u q u e  than that It 

attracts codeSSions fiom the partidpant-reader* so that the reader is led to believe that 



the Sme has in an important way written the text himherself: with hismer own body. The 

truth that appears m the test is the truth of the participant, "told" by himher. Here, then, 

is the appearance of the participant as one who participates m the authorship of the text on 

bidher body. In actuality, however, authorship is entirely by the CSTF: It disciphed the 

body to appear on its own terms, coded the body according to its own paradigm, and 

black boxed the process of transIation of esseucesces As puissance, the participant-reader 

has been entirely negated, symbolically erased h m  the text of the CSTF. The CSTF 

produces a text of pure pouvoir. This is the trtrlh the participant reader is bid to accept in 

the process of comrersion. The supreme authorial power Iies in hiding it aIl, so the 

participant is lead to believe she has just seen himherself. The point of this violence is 

the hegemonizsltion of the dominant cultural way of dealing with the body and desire, 

which is to appropriate it, terrorialize it, make it usefUZ by coding, charmefling and darning 

up the flows of desire. The tragedy is that this territoriakhg of the body is so Emnliat to 

us, in so many waIks of life, that we bareIy it notice it happening in somethmg as 

seemingly helpfbl as a jituess test. 

The CSTF pretends to simply tell the truth ofa body and suggest action. When in 

fbct it engages m a complex, -pulative t d  production that makes the body confess, 

re@m that c o d i o n  in the codes of individualistic physical capital production, and 

prescribes a new life of subjected desire To which I shall now tum. The appraiser-reader 

translasestheappraisalresults,asquantrtatnre 
* .  assessm- of physical capital, into 

meaningfid action in terms of plans for a new He. This translation process, is called 

coundhg by the I n t e r p ~ e ~ u n  and Counseling M d  



The examinatiodconfession is a technique of power that produces the body under 

the govenunm of powoir as an individual resource£bl object that e a h  signs of itself as 

such. The tnterpretatiodconversion renders that r e s o u r d  objectivity meanin@ m the 

abstract dues of physical capitaL The coullSeling/New Lifb stage ofthe test gives the 

abstract capital values practid meaning by pre-scriiig a disciplined way of life, which is 

a production of desire geared to increasing capitaI vaiua The telos of this productive 

process is the purchase of salvation, which 1 wia discuss in the conclusion, In this section 

I will examine the techniques used by the CSTF to prescribe the New We. 

The central theme in my analysis of the CSTF has dealt with its productive power, 

the power of the CSTF to bring the body to presence under powoir. This, I have argued, 

is an extension of the culture of powoir which is operative in the research laboratories of 

ex& science, out and mto everyday life- I have afso argued that the p a f a d i p  of the 

bodyidesire that are at work in exercise science reproduce the domiaanf culture of the 

body m modernity the body brought to presence as a resource. The counseling element 

of the CSTF writes a script for the fixme development of the body as a capital fesoufce. 

It sets ota to accomplish this task by extending the exercise science paradigm of the body 

into the day to day life of the participant. Since the operative paradigm of the body of 

ex- science crystanizes a wider culItural disposition towards the body, indeed the 

domiant modem disposition toward being the CSTF is not a creative jnventim In 



this respect there is no "am" to the prescription of the CSTF, as (1935) would 

say. It is a more or less mechanical reproduction of a paradigm of the body, a form of 

power, that is already circulating in modern ~uhure . '~  But it is not a simple reprint of a 

picture that already exists. It is a reproduction of powoir that attempts to achieve an 

ever greaser "resolution" of its power (Foucault 1980b, 15 1-2) by inscribing a precise 

narrative for the production offiuture desire in particular bodies. Pouvoir achieves 

greater tes0Iution by pre-scribing a "lifesty1en dedicated to physicat capital development. 

(See disatssion of "resohition," p. 281, abow).There is an interesting cultural replay bae. 

A broad cuhraal discome ofthe body (powoir) which 'origiaany' is haphazardly 

cidahg in modern capitalist culture, is reproduced m a highly cornfled =on in the 

nsesrch labomory, reproduced again in the examination procedures of the CSTF, and 

then replayed (back) in the WestyIe" prescriptions of the CSTF, giving the 'original' 

discourse of powoir greater "resolution" in the wider culture. 

Ofcourse, day to day life cannot be produced with precisely the same contrd as 

that which is exercised in the Iaboratofy. In the research laboratory and the CSTF there 

an sciePtists or appraisers, procedures and equipment, inscription devices and concrete 

texts produced, all ofwhich coatrol and record every movement of the body so that it is 

There is W e  variation in presaiptiors for d i f f i  participants. Any differences are 

merely ciifEmces of empfrasis, for exampIe, more emphasis on strength than on 

fladbility- The capital tesoufce paradigm is the same for wexyone. Meed, the 

e o n  aims at getting everyone to Iive the same kind of Hie, to produce desire dong 

tbesameIines! 



produced as resoufcefirIly as possible. Power, here, is still operarive extemalIyernany The 

body is marshaled as an object by an external subject (exercise sdentidappraiser). The 

trick of couIlSeiing is to extend the control that marshals the body as a capital resource m 

the CSTF into day to day life of individual, osteasibly selfdetermining, human subjects 

over whom there is M e  if any external control in tgrms of resourcefbl fitness. It does that 

by writing a nanative of the New Lie which it calls a "HestyIe." In the 

examidon~confeSSio~~ the power of powoir is momentary - the body is fiee to do as it 

wishes once it has performed its tasks. Counseling attempts to "tightaup1en (Rouse 

1987,230) that moment ofpowoir by exteading it beyond the limited spatio-temporal 

confines of the CSTF m the form of an "active lifestyle." 

In "Science and RefIectionn Heidegger speaks of a way of life that is g d  not to 

dwelling upon and beholding the essence of being, a way which I have characterized as 

Erotic. He calls this other way of Iife the biosprakckos, "the way of life that is dedicated 

to action and productivity." (Heidegger 1953,165). The essence of lifestyle for the 

CSTF is to bring to presence human being by actions that focus upon and maease its 

produetivay as physical capital Counseling trdates into action the abstract vah~es of 

physicaf capital that the participant was forced to accept as the tnah of his or her body as 

part of the rhetoric of cowersion. For instance the WostatW says the following about the 

Sum of SkhfbIds values: 

The strm of sltinfolds is the total of h e  skhfiold measures in mil6meters A0 body 
k increases, so does the deposit of fat underneath the sldnS [tic] surfice. 
Reducing caloric intake through proper dieting and/or increasiilg caloric 
expe~ldiarre by mcreasiag physical activitywin recfucethis measure overtimee 
This so d e d  'negative caloric k c e '  is necessary iffat content of the body is to 
be reduced, To preserve lean body tissue, exercise should be part of almost every 



weight reduction p r o p  If weight reduction is indicated, a gradual reduction is 
recommended of about a pound to a pound and a haIfper week A pound of fkt is 
appmhately 3500 Calories. (See Appendix 4) 

This is a way of life that compels the body to move as an individual tirnctional object 

that can increase its value. The New Lie is a practical, timctiod, productive lifessyle, the 

bi" p p . .  Comsehg produces texts that are scripts for the embodiment of the bim 

pmAh'Rao. In this process the participant is counseled on how to read M e r  body as a 

practical text and project, and how to discipline it accordingly. 

The overwhehing rhetorical ambition of the CSTF prescription is to convince the 

reader to reproduce M e r  body as a text in the firture. But this is not just any old text: it 

must be reproduced along specific narrative lines ofcapital development. This is not just a 

matter of re-presentation. Here there is an appeal not just to interpret the body texhrally, 

as though there were many other equally important, vaIuabIe, or authentic interpretations. 

It is a matter of embarking on a textual presentation of the body such that the body comes 

to be a bjving nmtive of capital accumulation. This is the embodiment of scientific 

texts. It is a t d  strasegy for the production of the Bio-power. 

This prescriptive writing of a "lifestylew is a t d  attempt to "make people up" 

by charting a discrpIinary course for desire. The main technique involved here is 

panopticism (Foudt  1979, 195-230). Panopticism is a disciplinary technology that 

attempts to determine the essence of the body in the f i m d a m d  dynamics of puissance 

and powoir, scriptiag and monitoring how the body moves, how desire should be. In the 

finowing I will bri* descri i  Foudt's adysis of modem power as panoptic- I wiU 

then describe the panoptics ofthe CSTF. 



Thmugh much of his work, Foucault has argued that modern coercive power is 

ciifbs~ No longer dependent on the concentrated great speaac1es of power - such as 

public executions - modern power is exercised everywhere. The populabon cooperates 

extensively m the exercise of this power. In Di@Zine andAmish F o u d t  analyzes 

power as discipline which operates on people' bodies by making them docile, training them 

and overseeing them m a system he calls panoptics The architectwal archetype for t i is 

power was Jeremy Bentham's panopticon, which was a design for a prison which gave the 

prisoners the impression that they could be always be observed, but unable to detect at 

which times they were being observed. The discipIinary logic here was that they had to 

behiwe as ifthey were being watched all the time, even ifthey were not. He meant that 

the prisoners observed t h d v e s  on behalfof the prison. There was Me need for jailers, 

since the prisoners themselves performed that function. 

The panoptic fom is not just architectural It bas become a social structure that 

has architectural manifestations, such as the prison, but which extends to many parts of 

liti?; it is a concept of coatr01 by surveinance m everyday life. It is a concept about 

SurveilfSulce by viewing, seeing, being aware of the constant possibility ofbeing seen, and 

therefore disciplining oneself according to such seeing. It is a very cost efficient system, 

tbat needs Iittle in the way of a police force. Foucault says "there is no need for urns, 

physical violence, material constraints, Just a gaze. An inspecting gaze, a gaze 

which each mdvidual under i ts weight will end by interhising to the point that he 

k his own OVUSCCT, eacb individd thus exercising thip surveillance over, and 

against bimsdfbimsdfH(Fwdt 1980b, 155). 



That is the qwst of CSTF counsening, to get the participant-reader to interiorize 

the same physical capital appraising gaze that she experienced in the examinsrtion, to 

come to watch over M e r  We at aIl times enntriDg that it is always unfolding m the 

acamtulation of physical capital. The participant-reader is couIlSend on how to watch 

ova hismer body, aud to write its W e  by observing its phydcaI capgital accumuMous. 

The body becomes visible to the participant-reader as capital. Foucauh says: 

he who is subjected to a field ofvisriility, and who knows it, assumes responsibb 
for the coostraints of power, he makes them play spontaneously upon hnse& he 
iPsaibes m himselfthe power relation m which he shhaneously plays both 
roles; he become the principle of his own subjd011. By this very fhct, the 
external power may throw off its physical weight; it tends to the non-corporal; and, 
the more it approaches this iimit, the more constant, profound and permanent are 
its effects: it is  a perpetual victory that avoids any physical conhntation and 
which is always dedded in advancecen~oucauh 1979,202-3) 

Wbm power is e $ i e l y  intemalired, there is no codiontation with an other who is 

forcing one to do their bidding. Revolt becomes diEcuIt because the oppressor can't be 

seea For this reason, panoptics brings a very low poGticaI cost to the "regime." 

Mark Taylor (1990.3 1Q says that the logic or reason of the panopticon is that of 

a deacUine. In the spatial configurations of prisons, these deadIines are the physical 

botmdaries drat prisoners aoss only at the risk of being shot. Temporally, deadlines are 

time h i t s ,  such as the time by which a debt must be paid or an assignment, such as a 

doctoral dissertation, nust be submitted Crossing a deadline can have serious 

consequam- Those who are aware oftheir dearnines and f d  of the consequences of 

not "mkhg' them win organize their lives, their desires, their work m such a way that 

the deadine is not crossed Like the panoptic jder, the deadline operates in its own 



absence. "The deadhe is a THRESHOLD - an irreduuLb1e threshold that is never 

present as such To aoss the threshotd is to nm the risk of being shot - shot dead." 

(Taylor 1990.31) Dedhes lurk in the presence of their absence as tbe threshold that 

must be avoided 

Prescriptive narratives, such as that of the CSTF work with the logic of deadlines, 

threshoIds which desire should not cross. The counselling of the CSTF produces tsds 

about thresholds that iastihlte panoptic logic for desire. There are a mrmber of tbresh01ds 

that the CSTF nanative tries to institute. The most deadly among them is the threat of 

eady death that might come fiom failing to produce enough physid capitaI to waylay the 

inevitable. Not as deadly, but certainly a threshold one is encouraged not to cross, is the 

onset of disease. that comes f?om poor physical capita accumuIation Both death and 

disease are made present by their absence, thus threatening the participant. These 

deadlines are d e d  "h& risks." "Health risks" become the absent panoptic jder that 

keeps desire in check. The narrative he here is that health risk is the road not to be 

taken. The road thus to be taken is one of accumulating physical capital by inmasing 

ex- for m a d  cardiovascular fimction, and perfecting body compositio~~, With 

the abseat deadline of heahh risk looming, the participant is given a text that p f e ~ c n i  a 

discipline for the pro&& of desire: by diet, exercise and monitoring 

The he& risk deadhe perpetWy threatens that its absence will become present 

if desire does not continue to MfoId accordmg to the prescription For instan- when a 

pdcipara's appraisal shows that there is no health risk for a particular component, say, 

body composition, they are told: *You are m no heahh risk with this score, It is 



important that your body composition not be dowed to shift toward being overfit as you 

age. A propam of arerdse and proper diet &odd be maintained." (See appendix 4)fi1 

Another panoptic structure in this amative of the New Life involves normality. 

The imperative to be n o d  creates a very strange panoptic structure: it is a poIicing of 

desire that in some respects & upon the participant-reader to maintain or return to a 

certain nomality or stam quo, and on the other had to strive for exdence aPd leave 

behiad the mediocrity of the n o d  Hacking has descn'bed the historical development of 

these two ideas of normality in the work of Durkheim and Galton: 

On the one hand there is the thought that the n o d  is what is right, so that talk of 
the normal is a splendid way of preserving or returning to the status quo. That's 
I)urkheim'. On the other hand is the idea that the normal is only average, and so is 
something to be imporoved uon That's 'Galton'. hukheim Caned deviation fiom 
the norm pathology, while Galton saw exdence at one extreme of the Normal 
distriiution ... The tension in these aspects of the normal will not dissolve just by 
~mting that there are two ideas, one of preservation, one of amelioration. The 
former carries within it fondness for orisins, youtbfid good health, an ideal 
condition to which we &odd be restored. The Iatter lusts after teleology, of ends 
that we may choose for the perfection of ourselves or of our raceface@cking 1990, 
168-9) 

The CSTF employs both these senses of nonnaIity to police the desire of the participant. 

Repding body composition, the participaut is encouraged to restore the ideal ratio of fit 

and lean by striving through exercise and diet for the 50th percentile- With the other 

parameters of fitness (aerobics, strength, fl exiidity and endurance) the participant is 

Iocated in a &'bution of the Canadian popuIatioa Here the impedve is to strive 

towards ranks of exdence. Foucault says that "discipline is an art of rank, a techuique 

* There is a monetary capital p d d  to this discourse on physical capital accurrmlatio~~: 

"You may have money now, but you better save for emergencies and your old age" 



for the transformation of arrangements. It individuaIizes bodies by a location that does 

not give them a tixed position, but distn'butes them and circulates them in a network of 

relations." (Foucault 1979,146) The percentiIes ofthe CSTF serve this important 

disciplinary fimcti011: No matter where one is in the distriiution one can aIways skive to 

be better, to improve one's rank Those who are sub-nod should at least strive to be 

norm& those who are normal should strive to be excellent; and those who are d e n t  

should strive to be even better. Hence someone who scores highly is "congratulated on 

your progress." And are then told how to finther their score, to achieve even greater 

physical capital. Both senses of normality are panoptic structures that are deployed to get 

the participant to produce hidher desire more 'perfectly.' (See Appendix 4) 

Even if at the moment of the test, one is in perfect condition, the 50th percentile 

for M y  composition and the 100th percentile for the other parameters, one cannot rest. 

For age itselfis a "health riskw that one must work against by exercise and diet. Ckeibi 

discipline will help even perfect people. Foucault says: Tor the disciplioed man, as fbr 

the true believer, no detaiI is unimportant, but not so much for the mewing that it conceals 

wittrin it as for the hold it provides for the power that wishes to seize it." (Foucault 1979, 

140) Moreover, "there is not a single moment of life &om which one carmot extract 

fbrces, providing one knows how to differentiate it and combine it with others." (Foucault 

1979,165) And indeed, the CSTF counsel& of fa  not only panoptic ways (deadhes, 

normality) for the participant-reader to think of hixu or herselfin order to marshan the 

bodfs physical capitaI, it also offers monito~g practices to aid in the production of the 

SamR 



Pariticipartt-readers are told to monitor their exercise according to the FITT 

principle: the f?eqpency, intensity, time and type of the exercise. (See John Jogalong's 

"Action Plan Worksheetw in Appendix 10) (See also discussion p. 255 above) The FITT 

principle is the awe of the prescription, qedjhg when, with what intensity, for what 

chation and how puissance is to be marshded in the service of capital acamtulation It 

is a discil,hq control of activity in the Fouaddian sease. The tint aspect of this is 

estabWg a time table, (Foucault 1979,149-5 I), which is the fieqyency of the 

prrscribed exercise. The point being: "Tie measured and paid must also be a time 

without impurities or defects; a h e  of good quality, throughout which the body is 

contandy applied to its exercise. Precision and application ere, with nguIarity, the 

fhdmental virtues of disciphmy time." (Foucault 1979,lS 1) The body's time is also 

segmented into larger temporal configurations for the rnaxhbhg use of time over time, 

as it were: the Action Plan Worksheet i n sg i  this as the "time h e "  the number of 

weeks or months dotted to fidiihg goals. The point here is to arttact the body's 

resources over the long term, which because the tmiihs effect is cumulative, is n e a s s q  

$any meaningful physical capital is to be accumulated. Intensity, type and time of the 

acadse constitute what Foucault calls the "tempod elaboration of the act." Within the 

exercise regimen, the body's time must not be permitted to break out on its own, to be 

meEuent. The ITT of the FITT priacip1e ensures that the rmodmal resources are 

dedoped. The ITT is calculated to ensure that just the rigbt amount of work is 

pafi,nnmeb latendty here is rationat matter. It is not presaibed as a deterritorialiting 

plateau, as Deleuze and Guattari spealr ofthe liberartag power of (Erotic) hemities 



@dm and Guattari 1987b, 14946). The intensity must not be so great that it might 

dennine the (tedorializiag) capital project - for instance, someone nmrdog very fist 

for four mirmtes may experience profound Erotic i n t w ,  but ifthey are complet* tired 

by that activay so that they can not run longer and achieve the training &kt, their energy, 

their pubmce,  their time has been wasted. The ITT m;admizes the body's res~urcefitloes~ 

Foucauh says that this sort of discipline: 

poses the principle of a theoretical ever-growing use of time: arhaustion rather 
than use; it is a question of extracting, form time, ever more a-le moments 
and, from each momens ever more wikl forces This means that one must seeL 
to intensify the use of the slightest moment,as iftime, in its very fragmentation, 
were in-ile or as is at least by an ever more detaifed internal arraugenlent, 
one could tend towards an ideal point at which one m h t a i n e d m s p e e d  
and maximum efEaency. (Fou& 1979,154) 

The participant is instructed to monitor hidher FTTT by using clocks and palpating their 

pulse to make sure that the heart is beating at the most resourcefid pace. (Tn aerobics 

c b e s ,  this is a fomd part of the structure). The appraiser teaches the participant how to 

pdpa!e the puIse so that she can monitor the production of puissance as powoir 

The participant also monitors the accumulation of capital by agreeing with the 

appraiser on "success indicators." For John Jogalong those are inscribed as: completion 

ofa 10 km nm, duction ofweight to desired level, and improvement of tnmk flexion 

Success indicators are easily accessible appraisals of the participnt's success in adhering 

to the disciphes of the New Life, and serve as informal indicators of physical capital 

accmuhion. To encourage continued monitorins the participant is asked to schedule 

mother CSTF appraigL The CSTF at the DAR encourages participant-readers to retum 



fir a retest (the intitial text is $35; the retest is B0). This gives encouragement to 

participaats to make sure they maintain their discipline - indeed as FoucauIt points out 

part of the corn1 of an activity is the proper organization of the geneses, ie .  correct 

pedagogical sequencing, one of the elements of which is the pumamion of segraents with 

regular examinations. poucadt 1979,158) The retest is such a punctuation meant to 

keep the r e s o d  discipline of puissance on coucse. 

The partiupam is also couIlSelIed to use confission as a conhued disciplinary 

technique. For exmpIe; recording and charting body weight on a weekly basis, keeping a 

diary on when, where, why, with whom and how one eats food, and keeping a diary 

~fphysica~ activities p a f ~ ~ m e d L n   he csm ~ m e l c r t r - ~  m d - n i n g M d  

men inchrdes a "Self-Contract" to be signed by the appraiser and the participant as a 

pseudo IegaI document to enforce the discipIinary regime on the participant. 

SWnmy ofthe decomtnutbe reariing o f t k  C%!X 

In contrast to the naturalistic reading of the CSTF, a deconstructive reading shows 

that the CSTF is not a poIiticaIIy neuttal representation of the body's natural "fitmd and 

-011s for enhancing the sama The science of physical h and the CSTF are 

textual discourses that produce the power of p o w  in the body. The overaD 

stmame of the CSTF is a amative of through confkssicm (examEnaton), 

amversion C i o n )  and the New Life (cormsening/pfeScription). In the confession 

* Commercial diaries that help one keep track of these things are d y  asdable. 

Rumam' WwtdnmPa7jne publishes one every year. 



the body is disciplined to move as an individuaI resource that emits signs of itself only as 

such. In the conversion, those s i p  are translated into codes of physical capital value and 

the participant-reader is subjected to a variety of authoritarian and manipdative techniques 

that attempt to get hidher to accept the results of the test as a revelation of the truth of 

his or her body as a capital resource. The text of the New Life develops disciplinary 

strategies for the production of desire as a capital resource. The overd structure here is 

the resourcing of puissance as powoir. 

There is an important relationship between the CSTF, exercise science and the 

modern government of the body. The science of physical fitness gives greater resolution 

to the wider discourse of the body as powoir in the research laboratory. The CSTF is a 

t d  adension of that hiay  resolved power out of the laboratory and into the wider 

population via a forcefUUy productive narrative for salvation. In the next, concluding, 

chapter, I wiIl consider the nature of this salvation, and aiternative forms of physical 

ehcati011 



Chapter F i e  

CONCLUSION 

5.1 Critique 

The CSTF and the exercise science of which it is an extension are technoiogical 

aaprises. They are modes of revealing the body, of bringing it to presence as a 

resource. The point of this resourcing of the body is to make it ever more productive, 

aad efficiently functional so that it is more £idly d. Developing the usevalue of 

puissance as powoir is the point of this technology. The wonder, the ecstasy, the 

htrbic value of puissance is entirely irrelevant. The power of the "pre-personal fieldn of 

essential connectedness is rephced with the powoir of individualism. There is but one 

imperative: to increase the physical capital value of the individual body by devdopmg 

physid fitnessess The New Life scripts the instrumentd rationale for mrndmizing the body's 

capitaI pot- Acarmulaed physical capital purchases salvation in various forms. In 

the foiIowing, I wiJI briefIy descn'be the forms of salvation that physical capitat 

development is supposed to purchase - this wiD draw subsbntdly on the Iiterature I 

reviewed in the first chapter. My point here is not so much to embekh those themes, 

wbich have been well developed by others, but to inustrate how the exercise teclmoIogy 

ofthe CSTF and exercise science serve kger SOCiO-CUIturaf discourses that use the body 

as a resource. Keep m mind that the genius ofthis technology is its ability to capsure the 

wild, spontrmeous, Erotic power of the M, by tenitorishizing the same m the process of 

confesson, cowerdon and the discipGnes of the New Life. Granted there arr nrany other 



ways of making the body available to social discourse - the CSTF and exercise science, 

however, are among the most scientific. 

The scientific capital resourcing of puissance is iastrumental to numy of the socio- 

cuhural projects that the critical literature of FBPE has addressed. Foremost among these, 

perheps, is individualism. I have shown that the capital resource developma of the 

CSTF, deals excIusively with the production of the body as an individual capital resource. 

The individualism of physical fitness, espedany in work-place fitness programmes (which 

often revolve around fitness testing as a main 'motivational tool') encourages employees to 

develop their bodies as more productive capital resources, by increased productivity, 

lower absenteeism and more placid dispositions (Shepkd 1986% Shqhsud 1986b). By 

tmdknhg "respom%ility" for health fiom the sate to the individual it saves the wdfiln 

state h m  having to care for its citizens. (Stein 1982). "Saving" the welfiue state money 

has been a major impetus for the dominant lifisty1e improvement strategies of HeaIth 

Promotion (See discussion pp I95 Q. In many of those lifestyle campaigns "individualsn 

are pressed to take responsiiility for their health. My analysis shows that in the science of 

physicsh fitness, individuaIs taking responsiiility for their own health mams developing 

their bodies as penond physical 0pitaL 

The salvific Klrrative of the CSTF is that salvation is a completely individual 

enterprise. This reproduces an ideology of bourgeois mdividuah that pervades modern 

c o m e r  capitalist culture. As my litemure review shows there are a mrmber of forms of 

salvation that are supposed to accrue from physical fitness - all ofwhich are configured 

by the various intersections of dass, gender, race, and ethnidty. Salvation is best 



understood here in terms of the perils it seeks to avoid The following is just a summary 

of the various d i s c o m  of the body that I have descriied more m y  in my literature 

review. 

By accumuiating physical capita1 m the slender, taut body, one is saved &om the 

judgement of peers as lazy, unproductive, undisciplined, self-indulgent, emotionaIIy, 

unstable and so on (Bordo 1990; Crawford 1984; Feathemone 1991) Men can save 

themsehres hrn the ignominy of femininity by building their masculine physical capital m 

large muscles- (Bordo 1993b; Cornell 1987; Come1 1990; Whitson 1990; Whitson 1994). 

Women can save themselves fiom the sexist imperative that they remain weak by 

becoming strong (Bartky 1988; Bordo 1993b; Cole 1993; Lloyd 1996; MacNein 1994; 

Marlrula 1995; Miartin 1989; Wolf l99O), or c o n v d y  can embody a p a t r h W  culture's 

distas& for a woman's body by exercising to disappear - this is the twisted physical 

capital logic of anorexia descriied by Bordo (Bordo 1993b, 139-64). By enaging in the 

consuming cultures of physical fitness, one is saved fiom the dsamfkh . . 
'on of not 

consrmting salvation here is the meaning to be found in the act of co-on "I 

consume, therefore I m" One is saved fiom the disddkction with selfthat is fostered 

by consumer cuhre, particulariy through advertising images, by working on one's body 

(Featherstone 199 1). One is promised salvation fiom Ioneliaess, and sexual inadepuacy 

by building the physical capita1 of the sexy "W body. Physical capital development 

promises to save one fiom an eariy death, from sickness and from the ravages of old age. 

The imperative to be young and to buy youth through fitness is omnipresent Indeed, 

Iooldng one's age is a sign of a fidure to acanrmlate y o u W  physical capit& The 



science of pttysid h e s  (especially as it is maaifest in the CSTF) is a technobgy that 

naarshaIls the body as a capid resource for the p m l m e  of these salvitic ends. 

I am not arguing here tbat physicaI fitness cannot deliver many of the ssthrific 

promises listed above. It can In some cases it does. The problem, I sugga is that this 

form of &ation traasfonns desire as a positive Erotic lifeforce, the essence of the mu- 

. . IimttrveBwO, territorializing it in the logic of individual Iack The impetus to move fie. 

the being of desire) comes not tiom what the body is, but from wbat it is not. The salvitic 

quest here is to embody fantasy, to come to presence as what one is not: beamEd, 

productive, d e ,  feminine, forever young, healthy, I l l y  alive. In short, it promises 

to save one &om oneseK It promises to purchase the fantasy of being what one is not and 

not becoming what one inevitably wilI become, The salvation narrative of the CSTF f'eeds 

on btasy. 

This Etrrtasy of purchasing what one does not have is the heart of the desire to 

ztamuhe phlvsical or any other kind of capitat This faaatasy is the very engine of 

consumer capitatism: dissatisfsction with what is present and an unrequitable longing for 

what is absent, The basis of consumer desire is Iack: the empty prese~ce ofdesiring 

absence. Rrissance is its opposite: it is the Erotic, feamd intensity of presence, an 

intensity that exists m the absence of Iack (See discussion p. 195, above) The meaning 

ofthe being of personal capital accumulation, on the other hand, is unrequiteabIe desire. 

For where desire is full (as it is in the fecund intensity of puissant Eroticism) there is no 

need to move in the mode of accUmur;Ltion. Movement that does not need to acannulate 

mythhgis,atIeastinhrespect, ~whereasmo~thatneedstoacamtulate is  



bound to the pmject. The movements prescr i i  in the CSTF, I have shown, are bound, 

not free. The economics of cotlsumer capitalism, requires the ironic desire to lack The 

imperative to physical capital accumulation, which is the essence of movement in exercise 

science, reproduces the structure of desire (as urnequitable Iack) in consumer capitalism. 

Desk, in the science of physical fitness is always ur~req&eabIe because it is always 

produced m the fear of its panoptic deadlines - health risks. This as it wae, hckful 

desire is consumated, ironically enough, only when the threshold of death itselfis crossed. 

In death. I suspea, there are no health risks, at least not as conceived by the science of 

physical &ness. 

The eatiment to accumulate physical capital for the purchase of M y  fbtasy 

territorializes the ppuissant body with the powoir of lack The capitalist irnperativt is 

always to be richer, no matter how rich or poor you are. The magnet of capital 

acumulation through physical fitness is the power of lack, of absence, of the nihilistic 

pu~cbase of life. 

I am not saying that there is anything wrong with liviPg a long time, fiee of 

disease, and irresistibly attractive. What is wrong is desire brought to presence, 

territoriatized by powoir, negadng puissance, by cooso~ctiPg desire as laelc This, I 

believe, adds to Heide&s warning about the danger of modem technology, wherein he 

says that it does not mend to beings coming to presence h m  themsehtes, and instead 

msrshalls them as mere fesources for other uses (Gesen). In the logic of mdividuaI 

capital Arrrmnrrah'on, the bodyfdesire comes to presence by the negation ofthe fkcundity 

ofits presence M o a  through physical (fitness) capital acamtuIation is a technotogy 



that brings desire to presence by the draw of its own negation. The nasty irony of fUdiag 

Pahration h capital accumulation, is that ow is saved by the loss of the fUaess of 

presence, by the seduction of lack The "healing power," the source of salvation in this 

strange narrative tums out to be nihilissn, the negation of the illness of presence in 

desire? The CSTF, and the science of physical fitness, prescniie this nihilism under the 

code words "heathy lifestyle" which &om a Heideggerian perspective can be understood 

as the bimpakn'kos. 

The word "lifestyle" was ori@alIy used by Alfied Adler to denote structures of 

the personality that govern reactions and behaviour (OED). For Ader this govaning 

structure was &Wed in the fim four of five years of Gfe. For exercise science, 

lifestye is also a governing structure, but not one that is patterned on eady childhood 

development, a kind of predestination that comes &om childhood The "HeaithyLifestyleW 

of exercise science is a panoptic government of Me, a relentless project of confission 

(monitoring h e s s )  and resoIution to live the New Life (writing and fonowing 

pnscriptions for exercise and controlIing desire). Untike the predestinsrtion of Adler's 

concept of life governed by Lifestyle, for exercise science, lifestyle is produced m an 

ongoing project of discipline, panopticism and denial that extends that paradigm of the 

body from the d e d  confines of the research laboratory into e v q  moment of everyday 

life. A Healthy Lifestyle is a "boundary project" (Hammy 1985), that c)lannels desire 

- - 

*Keep m mind that the CSTF says that the "deadIinesn of "hdth risk" nevergo away 

rmd that one must always accrrmulate physical capital to avoid crossing the hee 



(Deieam and Guattari 1987b, 33) in the production of powoir. The healthy lifeStyte is a 

tex~ through which the body is supposed to come to presence. For a healthy lifestyle, 

desire fonows guidelines for eating, sleeping, exercising drinking, lovemaking, workin g... 

Indeed, there is no part of life, no detail too small (Foucault 1979,140), that cannot be 

bounded by the disciplinary gaze of lifestyle management 

The term healthy lifestyle is pregnant with morality 

The inflection and doggedness with which "healthn is promoted and disease 
prevented gives the whoIe show away. Substitute perdition for disease, and 
salvation for health (or "wehess") and one lays bare the old morality play, here 
replayed in the idiom of medicine. We are admonished and instructed to restore 
our bodies and spirits to health through vigorous exercise (nmning and jogging, 
fix instance), through various abstinences, meditation, and the like. Ewe adhere 
to this self-discipline, we will purge our bodies and minds of those poisons thas 
make us ill. We win thereby become clean, healthy - saved. (Stein 1982,169) 

LifkstyIe is an individual consumer choice with powerfirl moral implications. One chooses 

to be healthy or unhealthy, moral or immoral, normal or devient. The imperative is to 

choose the right lif@e, channel desire to avoid the abyss of deviance. 

The notion of deviancy is extended fiom the sick person to the potentiaUy sick 
person, fiom mim$est iIIness to what is considered MbeaIthy behavior. We a11 
become deviants in our everyday lives - when we light up a cigarette, when we 
consume eggs at bmkfkst, and when we are unabIe to express M y  our emotions 
Persons who act in such a way as to predispose themselves to sickaess are now 
considered actuaCLy to be sick Like the sick role, the potential-sick roIe mandates a 
moral duty: to correct unhealthy habits. Conversely, it condemns iIIness as an 
individual moral failiae(Crawford 1980,380) 

The individualist focus of lifesty1e withdraws the body fiom the puisssance of the essential 

connectedness of the prepersod, of finding saivation in the profoundly comected 

puissance of desire, and into the powoir of the controlIed, self-disciphed territory of 



bourgeois individual physical capital acaunulatioa Producing this individuaIity is 

constructed as a moral duty. 

The clarion of "healthy lifestyle" is to pursue a way of life that is devoted to the 

practicaIities of capital accumulation, a biospraktibs.'~ I will dose my cmnudmg 

critique by commenting on the probIems of the biosprakn'kos as the way of life for the 

CSTF, exercise science, and, more generally, physical education that is dominated by the 

exercise sciences- I will then briefly susest alternatives. 

My definition of the biospraktikos for physical education is: a way of revealing the 

body by dealing with it excIusively as a practid matter of deveIopmg physical capital 

resources. This way completely obscures the dynamics of puissance and powoir, passing 

&the tenitorialidng power of powoir as nothing more than a naEuraI account of the 

body. The biospraktikos, hides the operations of power both in science and the modern 

technological making of day to day Iif'e. (In the specific case of the CSTF, I have shown 

it accomplishes this hiding through acts of considerable symbolic violence.) 

The transformative power of scientific technolo~y is its power to make worlds, 

accordiag to the paradigms of science (Rouse 1987,2L1). The CSTF was designed to 

banstbrm tnrman We, to produce a mrrde world from an epidemioIogid point of view - 

'YHoward Stein says: "the fitness-wehess-he& ethos is firrther part of the anti- 

htebual (or psuedo-%ellechraI) attitude that substitutes insight with actionn(Stein 

1982,169). 



one of the primary motivations of Health Promotion and since 1974, one of the policies of 

the Canadian Government. But it is aIso the making of individual, indeed, indivi- 

worlds that are subject to authoritative, resoufcefitl discourses on the body, discoufses of 

which the participants are not made aware and to which they are not invited to contnie, 

except by virtue of their docile embodiment of the discourses - the participant undergoing 

the CSTF has no say in the writing of the mmtive of their desire. They provide a certaia 

kind of data (and in highIy restricted forms) that is then organized according to extend 

discourseurSe But the rhetorical hope, of course, is that these discourses win become 

intanalized such that the individual understands him or herself dong the narrative h e s  

that are being imposed such that they will come to embody the narrative, thus intedihg 

the discourseurSe Thus plugged into the discourse, new worlds are made. The participant 

is supposed to embody this desire, without reflection. 

Where exercise science is the dominant episteme of physical education, as it is 

entidy m the CSTF, reflections on the body's puissance are done considerable violenceence 

The biosprakb'kas becomes common sense, or what Bourdieu has caIIed a "habitus," a 

h a b i i  "system of schemes of perception, thought, appreciation and action" (Bourdieu & 

Passeron, 1990, p. 35) about the body's being. This h a b i i  of course, circdates 

throughout modem capitaliss dture, especialIy in the upper and middle cliisses, and even 

more especiaIIy for men The biospr&ikos of physical education reproduces a habitus 

tbat is already in cimkion. Thou- reflection on the body, critical awztreness of the 

way it is mafShaned by technology, is displaced by the common sense of the bim 

p d t i k .  F a k e  to reflect on the dynamics of puissance and pouvoir, to appmkte the 



territotialization of puissance by powoir, amounts to a Mwe to see the Mts power as 

to appreciate its potential for freedom, its non-individualist constaution in the 

feamdity of its pfepersonal fidd (the non-Limitive BwO). This failure amounts to living ia 

the shadow of the essence of technology, rather than in the light of the Erotic essence of 

the body as moving being: fke, infinite. By continuing to live in such a shadow, without 

reflecting on the light that is withheld by it, we fhil to W our most fimdamental 

responsibilities as beings who have the capacity to care for the way we and our MOW 

bdngs come to presence in our puissant essence. (See p. 147, above.) It is a way of Gti 

for the pure resoUfCiLlg of the body. And it plays to the dynamics of resource and waste 

product as weIL Physical education of the biospraktkos anends only to the body's 

feso-ess, CSlStiDs off its puissant Eroticism as unimportant, a waste product. In 

fact, when the bimpraktkos is most my pursued, where powoir is totally active, 

puissance is d y  used up as physical capital, the body is comp1etely subjected to the 

government of powoir. Such a body wodd be a fasdst body, punuing its own complete 

subjection 

The fUsdsr body comes to presence where the body is entirely subjected to the 

power ofpouvoir. The more purely a physical educational emerprise is focussed on the 

b i a r p r a  (as it is in the CSTF) the more it tends to body fssdsm, which is the body 

subjected entidy to the resourcefid embodiment of capitalist desire. (See discussion pp 

1m above) Implementing Hoc~uenghem, I wiIl dose my critique by saying that through 

the biospaRtikm of physical education, capitaIism 

permeates our bodies, f o e  its roots of death deep into our d e r  crevices- It 
takes over our orgens, robs us of our vita fimctions, nnrtilates our pIe8~llte~, 



harnesses a1 our "W productivity under its own paralyzing adminstration. It 
turns each ofus into a cripple, cut off tiom his own body [pu;ssance] a &anger to 
his own desires. The forces of capitalist occupation continually refhe their system 
of @on, provocation, extortion so as to use it along with a massive 
reinfbrcement of sociaI terror (hdividual guiit) to repress exclude and neutratize an 
those practices of our wilI that don't reproduce those forms of domination. And so 
this thousand-year-old regime ofunhappy gratification, sacrifice, resignation, 
d e d  masochism, and death perpetuates itself. Here reigns Castration, reducing 
the "subject" to a guilt-ridden, neurotic, industrious being ..." (Hocquenghem 1995) 

I will now suggest some principks for an alternative to the technologid, scieatized form 

of physical education that I have been addressing in this thesis. This is only a sketch, 

since developing alternatives is an enormous research project in itself, and well beyond the 

scope of this thesis. My suggestions for alt&es should be read as suggestions for 

fUane directions of research. The science of physical fitness, being a science of capital 

arnmnrlfttion, is a technology of the body that turns its puissant essence into lack I will 

argue that a better vision of physical education would not see the imperative to physical 

activity as co&s fiom the lack of physical capital but &om increased appreciation of the 

intensity of the body, and the puissance that makes it delight in physical activity. 

The analytical foars of my thesis has been the CSTF. The point was to conduct 

an in depth analysis of a M y  creden3ial'Ited text ofthe science of FBPE that is o m  m 

applied adult physid education. AItemtives should respond not only to the dominance 

of the biosprakzikas in physical education but also to the tendencies toward fhckm that 



Deleuze and Guatmi, Foucault, and I think impIicitly Heichgger have detected in modern 

culture in gend.  

Physical Education is a mode of revealing human beings, bodily. I have shown 

how the science of physical fitness, specifically fitness testing, is a technological mode of 

revealing The more sued this mode is in revealing humans as capital resources, the 

more it tends towards body hc&m Meed, the more the science of physical fitness is 

operationaIized in the writing of texts for day to day life, the more it engages in the 

controlling, exclusiomy tactics that are paradigmatic in science writing. The science of 

physical fitness territotializes the BwO in the research laboratory and extends that powoir 

into day to day life with a manipulative salvation narrative. Tbis narrative is made 

meaniflghl in the larger sociO-CUId context of the dynamics of puissance and powoir in 

modern Iife. It is crucial to keep in mind that the science ofphysical fitness draws on 

established, operative paradigms of the body, which treat it as a capital resource and draw 

on discipIinary culture in order to do so. That discursive tendency m modem culture is 

the dangerous &ilktic project of GesteIl d e s c r i i  by Heidegger, the biopolitical project 

desaibed by Foucault, and the terr i tor i~on descri"bed by Deleuze and Gwttari, all of 

which descrii the tendency towards kcism that is characteristic of modem I&. 

The fbim ofdesire produced in the CSTF is consumerist Iack, longing for 

hKhent In my theory of the body I invoked Foucault on kcism, "the fascism that 

causes us to love power, to desire the very thing that dominates and expIoits us." 

(FoucauIt 19834 mii. My qymeut has been that the colwrmerist resourciug of the body 



is a form of domination and expIoitation. This is a form of desire that "silences the 

productive machines cf the libido" (Seem 1983), which f have d e d  the power of &tic 

coming to presence. This is the desire to be llsned by subjectioo; to come to presence in 

accordance with the codes and disciplines of capital resource development. The form of 

Codksion, Conversion and New Life of the CSTF sets out to produce the desire and 

technical capacity to become physical capital. It is the desire to negate the puissant 

W o r n  of the body ia the service of capital. This is the development of desire that seeks 

its own compiete subjection, M s m .  In this fhscist culture there is no need of police, 

jackboots, or concentration camps. Fascist desire subjugates hi£ 

Alternatives for physical education, therefore, should pursue and-hch modes of 

education. An anti-hcist alternative to the science of physicaI fitness wilI require the 

development of pedagogics of physical education that promote resistance to the 

territodizing of the body through deconstrucrive physical practices. Whereas the science 

of physical fitness hides the dynamics of puissance and powoir in the Sefvice of inscribing 

pwoir m individual bodies, an alternative would attempt to give people the power to 

reveal these t'ascist dynamics in their own lives and in the life of their commuPities and 

reconstruct those dynamics in ways that are more beneficial What wiil be needed is a 

Freirian alternative to the imperial gaze of physical education p r ~ f ~ o n a l s  inscribiag 

powoir in the bodies of their "dents." 



I have spoken of the science of physical fitness as a biosprdths.  Heidegger says 

that the Ancient Greeks contrasted that practical way of being with another way "the way 

of the beholder, the one who looks upon the pure shiniag-forth of that which presences," 

a way of life that he calls the bios theoretikos. This is the way of reflection, of dweIlipg 

upon the essence of that which appears. I have argued that in modem culture our 

eseaces appear in the dynamics of puissance and powoir. (While I have adyzed powoir 

as it is d e s t  in the technology of physical capital resource devdopment, there is 

considerable fbture research potential in refIecting upon these dynamics as they come to 

presence in other discourse such as race, gender, language, dass and their myriad 

intersections.) A bios theoreribs of physical education would dwel upon the play of 

puissance and powoir in desire. 

Whereas the biosprahikos uses up puissance and avoids reflection on power, a 

bias tko t~kos ,  dwebg on our essence in technology, could engage both puissance and 

powoir in their interrelations. A bios the0ret.s could resurrect the power of Ems to 

reinstate the wholeness of puissance in the practice of being healthy. In the science of 

physical iitness, I have argued, the Iogos of puissance is erased by the practical power of 

powoir. An altematke physical education should allow the logos of our being, the 

positin promise of desire, to find fieedom aad ~ ~ e c t ~ d m S S .  Ddeuze and Guat?ari call 

this deterritorialiriog the BwO. They suggest that this can happen m the experience of 

puissant plateaus of imendty (See pp 16Sabove) which break through powoir and leave 

an &er-image of their dynamism. (Massmi 1992,7) that can be reactheti in other 

activities- In other words, an alternative physid education coufd educate people m Emtic 



hemities that give them the power to reflect on the dynamics of puissance and pomir 

and then do something about their fUhue construction This of course would be a matter 

of composing narratives for the productions of desire which are inspired by the Worn of 

plisseacc, rather than disciplined by the government of powoir. 

And this need not, indeed could not, be an individualistic enterprise - for if 

plisslmce is the swfkhg of the prepersond field, the deterritoriatized BwO, the 

fimdameasal connectedness of human being which is territorialized by the powoir 

government ofindividuaIism, then the "aftererimage' should well be one of profound 

connectedness, not isoIation. An alternative physical education health pradce could 

deconstruct individualism by erotiddng our connections. This is not the destruction of 

difference. Far fiom it! it is the destruction of distance which fkscist desire inshates in 

cfBmnce. What I am sketching, all too b M y  here, is the power of Eros to deconstnrct 

nihilism. Which means that physical education could be an education in reflective, 

decotlst~ctive Eroticism 

Whaeas the heartbeat of consumer capitalist (biosptaka'k0s)FBPE is ion@g and 

ladg the pulse ofErotic physical education would be the feamd fitllaess, the joy, the 

intrinsic dance ofthe moving body. In this scenario the body is compelled to move (to be 

healthyhale) not out of fear and lonag for w k  it is not, but in celebration for what it is. 

Hae is physicaI activity that takes phce not because of the body's panoptic deadlines, but 

because of its Erotic Iifelines, as it were. Futrae rrsearch m physical education needs to 

explore the art ofmoving, of Gndias intensities, that are freeing cadid, c o d  Here 

thee d d  be an important shat of focus: rather than the research science of physical 



education educating Eros on how it shodd move/ Wproduce, Eros can educate the art 

and science of physical education. 

Traditionally* the emphasis has been on physical education, rather than physical 

education, in which "education" is aligned with powoir and "physical" is alligned with 

puissance. The imperative has been to get control over puissance by educating it in the 

ways of pouvoir - that is what the science of FBPE sets out to do. I am suggesting 

research that seeks a r e v d  of that so that it becomes physical education: the puissant, 

Erotic body educates pouvoir, the practices by which we construct a resour& 

government of the body. This is a subversive practice in which the dominance of powoir 

is undermined by the power of puissance, so that it is the fieedom of desire that educates. 

Here is the imperative for puissance to make political space for Erotic fieedom, rather 

than powoir to organize Erotic space for fiscist governance. The future of physical 

education would continue to work with the dynamics of puissance and pouvoir, but 

powoir could become the servant of puissance, rather than puissance the servsmt of 

powoir. 

It might be feared that promoting the Erotic arts of puisace could be the 

undoing of the person and social order and I d  to social chaos. But turning to puissance 

is not necessarily depraved chaos. Reflective, deconstructive Eroticism would be a 

attention to the subjection of desire under powoir and a reconstruction of 

discipline, perhaps even in the religious sense, as a fUMimme~ of our being, rather than a 

negation of the same. RecalIling DeIeuze and Gmttai on "the art of dosages:" "You 

don'tdo it with a sledgehammer, you use a wry fine file. You imrent selfdestructions tbat 



bave nothing to do with the death drive." (Deleuze and Guattari 1987b, 160) Indeed, the 

hoped for world of physical education to which I am referring is the opposite of the death 

drive, whose nihiEsm is more characteristic of the science of physical fitness than it is of 

the education I am suggesting. This would be physical education not as i m p o d i ' b e d  

by experts, with nasty authoritarian rhetoric, but as created in the reflective erotic 

practices of people. Eros enters here as an intense deconstructive practice that gives 

freedom in the moment and hope for the reconstruction of realities in the firture. 

What we need to begin to create through the art and science of physical education 

is a Society and culture dedicated to W l h g  the promise of We, a power of salvation 

which is at hand, which is a BwO that fosters a social and cultural life that serves the 

body, rather than bodies that serve an exploitive sociO-CUIturaI economic order. 
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for most pcopk physical activity should not post my problem or hazard- P A R 4  hzs be  
deignad to idtntify fhe small n u m w  of adults fur wkOm pkypcrl activg might be trupproprir 
or mQK who should hlvt mddial advie concernin$ the type of aUivity most suttablt forth* 

Common senst is your bast guidt in rnrrvering tntK few questions. Please rtrd the 
arefully and check [\') me D YES or 0 NO opposite the question I it applies to you. 

YES NO 

n 1. Has your doctor ever said you haw heart trouble? 

2 Do y w  fnquently h.H pans in your heart m d  mest? 

111 4. H1Sa doctor ever rrid your btoad prrssurt was too high7 

13 ff 5. Has your doctor ewer tot0 you that you have a bone or joint problem such 
as arthnts that has k e n  aggravated by uasase. or rn~ght be maae 
worse wrth exerase? 

0 6. Is therea good physical reason not mentioned here why you should not 
follow an aaivity pmgm euen l you wanted to? 

7. Are you over age 65 an6 nor accustomee to vigorous exercise? 



noh 
I 



- -  ._ -  - . . - .  . .  ----_ 
Add- - ..--.. 

(no.) (street) . . . - , - . - . . .  (apt. no.) - 
. .- 1 CityKown Province - - PostalCode * --- - . C  1 . 

wok phone No; 1 ' *' 1 . a _ .  - 
Resident Phone NO. 1 b : -  - -  

I . - areacode - number .. . - .  area ___ _ _ _  code number 

Marital Status: Married .-. Single ,-, Divorced .-. Separated ,-. Other - 1 .  . . 

(stl88t) (no.) - (suite no.) 

Province Postal Code 



8. How locrq does it tab you to workout? 

9. What qoah do you wish to accomplish through stmgth Please d-be: 





If your rsrpon# to t)w above was yes, specify the total number of cups par day. 

How wojd yo0 descfib your present state of bald~? 







Literally, 'measurement of the human body' these measures reflect 
the body stature and composition at rest. Values will increase and 
d8cz:ease w i t h  changes in nutritional and fitness status, which 
occur over time. 

This is a calculation of your weight as it is distributed on your 
frame and is made using your height and weight data. Body Mass 
Index increases as weight increases provided your height remains constant 
from eithw increase in fat o r  lean body weight. Conversely, a loss 
in either fat or lean body tass will reduce the B.LI.1. 
Your soore of W . $ O  is at the 7U percentile. 
Your body weight and height are in proportion, This presents no health ti! 
to you. 

w8i8t to a p  mtio (1 . I .R . )  

The W a i s t  to Hip ratio is a calculation of the comparison of your 
waist and hip gitths as m e a m r e d  w i t h  the anthropometric ape. As 
the waist measurerent approaches that of tha hip the W.H.R. becomes 
closer to a 1:l ratio. Decreasing the circumference of the waist or 
increasing the circumference of the hips will reduce the W.H.R. 

Your score of 0.80 is at the ZS percentile. 
Your waist and hips a m  approximately the same size. A body fattest 
will help to determine whether this high ratio may be because of 
overfatness and thus be a health risk to you. 

The sum of M o l d s  is the tota l  of the five M o l d  measures in 
millisAtres. A s  body fat increases, so does the deposit of fat  
underneath the skinsm surface. Reducing caloric intake through 
p r o m  dieting andfor fnc1:easing caloric expenditure by inaeashg 
physical activity will reduce this maaspre ovetr time, This so 
called 'negative caloric balance' is necessary ff fat cuntent of 
the body is to be reduced. To resetme lean bodp tissue, excercise 
should be a part of almost every w e i g h t  reduction program. 
If weight reduction is indicated, a gradual reduction is recommended 
of about a pound to a pound aad a half per week. 
A pound of fat is approxbately 3500 Calories. 



Your score of 81.5 is at the 16 percentile. 
Your score indicates a health risk and a program of diet and exercise 
is recommended for you , 

This is the calculation of the two trunk skinfolds measured in 
millimetres as taken with the skinfold calliper. The truak 
skinfolds are significant because it is known that excess amounts 
of fat accumulated in #am areas are often associated with 
disorders of carbohydrate and fat metabolism and therefore are 
considered important when assessing health risk. Reducing total body 
fat through a well designed program of exercise and diet will help 
reduce these measures, 

Your score of 33.6 is at the a9 parcaz~tile. 
Reducing your SOTS score and health risk will depend on reducing total 
body fat by both diet and exercise. 

Aerobic Power is defined as the ability of your body to distribute and 
utilize oxygen at max ima l  levels of exercise. If your body can distribute 
and use oxygen efficiently, you are able to work at higher levels of 
exercise stress for longer periods of time with less fatigue. 
Because the heart, lungs and vascular systems deliver the oxygen to the 
working muscles, they too adapt as you become more aerobically fit. There 
is evidence to suggest that aerobically fit individuals are at less risk 
for the development of heart and vasular related diseases. A high aerobic 
power is therefore desirable for athletic performunce as well as general 
physical fitness and health. Aerobic Power is predicted by measuring your 
heart rate responses to s standard workload during exercise such as cycli 
stepping or walking on a treadrill, Rom thase measured heart rate respon 
either V02 rmax in IL/Kg/m.in (the wudsal amount of oxygen you are able ta 
utilize) or PWC (the maximal work capacity at a given heart rate) are 
calculated, A higher V02 MH or PWC score indicates greater Aerobic Power 

Your V02(C.A.F,T) of 33 mL/Kg/nin is at the 30 percentile, 
Your aerobic power is very low and your heart rate is too high 
at relatively low workloads, You should begin a regular 
and progressive aerobic exercise program to improve your score. 
Start by selecting an activitp you enjoy doing which uses 
large muscle groups repetitively such as walking, jogging, 
cycling or 8wining and gradually reach an intensity which 
challenges your keathhg. You shorrld be able to talk comfortably 
while exercising, Don't s ta r t  too quickly and if you experience 
discolldort in the chest, aras or legs, slow your pace, For the 



first two w w k s  exercise for bmnty rinutem tbrae times per week. 
Each week thereafter add tea to fifteen minutes of exercise per 
workout until you have achieved continuous exacise for forty 
minuterr or more. Once this has been achieved you are now 
conditioned for most other types of activity you may wish to try. 

This terr refers to the range of motion around a joint or series of 
joints and is dependent upon the bone structure, and soft tissue 
which surrounds the joints. Flexibility is joint specific; that is 
all our joints exhibit specific fleucibility patterns which are 
usually related to the amount of use each is subjected to each day. 
That is why athletes tend to have very predictable flexibility 
pa-. 
Flexibility is required for optimal body function. If joints have 
optimal m g e e  of motion, they are free to move without 
restriction, are efficient, and are injured leas often. 
Flexibility of the low back and pelvic area is particularly 
important to help prevent back problems. 

muam rtlrrrom 
Your score of 28.0 is at the 25 percentile and is rated as 
below average. A general flrurihility program stretching the major 
muscle groups and joints is indicated to avoid overstretch injuries 
prior to exercise and injuries to the back. Start by warming the 
muscles w i t h  five to seven minutes of aerobic activity and proceed 
with slow, controlled stretches held for twenty to seconds 
with three repetitions. Do not bouna while stretching. These 
ballistic type stretches actually do more harm than good so avoid 
them. 

These two qualities have some sfrihritfes but some important 
diffemmxm as well. Muscular Stremgth refers to the amount of 
force a muscle can exert in a single raYiral voluntary contraction. 
Muscular endurance is the rtlsclesl ability to repeat forceful 
contractions until fatigue prohibits further contractions. 
Neither of these qualities can be trained to the exclusion of the 
other. As you train for strength, you improve endurance. Likewise, 
as you train mscular endurance, strength will improve. Each 
however can be predominantly trained by selecting an appropriate 
-g 



This meamre, taken by way of a handgrip dymmoneter and measured 
in kiloqrams of force determines the force which can be developed 
by each of the two hands. When these two measures are repeated and 
the best of each handmu effort .  combined, the maximal force of the 
two are compared t o  norms. Grip strength is considered the by many 
profeesioaals t o  be the b e s t  single meamre of t o t a l  body strength, 
but it is possible that any individual may ace1 in this masore and 
still have auscular weakness in other muscle groups. Grip strength by 
i tself  is however important as we use our hands for most of our fitness 
and occupationally related activities. 

Your score of I S  kg is a t  the 25 percentile and is rated 
as below average. This suggests that you have low general 
strength. You should start a general strength program. 
This program should involve major muscle groups and be done 
two t o  three times pat week for the f i r s t  three to four weeks. 
The program should include low resistance ( 60-75 Z of maximal 
lut capability) and higher repetitions (15-20). Two sets per 
muscle group are adequate for  the first three t o  four weeks. 
This program w i l l  ease you gradually into strength training and 
avoid injury. A t  the end of three weeks  you will be able to 
increase the resistance and the number of sets. 

This timed test ruing the a trunk curl-op action stresses the 
abdominal muscles. These ruscleo are important fixatorn, of the 
trunk and help keep the back and hips in proper alignment. If the 
abdolinals become weakened through disuse, they lose the abili ty to  
keep the trunk fhed in position and meal back problems often 
occur w i t h  time. Ath le tes  who rely on the trunk to be fixed in 
order that sport performance can be efficiently and effectivly 
maintained, require strong abdominal8 also. 
A variety of abdominal 81cerci.aci are available t o  exercise these 
important muscles and they should be 8xercbed using proper 
technique and in proper order. You can consult written information 
on the subject or ask a qualified instructor. 

Your score of 35 Reps is at the 66 parcamtile and is considered 
above average. You have good abdominal durance and you should continue 
w i t h  the ac t iv i t i e s  you are now doing in order t o  maintain this 
level of postuml health. 
An abdominal routine which inoolves ad-& movements and 
techniqprr WiU help improve your a b d a  endurance. These can be 
done as a regular part of your fitness program. 







FINAL STEPPING STAGE 
FINAL HEART RATE 
V02 H.ax 

RIGHT GRIP 
LEPTGRIP 
PARTIAL CURL-UP 
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Gnu?? -s 
01/11/95 CHEST GIRTH 

01/11/95 SUBSCAP sKINFOLD 

01/11/95 ILIAC CREST 

ABmBIC -8 
CoA0F.T 

01/11/95 FINAL STEPPING STAGE 
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GRIP STRmGTB 

01/11/95 RIGHT GRIP 

PART1A.G CURL-UP 
01/11/95 PAR!FIXL CURL-UP 35.00 Reps 



. lake the people I'm wtth. - be In a gmo. - tx tndepencient, - get to know Other people welL - have the other people l~ke me. - be phystcally actw. - use my ~magtnatlon. - create sometn~ng. 

. find the actwty chaileng~ng. - feel safe and secure. - try sorneth~ng new and different. - be myself. - use my talents. 

. Improve myself and my skrk - accomplish somethng. - relax. - spend time wth my hrn~ly. 

Instructrow. Once you have checked the lifestyle needs 
that are important to you. l i i  the three most 
important and identity which a c t ~ t i e ~  wOuld 
most probably satisfy those needs. 

Lifestyle Needs 

, release energy. - have common interests wth other people. - be able to conmbute something to a group. 
, meet many new people. 
. be a leader. 
, .  tee1 confident 
. learn something. 
, .  be in pleasant, attractive surroundings. 
. be alone. - have a structured activity. 
,- be abb to do thrngs at the !as minute. 
, .  forlow rules. - be prar~ed. 
, have fun and enjoy myself. 
. release frustration. - take a rrsk 

Activity Preferences 



----I---- 
Detemlninp the Aerobic Walk-Jog ~rmrlmn - - - -  
(Irorn resulls ol Cana an Aorobic Filnoss Test) Name ol Parlicipanl - 7 

Dale i 

z c  
I. Factor A 3 4 l  

Selecl Factor A lrom parlicipenl's NEAREST BODY WEIGHT (sue bolow) Faclor A 

Faclor A 46.4 45.5 45 5 456 45.7 45.8 45.0 46 0 46.0 46.1 46.1 46.2 
Body kgs. 45 60 65 60 66 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
Welghllbs. 99 I10 121 132 143 154 165 176 187 198 209 220 

2. Faclor B 
Delermlne Faclor 8 lrom part~crpant's NEAREST HEIGHT AND PREDICT ED VOa MAX. Factor B - J 
lrom table below. Z !  

3. Fador C 
SUBTRACT Faclor B  iron^ iot;lor A lo got TIME {In rnlnules) TO COVER 1 mlle OR Faclor C 
1.8 km 

4. Delermine DISTANCE TO COVER IN 16 MINUTES by localing Factor C Iron table WALK-JOG kms 
below. DISTANCE miles 

in 15 mins. 

NOTE: This walk./og prescripl~on is a conservalive eshmatu mlendad lor he innors See Cha ler 5 of this manual lor other melhods 01 
dotorminin sp ro riale *'mlenlIy 01 physical act~v~ty". Uclutlinp HEXRT RATE MO~TORINCI. THE TALK TEST and 
PERCEIV!~ PXPRTION. Theso may bo used in conpnction wllh the aerobic walk-1 pescripllon 8s a 'Wid~ly check". 
There are also acllvlties olhor Y ~ u n  walking or iogga~g which may have greater appeal "B or Ihe p~rlicipanl The appraiser should 
lake speclal care lo adapt the aerobic proscripllon to meel Ihe needs and Interests of the partlclpanl. 

Factor S 
V02 Man. 

167 
163 

167 
Hoighl 

1 73 

5.2 
5.4 

6.6 

6.8 
6.10 
6.0 

6.2 
1I.f in. 

Factor C 
fwlorC 4 5  bO bb 60 6b 10 16 80 86 90 96 100 101 I t @  I15 I20 125 130 I35 140 I4b 150 155 160 165 110 I75 180 I65 190 195 200 ?05 210 215 220 n 5  DO ?3b 240 245 S O  

VIMMy bA) 483 4 3 4  4h? 310 338 372 alxi 2W 714 ?$I 74)  425 219 209 701 I W  135 119 I t ?  I& I61 1% I51 I46 142 I38 134 )30 1 s  114 121 Ill 114 I13 109 106 103 103 101 OW 091 L m  

- Wyce 33  30 9 1  26 23 ?I 20 19 1B 11 16 I 5  1 4  136 134 I 2 5  120 0 5  111 IOt 103 I00 OD1 0 1  091 000 O I  083 081 019 011 016 013 011 010 060 061 065 OW 063 061 060- 



Hearl rate (h bealsll0 sec ) 



lWTENSlTT 
MEDIUM HEAW 

n u n  
O D D  

Popurar Dance 
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2 HW tag have you been da~ng some physicat a m t y  In pur leisure trme at least once a week? 

3. r ja want to participate more in physlca~ activibes you do now. why aren't you able to? (Check at most 3 reasons.) 

4. If p~ wanted to participate more in phys~ca[ activities. which of the following would increase the amount of physical a m t y  
yw do? (Check at most 3.) 

CI People wlm w r m  ta parclapate 17 p ore sert-cuap~me 

5. ilea is a list d reasons why some people do physcc;rl activities during their l m r e  bme 
Hanrimportantiseachofthasetoyou? 

ofsome 
importance 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
n 
0 



& HCrw w t  are each of me folhng to you in ga~mng a feeling d weli-beIng? 

9. What physical acbvibes would you like to start in order to imp- your fitness and health? 

0 NonaarAclMty 
WhatisthemainnasonyarhavenotvetstMCd(rus? 



11- nr what me ao ywmou~u y x  -4 m ra;r phvsca~ am~tres? (fmcate mare man one i f  )ou US* eo acmmes m 
Bmwceaday)  

Dminemormng 0 ~t D in me attemoOn 

I 
12 (A) How wWd ' y ~ u  descnbe your state of emobo~ l  weil-bemg7 

u~en,~oo~ npoor 



Which Of me faUovving best describes yoor expence wtth tobacco. Check ail mat apply 

a a ptpe. agan or 
m r  a ear ago 

tn general. h w  wurd flu dexnbe yocr State d health? 



I Record the h e n g  Systolic and Otastolic 4.3 wooden board under tne sde.  The par- 
forrrlh-phase (W) to the neafest two hcrfxu~t must be wthout foot-wear and tn 
mmHg in the appmptiate space on the 43.1 Ss;andirirp Hwht lrght clathmg (shutts and t-shrrt or blouse 
CSTF Oata Sheet. for women). 

If any of the abe cocldiitiorts exst 
explain briefly that the blood pressure 
reading is not wlth~n the range for which 
the test was designed (see Appendix E- 
Blood Pressure Messages Row Chart for 
potential interpretation). 

fhe tiestyle questiamwte may assts: the 
appmiser m itssessing partrapant 
atbtudes towara. and merests In. 
physical activity. lhs can be very he!pful 
in det-in@ appmpnate subsequent 
results mterpretation. counselling and 
exercise prescription. bt further 
information on hOw the appraiser may 
make best use of the parttapant's 
responses in the lif-e ques:~onnatre. 
see the lnterprembon and 

Position the tape vertically aganst a d l .  
Ensure that ~t IS periect!y straght. and 
even with the floor. If the floor IS car- 
peted. place a half-nch wooden board 
on the floor against me wall and mea- 
sure from the top of the board wtth par- 
t~apant standing on it. 

The participant without footweZ stanas 
erect, arms hanging by the Wes. feet 
togertter. the Wets and back in contact 
with !he wall. The parnapant is then 
tnstruCfeb to look Strai~ht ahad. stand 
as tall as posstble and take a deep 
breath whde the rneasument IS taken. 

Quipmnt Spnng or beam scale. 
wcden board- 

Record the wght in "kg" to the nearest 
0.' kg-: e.g.1~1617:2] 

Equipment K-E Antfuopometrtc tape or 
equmient. 

Ensure the tape is property located 
the horrtontal plane in accordance wth 
the.irrstntCtion~ and illustranons Imed 
becow. 

Apply tension to he tape wff cent to 
mntam 1ts pos~hon but not to cause 
Indentatton of the sktn surface. 

All measurements are recorded to the 
nearest 0.1 cm.: e.g.10~9~8.71cm. 



The parncrpanr srands ~ r e c :  The ?he pantapact s:ancs em:. feet sltgnrly 
aopralse?. uses a cmss-nancea recn- acan The r a ~ e  6 postlonet2 arouno fhe 
n w e  to postm the m e  ho~rontak a: p~5hc f n ~ p  to a :eve one centmeter 
:he Iew3 of nalceable was: narrowrng &!ON :he glureal tne 
The tam ts the!? placw In ttte recordmns 
poMlon and me measurement a maue 
at Ule end of a normal exprratton In 
some part~wants. an rndemmtnare 
watst can be approxrmatw by laklng the 
gmh at the emmared &ear b e l  of the 
w a n  or lower froar~ng ttb. 

I The panlapant mas erect wtth fee: 
togaher. me tape ts P O S I N O ~  around 
the hips at the 1- of :he sympnvsts 
p a l s  and me greatest Qutea! pr& 
bberance. 

(qarcrng use c! me skmford meas;le 
mentsl 

During skinfold measurements. it is 
essenttal that the parhapant dax the 
under!yvlg m w b I u r e  as much as p s -  
sible. When the sire of the skrr~bta has 
been deterrntned. a Iold of sk~o plus the 
mdeffymg fat is grasped between me 
thumb and forefinger wm Ihe back of 
the hand facing the appraiser. W p a g  
the jaws of the cahpers ahMys at ngnt 
angles to the body surface the contact 
faces of :he cahpers are pfaced one 
centmeter below the porn: whece me 
sktnfold s raised. Whde TpmtsunnS rhe 
pressure of the :mgers on fhe sicmfold. 
the tngger of the cartpers s fully 
releaseC and the measurement IS taken. 
The measurement a noted wken the 
indicator stabrllzes ts ~DD~OXI- 
mately two seconcs after the kh p a -  
sure of the callper iavs r~ apohee :O me 
skmlola. The aaUm5 s recorded !o the 
nearest 0 2 r n ~ l r ~ r r i :  

e.g.11 ,6.8{mm 

bmptete the fm set of sknforc rnea- 
sumem for all sltes. Then. repear the 
prOcWore to obram a secona se: ot 
measurements for eacn skmfold st:e 
Recora me mean of 'Ile TWO measures 
unless me CrFerecce se3veen the :lrs; 
ana second meas- of mat pazmm 
skrnfolu site IS roun2 :0 be greater rnan 
0.J m. If so. rake a Drc! measwe of 
that sktnble ste anc chaose from 
among h e  three vdtces. the i w t ~  mea- 
sures wrttch mgsi W y  match eacn 
ather in value. Determine the mean cf 
l hose twOmea~e~~~umetnree  
measwes be equtctsmt e g.. 16.6 19.2 
19.8 Uereme the man of art mree 
values 



fhe par3ctpant stands wrth tbe amls 
Maxed by the srdes. The tnceps sklnfola 
istakenonthe~ofthenghtamat 
thepotntrmdwaybetweenthebpofthe 
ammion ( q l X  shoulder) and the trp of 
the okaamn (nglu dhow). fhe mdpatnt 
is detemaned by p 4 c q  the fifth ftnger 
of the left hand on the tip of the a c e  
rn (qht  sbuider& the flfth fmger of 

along the midline of the back of the am. 

I 

b) Biceps Skirtfold 

The brceps skrnfold 6 measured on the 
nght extenued upper am over the 
b~ceps at the same levef as me fntd-afm 
pant for the tnceps. The skrnfuld s then 
rased at the md-am, polnt. so me fold 
runs vertlcaHy dong the mdline of the 
front of the arm. 

The pamapant stands wtrb the ShOul- 
ders elaxed and the am by the sees. 
The skrnfold is rased so it can be mea- 
surecl on a diasonill line coming from the 
vertebral border of the scapula to a patm 
1 cm. benem rhe tnfenor angle. The 
sktnfotc rtrts c~~lnward anc wtwd at 
an angle of approxmtatdy 45 cqrees to 
me spne- 

The pamupant stands tn a normar erect 
posrtion. Have the part~clpanr ratse the 
nght an to the srde so mat tt is horizon- 
tal and p4ce the nght hand on the rrght 
shoulder. If the partrcipant IS unable to 
ptace h a d  on shO~ldW. keep t k  h ~ n -  
zonm arm actendeb- The skmford ts then 
measured three centmetres above the 
CreSt of the hum at the mtdlne of the 
body so that the fold runs forward anu 
slightly downward. 

Have the participant place the 
unweighted (relaxed) nght foat flat on a 
step so that Ute knee is at 900. The skm- 
fold is ratsed on the inside of the nght 
caff just above the lRRl of the rnaxrmurn 
caIf gtRn so that the fold rum vert~cally 
sang the m~dline. 





Comments. 
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